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AVAILABILITY NOTICE

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publicat;ons N'

Most documents cited in NRC publications will be availab!e from one of the following
sources:

1. The NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW, Lower Level, Washington, DC
20555

2. The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govemment Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082,
Washington, DC 20013 7082

3. The National Technical information Service, Springfield, VA 22161

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publica-
tions, it is not intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public
Document Room include NRC correspondence and Internal NRC memoranda: NRC Office of
Inspection and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and Investi-
gation notices; Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission
papers; and applicant and licensee documents and correspondence.

The following documents in the NUREG series are avellable for purchase from the GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC-sponsored conference proceed-
Ings, and NRC booklets and brochures. Also availabie are Regulatory Guides, NRC regula-
tions in the Code of Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances.

Documents available from the National Technical information Service include NUREG series
~

reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by
the Atomic Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all open literature
items, such as books, journal and periodical articles, and transactions. Federal Register
notices, federal and state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained

.

from these libraries.

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations, and non-NRC
conference proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the
publication cited.

Single copies of NRC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written
requent to the Office of Information Resources Management, Distribution Section U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copbs of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC rega!atory
process are maintained at the NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryknd, and
are available there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are usuelly copy-
righted and may bo purchased from the originating organization or, if they are American
National Standards, from the American National Standards Institute,1430 Broadway,

. New York, NY 10018,
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PREFACE

This DRAFT NUREG presents the results of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) staff review of the BWR Owners Group (BWROG) proposed new Standard
Technical Specifications (STS) for the BWR/4 design. These new STS were
developed based on the-criteria in the interim Comission Policy Statement on
Technical Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, dated
February 6, 1987.

The new STS will be used as bases for developing improved plant-specific
technical specifications by individual nuclear power plant owners that have
BWRs designed by General Electric. The NRC staff is issuing this draft new
STS for a 30 working-day coment period. Following the comment period, the

n .NRC staff will analyze comments received, finalize the new STS, and issue them
( ) for plant-specific implementation.
N /

'~' Comments should be submitted no later than March 15, 1991, in accordance with
the following guidance: The exact wording of each proposed change should be ]marked in pen and ink on copies of all the affected pages of DRAFT NUREG-1433, 1

" Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants, BWR/4." Each i
proposed change should be numbered. Each proposed change should be
accompanied with a separate technical justification, cross referenced to the
applicable proposed change on the marked up pages.

Submit written comments to: David t.. Meyer, Chief, Regulatory Publications
Branch, Division of Freedom of Information and Publications Services, Office
of Administration, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.
Hand deliver comments to: 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, between
7:45 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. on Federal workdays,
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

B 2.0:-SAFETY LIMITS
'\

.

- -

- |

B 2.1.1 Reactor Core Safety Limits (SLs).

BASES

GDC. ' 0 (Ref.1) requires that specified acceptable fuelBACKGROUND 1

design limits.are not exceeded _during steady-state '

ope' ration, normal operational transients, and anticipated
_ ,eperational occurrences (A00s). This is accomplished by

hgepecifyingaMINIMUMCRITICALPOWERRATIO(MCPR)suchthatat least 99.9% of the fuel rods -in the core would not be,

y,,expectedto;experienceonsetofboilingtransition.
bns of this SL prevent overheating of the fuel. st__

and cladding, astwell as possible cladding perforation that
wouldiresult in/the release of fission products to the

,,

reactor coolant.- Overheating of the fuel and overstress of
the claddiruj -is prevented by maintaining the steady-state
peak linear heatigeneration rate'(LHGR) below the level at y
which 1% plastic | strain of the cladding would occur. 1

Overheating'of the; fuel cladding is prevented _by restricting
fuel operation to
the heat-transfer |;within,the nucleate boiling regime, where"N ' coefficient is large'and the claddingc

) surface temperature is?slightly0above the coolant saturation
~ ~./ temperature. ' "

.,

Operation above the-boundary of-the beleateboilingregime
could result in excessive cladding temperature because of
the onset of transition boiling and.the resultant sharp
reduction _in heat-transfer-coefficient. Inside the steam
film, high cladding temperatures are reached, and a
cladding-water (zirconium-water) reaction may- take place.
This chemical reaction results- in oxidation- of the fuel
cladding to a: structurally weaker form. This weaker form
may11ose its integrity, resulting in an uncontrolled release
of_ activity to the reactor coolant..

The proper _ functioning _of the Reactor Protection System
-(RPS) prevents' violation of the reactor core SLs.

APPLICABLE
_ The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of

SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation and A00s. The reactor core SLs are
established to preclude violation of the fuel design

(continued)

(continued)
V
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE criterion that an MCPR is to be established such that at
SAFETY ANALYSES least 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core would not be

(continued) expected to experience the onset of transition boiling.

The RPS setpoints (Ref. 2), in combination with the LCOs,
are_ designed to prevent any anticipated combination of
transient conditions for Reactor Coolant System temperature,
pressure,:and THERMAL POWER level that would result in
reaching the MCPR.

Automatic enforcement of these reactor core SLs are provided
byythetrip!setpointsforthefollowingfunctions:

e ,,,

a. Airerage poweb range monitor trip;

b. Reactor vessel water level-low level 3 trip;

c. Main steam line isolation valve-closure trip; and

d. Scram discharge' volume. water level-high trip.

2.1.1.la Fuel Claddino,Inteority (General Electric
Corporation (GE) Fuel)

GE critical power correlations are applicable for all
critical power calculations at pressures:R785 psig or core
flows 210% of rated flow. For operation <atslow pressures
and low flows another basis is used, as:follows:

Since the pressure drop in the bypass region is.
essentially all elevation head, the core pressure drop
at low power and flows will always be > 4.5 psi.
Anplyses (Ref. 3) show that with a bundle flow of 28 x
10 lb/ hour bundle pressure drop is nearly independent
of bundle power and has a value of 3.5 p.i. Thus, the
bundle flow with a 4 5 psi driving head will be

3greater than 28 x-10 lb/ hour. Full-scale ATLAS test
data taken at pressures from 14.7 psia to-800 psia-
indicate that the fuel assembly critical power at this
flow is approximately 3.35 MW. With the design
peaking factors, this corresponds to a THERMAL POWER
of more than 50% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP). Thus, a
THERMAL POWER limit of 25% RTP for reactor pressure
< 785 psig is conservative.

(continued)

(continued)
'

>
,.,,E
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

. N
J BASES (continued) |

LAPPLICABLE 2.1.1.lb Fuel Claddina Intearity (Advanced Nuclear Fuel
i

SAFETY ANALYSES Corporation (ANF) Fuel)

The use of the XN-3 correlation is valid for critical power
calculationg at pressur,es > 580 psig and bundle mass fluxe!. j

> 0.25 x 10 lb/ hour-ft (Ref. 4). For operation at low~

pressures or low flows, the fuel cladding integrity SL is
established by a limiting condition on core THERMAL POWER,
with the following basis:- '

Prbvided that the water level in the vessel downcomer#

N is maintainea above the top of the active fuel,
~

M naturalicirculatten is sufficient to ensure a minimum
~ bundle flow for all fuel assemblies that have a
relatively;hign power and potentially can approach a

-icriticalsheat flux condition.. . For the ANF 9f9 fuel~ design,3 the minimum bundle flow is > 30 x 10 lb/ hour.
For the ANF gnd GE 8x8 fuel, the minimum bundle flow
is Y 28 x 10tib/ hour. For all designs, the coolant
minimum: bundle-flow and maximum floy area is su,ch that
the mass fluxcis always > 0.25 x 10 lb/ hour-ft.

~

Full-scale critical power tests- taken at pressures
[, . w[. downto14.7-psia-indicateghatthefue,1 assembly
- Q' .

At 25% RTP, a. bundle power of43.35 MW corresponds to a
critical power at. 0.25 x 10 ,1b/ hour-ft is 1 3.35 MW.

bundle radial peaking factor ofa 3.0, which is
-

significantly higher than the: expected peaking factor.
Thus, a THERMAL POWER limitiof 25% RTP for reactor
pressures < 785 psig .is conservative.

2.1.1.Ra' Minimum Critical- Power Ratio (GE Fuel) .

The fuel-cladding integrity' SL is. set such that no .
significant fuel damage is calculated to occur if the limit
is-not violated. Since' the . parameters that result in fuel

' damage are not directly -observable during reactor operation,.
.the thermal and hydraulic conditions that result in the
onset of transition boiling have been used to make the
beginning of the region in which fuel damage could occur.-
Although .it is -recognized that the onset of transition-
boiling would not result in damage' to BWR' fuel rods, the-

critical -power at which boiling transition-is calculated to.
. occur-has been adopted as a convenient-limit. However, the
uncertainties in monitoring the core operating state and in

i- the procedures used to calculate the critical power. result

(continued)j
( (continued)
:%
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE in an uncertainty in the value of the critical power.
SAFETY ANALYSES Therefore, the fuel-cladding integrity SL is defined as

(continued) the critical power ratio in the limiting fuel assembly for
which more than 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are
expected to avoid boiling transition, considering the power
distribution within the core and all uncertainties.

The MCPR SL is determined using a statistical model that
combinesLall the uncertainties in operating parameters and
the. proc'edures used to calculate critical power. The
probability.of the occurrence of boiling transition is
determined,using the approved General Electric Critical
PowerLcorrelations.1 Details of the fuel-cladding integrity
SL calculation'are given in Reference 3. Reference 3 also
includes a tabulationfof the uncertainties used in the

~

determination of;the MCPR SL and of the nominal values of
the parameters used'in the MCPR SL statistical analysis.

2 .1.'1. 2 b Minikum Critical Power Ratio (ANF Fuel)

The MCPR SL ensures' sufficient conservatism in the operating
MCPR limit that, in the event of an'A00 from the LCO, at
least 99.9% of the fuel' rods in the' core would be expectedc
to avoid boiling transitions:The. margin between calculated
boiling transition (MCPR = 1'00) and the MCPR SL is based on

~

a detailed statistical procedure which considers the
uncertainties in monitoring the core operating state. One
specific uncertainty included in the SL is the uncertainty
inherent in the XN-3 critical power correlation.
Reference 4 describes the methodology used in determining
the MCPR SL.

The XN-3 critical-power correlation is based on a
significant body of practical test data, providing a high
degree of assurance that the critical power as evaluated by
the correlation is within a small percentage of the actual
critical power being estimated. As long as the core
pressure and flow are within the range of validity of the
XN-3 correlation, the assumed reactor conditions used in
defining the SL introduce conservatism into the limit
because bounding high radial power factors and bounding flat
local peaking distributions are used to estimate the number
of rods in boiling transition. . Still further conservatism
is induced by the tendency of the XN-3 correlation to
overpredict the number of rods in boiling transition. These

(continued)

(continued) i
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

;(O ' ' BASES (continued)
;

' APPLICABLE conservitisms and the inherent accuracy of the XN-3 -

,

SAFETY-ANALYSES correlation provide a reasonable degree of assurance that
(continued) there would be no transition boiling in the core during

sustained operation at the MCPR SL. If boiling transition
were to occur, there is reason to believe that the integrity
of the fuel would not be compromised. Significant test data
accumulated by the NRC and private organizations indicate
that,the use of a boiling transition limitation to protect !

magainst cladding failure is a very conservative approach. '

.

AMuch of;the data indicate that BWR fuel can survive for an
/ P extended period of time in an environment of boiling

tranyttion.N
j ,

$f'.1.3 HEastor Vessel Water Level
gc - g

During'HODESelland 2 the assumption of water level above the
top of the| active fuel is inherent in the critical power
correlat,1ons. Also, with fuel in the reactor vessel during
periods'when the reactor is shut down, consideration must be ,

given to water ; level requirements due to the effect of decay
heat. .If the water 41evel should drop below the top of the J

active irradiated: fuel during this period, the ability to
C remove decay heat is reduced. This reduction in coolingQ'j\ capability could lead to elevated cladding temperatures and

cigd perforation in'the event that.the water level becomes .

< 3 of the- core height. The reactor vessel water level SL
'

has-been established at the top of theaactive irradiated
. fuel to provide a point that can be monitored and to also
provide adequate margin for effective action.

,

,

The reactor core SLs represent a design requirement for
establishing the Reactor Protection System setpoints
identified previously. LC0 3.2.1, " Average Planar-Linear
Heat Generation Rate (APLHGR)";- LC0' 3.2.2, " Minimum Critical-

,

Power Ratio (MCPR)"; and LCO 3.2.3, " Linear Heat Generation- q

-Rate (LHGR)," or the assumed initial conditions of the
safety-analyses (as indicated in the FSAR,_Ref. 2), provide
more restrictive limits to ensure that the reactor core SLs-
are not exceeded.

~|
|

'lSAFETY? LIMITS The reactor core SLs are established to protect the
integrity of the fuel clad barrier to the release of I
radioactive materials to the environs. SL 2.1.1.1 and |
SL 2.1.1.2 ensure that the core operates within the fuel j

1

(continued) j
m i

(continued) )
m
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)
i

SAFETY LIMITS design criteria. SL 2.1.1.3 casures that the reactor vessel
(continued) water level is > top of the active irradiated fuel, thus

maintaining a coolable geometry.

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.1.1 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2 with reactor steam
dome pressure < 785 psig or core flow < 10% of rated core
flow.s As discussed in the Applicable Safety Analyses
sectiord the:11mit of s 25% RTP is sufficiently conservative
to; preclude boiling transition.

%. ;

SL"221.1.2)s applicable in H00ES 1 and 2 with reactor steam
dome ' pressure ,A 785Lpsig and core flow 210% of rated core
fl ow. The MCPR SL ensures that the fuel design criteria are
satisfied.' '

SL 2.'l 1.3 is applicable in all modes.

SAFETY LIMIT 2,2,1
VIOLATIONS

Exceeding any SL may cause immediate fuel damage or pressure . ,

"~

vessel failure and create a potential for radioactive
releases in excess of 10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site Criteria,"
Therefore, it is required to insert all insertable control
rods and restore compliance with the SLs within 2 hours.
The 2-hour Completion Time ensures that the operators take
prom-t remedial action and also ensures that the probability
of an accident occurring during this period is minimal,

2.2,2j
If any SL is violated, the NRC Operations Center must be
notified within 1 hour. This is in accordance with
10 CFR 50.72 (Ref. 5).

2.2,3

If any SL is violated, the appropriate senior management of
the nuclear ~ plant and the utility shall be notified within
24 hours. The.24-hour period provides time for plant
operators and staff to take the appropriate immediate action

(continued)

(continued) .

j

s'
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

.p.:-
- ( BASES (continued)

*

A.

- SAFETY LIMIT- and assess the condition of the plant before reporting to i
VIOLATIONS the senior-management.

(continued)
2.2.4

If any SL is violated, a Licensee Event Re) ort'shall be
prepared and submitted within 30 days to tie NRC, the senior
management of the nuclear plant, and the utility Vice-

#sPresident-Nuclear Operations. -This requirement is inaccordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref. 6)..;;7 .

vg-2.2.1;ypj .

Mg"If"W<SQisivlolated, restart of the unit shall not
yo ~ L.

any . >

commenceekntillauthorized by the NRC. This requirement
enstres the NRCithat all necessary reviews, analyses, and
actions are' completed before the unit begins-its restart to
normal operation, rq

y n

* 'i - a
REFERENCES 1. lTit e 10, Cadeiof Federal Regulations, Part 50,

( Appendix A,(General Design' Criterion 10, " Reactor
. Design."

~ 3
o-,

.

,

(UnitName]FSAR,Section[Jij"[ Title]."2.
_

3. NEDE-24011-P-A, " General' ElectricSStandard Application '
for Reactor Fuel," (latestsapproved revision).

4. XN-NF524(A), " Exxon Nuclear Critical. Power Methodology
for' Boiling Water Reactors," Revision 1 November
'1983.

5. Title 10, Code of. Federal Regulations, Part 50T/2,;
"Immediate Notification Requirements'for Operating

- Nuclear Power Reactors."

6. . Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, .Part 50.73,
" Licensee Event Report System."

..

'

s
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Reactor Steam Dome Pressure SLs
B 2.1.2

4.n.
'

B 2.0. SAFETY LIMITS
'

B 2..l.2 Reactor Steam Dome Pressure Safety limits-(SLs)

. BASES r

'BACKGR0VHD The SL on reactor steam dome pressure protects the integrity ;

of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and the recirculation
piping against overpressur_ization. In the. event of fuel >

. cladding failure, fission products are released into the
,'; reactor > cool ant . The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) then

'e , serves'as the primary barrier'in preventing the release of
fission products _into the atmosphere. Establishing an upper

q%"aimit on reactor steam dome pressure assures continued RPV1

nd' recirculation piping integrity. Per 10 CFR 50,
Appendix. A, GDCel4, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," and
GDC015, " Reactor' Coolant-System Design" (Ref. 1), the
. reactor- coolant' pressure boundary (RCPB) design conditions
are not , exceeded during normal operation and anticipated
operational occurrences- (A00s). Also, per GDC 28, '

" Reactivity: Limits"/(Ref. 1), reactivity accidents,
including rod' ejection, do.not result in damage to the RCPB
greater than limited local | yielding.

( 'w
( _

The design pressure of the:RCS'is 1250 psi. During normal-
o)eration and A00s,iRCS pressure:is limited from exceeding
tie design pressure by more than 10 ( in accordance with
Section-III of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Code (Ref. 2).- To ensure. system integrity, all RCS
components are hydrostatically; tested at 125% of design, per
ASME Code requirements, prior to initial operation when
there'is no fuel in the core. Any_ further hydrostatic
testing with fuel in the core is done under LC0 3.10.1,
" Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic'(ISLH) Test."

Overpressurization of the RCS could result in a breach of
.the RCPB. If this occurred'in conjunction with a. fuel
cladding failure, _ fission products could enter the r

containment atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits-
on radioactive releases specified.in 10 CFR 100, " Reactor
Site Criteria."'

(continued)
, <

-.

t n

LU
,
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Reactor Steam Dome Pressure SLs
B 2.'.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The RCS safety valves and the reactor steam dome
SAFETY ANALYSES pressure-high trip have settings established to ensure

that the RCS pressure SL will not be exceeded.

The reactor steam dome pressure SL has been selected such
that it is at a pressure below which it can be shown that
the integrity of the system is not endangered. The RPV is
designedeto Section III of the ASME, Boiler and Pressure
VessekCodebl971 edition, including Addenda through the
winterjof 1972, which permits a maximum pressure transient
of E110%,1375.psig, of design pressure 1250 psig. The SL of
1325,psig,castmeasured by the reactor steam dome pressure
indicatornis equivalent to 1375 psig at the lowest
elevation' of
NuclearPoweE,theRCS,-TheRCSisdesignedtotheUSASPiping'. Code, Section B31.1, 1969 Edition,
includingcAddenda through July 1,1970, for the reactor
recirculation pipingiwhich permits a maximum pressure
transient of Il00,0f design pressures of 1250 psig for
suction piping and 1500 psig for discharge piping. The
reactor steam dome' pressure SL is selected to be the lowest
transient overpressure al. lowed by the applicable codes.

The Reactor Protection! System (RPS) trip setpoints (Ref. 3),
together with the settings of the RCSLsafety valves
(Ref. 4), provide pressure protection for. normal operation -

,

and A00s. In particular, the reactor steam dome
pressure-high setpoint is set to provide protection
against overpressurization (Ref. 5). The safety analyses
for both the reactor steam dome pres.sure-high trip and the
RCS safety valves are performed using conservative
assumptions relative to pressure control devices.

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient pressure allowable in the RCS pressure
vessel under the ASME Code, Section III, is 110% of design
pressure. The maximum transient pressure allowable in the
RCS piping, valves, and fittings under (USAS, Section B31.1,
Ref. 6] is 110%'of design pressure of 1250 psig for suction
piping and 1500 psig for discharge piping. The most
limiting of these two allowances is the 110% of design
pressure; therefore, the SL on maximum allowable RCS
pressure is established at 1375 psig.|

} (continued)

,
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Reactsr Steam Dome Pressure SLs
B 2.1.2

Q
-(,I BASES (continued)

a
APPLICABILITY. SL 2.1.2 applies in MODES 1 through 4 because it is

conceivable-to approach or exceed this SL in these MODES due
to overpressurization events. The St.'is not applicable in
MODE 5 because the reactor vessel head closure bolts are not
fully' tightened, making it impossible to pressurize the RCS.

m i

SAFETY LIMIT b o, i

VIOLATIONS .SV W
JNExceedinganySLmaycauseimmediatefueldamageorpressure

vnssel:| failure and create a potential for radioactive
'g/ releases 1iniexcess of 10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site Criteria."v

'Therefors[ltTis. required to insert all insertable control
rods..and; restore compliance with the SLs within 2 hours.
The<.tfhour; Completion Times ensures that the operators take
prompt remedial' action.

,ny
b .

LL2 &^_

If any SL $ated;theNRCOperationsCentermustbe
notified within.lihour. Thislis in accordance with
10 CFR' 50.72 (Ref!??).

'

-

2.2.3 '@ ' (
If any SL is violated, the approprihtessonior management of
the nuclear plant. and the utilityFshallebe notified within
24-hours. - The 24-hour period provides time for plant
operators and staff.to take the appropriate immediate action
and-assess the-condition of the plant before reporting to
the senior management.

<

"

2.2.4

_f any.- SL is violated, a Licensee Event Re) ort shall be
prepared and submitted within 30 days to tie NRC, the senior
management of the nuclear plant, and.the utility Vice-
President-Nuclear Operations. This requirement is in-.

accordance with 10.CFR 50.73 (Ref. 8).

(continueri)

(continued)

A
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Reactor Steam Dome Pressure SLs
B 2.1.2

BASES (continued)

SAFETY LIMIT 2.2.5
VIOLATIONS

(continued) If any SL is violated, restart of the unit shall not
commence until authorized by the NRC. This requirement
ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews, analyses, and
actions are completed before the unit begins its restart to
normal operation.

fo

,w
REFERENCES 1 p|cTitle 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, ,

vu Appendix A, General Design Criterion 14, " Reactor
q Coolant Pressure Boundary"; General Design Criterion

15, " Reactor Coolant System Design"; and General
Design Cr.i.terion~28, " Reactivity Limits."

2. Ameridan SociNy of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and
.

'

Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, " Nuclear Power
Plant Components,"; Article NB-7000, " Protection
Against Overpressure ":

3. [ Unit Name] FSAR,'Section [ ], "[ Title]."

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title]."

5. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Secti ai [ ], "[ Title)."

6. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, USAS B31.1,
Standard Code for Pressure Piping, 1969, and Addenda
through July 1,1970.

7. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.72,
"Immediate Notification Requirements for Operating
Nuclear Power Reactors."

8. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.73,
" Lice 1see Eve:it Report System."

, ,

,/
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LCO Applicability
.B 3.0

.

g t

( B 3.0 APPLICABILITY. i
%

B 3.0. Limitina Conditions for Operation (LCO) Abolicability ,

BASES

T -

,

LC0 3.01, LCO s 0.1, LC0 3.0.2, LC0 3.0.3, LCO 3.0.4, and LC0-3.0.5
LC0 3.02, establish the general requirements applicable to all

1

LC0 3.03, specifications unless otherwise stated.. This includes
LCO 3.04, and ,p acifjcations regarding the programs in Section 5.7.4,
LCO ,3.05 g'roframs and Manuals," as well as LCOs contained in

.

,

y Sectig s 3.1 through 3.10. J
924 M A

,

V41W QQ '

LC0 3.0.1- LCO3;&,Mest5bitishestherequirementtomeetLCOswhenthe ,

unithis"idetheM) DES or other specified Conditions of the '

Applkcabilltp? statement of each specification.
AW 4% i

" #Mh dko
LC0 3.0.2 estab11MsFthat upon discovery of a failure toLC0 3.0.2

- meet an LCO, the%$shciateNACTIONS shall be met. The
C . Completion Time o N ac (Smiuired Action for an ACTIONS

ConditionisapplEa Mrom the) point in time it is
#

,

:di'scovered that an- erable situation exists (i.e., that !

the LCO..is not' met) associated with % Condition.. Following
this discovery, the| associated Condition is entered. The-
' Required Actions establish those"remedikl. measures that must
be taken within specified Completion Times when the H
requirements of an LCO are not' met. Concurrent entry intoi

all applicable ACTIONS ' Conditions is a requirement to be'
.

followed in each specification. The Required Action (s) of-
each condition entered must be completed within the ~

9
1

specified CompletionL Time (s). i

There are two. basic' types of Required Actions. The first-

type of Required Action has an associated time limit in-
which the-entered Condition must be corrected. This time
limit is the Completion Time to place required equipment in u
operation, or:to restore an inoperable system or component
to OPERABLE status, or to restore variables to within

,specified limits. If :this type of Required Action is not I

completed within the specified Completion Time, a shutdown-
may be required to place the facility in a MODE or Condition-

-(continued)

q (continued)
J /
. -
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)
'

LCO 3.0.2 ~in which the specification no longer applies. (Whether
(continued) stated as a Required Action or not, correction of the <

entered Condition is the first. action that is to be
considered upon entering ACTIDNS.') The second type of
Required Action specifies the remedial measures that permit
continued operation of the facility that is not further
restricted by the Completion Time. In this case,
conformance. to the Required Actions provides an acceptable >

level coff s'afety for continted operation. This type of
.

Required Action is common throughout the Technical '

Specifications (TS).
%, -

This*specifiEatish'establishestnatperformanceofthe
Required: Actions'within the specified Complettor Times
co stitutes{ compliance';with the TS. It also estat11shes,
however, that completin,q the performance of the Required
Actions is not required when an LCO is met within the
associated Completion Time, sunless otherwise stated in the
individual specificationse. 'This is equivalent to stating
that correction of 'ani, ACTIONS CondRion prior to the
expiration of the'specified'Comple, on Time (s) makes it .

unnecessary to continuefer complate' the performance of the
associatedRequiredAcgo(s)i

'

This specification is written for the more general case in
which more than one of the stated' Conditions are
concurrently applicable. As each ConditionMs resolved, the
Required Action (s) for that Condition no lon'ger need be
performed. ~;

'

A Condition once entered or once applicable is resolved
either by completing corrective measures such that it no
longer exists or by. placing -tne facility outside the

. Applicability of the LCO.

.The nature of some Required Actions necessitates that, once
begun, their performance must be con'pleted even though the '

associated Conditions are resolved. The' individual LCO's
ACTIONS spectfy the Required Actions where this is the case.
' An example of this is in LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources -
Operat'ng."

The abovo-discussion about not having to complete the .

performance.of Required Actions once the corresponding i

Conditions have been resolved also applies to the category

(continued)

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

.

1

-fjj BASES (continued) j

LCO 3.0.2 of Conditions that state, " Required Actions and associated 1

(continued) Completion Times not met." J-

Usually, the Required Action for a Condition of this type {
is to go to an inapplicable MODE or other specified
Condition. The performance of such a shutdown Required ;

. Action may be' suspended if the LCO Required Action that was 1

rformed % completed or if the LCO is restored. If ;

tdown has proceedM to the point where a MODE change
do rred, however, ret.>ning to the previously

appli le M001 er specifia , Condition is not allowed by LC0
3.0. nies_ge othtofise sr scified.

kf in some LCOs (but unlikely) to enter and exit

th
~ S Conditions repeatedly, in such a mannertwo A
_. ration could continue indefinitely without

eve havin. tored the LC0 (i.e., the facility is always
'neofthe1onditions). Because of the riskin at la C

ass 9 cia with Add facility operation with certain
LCOs unme 4 'T . ion 1.3 limits such operation to the
longer of t

.

led Completion Times for the Conditions
that are concurrife#9 entereds This limitation does not/' apply to Conditises whe k the'essociated Required Actions,

!, if met, permit costipued4 opera'ti for an unlimited period
of time. $r y''*

The Completion Times of the Requ,1 hqtionsarealso
applicable when a system or coopenentTs removed from
service intentionally. . The reasons for intentionally
relying on_ the ACTIONS incluk,' but are not -limited to,
performance. of surveillances, preventive maintenance,
corrective maintenance,' or investigation of operational
problems. Entering ACTIONS for these reasons must be done
in a manner that does not compromise safety. It is not
intended that intentional entry into ACTIONS be made for
operational convenience. Intentional entry into ACTIONS
Conditions with shutdown Required Actions-(i.e., Ac; ions
requiring a change in MODE) is strongly discouraged and
should be considered only in extreme circumstances. This is
to limit routine voluntary removal of redundent equ%nt
from service in lieu of other alternatives that wou'd not
result in redundant equipment being inoperatsle. In.tvidual
saecifications may specify a time limit for performing an SR ,

w1en equipment is removed from service or bypassed For
testing. In such a case, the Completion Times of t!e J

(continued)
.n \

} (continued) i{J
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.2 Required Actions are applicable when this time limit
(continued) expires, if the SR has not been completed. When a change in

MODE or other specified Condition is required to comply with
Required Actions, the facility may enter a MODE or other
specified condition in which a new specification becomes
applicable. Upon the new specification becoming applicable,
immediately enter all ACTIONS Conditions that a > ply, -unless
otherwisetspecified. The Completion Times of tie associated
Required Actions would apply from the point in tiue that the
new speciff cation became applicable,
pg p

* kYy;. ; f. _ _
LCO 3.0.3~ LC0 310;3 establishessthe Required Actions that must be

implemented d en an t.00 is not met and:s :37 % A
a. An associated Required Action and Completion Time is

not met and(no other, Condition applies; or
A?-

b. The condit' ion of?the facility is not specificallyc

addressed by'the! associated ACTIONS. This means that
no combination of' Conditions stated in the ACTIONS chn
be made that exactly corresponds:to the actual
Condition of the facility 4Sometimes, possible
combinations of Conditions'are such5that going to LC0
3.0.3 is warranted; in such cases,'the. ACTIONS
specifically state a Condition correspr.nding to such
combinations and also that LC0 3.0.3 beYentered
immediately.

.

This specification delineates the time limits-for placing
.the facility in a safe MODE or other specified condition
when operation cannot be maintained within the limits for
safe operation as defined by- the LC0 and its ACTIONS. It is
not to be used as an operational convenience that permits
routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or components
from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not
result in redundant systems or components being inoperable.
Intentional entry into LC0 3.0.3 for operational convenience
constitutes noncompliance with the TS. Under suitable ,

circumstances, intentional entry into LC0 3.0.3 for
corrective action or repairs may be justified, but prior
notification of the NRC should be considered.o

\

(continued)
l

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

,

LCO 3.0.3 After entering LCO 3.0.3, I hour is allowed to prepare for
(continued) an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in facility

operation. This includes time to permit the operator to
coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the
load dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of
the electrical grid. The time limits specified to reach
higher-numbered MODES of op1eration permit the shutdown to
proceed in a controlled and orderly manner that is well
within the specified m:ximum cool-down rate and within the

,icapabilities of the facility, assuming that only the minimumf
f required equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal
J q stresses on components of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

t"and-the potential for a plant -upset that could challenge
safety, systems!under conditions to which this specification

,

>

applies VrThe u'se and interpretation of specified times to !.

complete the,attions of LCO 3.0.3 shall be consistent with
the discussinn'of Specification 1.3, " Completion Times."

A facili hutdowd tred in accordance with LC0 3.0.3
may be terminated and k0 3.0.3 exited if any of the

|
following occursgg/ j

The 1.00 is'now(met;[ * k Ia.
m y e a\ b. Remedial measures'haye' resfohd the facility to an LC0

Condition for which the Required _ Actions have now been
performed, where such ACTIONSfpermit opeiation in that
Condition for either a li.mited or: unlimited period of a
time; or o| ".w

c. Remedial measures have' Ecstored the fat ity to an'LCO
Condition for wh;ch the Completion Times of the
Required Action (s).have not expired. For example, if
while in MODE 1,. one of the two residual heat removal
suppression pool spray subsystems is declared
inoperable. The corresponding: ACTIONS Condition of
the LCO for one inoperable subsystem is entered and
7 days are allowed to restore the subsystem to o

y OPERABLE' status. Then, the second: subsystem is
& declared inoperable at time 24 hours into the

Completion Time. Sip e no ACTIONS Condition is
nrovided for both subsystems being inoperable,
l.00 3.0.3Lmust be entered.- If one of the subsystems

.(continued).
;

(continued)
D

J
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i LCO Applicability

B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.3 is made OPERABLE while still in MODE 1, for example, at time
(continued) 30 hours (6 hours into LCO 3.0.3), then the shutdown may be

halted and operation can continue in the Condition of one
; subsystes being inoperable. In this example, that would

mear, peration for another 5 days,18 hours. If the
subsystem is restored to OPERABLE 4tatus :ifur going to MODE
2 or 3, operation could continue only in the MODE that the
facilitytts in when LCO 3.0.3 is exited. This is because
LCO 3 4 4 does not permit MODE changes when the LCO is not
met,W n;f
Apf Q

The"| time liintts of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for
the facility to behn MODE 4 when a shutdown is required
during M0bt 1/ operation. If the facility is in a higher-
numbered HQOf ef,opersp on when a shutdown is required, the

time limiQ'If a l)1ghir g the next higher-numbered MODE
for4eschla

a) plies. numbered MODE is reached in less time
tian allowed, heuever, thectotal allowable time to reach,

MODE 4, or other applicible MODE, is not reduced. For

to reach MODE 3 is~ 1sireached in 2 hours, the time allowedexample, if MODEST <'thetaett 11 hours, because the total time
to reach MODE 3 is not' reduced from.the allowable limit of
13 hours. Therefore, if? remedial measures are completed
that would permit a return to NDDE liyh penalty is not
incurred by having to reach *a higher-numbered MODE of
operation in less than the total time allowed.

%.
In MODES 1, 2, and 3, LCO 3.0.3 provide's Required Actions
for Conditions not stated in other specifications. The
requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not apply in MODES 4 and 5
because the facility is already in the most restrictive
fondition in which LC0 3.0.3 would require the facility to
N placed. The requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not apply !n
nher specified conditions of the Applicability (unless in'

MODE 1, 2, or 3) because the ACTIONS of individual
specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to
be taken. (This must be verified by review of all LCOs when
finalized.)

The exceptions to LCO 3.0.3 are provided in instances where
requiring a facility shutdown, in accordance with LCO 3.0.3,

'

would not provida appropriate remedial measures for the
associated condition of the facility. These exceptions are 4

addres;ed in the individual specifications.

(continued)

O
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LCO Applicability-

B 3.0

BASES (continued)
'

LCO 3.0.4 LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or
other specified conditions in the A>plicability when an LCO
is not met. It precludes placing tie facility in a
different MODE or other specified Condition when the ifollowing exist:

a. The requirements of an LCO in the MODE or other
g(specifiedConditiontobeenteredarenotmet;and

/ inued noncompliance wiL: these requirements would

467 eventually result in a shut / to comply with the4

% Sequired Actions.
wdW h

%'Compline,ss@'wlth. Required Actions that permit continued
oper 'etiof thF facility for an unlimited period of time in )
an - idable S E or other specified Condition provides an ,

acce tablelievel of safety for continued operation. |

Therefors$nsuchcases,entryintoaMODEorother
Condition,)specifled h ithe Applicability is made in
accordance ytth-the provisions of the Required Actions. The
provisions of this< specification should not be interpreted
as endorsing the fa91ure,te. exercise good practice in

(X restoring systemC6r componentsyto OPERABLE status before

U) facility startup!i wAss '8.(

Qf vg g
The provisions of LCO 3.0.4"shall het,, prevent changes in
MODES or othe: specified conditioaristthe Applicability
that are required to comply with]ACTI0115.

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.4 areItNed in the individual
specifications. Excep' ions may apply to all the ACTIONS or

- to a specific Requireu i.ction of a specification. While
entering or changing MODES or other specified conditions
during operation of the facility in an ACTIONS Condition, as
permitted by LC0 3.0.4 or where an exception to LCO 3.0.4 is
stated, the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that must
be taken. Surveillances do not have to be performed on the
associated inoperable equipment (or on variables outside the
specified limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, a
MODE change in this situatirn does not violate SR 3.0.4 for
those Surveillances that da not have to be performed due to
the associated inoperable equipment, etc. SRs must,
however, be met to demonstrate OPERABILITY prior to
declaring the affected equipment OPERABLE (or variable
within limits) and the associated LCOs met.-

(continued)

/ (continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LC0 3.05 Special tests and operations are required at various times
over the facility's life to demonstrate performance
characteristics, to perform maintens.1ce activities, and to
perform special evaluations. Because TS normally preclude
these tests and operations, special test exceptions (STEs)
allow specified requirements to be changed or suspended
under controlled conditions. STEs are included in
applicable sections of the specifications. Unless otherwise
specified, all other TS requirements remain unchanged and in
effect. as applicable. This will ensure that all appropriate
requirements of the MODE or other specified Condition not
directly associated with or required to be changed or
suspended'to perform the special test or operation will
remain in effecti -

The Applic IItj.of;a'specialoperationsLC0representsa
Condition not necessarily in compliance with the normal
requirements of the TS. Como11ance with special operations
LCOs is optional, ,.

Aspecialoperation"mhbelperformed(itherunderthe
provisions of the appropriate special operations LCO or the
other applicable TS requirements. 'If;it is desired to
perform the special operation under the provisions of the

-

special operations LCO, theWequirements-of the special
operations LC0 shall be followed. ' This includes the SRs
specified in tne special operations LCO. '

p.

Some of the LCOs for special operations require that one or
more of the LCOs for normal operation be met, i.e., meeting
the special operations LCO requires meeting the specified
normal LCOs. The Applicability, ACTIONS, and SRs of the
specified normal LCOs, however, are not required to be met
in order to meet the special operations LC0 when it is in
effect. This means that, upon failure to maet a specified
normal LCO, the associated ACTIONS of the special operations
LC0 apply, in lieu of the ACTIONS of the normal LCO.
Exceptions to the above do exist. There are instances when
the Applicability of the specified normal LCO must be met,
where its ACTIONS must be taken, where certain of its
Surve111ances must be performed, or where all of these
requirements must be met concurrently with the requirements
of the special operations LCO.

Unless the 5Rs of the specified normal LCOs are suspended or
changed by the special operations LCO, those SRs that are

(continued)

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.5 necessary to meet the specified normal LCOs must be met i
F (continued) prior to performing the special operation. During the

conduct of the special operation, those Surveillances need
not be performed unless specified by the ACTIONS or SRs of
the special operations LCO.

ACTIONS for special operations LCOs provide appropriate
t' remedial measures upon failure to meet the special

eperations LCO. Upon failure to meet these ACTIONS, suspend

T(#.p 1the performance of the special operations and enter the
4|,'

ACTIONS:for all LCOs that are then not met. . Entry into
.

!
d LCO 3;0 3 may possibly be required, but this determination

should~nottbe made by considering only the failure to meet
%"the' ACTIONS of:the special operations LCO. |

644, 2|%
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

.

B 3.0 APPLICABILITY

B 3.0 Surveillance Reautrement (SR) Anolicability

BASES

SR 3.0.1, SR 3.0.1, SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.3, and SR 3.0.4 establish the
SR 3.0.2, general requirements applicable to all specifications unless
SR 3.0.3, and otherwise stated. This includes specifications regarding
SR 3.0.4- ,tho' programs in Section 5.7.4, ' Programs and Manuals," as

4we11 as specifications contained in Sections 3.1 through
.g3.10. jg
u ,p
%W j : .g

SR 3.0.1 SR3,9.'EistablishestherequirementthatSRsmustbemet
durtag'the D DC$'or other specified Conditions in the
Applicabilitf ef the LCO, unless otherwise specified in the
individualfSRs. This specification ensures that
Surveillekes are': performed to verify the OPERABILITY of
systems andrcomponents, and that variables are within
specified limitshfeilure t t an SR within the
constitutes a fat)yf in acc o meespecified Frequenc ordance with SR 3.0.2,O tre te1 meet'ag LCO.& 3 , %;;c %.
Systemsandcom>onents'areassumedtobeOPERABLEwhenthe 1

associated SRs lave been met'. NotMag in this
specification, however, is to be cons' trued as implying that
systems or components are OPERABLE 1thent

| ,

a. The systems or components'are known to be inoperable,
although SRs are being met; or '

b. The requirements of the Surveillance (s) are known not
to be met between required performances of the
Surveillance (s).

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the facility
is in a MODE or other specified Condition for which the
associated LCO is not applicable, unless otherwise
specified. The SRs associated with a special operation are

ionly applicable when the special operation is used as an -

allowable exception to the requirements of a specification.
,

4

Surve111ances, including Surve111ances invoked by Required
Actions, do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment

(continued)
O

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.1 because the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply.
(continued) SRs have to be met in accordance with SR 3.0.2 prior to

returning equipment to OPERABLE status.

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post-maintenance
testing (which usually includer. Surveillance testing) is
required to declare equipment OPERABLE. Post-maintenance
testing may not be possi)1e in the MODE or Condition that
the facility is in when the maintenance is completed because

.

the necessary' facility parameters have not been established.
In'these situations, )roceeding to the appropriate
applicable MODE or otler specified Condition may be allowed
as an exception to SR 3.0.4, provided that such an exception
is stated in,the requirements of the affected equipment's
LCO. Such exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are permitted, provided
that the post-maintenance and Surveillance testing to
demonstrate OPERABILITY of the equipment has been
satisfactorily, completed to;the extent possible and provided
that the equipment is,not othbrwise suspected of being
incap6 ile of performing'its intended function. Once the
necessary facility' parameters have been established,
r.ompletion of the excepted tests must be accomplished to
demonstrate OPEMABILITY of the. equipment.g

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements fci meeting the
specified Frequency for SRs, the Required Actions that call
for the performance of a Surveillance, and any Required
Action with a Completion Time that requires the periodic
performance of an action on a "once per..." interval.

SR 3.0.2 5 rmits a 25% extension of the interval specified
in the Frequency or periodic Completion Time. This provides
flexibility to Surveillance scheduling by providing the
o)portunity for consideration of plant operating conditions
tiat may not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance
(e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance or
maintenance activities).

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the
assurance of reliability by performing the Surveillance at
its specified frequency. This recognizes that the most
probable result of any particular Surveillance being
performed is the verification af conformance with the

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.0
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,

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.2 . SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillances for
(continued) which the 25% extension of the interval specified in the

frequency does not apply. These exceptions are stated in
the individual specifications. An example of where SR 3.0.2
does not apply is a Surveillance with a Frequency of "in ,

accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, and approved
exemptions." The requirements of regulations take
precedence over the Technical Specifications (TS). The TS

,cannot extend a test interval specified in the regulations.

jf:Therefore,therewouldbeaNoteintheFrequencystating,
7

" Provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not applicable."

D As stNed MSR 3.0.2, the 25% extension also does not apply
"to the, initial portion of a periodic Completion Time. The
initiaU performance of the Required Action, whether it is a

- partictilar, Surveillance or some other remedial action, is
! considered!aisingle action with a single Completion Time. ;
| One reason for not, allowing the 25% extension to this .

Completion Time is:1that such an action usually verifies thatL
.

no loss of4 function,has occurred by checking the status of
redundant or diverse. components or accomplishes the function
of the inoperable ~ equipment /in an alternative manner to

i /9 ensure that specified limits ortconditions of the LCO are
V met.

'

4L t

The previous Standard Technical Specifications (STS) also
contained a specification that permitted the 25% extension,

i- but restricted the combined time. interval for any three
consecutive Surveillance intervals to 3.25 times the
specified interval. Generic letter 89-14
encouraged licensees to request license ame(Ref.1)ndments to remove
tte 3.25 restriction, because the.NRC staff concluded that

| the removal would result in a greater benefit to safety.
This line-item improvement to the TS did not extend the
Applicability of the 25% extension to intervals associated
with LCO Required Actions-(including Required Actions to
perform Surveillances) specified for periodic performance.
The NRC staff subsequently concluded, however, that
extending the applicability of the 25% extension to periodic
Completion Times, as SR 3.0.2 does, was also justified
because the reasons for doing so'were essentially the same
as the reasons that-originally justified the 25% extension
(i.e., flexibility for scheduling the performance of

.Surveillances,etc.).

(continued) >

,

ln (continued)
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SR Appitcability
B 3.0

BASES (continued) ,

_

SR 3.0.2 Extending periodic Completion Time intervals for performing
(continued) Surveillances or repetitive remedial actions specified by

ACTIONS can result in a benefit to safety when the
performance is due at a time that is not suitable because of
plant operating conditions, for example.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used
repeatedly merely as an operational c'avenience to extend
Surveillance intervals or periodic Completion Time intervals
beyond those:specifled.

.i'
_

+4y +

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0'3 establishes.the option to defer declaring affected.

equipment inoperable or an affected variable outside the
specified limits when i Surveillance has not been completed
within the specified Frequency. A delay period of up to 24-

hours applies from the point. in time that it is discovered
that the Surveillance has not been performed, in ucordance
with SR 3.0.2, and not'at the time that the specified
Frequency was not met. 2This 24-hour delay period was
approved by the NRC as ailine-item improvement to the ST3 in
generic letter 87-09 (Ref. 2)._ The length of the delav
period in SR 3.0.3 differs.fronLthe 24-hour allowance in the
generic letter. SR 3.0.3 11mits-it to 24 hours or the
specified Surveillance interval, whichever is shorter.
Although the 24-hour allowance is not applicable to all the
cases apparently provided for in the generictletter, the
intent of the generic letter was to only allow the specified
Surveillance interval in which to complete a missed
Surveillance when the Frequency is less than 24 hours.

IThis delay period provides an adequate time limit to
complete Surveillances that have been missed. This delay
period I)rovides the opportunity to complete a Surveillance
that otlerwise could not be completed before compliance with
ACTIONS would be required and when compliance with such
ACTIONS would then preclude completion of the Surveillance.

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of
facility conditions, adequate planning, availability of
personnel, the time required to >erform the Surveillance,
and the safety significance of tie delay in completing the
Surveillance. The delay period is considered appropriate
for balancing the risk associated with delaying completion

(continued)

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

[
( BASES (continued)

SR -3.0.3 of the Surveillance for this period against the risk
(continued) associated with the potential for a plant transient and

challenge to safety systems when the alternative is a
shutdown to comply with ACTIONS before the Surveillance can
be completed.

'

SR 3.0.3 differs from the position taken in Generic
Letter 87-09 in one other res>ect. Unlike the generic

M letter, SR 3.0.3 authorizes tie delay-period option for
c@ performance of missed Surveillances without respect to-theduration of the Completion Time associated with the LCO

..g Condition that would otherwise be entered.
:% ,
* When a Surveillance with a frequency based not on time,,

-intervals, but upon specified facility Conditions or
operational situations, is discovered not to have been
performed when specified, SR 3.0.3 allows the full 24-hour
delay period in which-to perform the Surveillance.

^

An additional; application of SR 3.0.3 is to establish a time
limit for completion of'Surveillances that become applicable
as a consequence'of-MODE changes imposed by Required

.

Actions, when such;Surveillances could not be completed
' . prior to entering:the! applicable MODE or other specified

Condition either because there was~ insufficient time or
because plant conditions were not suitable for performance
of the Surveillance.

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 exist'because it is recognized
that the most probable result of the performance of a ,

particular Surveillance is the verification of coaformance
with the SRs and that a facility shutdown entails eme risk i

that ought to be avoided unless a shutdown is actually. I

warranted. Implementation of the provisions of SR 1.0.3,
however, does not imply that a violation of SR 3.0.l has not
occurred, except in situations where SRs become applicable
as a consequence of MODE changes im;)osed by Required
Actions, as described above. ;

.

'

Failure to comply with specified' Frequencies for SRs is
expected to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the. delay
period established by SR 3.0.3 is optional and is expected
only under extreme circumstances.

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.3 If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
(continued) period, the equipment is considered inoperable or the

variable is considered outside the specified limits and the
Completion Times of the Required Actions for the applicable
LCO Conditions begin immediately upon expiration of the
delay period. If a Surveillance is failed within the delay
period, then the equipment is inoperable, or the variable is
outside the specified limits and the Completion Times of the
Required Actions for the applicable LC0 Conditions begin
immediately upon the failure of the Surveillance.

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period
allowed by this specification, or within the Completion Time
of the l'TIONS, restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.

-

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 estaf . ...e r61uirement that all SRs associated
with an LC0 anJ a,I applicable Section 5.7.4 program
requirements must be met bcfore entry into a MODE or other
specified Condition in the Applicability of the LCO. Thus,

~ 'prior to entry into an applicable MODE or other speciiled
Condition, all of the SRs associated with all of the LCOs
applicable in that MODE or Condition must be met.

This specification ensures that requirements on system and
component OPERABILITY and variable limits,that are necessary
for safe operation of the facility are met before entry into
an applicable MODE or other specified Condition to which the
requirements a> ply. This specification applies to changes
in MODES or otler specified Conditions in the Applicability
associated with facility shutdou as well as startup.

The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS.

Exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are needed in several situations.
Because the concerns of each situation are not the same, the
conditions under which the exceptions are permitted are
different. Briefly, these situations are as follows:

a. When there is insufficient time to complete a
Surveillance prior to the associated LCO becoming

(continued)

(continued) |
'

,
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

A-
BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 applicable as a result of complying with ACTIONS, the
(continued) provisions of SR 3.0.3 apply; and

b. When an individual exception to SR 3.0.4 is stated in
the individual specification:

1. if the Surveillance is required to be performed,
after entry into an applicable MODE or other
specified Condition, because the specified.

Surveillance interval expired, and there is no<

other reason to suspect that the affected
equipment-(or variable) is inoperable (or outside
limits), then a Completion Time of 12 hours is
specified.-

" 'Unless otherwise stated, performance of the
Surveillance is not required if the specified

, Surveillance interval has not expired.

2. if the Surveillance is' required by the specified
frequency'to be performed every time the LC0
becomes. applicablek then, unless an alternative

i N Completion Time is 'specified, the 12-hour limit
\ applies.~ E'

,

3. if the Surveillance must be performed for the
additional purpose of: restoring the affected
equipment-(or variable) to OPERABLE status.(or to
within limits), upon; entering an applicable MODE
or other specified Condition,-the associated
ACTIONS of_ the LCO must be entered, unless
specified otherwise in the individual
specification. The ACTIONS-specify the i

Completion Time allowed.

A more detailed discussion of these situations-follows.

If unable to complete a Surveillance prior to its becoming
a)plicable because Required Actions in an LC0 affected-
c1anges in MODES or other specified Conditions, then_upon
entering the applicable MODE or other specified Condition,
a delay period within which to complete the Surveillance
is -allowed, . as- specified in SR 3.0,3. - This use of the
provisions of SR 3.0.3 is an exception to SR 3.0.4 that-
applies only when an exception to SR 3.0.4 is not provided

(continued)

(continued)-
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 in the individual specification, as discussed below. The
(continued) exception of SR 3.0.3 is not intended to be used

consecutively with exceptions to SR 3.0.4 stated in the
individual specifications.

Individual exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are usually stated with
the SRs. These exceptions are provided to permit
performance of Surveillance testing that otherwise t;ould be
prevented by compliance with SR 3.0.4. The prerequisite
conditions for such a Surveillance (usually specified in the
Surveillance test procedure) require entry into an
applicable MODE or specified Condition in order to perform
or complete the= Surveillance test. If an exception to
SR 3.0.4 is stated in an individual specification, a
Completion Time of 12 hours, which begins upon entering the
prerequisite'M00E or Condition, is specified by SR 3.0.4 for
performing the Surveillance when the specified Surveillance
interval has expired (including the 25% extension), unless
ctherwise specified. It is expected that the performance of
such Surveillances will commence soon after entry into the
prerequisite MODE or other specified Condition. Use of the
entire 12-hour Completior"1e interval is expected to occur
infrequently. The 12 hou provide sufficient operational
flexibility, so the 25% ex.ension allowed by SR 3.0.2 is not
needed and therefore does:not apply.

This 12-hour Completion Time applies when there is no reason
to conclude that the affected equipment.is inoperable, or
the variable is outside specified limits other than the
expiration of the Surveillance interval specified by the
Frequency. If still within the Surveillance interval, the ,

Surveillance is still considered to be met and does not have
to be performed solely because its LC0 becomes Applicable.
The 12-hour Com)letion Time also applies to those
Surveillances t1at are specified to be performed only one
time after the prerequisite conditions have been estabdshed
(i.e., Surveillances that do not have a periodic Frequency
specified. If 12 hours is not an appropriate Completion
Time for a Surveillance that has an exception to SR 3.0.4
stated in the individual specification, then the stated
exception to SR 3.0.4 specifies an alternative Completion
Time, which should be followed. If an alternative
Completion Time is not specified, then the 12-hour

iCompletion Time applies. In the event the Surveillance is i

failed, compliance with the ACTIONS of the LCO is required.

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.0

() BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 The 12-hour Completion Time does not apply when performance
(continued) of the Surveillance is necessary to establish the affected

equipment's OPERABILITY as follows:

a. The equipment was declared inoperable for reasons other
than the surveillance interval expired; or

b. It is necessary to establish that the affected variable
is restored to within limits after the variable was
known to be outside limits.

In such situations, prior to entering a MODE or other
s,necified Condition in the Applicability of the LCO,
appropriate measures must be taken to provide reasonable
assurance that the affected equipment or variable is able to
meet the requirements of the Surveillance. For example,
post-maintenance testing of equipment may not demonstrate
OPERABILITY of the equipment with as much assurance as the
Surveillance testing does, but it could be an appropriate
measure to provide assurance that the Surveillance will be
passed. In some cases, appropriate measures could include
partial or complete performance of the Surveillance using l

C)x
suitably revised acceptance criteria, if necessary.

.\

' It must be emphasized that entry into an applicable MODE or
specified Condition, when the affected equipment is known to
be inoperable or when the affected variable is known to be
outside specified limits, is not permitted by any exception
to SR 3.0.4 that is itated in an individual Specification.
There must first be a reasonable expectation that
performance of the Surveillance will establish that the
equipment is OPERABLE or that the variable is within
specified limits. At the time the associated LCO becomes
applicable (because of entry into an applicable MODE or
specified condition from a non-applicable MODE or
Condition), the ACTIONS of the LC0 must be entered for the
Condition corresponding to the affected equipment or
variable being inoperable or outside specified 1Imits. The
SR must be met and the entered Conditions corrected prior to
expiration of the specified Completion Time. Any associated
Required Actions other than the Action to restore the
equipment to OPERABLE status or to return the variable to
within the specified limits must be accomplished within the
specified Completion Times until the entered Condition is
corrected. In the event the Surveillance is failed,

(continued)

Im\

(continued)b
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BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 compliance with the ACTIONS of the LCO is required. The
(continued) Completion Time clock (that began when the LC0 became

applicable and is associated with the Required Action to
correct the entered Condition) does not reset upon failure
of the Surveillance.

REFERENCES 1. NRC Generic Letter 89-14, "Line-Item Improvements in
. Technical Specifications - Removal of 3.25 Limit on
Extending Surveillance Intervals," August 21, 1989.

~

2. NRC Generic Letter 87-09, " Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of
the Standard Technical Specifications (STS) on the
Applicability of Limiting Conditions for Operation
and Surveillance ~ Requirements," June 4, 1987.

O
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SDM
" B 3.1.1

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)
|

BASES
=

BACKGROUND The reactivity control system must be redundant and capable
of holding the reactor core subcritical when shut down under
cold conditions (GDC 26, Ref. 1). Maintenance of the SDM

, ensures that postulated reactivity events will not damage
, 9 the fuel.

eo y
c SDN requirements provide sufficient reactivity margin to

Jassure that acceptable fuel design limits will not be
" exceeded for normal shutdown and anticipated operational

occurrences (A00s). As such, in MODES 1 and 2 the SDM
defines the degree o suberiticality which would be obtained
immediately;following the insertion or scram of all control
rods assuming the single rod of highest reactivity worth is
fully withdrawn.p in MODES 3, 4,'and 5, the SDM specified
continues to provide for adequate shutdown capability and
acceptable fuel: design limits for potential accidents

_ initiated from shutdown conditions.
;., '

j During power operation,"SDM con' trol is ensured by operating
with the control rods'within-the-limits of LC0 3.1.6. When
in the shutdown and refueling MODES,Ethe SDM requirements
are met by rods being bottomed or during Special Operations
by strict administrative control'and equipment interlocks.

?

APPLICABLE- The minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial condition
SAFETY ANALYSES in safety analyses. The safety analyses-establish a SDM

that casures that specified acceptable fuel design limits
are not exceeded for normal operation and A00s with the
assumption of the highest worth rod-stuck out on scram.
Specifically, the primary safety analysis that relies on the
SDM limits in MODES I and 2 is_the control rod drop accident
(CRDA).

The CRDA analysis (Refs. 2 and 3) assumes the core is
subcritical with the highest worth control rod withdrawn.
Typically, the first control rod withdrawn has a very high

(continued)

(continued)

O
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SDM
B 5.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE reactivity worth and, should the core be critical during the
SAFETY ANALYSES withdrawal of the first control rod, the consequences of a

(continued) CRDA could exceed the fuel damage limits for a CRDA (see
Bases for LCO 3.1.6, " Rod Pattern Control"). Also, SDM is
assumed as an initial condition for the control rod removal
error during refueling (Ref. 4) and fuel assembly insertion
error during refueling (Ref. 5) accidents. The analysis of
these reactivity insertion events assumes the refueling
interlocks are OPERABLE when the reactor is in the refueling
mode of o)eration. These interlocks prevent the withdrawal
of more t1an one control rod from the core during refueling.
(Special consideration and requirements for multiple
control rod withdrawal during refueling are covered in
Special Operations LC0 3.10.6, " Multiple Control Rod
Withdrawal---Refuel ing. ") The analysis assumes this
condition is acceptable since the core will be shut down
with the highest Worth control rod withdrawn, if adequate
SDM has been demonstrated.

Prevention or mitigation of reactivity insertion events is
necessary to limit energy deposition in the fuel to prevent
significant fuel damage which could result in undue release
of radioactivity (see Bases for LCO 3.1.7). Adequate SDM
ensures inadvertent criticalities and potential CRDAs
involving high worth control rods (namely:the first control
rod withdrawn) will not cause significant fuel damage.

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
.

Statement. '

LC0 The accident analysis 'aown that the required SDM is
sufficient to avoid unaco plable consequences to the fuel or
RCS as a result of the events addressed above.

The specified SDM limit accounts for the uncertainty in the
demonstration of SDM by testing. Separate SDM limits are
provided for testing where the highest worth control rod is
determined analytically or by measurement. This is due to
the reduced uncertainty in the SDM test when the highest
worth control rod is determined by measurement (Ref. 6).
When SDM is demonstrated by calculations not associated with
a test, additional margin must be added to the specified SDM

(continued)

(continued)
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SDN 1
,

B 3.1.1 |

/O' 1

BASES (continued) i

limit to account for uncertainties in the calculation.LC0 . .

To ensure adequate SDM during the design process, a design(continued)
margin is included to account for uncertainties in the
design calculations -(Ref. 4).

l
SDM is a core physics design condition that is evaluated
during SR 3.1.1.1, and appropriate actions are taken as
necessary when the SDM is riot within the required limit.

1

> -

A
APPLICABILITY ~ In MODES l'and 2, SDM must be provided because

subcriticality with the highest worth control rod withdrawn
"is' assumed'ing.the CRDA analysis (Ref. 2). Also, the
capability to reach MODE 4 conditions from any initial state
is reqbired by'GDC 26. In MODES 3 and 4, SDM is required to
ensure theireactor will be held suberitical with margin for
a. single withdrawn. control rod. SDM is required in MODE 5

.

to prevent an open' vessel, inadvertent criticality during'
the withdrawal of a, single control rod from a core cell
containing one orcmore fuelf assemblies.

O A Note is added to'proviNe' clarification that for this LCO,
V- Condition A, Condition C,' Condition D, or Condition E is

' treated as an independent entity with an independent
Completion Time for each condition', m

4<-
,

,

ACTIONS A.d

'With SDM not within the limits of the LCO in MODE 1 or 2,
SDM must be restored within 6 hours. Failure to meet the
specified SDM may be caused by a control rod that cannot be
inserted. The 6-hour Completion Time is acceptable
considering that the reactor can still be shut down,
assuming no failures of additional control rods to insert,
and the low probability of an event occurring during this
interval.

. (continued)

(continued)
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B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS ILJ
(continued)

If the SDM cannot be restored, the reactor must be in MODE 3
in 12 hours to prevent the potential for further reductions
in available SDM (e.g., additional stuck control rods). The
12-hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODE from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems,

f.d ,

With SDM not within limits in H0DE 3, the operator must
fully insert all insertable control rods in I hour. This
action results in the least reactive condition for the core.
The 1-hour Completion Time provides sufficient time to take
corrective action andLis acceptable considering that the
reactor can still be shut down, assuming there are no
failures of additional control rods ta insert.

0.1. D.2. D.3. and 0.4

With SDM not within limits in MODE 4, the operator must
insert all insertable control rods in 1 hour. This action
results in the least reactive condition for the core. The
1-hour Completion Time provides sufficient time to take 1

corrective action and is acceptable considering that the
reactor can still be shut down assuming there are no
failures of additional control rods to insert. Actions must
also be initiated within 1 hour toof potential radioactive releases. provide means for controlThis includes ensuring
secondary containment is OPERABLE (LC0 3.6.4.1), at least
one Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) (LC0 3.6.4.5)
subsystem is OPERABLE, and at least one secondary
containment isolation valve (LCO 3.6.4.3) and associated
instrumentation are OPERABLE in each associated penetration
not isolated. This may be performed as an administrative
check, by examining logs or other information, to determine
if the components are out of service for maintenance or
other reasons. It does not mean to Jerform the surveillance
requirements needed to demonstrate tie OPERABILITY of the
components, if, however, any required component is
inoperable, then it must be restored to OPERABLE status. In
this case, surveillance requirements may need to be
performed to restore the component to OPERABLE status.

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM '

B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Actions must continue until all required con onents arev
(continued) OPERABLE. The 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient time to

take the Required Actions.

E.1. E.2. E.3. E.4. and E.5

With SDM not within limits in MODE 5, the operator must
immediately suspend CORE ALTERATIONS that could reduce SDM.
The respensions are on inserting. fuel in the core or thef

Asjwithdrawal of control rods.shall,not preclude completion of movement of a component tod Suspension of these activities

' A a safe condition. Inserting control rods or removing-fuel
$fme'the; core'will reduce the total reactivity and are

'thefefore excluded from the suspension actions.

Action $m$
4 %

ustialse'be immediately initiated to fully insert
all insertable' control rods in core cells containing one or
more fueltas'semblies. Actions must continue until all
insertable'contral; rods in core cells containing one or more
fuel assemblies:have been fully' inserted. Control rods in
core cells containing no fuel assemblies do not affect the
reactivityofthegoreandthereforedonothavetobe
inserted. ,

,

ActionsmustalsobEihitiatedwithinIhourtoprovide
means for~ control of potential radioactive releases. This

; includes ensuring secondary containment.is OPERABLE-
(LCO:3.6.4.1), at least one SGTS:(LCO 3.6.4.5) subsystem is
OPERABLE, and at least one secondary containment isolation
valve-(LC0 3.6.4.3) and associated instrumentation are
OPERABLE in-each associated penetration not isolated.. This
may be performed as'an administrative check, by examining
logs or other information, to determine if the components
are out of service for maintenance or other reasons.- It

-does not mean to perform the surveillance reglirements
needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the components.
.If, however, any required component is ino)erable, then .it

_

must be restored to OPERABLE status. In t11s case,
surveillance requirements may need to be performed-to -
restore the component to OPERABLE status. Actions must
continue until all required components are OPERABLE.

._

(continued)

C
t
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Adequate SOM is demonstrated to ensure that the reactor can
be made subcritical from any initial operating condition.
Adequate SDH must be demonstrated by testing before or
during the first startup after fuel movement, control rod
replacement, or shuffling within the reactor pressure
vessel. Since core reactivity will vary during the cycle as
a function of fuel depletion and poison burnup, the
beginning of cycle (B0C) test must also account for changes
in core reactivity during the cycle. Therefore, to obtain
the SDM, the' initial measured value must be increased by an
adder, R, which is the difference between the calculated
value of maximum core reactivity during the o)erating cycle
and the calculated BOC core reactivity. If t1e value of R
is negative'(that is, B0C is the most reactive point in the
cycle), no correction to the BOC measured value is required
(Ref. 7) .

The SDM may be demonstrated during an in-sequence control
rod withdrawal, in which the highest worth control rod is
analytically determined, or during local criticals, where
the highest worth control rod is determined by testing.
Local critical tests require the withdrawal of out-of-
sequence control rods. This testing would therefore require
bypassing of the Rod Pattern Control System to allow the
out-of-sequence withdrawal and therefore additional
requirements must be met (see LC0 3.10.7, " Control Rod
Tes ting-Op 3 rating") .

Up to 4 hours after reaching criticality is allowed to
provide a reasonable time to perform the required
calculations and have appropriate verification.

During MODE 5, adequate SDM is required to ensure that the
reactor does not reach criticality during control rod
withdrawals. An evaluation of each fuel movement during
fuel loading (including shuffling fuel within the core)
shall be performed to ensure adequate SDM is maintained
during refueling. This ensures that the intermediate
loading patterns are bounded by the safety analyses for the
final core loading pattern. For example, bounding analyses
which demonstrate adequate SDM for the most reactive
configurations during the refueling may be performed to

(continued)

(continued)
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SDM |
B 3.1.1

1
-f

Q BASES (continued)
|

SURVEILLANCE demonstrate acceptability of the entii s fuel movement
REQUIREMENTS sequence. For these SDM demonstrations which rely solely

(continued) on calculation, additional margin must be added to the
calculated SDM value to account for uncertainties in the
calculation. Spiral offload / reload sequences inherently
satisfy the surveillance requirement provided the fuel
assemblies are reloaded in the same configuration analyzed
for the new cycle. Removing fuel from the core will always
result in an increase in SDN.

~. f
REFERENCES N 11 1 4 'itiefl0, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,T

Appendix A, General Design Criterion 26, " Reactivity
4 ontrol System Redundancy and Capability."C

'

'[ Unit {Name]FSAR,Section(15),"[ Title]."2.

3. NEDE-240ll-P-A-9-US, " General Electric Standard
Application'for Reload Fuel," Supplement for United
States; Section~S.2.P. 3 1, September 1988.

( 4. (UnitName)(FSAR,: Oction|(15),"[Titie)."

5. (Unit Name] FSAR;'Section (15), "[ Title)."

6. (Unit Name] FSAR, Amendment 24), December 1972,
Question-[3.6.7),"[ Title)."(.

7. NEDE-240ll-P-A-9, " General Electric Standard
Application for Reload Fuel," Supplement for United
States, Section 3.2.4.1, September 19L

O
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

1

O
-Q B 3.F REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS-

B 3.1.2 Reactivity Anomalies

BASES
-

)

BACKGROUND Per GDCs 26, 28, and 29 (Ref.1), reactivity shall be
controllable such that subcriticality is maintained under
cold conditions, and acceptable fuel design limits are not
exceeded during normal operation and anticipated operational
occurrences. Therefore, reactivity anomaly is used as a

t -| " measure of the predicted versus measured core reactivity
, during power. operation. The continual confirmation of core
Creact vityds necessary to ensure that safety analyses of

' design basis transients and accidents remain valid. . A large j
reactivitycanomaly could be the result of unanticipated i

changei inifuelv or control rod worth, or operation at
conditions'not' consistent with=those assumed in-the
predictions <of core. reactivity and could potentially result
in a loss of SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) or violation of
acceptable fuel | design limits. Comparing predicted versus
measured core r'eactivity validates the nuclear methods used

-
,\ in the safety analysis and' supports the SDM demonstrations 1

1[d (LC03.1.1)-inassurin$tions.-ethe reactor can be brought safely tocold, subcritica14cond Miy. m,

.;
When the react'or core is critical"orain normal power

!operation, a reactivity balance exists;and the net '

reactivity is zero. A com
reactivity is convenient 'parisont6f predicted and measuredunderssuch a balance since
parameters are being maintained relatively stable under
steady-state )ower conditions.= ~ The positive reactivity
inherent in tie core design is balanced by. the negative
reactivity of. the control. components', thermal feedback,
neutron leakage,' and materials in-the core that absorb
neutrons, such as burnable absorbers producing'zero net

V reactivity.

In order to achieve the required fuel cycle energy output,
the uranium enrichment in-the new. fuel loading and the fuel
loaded in-the previous cycle provides excess positive
reactivity'beyond that required to sustain steady state

i4 operation.at'.the beginning of cycle (BOC). When the reactor '

'is critical at RATED THERMAL POWER'(RTP) and operating
moderator temperature, the excess positive reactivity-is.

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND compensated by burnable absorbers (if any), control rods,
(continued) and whatever neutron poisons (mainly xenon and samarium) are

present in the fuel.

.

APPLICABLE Accurate prediction of core reactivity is either an explicit
SAFETY ANALYSES or implicit assumption in the accident analysis evaluations.

Every accident evaluation (Ref. 2) is, therefore, dependent
uponiaccurate evaluation of core reactivity. In particular,
SDM and reactivity transients, such as control rod
withdrawal accidents or rod drop accidents, are very
sensitive' to accurate prediction of core reactivity. These
accident' analysis evaluations rely on computer codes that
have been qual'lfied against available test data, operating
plant data,'and analytical benchmarks. Monitoring
reactivity anomaly,provides additional assurance that the
nuclear methods provide. an accurate representation of the
core reactivity.

Design calculations "and; safety analyses are performed for
each fuel cycle for the' purpose of predetermining the
reactivity behavior and the requirements for reactivity
control during fuel depletion.

,. n
The comparison between measured and predicted initial core
reactivity provides a normalization for the" calculational
models used to predict core reactivity. If the measured and
predicted rod density for identical core conditions at BOC
do not agree, then the assumptions u' sed in the reload cycle
design analysis or the calculation models used to predict
rod density may not be accurate. If reasonable agreement
between measured and predicted core reactivity exists at
B0C, then the prediction may be normalized to the measured
value. Thereafter, any significant deviations in the
measured rod density from the predicted rod density that
develop during fuel depletion may be an indication that the
calculation model is not adequate for core burnups beyond
BOC, or that an unexpected change in core conditions has
occurred.

Reactivity anomalies provide an additional assurance that
SDM is maintained within the limits. Thus, reactivity
anomalies satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

,

(continued)
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

g

() BASES (continued)

LC0 This specification is provided to ensure that core
reactivity behaves as expected in the long term and to
ensure that significant reactivity anomalies will be
investigated.

The reactivity anomaly limit is established to ensure plant
operation is maintained within the assumptions of the safety
analyses. Large differences between monitored and predicted
cere reactivity may indicate that the assumptions of the

,,$' design | basis transient and accident analyses are no longer

g% larger than expected.h valid,jor that the uncertainties in the nuclear method are
o A limit on the difference between the

~ 7 monitored core k-effective and the predicted core
'k-effective of i 1% Ak/k has been established based on
engineering judoment. A 1% deviation in reactivity from
that; predicted,is larger than expected for normal operation
and should<the~efore be evaluated.r

%
-

- ,,

APPLICABILITY inh 0DE1,mostordkecontrolrodsarewithdrawnand
steady-state operation is' typically achieved. Under these

(~'N conditions, the comparison between predicted and monitored
! / core reactivity provides an effective measure of the'" reactivity anomaly. vin MODE 2, control rods are typically

being withdrawn during a startup. :In.. MODES 3 and 4, all
control rods are fully inserted and'therefore the reactor is
in the least reactive state where monitoring core reactivity
is not necessary. In H0DE 5, fuel loading results in a
continually changing core reactivity. SDM requirements
(LC0 3.1.1) ensure that fuel movements are performed within
the bounds of the safety analysis, and a SDH demonstration
is required during the first startup following operations
that could have altered core reactivity (e.g., fuel
movement, control rod replacement, shuffling). The SDM test
required by LCO 3.1.1 provides a direct comparison of the
predicted and monitored core reactivity at cold conditions,
and, therefore, reactivity anomaly is not required during
these conditions.

(continued)

/~N
v
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

BASES (r.ontinued)

ACTIONS pul

Should an anomaly develop between measured and predicted
core reactivity, an evaluation of the core design and safety
analysis is performed. In practice, smaller deviations in
core reactivity (greater than 0.5% Ak/k) are generally cause
for concern, and evaluation >of both core conditions and the
core design.are performed to determine the cause of the
deviation.'1

m ,3

Whebs reactivity deviation is noted, the evaluation of core

conditions,Netypically includes the following steps:Mhy%; &.
a. Core" conditions and the input to calculational models

are verified to be consistent;

Mr 3,
b. Shutdown capability from both the control rods and the

recirculation' pump ,tr.ip 11s determined to be adequate;
s . ms .,

Acorepowerddtributionmapisobtainedtoevaluatec. s
peaking factors;' yp ,

d. OPERABILITY of al[controllrodsiis verified; and

Physical changes in th$ ' fuel 'or void coefficient ofe. 7

the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) arefconsidered,
m.S

An evaluation of the core design and ; safety analysis
typically includes the following steps:

a. Reactivity worth calculations of recirculation flow,
the control rods, xenon, and samarium are reviewed;

b. The fuel depletion calculations are reviewed to
determine that the calculated core burnup is
appropriate;-and

c. The calculation models are reviewed to verify that
they are adequate for representation of the core
conditions.

Reactivity anomalies are generally investigated when they
are small, so that the evaluations are in progress before
the 1% Ak/k reactivity limit for a deviation is reached, and
corrective measures may be defined. The-required

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

' !g
) BASES gentinued)

,

v

ACTIONS Completion Time of 72 hours is based on operating experience
(continued) and takes into account the low probability of a Design Basis

Accident occurring during this ini.erval. Also, it allows
sufficient time to assess the physical condition of the
reactor and complete an evaluation of the core design and I

safety analysis.

Following evaluations of the enre design and safety
|

analysis, the cause of the rea:tivity anomaly may be
firesolved. If the cause of the a=ctivity anomaly is a

f: " mismatch in core conditions at the time of rod density
compadson, then a recalculation may be performed to |

% descastratetthat core reactivity is behaving as expected.
"If'in unexpected physical change in the condition of the
core <has; occurred, it must be evaluated and corrected, if
possible.NIf;the cause of the reactivity anomaly is in the

,

calchlationttechnique, then the calculational models must be !
revised,to provide more accurate predictions. If any of i

these results.are descristrated and it is concluded that the '

~

reactor coreits acceptable for continued operation, then !
power operation!may continue, If operational restrictions
or additional survefilance requirements are necessary to

Q ensure the reactor'corei,is acceptable for continued
) operation, then they;must<be defined.

u n,o
tThe unit must be placed in a H00E in which the LC0 does not

apply if the core reactivity cannot be restored to within
~ the 1% Ak/k limit by the methods discussed in Required
Action A.1 and the associated Completion Time. This is done
by placing the unit in at leact MODE 3 within 6 hours. The
allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience related to the time required, to reach the
required H0DE from RTP in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2.1
REQUIREM NTS

Verifying the reactivity difference between the monitored
and predicted core k-effective is within the limits of the
LC0 provides added assurance that plant operation is

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactivity Anoualtes
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE maintained within the assumptions of the design basis
REQUIREMENTE transient and accident analyses. The core monitoring system

(continued) calculates the core k-effective for the reactor conditions
obtained from plant instrumentation. A comparison of the
monitored core k-effective to the predicted core k-effective
at the same cycle exposure is used to calculate the
reactivity difference. The comparison is required when the

icore reactivity has potentially changed by a significant
amountt This may occur following a refueling in which new
fuelv assemblies are loaded, fuel assemblies are shuffled
within the core, or control rods are replaced or shuffled.
Also, core, reactivity changes during the cycle. The 24-hour ,

intervalJafter, reaching equilibrium conditions following a
startup was established based on the need for equilibrium
xenon concentrations',in the core cuch that an accurate

comparison $etweenthemonitoredandpredictedcore
k-effective values'can be made. The 31 effective full power
days Frequency.was' developed consideriLJ the relatively slow
change in core reactivity;with exposure and operating
experience related< to variations in core reactivity.

e q. m j"

y
., Q

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Fedefal'Regul:H pns, Part 50, '

Appendix A, General ~ Design Criterioh326, " Reactivity
Control System Redundancy and Capability"; General
Design Criterion 28, " Reactivity Limits"; General
Design Criterion 29, " Protection 4Against' Anticipated
Operational Occurrences." c

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Chapter [15), Section [ ),
" Accident Analysis."

J=
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Contral Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

OQ B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.3 Control Rod OPERABILITY

BASES

BACKGROUND Control rods are components of the control rod drive (CRD)
sy: tem, which is the primary reactivity control system for
the'lypactor. In conjunction with the Reactor Protection

Apst the CRD System provides the means for the reliable
peontr iof reactivity changes to ensure under conditions of

d/ norma ," eration, including anticipated operational
cestspecified acceptable fuel design limits are not

g$occu, ed lasaddition, the control rods provide the
Mirp 'bi to%1d the reactor core suberitical under all f

cond4 and'jte limit the potential amount and rate of '

rea# Wi I merosse caused by a malfunction in the CRD
Syst^em. 'CRD System is designed to satisfy the

of GDCzt6require
\f 4 6 %, 27, 28, and 29.

The CRD Systemicgnsisis of [137] iocking-piston control rodt

drive mechanisetMClWMs) 61>,a hydraulic control unit for
and

eachdrivemechapan. Th cking-piston type CRDM is a
O ist6n%hich uses condensate waterdouble-acting hydraulic <pAccumulat :(Q as the operating fluidP orovide additional7

energy for scran. W indet tube"and piston, coupled to the
control rod, are locked at fixed increments by a collet
mechanism. The collet fingers engage 2 notches in the index
tube to prevent unintentional withdrawal of the control rod,
but without restricting insertion,

t w
This specification, along with- LC0 3.1.4 and LC0 3.1.5,
assures that the performance of the control rods in the
event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or trar.sient, m ets
the assumptions used in the safety analyses of References 1,
2, and 3.

) ;

APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used in the
SAFETY ANALYSES evaluations involving control rods are presented in

References 1, 2, and 3. The control rods provide the
primary means for rapid reactivity control (reactor scram),
for maintaining the reactor subcritical and for limiting the
potential effects of reactivity insertion ovents caused by
malfunctions in the CRD System.

(continued)

p) _

' .! (continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)
,

APPLICABLE The capability to insert the control rods ensures the
SAFETY ANE_YSES assumptions for .eram reactivity in the design basis

(continued) transient and acudent analyses are not violated. Since the
SHUTDOWW MARGIN (SDM) ensures the reactor will be
subcritical with the strongest control rod withdrawn
(assumed single failure), the additional failure of a second
control rod to inst - if required, could invalidate the
demonstrated SDM and potentially limit the ability of the
CRD System to hold the reactor subcritical. If the control
rod is < stuck at an inserted position and becomes decoupled j

from the CRD,'a control rod crop accident (CRDA) can
possibly occur. ; herefore, the requirement that all controlT
rodsibe OPERABLE ensures the CRD System can perform its
intended' function. ,.

The control rods <also-hrotect the fuel from damage which
could result in release of radioactivity. The limits
protected are the' Safety Limit MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO
(see Bases for LC0 3.2.2,'" MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO
(MCPR)"), the 1% cladding. plastic strain fuel design limit
(see Bases for LCO 3.2!1, " AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT
GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)") and the fuel damage limit (see
Bases for LCO 3.1.6, " Rod Pattern Control") during 9
reactivity insertion events..

The negative reactivity insertion (scram) provided by the
CRD System provides the analytical basis-foF determination
of plant thermal limits and provides protection against fuel
damage limits during a CRDA. Bases for LC0 3.1.4,
LC0 3.1.5, and LC0 3.1.6 discuss in more detail how the
Safety Limits are protected by the CRD System.

Control Rod OPERABILITY satisfies reiterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

,

F LC0 GPERABILITY of an individual control rod is based on a
combination of factors, primarily the scram insertion times,
the associated control rod accumulator status, the control
rod coupling integrity, and the ability to determine the
control rod position. Although not all control rods are
required to be OPERABLE to satisfy the intended reactivity
control requirements, strict control over the number and
distribution of inoperable control rods is required to

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3-

, j-- ' t
.

.| BASES (continued)

LC0 - satisfy the assumptions of the design basis transient' and
_(continued) accident analyses.

i. [For.this facility, an OPERABLE control rod constitutes the
following:]

,

[For-this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPER/BLE to ensure control rod OPERABILITY:]
fh

cf[Forthisfacility,thoserequiredsupportsystemswhich,
upon their failure, do not require declaring a control rod

A'h inoperable _and their justification are as follows:] _

Ng"thih f Iity, the number of reed switch positions
'

requiredJto be OPERABLE for the control rod to be OPERABLE
arePas followsi)
-

,
,

,-
4

APPLICABILITY- .In MODES h andf2 /the control rods are assumed to function
during a DBA or transient and are therefore required to be

. OPERABLE in. these MODES. iIn_ MODES 3 and 4, control rods are
(N -only allowed to be withdrawn under Special Operations

.

LC0 3' 10;3, " Single Control; Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown,".
-

and LC0 3.10.4,'" Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold
Shutdown,"'which provide adequate requirements for control t

rod OPERABILITY during these conditions. Control rod
requirements in MODE 5 are located in LC0 3.9.5.

A Note is added to provide clarification that all contrdl
rods are treated as an entity for this LCO with a single- 1

Completion Time.

ACTIONS If the required number of reed switch positions per control-
rod are found inoperable, the associated control rod must be
declared inoperable.

AL.l.

With one withdrawn control rod stuck, the control rod must
be restored to OPERABLE status within I hour. A control rod
is considered stuck if it will not insert by either CRD
drive water or scram pressure. The 1-hour Completion Time

,

(continued)
-

'g (continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS is acceptable considering the reactor can still be shutdown
(continued) assuming no failures of additional control rods to insert.

With a fully inserted control rod stuck, no actions are
required as long as the control rod remains fully inserted.
The Required Action is modified by a Note which allows the
rod worth minimizer (RWM) to be bypassed if required to
allow continued operation. LCO 3.3.2.1 provides additional
requirements when the RWM is bypassed to ensure compliance
with tWCIBA analysis.

A^ui " %
B E B.2. B.12 and B.4

% .4y a
WithXene! withdrawn: control rod stuck for more than I hour
the control redimust;be disarmed in I hour. The 1-hour
Completion 4Timehis aciceptable considering the reactor can
still be slutdoW assuming no additional control rods fail
to insert and prov' ides a~ reasonable time to perform the
Required Actionlin' an orderly. manner. Isolating the control
rod from scram'preventsf#amage to the CDRM. The control rod
can be isolated fron(scram:nnd normal insert or withdraw
pressure, yet still malatpin cooling water to the CRD.

7 ,wi
Out-of-sequence controlFrods:may"iricrease the potential
reactivity worth of a drop control' rod during a CRDA.
Below (10]% RATED THERMAIJ' ER"(RTP), the generic banked
position withdrawal sequence (BPWS) analysis requires
inserted control rods not in compliance witinBPWS to be
separated by at least two OPEP.ABLE control rods in all
directions, including the diagonal.,;>The separation of
inoperable control rods must be verified to comply with
these requirements within I hour. The 1-hour Completion
Time is acceptable considering the-low probability of a CRDA
occurring. [For this facility the reason that this action
is in effect only when operating at less than [10]% RTP is
as follows:]

Monitoring of the insertion capability of each withdrawn
control rod must also be performed within 24 hours.
SR 3.1.3.2 and SR 3.1.3.3 perform periodic tests of the
control rod insertion capability of withdrawn control rods.
Testing each withdrawn control rod ensures a generic problem
does not exist. The 24-hour Completion Time provides a
reasonable time to test the control rods considering the

| potential for a need to reduce power to perform the tests.

(continued)

! -

(continued)
|
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Ccntrol Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

\ BASES (continued)

%TIONS The Required Action is modified by a Note which states that
(continued) the requirement is not applicable when below the actual low

power setpoint (LPSP) of the RWM since the notch-inserticas
may not be compatible with the requirements of rod pahern
control (in LCO 3.1.6) and the RWM (in LCO 3.3.2.1).

,

To 4110w continued operation with a withdrawn control rod
s$,- an evaluation of adequate SOM is also required within

y$heers.equirg'la shutdown, to preserve the single failure
J Should a design basis transient or accident

criter, ten, an additional control rod would have to be
s- ass 'to. fail to insert when required. Therefore, the

al Sdemonstration may not be valid. The 50M must
. M ref itWeWaluated (by measurement or analysis) with the

stuels 01 ' red at its stuck position and the highest -
wortC PERMLEfeentrol rod assumed to be fully withdrawn.

The 2- letion:: Time to verify SDM is adequate
conside tMtMth/a' single control rod stuck in a
withdrawn peittion,ctbe remaining OPERABLE control rods are
capable of pVovt44agitbe required scram and shutdown
reactivity. Faihge to reach; MODE 4 is only likely if an

[. addit- Ta6 intrejfrodAdjecstytothestuckcontrolrod
( also ) is insertsduring .a required scram. Even with the

postula dditionWsing effailse of an adjacent control
,

rod to insert, sufficient reactivits'NPRequired Action B.3
. control remains to

reach and maintain MODE 3 conditions '

of LC0 3.1.3 performs a notch testionJoach remaining.
withdrawn control rod to ensureithat no additional control
rods are stuck.

'

-

.C_d

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply if the Required Actions and associated Completion
Times of Condition B cannot be met. This is done by placing
the plant in MODE 3 within 12 hours. Insertion of the
remainder of-the control rods eliminates the possibility of
an additional failure of .a control rod to insert. The
12-hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODE in an orderly manner
from full power and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS D.1 and 0.2
(continued)

With two or more withdrawn control rods stuck, the stuck
control rods should be isolated from scram pressure within
I hour and the plant placed in MODE 3 within 12 hours. The
1-hour Completion Time is acceptable considering the low
probability of a CRDA occurring during this interval. The
occurrence of more than one control rod without insertion
capability may be an indication of a generic problem in tha
CRD System that could potentially cause additional failures
oficontrol rods to insert. Insertion of all insertable
control rods. eliminates the possibility of an additional
failure offa' control, rod to insert. The 12-hour Completion
Time 1s" reasonable,? based on operating experience, to reach
the required HODE in' an orderly manner from full power and
without challenging. plant systems.

,

f.d g -

5 .-.1 ..

With [8 or fewer]Leontrolyr'ods inoperable for reasons other
than being stuck, the"conttf rods must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 2: hours.. [For this facility, the
other reasons for considering control: rods inoperable, in
addition to control rod' scram time " slow," are as follows:]
The 2-hour Completion Time 1provides a per.iod of time to
correct the problem commensurate with the?importance of
[8 or fewer] control rods relative to theLavailable number
of OPERABLE control rods capable of providing the required
scram and shutdown reactivity.

F.1. F.2. and F.3

With the inoperable control rods not restored tnd the
associated Completion Time not met, operation may continue
provided the control rods are fully inserted within I hour
and disarmed (electrically or hydraulically) within 2 hours.
Inserting a control rod ensures the shutdown and scram
capabilities are not adversely affected. The control rod is
disarmed to prevent inadvertent withdrawal during subsequent
operations. The control rods can be hydraulically disarmed
by closing the drive water and exhaust water isolation
valves. The control rods can-be electrically disarmed by
disconnecting power from all four directional control valve
solenoids. Required Action F.1 is modified by a Note which
allows the RWH to be bypassed if required to allow insertion

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY#
B 3.1.3

.

, w.

.fN
'd . BASES. (continued)
o.

.

,
. .

1

ACTIONS. of the inoperable control rods and continued operation.
(continued)- LC0 3.3.2.1.provides additional requirements when the RWH is

bypassed.to ensure compliance with the CRDA analysis.,
,

Inserted out-of-sequence control rods may increase the
'

potential reactivity worth of a . dropped control' rod durir9 a
CRDA, and, therefore, the number and distribution of
inserted inoperable control- rods must be verified within,,

2 ~ hours. Required Action F.3 is modified by a. Note which -.

Z sstatest that the Required Action is not gplicable 'when above.l m ;[10)%'RTP. Below (10]% RTP, the generic BPWS analysis
d:e ' requires inserted control rods, not in compliance with BPWS,4:

t- ";. to be; separated by at least two OPERABLE control rods in all
idirectionsLincluding the' diagonal

g
-

.
4 .w- -

,

The allowed Completion limes are reasonable considering the
small< number off allowed inoperable control rods and provide
time'to insert'and disarm the ~ control rods-in an orderly
manner.and:without; challenging plant' systems.

*.
;

$I 5-

.
, .

- The plant must berplaced in a' MODE in which the LCO does not
c3 O ' apply if the Required Actions--and associated Completion
1/ - Times of Condition F1 are not metior more than 8 inoperable
W '

. control rods exist.,"This is done by placing the plant inx

9 MODE 3 within 12 hours. This ensure's all insertable control

f(
rods are-inserted and places ~the reactor in a condition that
does not require the active function (ite., scram or

p insertion ;of the control rods. The number of control rods

4 permitted)to be inoperable when operating above [10]%' RTP
(e.g., no CRDA considerations) could be more than the value
specified, but the occurrence of a large-number of-
inoperable control rods could be indicative of a generic-

.
problem, and investigation and resolution:of the potential< ,

'

problem should be undertaken. The 12-hour Completion Time.s

m is reasonable, based on-operating experience, to reach the
required MODE in an orderly manner from full power and

i . without challenging plant systems.

'[ ) SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1- 1

REQUIREMENTS
Determining the position of each control rod is required to
ensure adequate information on control rod position is

~

(continued)4 -

(continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

l

SURVEILLANCE available to the operator for determining CRD OPERABILITY
REQUIREMENTS and controlling rod patterns. Control rod position may be

(continued) determined by the use of OPERABLE position indicators, by
moving control rods to a position with an OPERABLE
indicator, or by the use of other appropriate methods. The
24-hour Frequency of this SR was developed considering
operating experience related to expected changes in control
rod position and the availability of control rod position
indicationiin the control room.
SRk..np

nm
l.3.2 and SR 3.1. 3J

m e e
CodtOhthinseN.Ioncapabilityisdemonstratedby
inserting' each? partially or fully withdrawn control rods at
least one metch and observing that the control rod moves.
The contreFrodletypthen be returned to its original

the actual LPSPie[surveillances art not required when below
position. These

f the RIMAsince the notch insertions may
not be compatible withithelrequirements of rod pattern
control (LCO 3.l d)? ad'the,!RWM (LC0 3.3.2.1). The 7-day
Frequency of SR 3.1.312 wh develo>ed considering operating
experience related to cWanges in CB performance and the
ease of performing notchitesting for fully withdrawn control
rods. Partially withdrawn, control rods are tested with a
31-dayFrequency,basedo(thepotentia1[powerreduction

.

required to allow the control rod ~movementkand considering
the large testing sample of SR 3.1.3.2.sfurthermore, the
31-day Frequency takes into account, operating? experience
related to changes in'CRD performancer

SR 3.1 3.4

Verifying that the scram time for each control rod to notch
position (06] is less than or equal to [7] seconds ensures-
that the control rod will insert when required during a DBI.
or transient, thereby completing its shutdown function
([Ref.]). This SR is performed in conjunction with the
control rod scram time testing of SR 3.1.4.2, SR 3.1.4.3,
and SR 3.1.4.4. The associated Frequencies are acceptable
considering the more frequent testing performed to
demonstrate other aspects of control rod OPERABILITY and
operating experience, which shows scram times do not
significantly change over an operating cycle.

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY i
B 3.1.3 !

|

O
ig BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Coupling verification is performed to ensure the control rod
is connected to the CRDM and will perform its intended
function when necessary. The surveillance requires
verifying a control rod does not go to the overtravel
position when it is fully withdrawn. The overtravel
position feature provides a positive check on the coupling

,jntegrity since only an uncoupled CRD can reach the

d|v,evertravelposition. The verification is required to be
'perfotised any time a control rod is withdrawn to the " Full

\ p .. Out"c.(notch: position 48) position or prior to declaring the
Y control rod-0PERABLE when work on the control rod or CRD

' System coul' ' affect coupling. This includes control rodsd

position (one notch and then returned to the " Full Out"
inserted

der,ingjthe performance of SR 3.1.3.2. This
Frequency isf acceptable considering the low probability that
movedan'dyrodwill,becomeuncoupledwhenitisnotbeinga control

operating sxperience related to uncoupling events.
,

.o . ,

S -

REFERENCES 1. [UnitName]2FSkR, tion [[, ],"[ Title]."

2. [UnitName]FSAR[Section[ ^ ,], "[Ti tl e] . "
x

3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ . ' 5]h"[ Title]."
.

'

1
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Control Rod Scram ~ Times-
.B 3.1.4 !

FN B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

(") B 3.1.4; f.gntrol' Rod Scram Times

BASES-

,

BACKGROUND The scram function of the Control Rod Drive -(CRD) System
controls reactivity changes during abnormal operational
-transients to ensure that specified acceptable fuel design
1,isits are not exceeded (Ref. 1). The control' rods are

. scraused by positive means using hydraulic pressure exerted
then th'e'1CRD piston.

48Y ~|g
,

4 LWhenja% cram signal is initiated, control air.is vented from

'depe?)ingitheexhaustvalvereducesthepressureabovethefdthe cram (valves, allowing them to open by spring action.n

main A i W pisten to atmospheric pressure and opening the

the bottomiof" plies the accumulator or reactor pressure to
inlet? valves.ap

the piston. Since the notches in the index
tube are<tspered onethe lower edge, the collet fingers are
' forced open by,castection, allowing the index tube to move
-upward withouttreitriction because of the high differential
pressure acros nthe fiston.r.As the drive moves upward and
the accumulator pr6ssure: reduces below the reactor pressure,

9 a ball check valvei penQ1etting the reactor pressure(V complete the scram actionhlf the reactor pressure is low,
o

such as during startup', the: accumulator will fully insert
,

the control rod in the required time Without assistance;from
reactor pressure. ftg

,
.

j'
APPLICABLE - The aaalytical methods and -assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY: ANALYSES the control rod scram function are' presented _in

' References'~2, 3, and 4. The design basis transient and
accident analyses assume that'all of the control rods scram

-at a specified insertion rate, which is defined by the: time
'to fully insert from a given-notch position as specifled in
the scram times in Table 3.1.41. The resulting negative
' scram reactivity forms the basis for the determination of
plant thermal limits, e.g., the MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO
(MCPR). Other distributions of scram times (e.g., several
control rods scramming slower than the average time with
several control. rods scramming faster than the average time)
can also provide sufficient scram reactivity. Surveillance

(continued)

(continued)p
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Centrol Rod Scram Times
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE of each individual control rod's scram time ensures that the
SAFETY ANALYSES scram reactivity assumed in the design basis transient and

(continued) accident analyses can be met.

The scram function of the CRD System protects the Safety
Limit MCPR (see Bases for LCO 3.2.2) and the 1% cladding
plastic strain fuel design limit (see Bases for LCO 3.2.1),
which ensure that no fuel damage will occur if these limits
are not exceeded. Above [800) psig, the scram function is
designed to insert negative reactivity at a rate fast enough
to prevent the actual MCPR from becoming less than the
Safety Limit:MCPR during the analyzed limiting power
transient.t/Below [800) psig, the scram function is assumed
to functioniduring;the control rod drop accident (Ref. 5)
and, thereforen also provides protection against violating
fuel damagenlim'its during reactivity insertion accidents
(see Basesifor 100:3;1.6). For the reactor vessel
overpressu're protection analysis, the scram function, along
with the safety / relief v.alves, ensures that the peak vessel
pressure is maintained;within the applicable American
Society for Mechanical | Engineers Code limits.

Control rod screat timeks$kisfiesICriterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement! '; ,

,

4- i,

u:x
LC0 The scram times specified in Table 3.1.4Me required to

ensure that the scram reactivity assume'd in ttie design basis
'

transient and accident analysis is. net. To account for
single failures and " slow" scramming control rods, the scram
times specified in Table 3.1.4-1 are faster than those
assumed. in the design basis analysis. The scram times have
a margin that allows up to 7.5%-of the control rods (e.g.,
[137) x 7.5% - (10]) to have scram times exceeding the
specified limits (i.e., " slow" control rods) and that also
assumes a single stuck control rod (as allowed by LCO 3.1.3)
and an additional control rod failing to scram per the
single failure criterion (Ref. 6). The scram times are
specified as a function of reactor steam dome pressure to
account for the pressure dependence of the scram times. The
scram times are specified relative to measurements based on
reed switch positions, which provide the control rod
position indication. The reed switch closes (" pickup") when

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Scram Times
B 3.1.4

]

(]f BASES-(continued)
Q i

LCO the index tube passes a specific location and then opens l
I.(continued) (" dropout") as the index tube travels upward. Verification

of the specified scram times in Table 3.1.4-1 is
accomplished through measurement of the " dropout" times.,

To ensure that local scram reactivity rates are maintained
within acceptable limits, no more than two of the allowed
" slow" control rods can occupy adjacent locations.

^

. Table 3.1.4-1 is modified by two Notes, which state that
>?controlMrods with scram times not within the limits of the

j / table are considered " slow" and that control rods with scram
' a times; greater than [7] seconds are considered inoperable- as

4'1 required byytSR 3.1.3.4.
w- - .

~,# *
,

$f v|,kY,

APPLICABILITY InMODES1Jsd:2, a scram is assumed to function during
transient 6and accidents analyzed for these plant
conditions. These1 events are assumed to occur during
startup andy'po'wer operation and, therefore, the scram
function of the4 control rods is required during these MODES.
In MODES 3 and 4,Mthe control? rods are only allowed to be

(O withdrawn 'under Special! Operations .LCO 3.10.3, " Single
5 Control Rod Withdrawal-40t Shutdown," and LCO 3.10.4,

" Single Control Rod' Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown," which
provide adequate requirements for control rod scram
capability during these conditions. " Scram requirements in
MODE 5~are contained in.LCO 3.9.5P 9

.

ACTIONS Ad

With the requirements of this LC0 not met, the plant must be
placed in a MODE in-which the- LC0 does not apply. This is

- done by placing the plant in MODE 3 within I? hours. The
12-hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience related to the amount of time required, to reach .|

MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and without |
challenging. plant systems. |

-

(continued) j
|
1

./ 9o

~U
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Control Rod Scram Times
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued) !

SURVEILLANCE All four SRs of this LCO are modified by a Note that
REQUIREMENTS states that during a single control rod scram time test, the

CRD pumps shall be isolated from the associated scram
accumulator. [For this facility, the reason for this is as

follows:]

SR 3.1.4.1

The scram reactivity used in design basis transient and
accident analyses is based on an assumed control rod scram
time. Measurement of the scram times with reactor steam
dome pressure 2 [800] psig demonstrates acceptable scram
times for the transients analyzed in References 3 and 4.

Maximum scram insertion times occur at a reactor steam dome
pressure of,approximately [800] psig because of the
competing" effects of reactor steam dome pressure and stored
accumulator energy. Therefore, demonstration of adequate
scram times at' reactor steam dome pressure > [800] psig
ensures that the measured scram times will be within the
specified limits.at higher pressures. Limits are specified
as a function of reactor,pressureito account for the
sensitivity of the scram.inserti_on times with pressure and
to allow a range of pressuresTover which scram time testing
can be performed. To ensure'that scram. time testing is
performed within a reasonable time ;following a refueling or
after a- shutdown 120 days or longer, all control rods are
required to be tested before exceeding 40%' RATED THERMAL
POWER (RTP) following the shutdown. This Frequency is
acceptable considering the additional surveillances
performed for control rod OPERABILITY, the frequent
verification of adequate accumulator pressure, and the
required testing of control rods affected by work on control
rods or the CRD System.

SR 3.1.4.2

Additional testing of a sample of control rods is required
to verify the continued performance o' the scram function
during the cycle. A representative sample must contain at
least 10% of the < ontrol rods and no more than 20% of the
control rods in the sample can be " slow" (Ref. 7). With
more than 20% of the sample declared to be " slow" per the
criterion in Table 3.1.4-1, additional control rods must be
tested until this 20% criterion is satisfied or Required.

Action A.1 must be taken. For planned testing, the Control

(centinued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Scram Times
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE rods selected for the sample should be different for each
REQUIREMENTS _ test. Data from inadvertent scrams should be used whenever I

(continued) possible to avoid unnecessary testing at power, even if the
control rods with data may have been previously tested in a
sample. The 120-day Frequency is based on operating
experience that has shown that control rod scram times do
not significantly change over an operating cycle. This
Frequency is also reasonable based on the add;tional
surveillances done on the CRDs at more frequent intervals in
accordance with LC0 3.1.3 and LC0 3.1.5.

'SR 3.1.4.3

Jhen work is performed on a control rod or the CRD System,
which could affect the scram insertion time, testing must be
done,to' demonstrate that each affected control rod retains
adequate scram performance over the range of applicable
reactor pressures from zero to the maximum permissible
pressure. .

For work done while the reactor is at less than (800) psig,
the scram testing must be performed once before declaring
the control rod 0PERABLE. The_ required scram time testing/m must demonstrateethat the'affected control rod is still

( within.the limitslof Table 3.1.461 for startup conditions.

The Frequency of once prior to declaring the affected
control rod (s)'0PERABLE is acceptable [because of the
capability to test the control, rods over a range of
operating conditions and the_more frequent surveillances on
other aspects of control rod '0PERABILITY.

Specific examples of work that could affect the scram times
are (but not limited to)-the_following: removal of any CRD
for maintenance or mcdification; replacement of a control
rod; and maintenance or modification of a scram solenoid
pilot valve, scram valve, accumulator, or isolation or check
valve in-the piping required for scram.

SR 3.1.4.4

When work is performed on a control rod or CRD System which
could affect the scram insertion time, testing must be done
to demonstrate that each affected control rod is still

(continued)

(continued)

O.
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Control Rod Scram Times ,

B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE within the limits of Table 3.1.4-1 with the reactor steam |

REQUIREMENTS dome pressure 2 [800] psig. This testing ensures that,
,

(continued) prior to withdrawing the control rod for continued |

operation, the control rod scram performance is acceptable
for operating reactor p; essure conditions. Where work has
been performed at high reactor pressure, the requirements of
SR 3.1.4.3 and SR 3.1.4.4 can be satisfied with one test.
For a control rod affected by work performed while shutdown,
however, a.zero pressure and high-pressure test may be I

required.- Alternatively, a control rod scram test during
hydrostatic pressure testing could also satisfy both
criteria.

The-Frequency of once prior to exceeding 40% of RTP is
acceptable because of:the capability to test the control
rods over airange of operating conditions and the more
frequent surveillances on other aspects of control rod
OPERABILITY.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of; Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General | Design' Criterion 10, " Reactor
besign."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [- L], "[ Title]."

3. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title]."

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title]."

5. NEDE-240ll-P-A-9, " General Electric Standard
Application for Reload Fuel," Supplement for United
States, Section 3.2.4.1, September 1988.

6. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 21, " Protection
System Reliability and Stability."

7. [ Unit Name] [ Reference for sampling technique related
to SR 3.1.4.2].

_

1
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Control Rod Scram Accumulators
B 3.1.5

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.5 Control Ro( Scram Accumulators

BASES

BACKGROUND The control rod scram accumulators are part of the Control
Rod Drive (CRD) System and are provided to ensure that the
control rods scram under varying reactor conditions. The
control rod scram accumulators store sufficient energy to
fully insert a control rod at any reactor vessel pressure.
The accumulator is a hydraulic cylinder with a free-floating.

piston. The piston separates the water used to scram the
' ' control rods from the nitrogen which provides the required

energy. The scram accumulators are necessary to scram the
control rods within the required insertion times of
LCO 3.1.4 and SR 3.1.3.4.

APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the control rod scram function are presented in

References 1, 2, and 3. -The design basis transient and
'N accident analyses assume'that all of the control rods scram
( ") at a specified insertion rate, which is defined as the time
' to fully insert from a given notch position as specified in

the scram times in Table 3.1.4-1. OPERABILITY of each
individual control rod scram accumulator, as required by
LCOs 3.1.3 and 3.1.4, ensures that the scram reactivity
assumed in the design basis transient and accident analyses
can be met. The existence of an inoperable accumulator may
invalidate prior scram time measurements for the associated
control rod.

The scram function of the CRD System, and therefore the
OPERABILITY of the accumulators, protects the Safety Limit
MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (see Bases for LCO 3.2.2) and
1% cladding plastic strain fuel design limit (see Bases for
LCO 3.2.1), which ensure that no fuel damage will occur if

|

these limits are not exceeded (see Bases for LC0 3.1.4). In ,

'addition, the scram function at low reactor vessel pressure
(i.e., startup conditions) provides protection against
violating these limits during reactivity insertion accidents
(see Bases for LC0 3.1.6). Control rod scram accumulators
satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

1

(continued) !
- j

V
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Control Rod Scram Accumulators
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

LCO The OPERABILITY of the control rod scram accumulators is
required to ensure that adequate scram insertion capability-
exists when needed over the entire range of reactor
)ressures. The OPERABILITY of the scram accumulators is
aased on maintaining adequate accumulator pressure.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
- required to be OPERABLE to ensure control rod scram
accumulators OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring control rods

scram accumulators inoperable and their justification are as
follows:]

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2,'the scram function is required for
mitigation of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) and transients,
and, therefore, the scram accumulators must be OPERABLE to

Isupport the scram' function. In MODES 3 and 4, control rods
are only allowed to be withdrawn under Special Operations

-

LC0 3.10.3, " Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown,"
and LC0 3.10.4, " Single Control? Rod Withdrawal-Cold
Shutdown," which provide' adequate requirements for control
rod scram accumulator OPERABILITY during these conditions.
Requirements for scram accumulators in. MODE.5.are contained
in LC0-3.9.5.

A Note is added to indicate that when the pressure in any
one of the accumulators cannot be verified, this LCO must be
entered and the applicable Required Actions of Conditions A,
B, and C apply.

A second Note is added to provide clarification that all
control rod scram accumulators are treated as an entity for
this LC0 with a single Completion Time.

ACTIONS A.l. A.2.1. and A.2.2

With one control rod scram accumulator inoperable and the
reactor steam dome pressure 2 (800] psig, the scram

(continued) i

(continued)
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Control Rod Scram Accumulators
B 3.1.5

.

!m ..\ BASES.(continued)-'Q -

_

ACTIONS- accumulator must be restored to OPERABLE. status within
'(continued) 8 hours. Alternatively, the control rod may be deciared

" slow," since the control rod will= still scram at the-
,

reactor operating pressure but may not satisfy the required |
scram times in Table 3.1.4-1. In addition, the associated
control rod is declared inoperable and LC0 3.1.3 is. entered. |

-(Instead of declaring both the associated control rod " slow"
and1 inoperable, a facility may consider selecting either

f, alternative'if the control rod' status does not invalidate.

l'the NRC; staff-approved licensing basis for that facility as
'

related tg control rod OPERABILITY].
,. ,.

.

'The'8-ho'ur Completion Time for both of these :last two i
Required ActionsLis considered reasonable,-based on the
largelnumbersof. control rods available to provide the scram
function and the ability of the affected control rod to

escram only,with reactor pressure at high reactor pressures.

B.l. B.2.'l.7B.2.2.1.'and B.2.2.2

With two or more controlerodIscram accumulator.c inoperable
'M and reactor. steam' dome. pressure'2 (800] psig; it must;beI 1- verified within 20 minutes that; adequate pressure is beingd supplied to the charging'_ water: header-(i.e., the pressure

~

supplied to the charging water header 4 2 [940] psig).
With inadequate charging water pressne, all of the
accumulators could become inoperable, 'resulting in a i

_

potentially ' severe degradation ~ of the scram performance.
The 20-minute Completion. Time !s considered a reasonable
time to . verify the pressure and place'a CRD pump into-

service to restore the charging: header pressure, if-
required. This Completion-Time also recognizes the ability ,

of the reactor pressure ~ alone-to fully-insert all control '

rods. The scram accumulators'must also be restored to
OPERABLE status within I hour. Alternatively, the control
rod may _be declared " slow," since the control rod will still =
-scram using only reactor pressure but may not satisfy the 'i

times in Table 3-l.4-1. In addition, the associated control.

rod is declared inoperable and LC0 3.1.3 is entered.

(continued)
'

(continued)
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Control Rod Scram Accumulators
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The 1-hour Completion Time is considered reasonable, based
(continued) on the ability of only the reactor pressure to scram the

control rods and the low probability of a DBA or severe
transient occurring while the affected accumulators are
inoperable.

[As discussed under the Required Actions of Condition A, a
facility may consider implementing either declaring the
control rod-scram times " slow" or declaring the control rod
inoperable,'if justified in the manner described under the
Required Actions of Condition A.]

C.l. C.2.1'. and C.2.2
f

With one or more. control rod scram accumulators inoperable
and the reactor steam dome pressure < [800) psig, the
pressure supplied to the charging water header must be
immediately verified to _be' adequate by checking available
control room indications 3(i.e., the pressure supplied to the
charged water header |is L (940] psig). With the reactor
steam dome pressure <'[800] psig, the function of the
accumulators in providing the scram force becomes much more
important since the scram function could become severely
degraded during a depre'ssurization event or at low reactor
pressures. The associated control rods must also be
restored to OPERABLE status or declared inoperable within
1 hour. The 1-hour Completion Time is reasonable for either
of these last two Required Actions, considering the low
probability of a DBA or severe transient occurring during
the time that the accumulator (s) is-inoperable.

D.d

Condition D is entered when the Required Actions and
associated Completion Times of Condition A, ['. or C are not
met, 08 reactor steady dome pressure is inoperable, or
charging water header pressure is inoperable, AND one or
more control rod scram accumulators are inoperable, or one
or more control rod scram times are " slow."

When Condition D is entered the reactor mode switch must be
immediately placed in the shutdown position. This ensures
that all insertable control rods are inserted and that the
reactor is in a condition that does not require the active

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Scram Accumulators
i

B 3.1.5 )
..

1

( BASES: (continued)-
,pf

ACTIONS function (i.e., scram and insertion) of the control rods.<

(continued) This Required Action is modified by a Note that states that
the ACTION is not applicable if all control rods associated
with the inoperable scram accumulators are fully inserted.

~

SURVEILLANCE SR 23.1.5.1
REQUIREMENTS .e *

9j. %SR 3.1'5.1 requires that the accumulator pressure be checked.

? f;F every.7Jdays to ensure that adequate accumulator pressure.
.

exists?to provide sufficient scram force._ The primaryo'). ^ indicator of accumulator OPERABILITY is the accumulator
~

?pressurop-A minimum accumulator pressure is specified,
~

'below!which the capability of the accumulator to perform itsu
;

k intended-function becomes degraded and the accumulator is '

considered inoperable. The minimum accumulator. pressure _of.
[940] psigiis well below the expected pressure of

. [1100]-psig (Refil)'. LDeclaring the accumulator inoperable-.

.

'when the minimum' pressure is not maintained ensures that
^ significant degradation in scram times-does not occur. The

, _. . 7-day Frequency haslbeen shown~ to be acceptable through
j operating-experience and takesLinto account other
T indications available in the control room. [For this
C. facility these other indications constitute the following:]

It should be noted that in this surve'illance the supported
control rod is tnot declared inoperable when-the associated'

support scram' accumulator is found -inoperable. The Required.. .

^ Actions of.LC0 3.1.5 determine when it-is appropriate to--

<
'

declare the associated control rod . scram time " slow" and ',

control rods inoperable.7,

o

'if
REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR,--Section [ ], "[ Title)."

2. lunit Name] FSAR, Section [5], "[ Title]."

3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15], "[ Title]."

. _.

$
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Rod Pattern Control
B 3.1.6

A
B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

- B 3.1.6-- Rod Pattern Control

J

BASES
;

BACKGROUND Control. rod patterns during startup conditions are
controlled by the operator and the- rod worth minimizer (RWM).
(L.C0 3.3.2.1), so that only specified control rod sequences

gand relative positions are allowed over the operating range
jgfrom al.1 control rods inserted to [10%) RATED . THERMAL POWER

N (RTP)@The sequences limit the potential amount of
g% reactivity addition that could occur in the event of a

~ 1. Control Rod' Drop Accident (CRDA).
W g6 ..
Thiscspecification assures-that the control rod patterns are
consistent:withithe assumptions of the CRDA analyses of
References >liand 2.

s . ;
.

APPLICABLE. .
The.analytihl met 1Ms and. assumptions used in evaluating

SAFETY ANALYSES' the CRDA are summarized in' References 1 and 2. CRDA
D. analyses-assume that the . reactor- operator follows prescribed
-(-

~

-withdraal sequencesNThese sequences define the potential
'

Initial conditions for' the CRDA- analysis. The RWM
~(LCO 3.3.2.1) provides backup to operator control of the
withdrawal sequences to ensure that' the initial cc,nditions
of the CRDA= analysis are not . violated.

. Prevention or mitigation of' positive reactivity insertion
events- is necessary to -limit' the energy deposition in the -
fuel,/thereby preventing significant fuel damage which could i
result' in the undue release of radioactivity. Since the

. fa.ilure consequences for U0,.have been shown to be 't

insignificant below fuel. energy depositions of 300 cal /gm.
(Ref. 3), the fuel damage limit of 280 cal /gm provides a
margin of safety from significant core damage which would.
result in release of radioactivity (Refs. 4 and 5). Generic:
evaluations-(Refs. I and 6) of-a design basis CRDA (i.e., a
CRDA .resulting in a peak fuel energy deposition of
280 cal /gm) have shown that if the peak . fuel enthalpy

? remains below 280 cal /gm, then the maximum ~ reactor pressure
will be less than the required American Society of

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Pattern Control
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Mechanical Engineers Code limits (Ref. 4) and the c .iculated
SAFETY ANALYSES offsite doses will be well within the required limits

(continued) (Ref. 5).

Control rod patterns analyzed in Reference 1 follow the
banked position withdrawal sequence (BPWS). The BPWS is
applicable from the condition of all control rods fully
inserted ~ to [10%] RTP (Ref. 2). For the BPWS, the control
rods are' required to be moved in groups, with all control
rods assigned to a specific group required to be within
specified banked positions (e.g., between notches 08 and
12).. The banked positions are established to minimize the
maximum' incremental control rod worth without being overly
restrictive _during normal plant operation. Generic analysis
of the BPWS*(Ref.1) has demonstrated that the 280 cal /gm
fuel damage, limit will not be violated during a CRDA while
following the BPWS MODE of operation. The generic BPWS
analysis (Plant' Specific Reference [ ] ] also evaluates the
effect of fully inserted, inoperable control rods not in ;

compliance with the ' sequence, to allow a limited number !
(i.e., eight) and distribution of fully inserted, inoperable
control rods.

Rod pattern control satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement.

LC0 Compliance with the prescribed control rod sequences
minimizes the potential consequences of a CRDA by limiting
the initial conditions to those consistent with the BPWS.
This LCO only applies to OPERABLE control rods. For
inoperable control rods required to be inserted, separate
requirements are specified in LC0 3.1.2, consistent with the
allowances for inoperable control rods in the BPWS.

APPLICABILITY In MODES I and 2, when THERMAL POWER is s [[10%)] RTP, the
CRDA is a Design Basis Accident and, therefore, compliance
with the assumptions of the safety analysis is required.
When THERMAL POWER is greater than [10%] RTP, there is no
credible control rod configuration that results in a control
rod worth that could exceed the 280 cal /gm fuel damage limit
during a CRDA (Ref. 2). In MODES 3, 4, and 5, since the

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Pattern Control
B 3.1.6

,3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY reactor is shut down and only i single ontrol rod can be
(continued) withdrawn from a core cell containing fuel assemblies,

adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN ensures that the consequences of a
CRDA are acceptable, since the reactor will remain
subcritical with a single control rod withdrawn,

'

t
ACTIONS ,All and A.2

[ 'With eight or fewer OPERABLE control rods not in compliance
i with the prescribed control rod sequence, ACTIONS may bes

, .taken'to either correct the control rod pattern or declare-

'the" associa'ted control rods inoperable within 8 hours.
Noncompliance With the prescribed sequence may be the result
of "doubletnotching," drifting from a control rod drive
cooling water" transient, leaking scram valves, or a power
reductioakto's [10%);RTP before establishing the correct
control red patternE sThe -number of OPERABLE control rods
not in compliance with'the prescribed sequence is limited to
eighttopreventjthe7operatorfromattemptingtocorrecta
control rod patteFnFthat,significantly deviates from the
prescribed sequence. When'th'eScontrol rod pattern is not in

Q compliance with the. prescribed sequence, all- control rod
movement should be stopped 4except(for moves needed to
correct the rod pattern,- or scram ,1f, warranted.

3%
Required Action A.1 is modified by'a Note which allows the
RWM to be bypassed to allow,the<affected control rods to be
returned to their correct position. LC0 3.3.1.2 requires
verification of control rod movement by a. qualified member-
of the technical staff (which includes, but is not limited
to, a second licensed operator). This ensures that the
control rods will be moved to the correct position. A
control rod not in compliance with the prescribed sequence
is not considered iiioperable except as required by Required
Action A.2. OPERABILITY of control rods is determined by
compliance with -LCO 3.1.3 through LC0 3.1.5. The B-hour
Completion Time is reasonable, considering the restrictions
on the number of allowed out of-sequence control rods and
the low probability of a CRDA occurring during the time the
control rods are out of sequence.

(continued)

(continued)
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Pod Pattern Control
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS. B.1 and B.2
(continued)

If nine or more OPERABLE control rods are out of sequence,
the control rod pattern significantly deviates from the
prescribed sequence. Control rod withdrawal should be
suspended immediately to prevent the potential for further
deviation.from the prescribed sequence. Control rod
insertion = to correct control rods withdrawn beyond their
allowed position is allowed since, in general, insertion of
control rods has less impact on control rod worth than
withdrawals. . When nine or more OPERABLE control rods are
not in compliance with BPWS, the reactor mode switch must be
placed in'the shutdown position within 1 hour. With the
mode switch iri shutdown, the reactor is shut down and as
such does not meet the. applicability requirements of this
LCO. The'l-hour. Completion Time is reasonable to allow
insertion of control rods to restore compliance and is short
relative to the low probability of a CRDA occurring with the
control rods out of, sequence.

- _ _ _

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.6.1
REQUIREMENTS s.

The control rod pattern is verified at'a 24-hour frequency
to be in compliance with the BPWS:to ensur'e that the
assumptions of the CRDA analyses are met ~. The 24-hour
Frequency of this SR was developed considering that the
primary check on compliance with the BPWS is performed by
the RWM (LC0 3.3.2.1), which provides control rod blocks to
enforce the required sequence api is required to be OPERABLE
when operating at 5 [10%) RTP.

SR 3.1.6.2

[For this facility the purpose cf this SR is as follows:]

REFERENCES 1. NEDE-240ll-P-A-9-US, " General Electric Standard
Application for Reactor Fuel, Supplemental for United
States," Section 2.2.3.1, September 1988.

2. [ Unit Name] [" Title."]

(continued)

(continued)
s
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'

. .. Rod Pattern-Control'

Rl: ^ B 3.1.6
.

A '

V BASES--(continued)

REFERENCES 3. NUREG-0979,~ "NRC Safety Evaluation Report for
(continued)- GESSAR 11 BWR/6 Nuclear Island Design, Docket

No.-447," Section 4.2.1.3.2, April 1983.-
3

4. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review P1an," Section 15.4.9,
" Radiological Consequences of Control Rod Drop j

q_ Accident (BWR)," Revision 2, July 1981.>

'

t

5;3 i. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulation's, Part 100.11,
'

. J -^ " Determination-of Exclusion Area low Population Zone'

W 6 and Population Center Distance." '

;, #'6.o[[NED0-21778-A,'"TransientPressureRisesAffected
FractureiToughness Requirements for Boiling Water
Reactors,"~ December 1978. ''
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SLC System I

]B 3.1. 7

A j

B 3.1 REACTIVITY. CONTROL SYSTEMS f
I8 3.1.7 it_andby liauid Cor. trol (SLC) Systern

BASES

BACKGROUND The SLC System is designed to provide the capability of
bringing the reactor, at any tin.e in a fuel cycle, from full
power,and minimum control rod inventory (which is at the

f peak of, the xenon transient) to a suberitical conditica with
:xthe reactor in the most reactive, xenon-free state without

gg taking; credit for control rod movement.
m d

EThe(SLC System consists of a boron solution storage tank,
-

"tko positive di.splacement pumps, two explosive valves that
are proVjded in_ parallel for. redundancy, and associated
piping-and| valves used to transfer borated water frcm the
storage tank to the reactor pressure vessel (P.PV). [The
borated solution is, discharged near the bottom of the core
shroud, d ere.it:then mixes with the cooling water rising
through the core.- A-smaller tank containing demineralized
water is prbvided,for testing purposes.]

.-

APPLICABLE [The SLC System is manuallyJinitiated from the main control
SAFETY ANALYSES room as directed by the emergency o'perating procedures if

the operator believes the reactoricannot be shut down, or ;

kept shut down, with -the controltrods')' The SLC System is ;
.

used in the event that enough control rods cannot be
'

inserted to accomplish shutdown and cooldown in the normal,

manner. The SLC. System injects borated water into the
reactor core to add negative reactivity'to compensate for
all of the various reactivity effects that could occur
during plant operations. To meet this objective, it is
necessary to inject a quantity of boron, which produces a
concentration of 660 ppm of natural boron, in the reactor ,

coolant at.68'F. To allow for potential leakage and #

imperfect mixing in the reactor system, an acMitional amount ;

of boron equal to 25% of the amount cited above is added-
-(Re f. 1) . The. volume-versus-concentration limits in
Figure 3.1.7-1 and the temperature versus concentration
limits.in Figure 3.1.7-2 are calculated such that the J

required concentration is achieved accounting for dilution
in the RPV with normal water level and including the water
volume in one loop of the residual heat removal shutdown

(continued)

. (continued)
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SLC System
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

i APPLICABLE cooling piping and in the recirculation loop piping. Thisj SAFETY ANALYSES quantity of borated solution is the amount that is above
(continued) the pump suction shutoff level in the boron solution storage

tank. No credit is taken for the portion of the tank volume
that cannot be injected.

The SLC System satisfies the requirements of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement because operating experience and
probabilistic risk assessments have shown SLC System to be

l important to.public health and safety. Thus, it is retained
in'the Technical Specifications.

LC0 The OPERABILITY of the:SLC System provides backup capability
for reactivity control = independent of normal reactivity
control provisions provided by the control rods. The
OPERABILITY of the SLC System is based on the conditions of
the borated solutionxin the storage tank and the
availability of a_ floy path to the RPV, including the
OPERABILITY of the ~ pumps and valves. Two SLC System
subsystems are required:to be OPERABLE; each contains an

,

OPERABLE pump, an explosive valve, and associated piping,
valves, and instruments'and controls to ensure an OPERABLE
flow path.

,.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
,

required to be OPERABLE to ensure SLC System subsystems
'

OPERABILITY:]
*[For this facility, those required support systems which,

upon their failure, do no.t require declaring SLC System
subsystems inoperable and their justification are as
follows:],

)
1 APPLICABILITY Shutdown capability is required in MODES 1 and 2. In '

MODES 3 and 4, control rods are only allowed to be withdrawn
under Special Operations LC0 3.10.3, " Single Control Rod
Withdrawal-HR Shutdown," and LC0 3.10.4, " Single Control
Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown," which provide adequate
controls to ensure that the reactor remains suberitical. In
MODE 5, only a single control rod can be withdrawn from a
core cell containing foal assemblies; demonstration of

(continued)
-

(continued)
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h' - SLC System.
' '

B 3.1.7

, -;.
|

5

. |j BASES'((continued)_
,

,1 APPLICABILITY. adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN (LC0 3.1.1) ensures that the
,-(continued). ! reactor will. not be critical. Therefore, the SLC -System is>

-

not required to be OPERABLE when only a single control rod
' > can be withdrawn.

-

[g iACTIONS1 d
"I 6CIf' o SLC System subsystem is-inoperable, the inoperable !

JM subsystem-must be rastored to OPERABLE status within-7cdays.
N e In this condition,-the remaining OPERA M .musystem_.is-

M" Cospletion ' Time,is based on the availability;of an OPERABLE-adequatesto; perform the shutdown function. -The-7-day

subsystemicapable of performing-the intended SLC System
function.'and the low probability of a: Design' Basis Accident' '

,

2
"(DBA) or-severe transient occurring concurrent with the
failure t

= thesplan;off he Control Rod--Diive (CRD) System to shut downt '. r
~

-

.
;

. MO 3 - ,

=

's J$

T_ Hgp
. If both'SLC: System / subsystems?are inoperable and there are
Q 1ess- than= a total' of;eight control rods stuck, scram time,

" slow"_and inoperable;:at least-one subsystem must be
restored to 0_PERABLE' status within?8; hours. -The 8-hour-o

,

Completion Time is considered acceptable given the low,
~

. probability of a DBA--or:severestransient occurring
concurrent with the failureiofsthe control rods- to shut down I
the' reactor. * --

If both SLC System subsystems are inoperable and:there are a
total of more than eight control rods -stuck, scram time
" slow" Land inoperable, it may-be indicative of a generic.

problem with the'CRD system. Thus, the plant must be
.

brought to a MODE in whichLthe-LCO does not apply. This is
-accomplished by entering LCO 3.0.3 immediately.

ful
Tiie . plant' must be placed in a-MODE in which the LC0 does not

) apply if the inoperabla SLC System subsystems cannot be
restored :to OPERABLE. s tatus within the. associated' Completionc'
Times of Required Actions A.1 and B.1. This is done by 3

placing'the plant- f n MODE 3 within 12 hours. The 12-hour

(continued)'

i (continued).y
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SLC System

B 3.1.7

'

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Completion Time is reasonable, based e" the operating
(continued) experience with regard to the amount : 'ime required, to

reach MODE 3 from full power in an ors' ly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7;A. SR 3.1.7.2. and SR 3.1.7.3
REQUIREMENTS

~

SRs 3.1.7.1 through 3.1.7.3 are 24-hour surveillances
verifying certain characteristics of the SLC System (e.g.,
the volume and temperature of the borated solution in the
storage tank), thereby er,suring SLC System OPERABILITY
without disturbing normal plant operation. These
surveillancos ensure:that the proper borated solution volume
and temperature,: including the temperature of the pump
suction piping, are maintained. Maintaining a minimum
specified borated solution temperature is important in
ensuring that the boron remains in solution and dons not
precipitate out i.Lthe storage tank or in the pump suction
piping. The temperature versus concentration curve of
Figure 3.1.7-2 ensures that a 10'F margin will be maintained
above the saturation temperature. The 24-hour Frequency of
these SRs was based on operating experience that has shown
that there are relatively slow variations in the measured
parameters of volume and temperature.

In the event that the required instrumentation to monitor
volume and temperature of the borated solution in the SLC
System storage tank are found inoper:ble, the affected SLC
System subsystems are considered inoperable.

Failure to meet SR 3.1.7.1, SR 3.1.7.2, and SR 3.1.7.3 will
make both SLC System subsystems inoperable, since the boron
Jolution storage tank and the majority of the pump suction.

piping is common to both subsystems.

SR 3.1.7.4 and SR 3.1.7.6

SRs 3.1.7.4 verifies the continuity of the explosive charges
in the injection valves to ensure that proper operation will
occur if required. Other administrative controls, such as
those that limit the shelf life of the explosive chhrges,
must be followed. The 31-day Frequency is based on

(continued)

(continued)
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SLC System
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE operating experience that has demonstrated the reliability
REQUIREMENTS of the explosive charge continuity.

(continued)
SR 3.1.7.6 verifies that each valve in the system is in its
correct position but does not apply to the squib (i.e.,
explosive) valves. Verifying the correct alignment for
manual, power-operated, and automatic valves in the SLC
System flow pato provides assurance that the proper flow
paths ~will exist for system operation. This surveillance

delso does not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or
# 'otherwise secured in position since they were verified to be
V in the, correct position prior to locking, sealing, or

asecuring.: This verification of valve alignment does not
'requirerany testing or valve manipulation and does not apply
to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as
check valves. ;Rather, it involves verification that those
valves capable of being mispositioned are in the correct
positiong ;The 31-day Frequency for SR 3.1.7.6 is
appropriate because the subject valves are operated under
procedural. control and it was chosen to provide added
assurance that the valves are in the correct positions.

SR 3.1.7.5

This surveillance requires an examination of the sodium
,

pentaborate solution by using chemical analysis to ensure
that the proper concentration of boron exists in the storage
tank. SR 3.1.7.5 must be performed any time boron or water
is added to the storage tank solution to determine that the
boron solution concentration is within the s)ecified limits.
SR 3.1.7.5 must also be performed any time tie temperature
is restored to witH n the limits of Figure 3.1.7-2 to ensure
that no significant boron precipitation occurred. The
31-day Frequency of this-surveillance is appropriate because
of the relatively slow variation of boron concentration
between surveillances.

SR 3.1.7.7

Demonstrating that each SLC System pump develops a flow rate
t-(41.2] gpm at a discharge pressure 2 (1190 psig] ensures
that pump performance has not degraded during the fuel
cycle. This minimum pump flow rate requirement ensures
that, when combined with the sodium pentaborate solution
concentration requirements, the rate of negative reactivity

(continued)-

(continued)
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SLC SystGm
B 3.1.7

BASES (continutd)

SURVEILLANCE insertion from the SLC System will adequately compensate for |
REQUIREMENTS the positive reactivity effects encountered during power |

(continued) reduction, cooldown of the moderator, and xenon decay. This
test confirms one point on the pump design curve and is
indicative of overall performance. Such inservice
inspections confirm component OPERABILITY and trend
performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. .he Frequency of this surveillance is
in accordance with the Inservice Inspection and Testing
Progran, but the Frequency must not exceed 92 days.

SR- 3.1.7.8
|This surveillance enst es that there is a functioning flow I

path from the boron st ution storage tank to the RPV,~

including the firing of an explosive valve. The replacement
charge for the explosive valve shall be from the sama
manufactared batch as the one fired or from another batch
that has been certified by having one of that batch
successfully fired. The pump and explosive valve tested
thould be alternated such that both complete flow paths are
tested every 36 months.. An acceptable method for verifying
that the suction )iping is unblocked is to pump from the
storage tank to tie test tank. The 18-month Frequency was
developed considering that It is prudent that man)
surveillances be performed only during a plant outage. This
reflects the plant conditions needed to perform this
surveillance and the potential for e piant transient if this
surveillance is performed with the teactor at power. For
this facility (Unit Name), operating experience has shown
these components usually pass the surveillance when
performed on the 18-month Frequency; therefore, the
frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability

i
; standpoint.

: SR 3.1.7.9
|

Demonstrating that all heat-traced piping between the boron
solution storage tank and the suction inlet to the injection
pumps is unblocked provides assurance that there is a
functioning flow path for injecting the sodium pentaborate
solution. The 18-month Frequency is acceptable since there

l is a low probability that the subject piping will be blocked
due to precipitation of the boron from solution in the heat-
traced piping. This ic especially true in light of the

(con +1nueJ)

(continued)
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SLC System j

B 3.1.7
,

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE verification of the temperature of this piping required by
'

REQUIREMENTS SR 3.1.7.3. However, if in performing SR 3.1.7.3 it is
(continued) determined that the temperature of this piping has. fallen

below the specified minimum, this surveillance must be
performed once within 24 hours after the piping temperature
is restored to within the limits of IFigure 3.1.7-2).

SR= 3.1.7.10

. Enriched sodium pentaborate solution is made by mixing
granular, enriched sodium pentaborate with water. Isotopic
tests on the granular sodium pentaborate to verify the

'. actual'B-10 enrichment must be performed to ensure that the
croper.8-10 atos percent is being used. The 18-month
frequency.is acceptable considering the controls on the
granular sodium pentaborate specifications.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (4), "(Title).",

.- \

.

1

!

l

O
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

O
Q B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.8 Scram Discharae Volume (SDV) Vent and Drain Valves

BASES
_ _. ,

BACKGROUND The SDV vent and drain valve: function to limit reactor
coolant loss due to leakage past the control rad drive (CRD)
seals and to maintain sufficient ODV to accommodate the
water > discharge during scram. The SDV is a volume of beader

@fjpiping that connects to each hydraulic control unit (HCU)and drains into an instrument volume. There are two SDVs
N~ (headers) _and two instrument volumes, each receiving

@ approximately one-half of the CRD discharges. The two
' instrument' volumes are connected to a common drain line with
two_ valves in series. Each header is connected to a vent
linefwlth two. valves in series for a total of four vent
valves. The' header piping is sized to receive and contain
all the, water discharged by the CRDs during a scram. The
SDV vent and drain va ves are normally open and discharge
any accumulated Water in the SDY to ensure that sufficient
volume is available- at all. times to allow a complete scram.
During a scram, the SDV vent and drain valves close to( contain reactor water. The design and functions of the SDV
are described in Reference 1.s

_

' APPLICABLE The design basis transient and accideut~ analyses assume all-
SAFETY ANALYSES of the control rods are capable of scramming. The

acceptance criteria for the SDV vent and drain valves is
that they operate automatically to:

a. Close during scram to limit the amount of reactor
coolant discharged (leakage past the CRD seals) so
that adequate core cooling is maintained and offsite
doses remain within the limits of 10 CFR 100; and

b. Open on scram reset to maintain the SDV vent and drain
path open so that there is sufficient volume to accept
the reactor coolant discharged during a scram.

Isolation of the SDV can also be accomplished by manual
(control-switch) closure of the SDV valves. Additionally,
the discharge of reactor coolant to the SDV can be

(continued)

. (continued)
b
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE terminated by scram reset or closure of the HCU's manual
SAFETY ANALYSES isolation valves. For a bounding leakage case, the offsite

(continued) doses are well within the limits of 10 CFR 100, and adequate
core cooling is maintained (Ref. 2). The SDV vent and drain
valves allow continuous drainage of the SDV during normal
plant operation to ensure that the SDV has sufficient
capacity to contain the reactor coolant discharge during a
full-core scram. To automatically ensure this capacity, a
reactor scram (LCO 3.3.1.1) is initiated if the SDV water
level;in the instrument volume exceeds a specified setpoint.
The'setpoint is chosen so that all control rods are inserted
before the SDV has insufficient volume to accept a full
scram.

SDV vent and drain valves have been assessed as potentially
risk-significant, and, therefore, are retained in the
Technical Specifications.

LC0 The OPERABILITY of all SDV vent and drain valves ensures
that the SDV vent and drain valves will close during a scram
to limit the amount of: reactor water discharged to the SDV
piping. Since the vent and drain lines.are provided with
two valves in series, the single failbre.cf one valve in the
ops ' position will not impair the isolation function of the
system. Additionally, the valves are required to open on
scram reset to ensure that a path is available for the SDV
piping to drain freely at other times.

For the SDV vent and drain valves to be OPERABLE requires
meeting the SRs of this LCO.

(For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure SDV vent and drain valve

,

OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring the SDV vent
and drain valves inoperable and their justification are as
follows:)

_

(continued)

O
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

. BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES I and 2, scram may be required; therefore, the SDV
vent and drain valves must be OPERABLE. In MODES 3 and
4, control rods are only allowed to be withdrawn under
Special Operations LCO 3.10.3, " Single Control Rod
Withdrawal-Hot = Shutdown," and LC0 3.10.4 " Single Control
Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown," which provide adequate
controls to ensure that only a single control rod can be ,

withdrawn. Also, during MODE-5, only a single control rod
.can be withdrawn from a core cell containing fuel-
! assemblies. Therefore, the SDV vent and drain valves are

A not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES since the reactor
is subcritical and only one rod may be withdrawn and subjecto
to scram.- Thus, both the water discharge volume and
potential: leakage past the CRD seals during scram are
mi nimal '.'-

A Note is added 'to provide clarification that all- SDV vent
and drain.valvec in this LC0 are treated as an entity with a
single Completion-Time.

ACTIONS A.1. and A.2, '

When one SDV vent or drain valve in one or both lines is
ino)erable. *he valve (s) must be restored'to OPERABLE status
wit 11n 7 days and the- redundant valvetin the associated line
must immediately be verified to be OPERABLE or the line
. isolated in 8 hours. The Completion Times are reasonable
given the level of. redundancy'in the lines and the low
probability of a scram occurring while .the valve (s) are

-inoperable and the. lines are not isolated. - The SDV is- still-

isolable if the redundant valve in the affected line is
verified OPERABLE. During these periods, the single failure-
criterion will not be preserved and a higher risk-exists to
allow reactor water out of the primary system during a

: scram. The redundant valve may be verified OPERABLE through
an administrative check,-by examining logs or other
information, to determine whether the required SDV vent or
drain valves are out of service for maintenance or other
reasons..It does not mean performing the SRs needed to
demonstrate OPERABILITY of the valves. Should a scram be
required, the OPERABLE valve.in the vent and drain path will
close and contain the reactor water.

(continued)

(continued)
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SDV Vent ana Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued) |
_

ACTIONS B.1. B.2. and B.3
(continued) |

If both valves in a line are inoperable, the line must be
isolated to limit the reactor coolant leakage past the CRD
seals during a scram.

In addition, when a line is isolated, the potential for an ;
inadvertent scram due to high SDV level is increased. '

Required Action B.1 is modified by a Note that allows
periodic draining of the SDV when a line is isolated.
Durin'g these' periods, the valves in the line may be opened.

. 9. .

'

Also faquired Action B.2 requires that the SDV Water
Lecel--High scram instrumentation of LCO 3.3.1.1 be
verified OPERABl.E. With a line isolated in each SDV, the
Water Level--High. trip ensures that a scram is
automatically initiated while there is still sufficient SDV
cepacity left;to-accept.the water discharged on a scram.

The Completion Time ~ok8 h$urs to isolate the line and
verify OPERABILITY of the SDV Water Level-High scram
instrumentation is based;on the low probability of a scram

~

occurring while the line'is not isolated and on the
simultaneous occurrence of 'significant CR0 seal leakage.

~

The valves must be restored to OPERABLE status in 7 days.
With the affected line(s) isolated and thetSDV Water
Level-High scram instrumentation verified OPERABLE, both
safety functions of the vent and drain lines are ensured.
However, to limit the risk of inadvertent scram on the SDV
Water Level-High trip function, a 7-day Completion Time is
specified to restore valves to OPERABLE status,

ful
The plant must be placed in a Condition in which the LCO
does not apply if the Required Actions and associated
Completion Times are not met. This is done by placing the
plant in MODE 3 within 12 hours. The 12-hour Completion
Time is reasonable, based on operating experience relative
to the amount of time required, to reach the required MODE
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

:
=._,

L (continued)
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

A
Q BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

During normal operation, the SDV vent and drain valves
should be in the open position (except when performing
SR 3.1.8.2) to allow for drainage of the SDV piping.
Verifying that each valve is in the open position ensures
that the SDV vent and drain valves will perform their
intended functions during normal operation. This SR does
not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification that the valves are in the correct
position.

'-The 31-day frequency is appropriate because the valves are
operated under procedural control and improper valve
position'(closed) would r,t affect the isolation function.
The SDV Water, Level-Hign scram fundion will still ensure
that water buildup will not get to a point where scram
capabilitylis lost.

SR 3.1.8.2'

During a scram, the SCV vent and drain valves should close
O to contain the reactor. water discharged to the SDV piping.
Q Cycling each valve through its complete range of motion

(closed and open) ensures that the valve will function
properly during a scram. The 92-day frequency is based on
operating experience and takes into account the level of
red mdancy in the system design.

SILJ . l .8. 3

SR 3.1.8.3 is an integrated test of the SDV vent and drain
valves to demonstrate total system performance. After
receipt of a simulated or actual scram signal, the closure
of the SDV vent and drain valves is verified. Similarly,
after receipt of a simulated or actual scram reset signal, .

the opening of the SDV vent and drain valves is verified.
The 18-month Frequency was developed considering the plant
conditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for an
unplanned plant transient if the SR is performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the surveillance when performed on
the 18-month frequency; therefore, the frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

(continued)

p (continued)
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The closure time of 60 seconds after a receipt of a scram
REQUIREMENTS signal is based on the bounding leakage case evaluated in

(continued) the accident analysis (Ref. 2).

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section (4), "[ Title)."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."

.

<

O.

,

| r. ~

l
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

A
B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.) AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)

|

BASES i
.

TheAPLHGRisameasureofthecvera!eLINEARHEAT |BACKGROUND

GENERATION RATE (LHGR) of all the fu 1 rods in a fuel
assembly at any axial location. Limits on the APLHGR are :

specified to assure that the fuel design limits identified !
in Reference I will not be exceeded during anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s) and that the peak cladding
temperature (PCT) during the postulated design basis
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) will not exceed the limits |.

specified in 10 CFR 50.46. |

|

[For this facility, the instrumentation used for computing |
the APLHGR is as follows:)

]

I

APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the fuel design limits are presented in References 1 and 2.

/ The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs), anticipated operationali

transients, and normal operation that determine the APLHGR
limits are presented in References 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Fuel design evaluations are performed to deconstrate that
the 1% limit on the fuel cladding plastic strain and other
fuel design limits describcd in Reference 1 are not exceeded
during A00s for operation with LGHRs up to the operating
limit LHGR. APLHGR limits are equivalent to the LHGR limit
for each fuel rod divided by the local peaking factor of the
fuel assembly. APLHGR limits are developed as a function of
exposure and the various operating core flow and power
states to ensure adherence to fuel design limits during the
limiting A005 (Refs. 2, 3, 4, and 5). Flow-dependent APLHGR
limits are determined using the three-dimensional BWR
simulater code (Ref. 6) to analyze slow flow runout
transients. The flow-dependent mul;iplier, MAPLHGR FACTOR,
flow ciependent component (MAPFACq, is dependent on the
maximum core flow runout capabiluty. The maximum runout
flow is dependent on the existing setting of the core flow
limiter in the Recirculation Flow Control System.

(continued)

(continued)
-O,
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Based on analyses of limiting plant transients (other than
SAFETY ANALYSES core flow increases) over a range of power and flow

(continued) conditions, power-dependent multipliers, MAPLHGR FACTOR,
power dependent component (MAPFACo), are also generated.
Duu to the sensitivity of the trahsient response to initial
core flow levels at power levels below those at which
turbine stop valve closure and turbine control valve fast
closure scram trips.are bypassed, both high and low core

p limits are provided for operation at powerflow MAPFAC
levels between 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) and the
previously mentioned bypass power level. The exposure-
dependent APLHGR limits are reduced by MAPFACo and MAPFACf
at various operating conditions to ensure that all fuel
design criteria are met for normal operation and A00s. A
complete discussion of the analysis code is provided in
Reference 8.

LOCA analyses are then performed to ensure that the above
determined APLHGR limits are adequate to meet the PCT and
maximum oxidation limits of 'O CFR 50.46. The analysis is
performed using calculational models which are consistent
with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K. A
complete discussion of the analysis code is provided in
Reference 7. The PCT following a postulated LOCA is i
function of the average heat generation rate of all the rods
of a fuel assembly at any axial location and is not strongly
influenced by the rod-to-rod power distribution within an
assembly. The APLHGR limits specified are equivalent to the
LHGR of the highest powered fuel rod assumed in the LOCA
analysis divided by its local peaking factor. A
conservative multiplier is applied to the LH3R assumed in
the LOCA analysis to account for the uncertainty associated
with the measurement of the APLHGR.

For single recirculation loop operation, the MAPFAC
multiplier is limited to a maximum of 0.75 (Ref. 2). This
is due to the conservative analysis assumption of an earlier
departure from nucleate boiling with one reci~ iation loop
available resulting in a more severe cladding weatup during
a LOCA.

The limits on the APLHGR satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)
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APLilGR
B 3.2.1

,y,

BASES (continued)

LCO The APLHGR limits specified in the CORE OPERAiDIG LIMITS
REPORT (COLR) are the result of the fuel design, DBA, and
transient analyses. For two recirculation loops operating,
the limit is determined ry multiplying the smaller of the
MAPFACp and MAPFACe factors times the exposure-dependent
APLHGR limits. Wi;h only one recirculation loop in
operation, in conformance with the requirements of
LCO 3.4.1, the limit is determined by multiplying the
exposure-dependent APLHGR limit times the smaller of either
MAPFACp MAPFACa, or 6.'5, where 0.75 has been determined by
a speedic single recitculation loop analysis (Ref. 2).

[For this facility, the OPERABLE instrumentation for
computing the APLHGR constitutes the following:)

(For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure instrumentation
OPERABILITY for APLHGR:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
2 upon their failure, do not require declaring inoperable the

instrumentation for determining the APLHGR and the
O justifications for not declaring them inoperable are as
Q follows:]

APPLICABILITY The APLHGR limits are primarily derived from fuel design
evaluations, LOCA, and transient analyses that are assumed
to occur at high power levels. Design calculations (Ref 5)
and operating experience have shown that as power is
reduced, the margin to the required APLHGR limits increases.
This trend continues down to the power range of 5% to 15%.
RTP when entry into MODE 2 occurs. When in MODE 2, the
intermediate range monitor (IRM) scram function will provide
prompt scram initiation during any significant transient,

,

thereby effectively removing any APLHGR limit compliance
concern in MODE 2. Therefore, at THERMAL POWER levels
s 25% RTP, the reactor will be operating witi, substantial
margin to the APLHGR limits and this LC0's requirements are
not required.

.

- _ ,

(continued)

A
b
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Ad

Shoulti any APLHGR exceed the required limits, an assumption
regarding an initial condition of the DBA and transiont
analyses may not be met. Therefore, prompt action should be
taken to restore the APLHGRs to witnin the required limits
such that the plant will be operating within analyzed
conditions and within design limits of the fuel rods. [For
this facility, the APLHGR is restored to within its limits
by the following actions:) The 2-hour Completion Time is
sufficient time to restore the APLHGR to within its limits
and is acceptable based on the low probability of a
transient or DBA occurring simultaneously with the APLHGR
out of specification.

IL.1

If the APLHGR cannot be restored to within its required
limits within 2 hours or the APLHGR cannot be determined
because the instrumentation for com)uting the APLHGR is
ino)erable, the THERMAL POWER must >e reduced to < 25% RTP
wit 1in the following 4 hours. The 4-hour Completion Time
provides sufficient time to reduce THERMAL POWER to
< 25% RTP in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

APLHGRs are required to-be initially calculated within
12 hours after THERMAL POWER is 1 25% RTP and then every
24 hours thereafter. They are compared to the .specified

| limits to assure that the reactor is operating within the
; assumptions of the safety analysis. The 24-hour Frequency
|

1s based on both engineering judgment recognizing the slow
. changes in power distribution during normal operation and

the alarms on the process computer if the APLHGR limit is
exceeded. The 12-hour allowance after THERMAL POWER 1 25%
RTP is achieved is acceptable given the large inherent
margin to operating limits at low power levels.

H
_

| (continued)
|
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~APLHGR :

B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)
. o-

3 |1 .

REFERENCES 1. NED0-240ll-P-A, " General Electric Standard Application -
for Reactor Fuel," (latest approved version).' '

'

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title)."

0-
'

3.- [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section~[ ), "[ Title] ."
N 4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ),"[ Title)."

s, 5. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."

d 6.- NEDO-30130-A, " Steady State Nuclear Methods," !
May 1985.

7.. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title)."

8. .- [ Unit Namel FSAR, Section [ ' ), "[',itle]." -

O
.

-P

Q

>
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MCPR
D 3.2.2

O
Q B 3.2 POWER DISTP.IBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.2 MINIMUM CRITICAL POWLR RATIO (MCPR)

BASES

BACKGROUND The MCPR is the ratio of the fuel assembly power that would
result in the onset of boiling transition to the actual fuel
assembly power. The MCPR Safety Limit (SL) is set such that
99.9% of the fuel rods will avoid boiling transition if the
limit is not violated (refer to the Bases for SL 2.1.2).
The operating limit MCPR is established to assure that no
fuel damage results during anticipated operational
occurrences (A00s). Although fuel damage would not
necessarily occur if a fuel rod actually experienced beiling

, the critical power at which boiling
transition (Ref.1) lated to occur has been adopted as a fueltransition is calcu
design criterion.

The onset of transition boiling is a phenomenon that is
readily detected during the testing of various fuel bundle
designs. Based on this experimental data, correlations have
been developed that are used to predict critical bundle

(l
f power (i.e., the bundle power level at the onset of

) transition boiling) for a given set of plant parameters
(e.g., reactor coolant pressure, flow, subcooling, etc.).
Since plant operating conditions and bundle power levels are
monitored and determined relatively easily, monitoring the
MCPR is a convenient way of ensuring that fuel failures due
to inadequate cooling do not occur.

[For this facility, the instrumentation used for computing
the MCPR is as follows:]

APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSE 5 the A00s to establish the operating limit MCPR are presented

in References 2, 3, 4, and 5. To ensure that the MCPR SL is
not exceeded during any transient event which occurs with
moderate frequency, limiting transients have been analyzed
to determine the largest reduction in critical power ratio
(CPR). The types of transients evaluated are loss of flow,
increase in pressure and power, positive reactivity
insertion and coolant temperature decrease. Tb;

(:entinued)

I (continued)g
N]

i
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE limiting transient yields the largest ACPR. When the
SAFETY ANALYSES largest ACPR is added to the MCPR SL, the required

(continued) operating limit MCPR is obtained.

The MCPR operating limits derived from the transient
analysis are dependent on the operating core flow and power
state (MCPRr and MCPR respectively) to ensure adherence to
fueldesignlimitsduElngtheworsttransientwhichoccurs
with moderate frequency (Refs. 3, 4, and 5). Flow-dependent
MCPR limits are determined by steady-state thennal hydraulic
methods with key physics response inputs benchmarked using
the three-dimensional BWR simulator code (Ref. 6) to analyze
slow flow runout transients. The operating limit is
dependent on the maximum core flow limiter setting in the
Recirculation Flow Control System.

Power-dependent MCPR limits (MCPRp) are determined mainly by
the one-dimensional transient code (Ref. 7). Due to the
sensitivity of the transient response to initial core flow
levels at power levels below those at which the turbine stop
valve closure and turbine control valve fast closure scram
trips are bypassed, a high and low flow operating limit
MCPRo is provided for operating between 25% of RATED THERMAL
POWER (RTP) and the previously mentioned bypass power level. <

The limits on the MCPR satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement. |

|

LCO The MCPR operating limits specified in the CORE OPERATING
LIMITS REPORT are the result of the design basis accident
and transient analysis. The operating limit MCPR is
determined by the larger of the MCPRf and MCPRp limits.

[For this facility, the OPERABLE instrumentation for |
computing MCPR constitutes the following:] !

[For this facility, the following support systems are |
required to be OPERABLE to ensure instrumentation |

OPERABILITY for MCPR:] |

(continued) |

(continued) |
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MCPR
B 3.2.2 j

(
V BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, those required support systems which,
(continued) upon their failure, do not require declaring instrumentation

inoperable for determining the MCPR and the justifications
for not declaring them inoperable are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The MCPR operating limits are primarily derived from
transient analyses that are assumed to occur at high power
levels. Below 25% RTP, the reactor will be operating at a
minimum recirculation pump speed and the moderator void
ratio will be very small. Surveillance of thermal limits
below 25% RTP is unnecessary due to the large inherent
margin which assures that the SL MCPR will not be exceeded
even if a limiting transient should occur. Statistical
analyses indicate that the nominal value of the initial MCPR
expected at 25% RTP is > 3.5. Studies of the variation of
liatting transient behavior have been performed over the
range of power and flow conditions. These studies encompass
the range of key actual plant parameter values important to
typically limiting transients. The results of these studies
demonstrate that a margin is expected between performance

f and the MCPR requirements, and that margins increase as
'

i. power is reduced to 25% RTP. This trend is expected to
continue to the 5% to 15% power range when entry into MODE 2
occurs. When in MODE 2, the intermediate range monitor
(IRM) provides rapid scram initiation for any significant
power increase transient which effectively eliminates any
MCPR compliance concern. Therefore, at THERMAL POWER levels
< 25% RTP, the reactor will be operating with substantial
margin to the MCPR limits and this LCO's requirements are
not needed.

ACTIONS. Ad

Should any MCPR be outside the required limits, an
assumption regarding an initial condition of the design
basis transient analyses may not be met. Therefore, prompt
action should be taken to restore the MCPRs to within the
required limits such that the plant will be operating within
snalyzed conditions. [For this facility, the MCPR is
restored to within its limits by the following actions:]

(continued)

(continued)O,
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The 2-hour Completion Time is normally sufficient to
(continued) restore the MCPR to within its limits and is acceptable

based on the low probability of a transient or Design Basis
Accident (DBA) occurring simultaneously with the MCPR out of
specification,

Dd

If the MCPR cannot be restored to within its required limits
within 2 hours or the MCPR cannot be determined because the
instrumentation for computing the MCPR is inoperable, the
THERMAL POWER must be reduced to < 25% RTP within the
following 4 hours. The 4-hour Completion Time provides
sufficient time to reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 25% RTP
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

._

r

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

The MCPR is required to be initially calculated within
12 hours af ter THERMAL POWER is 125% RTP and then every
24 hours thereafter. It is compared to the specified limits
to assure that the reactor is operating within the
assumptions of the safety analysis. The 24-hour Frequency
is based on both engineering judgment recognizing the slow
changes in power distribution during normal operation and
the alarms on the )rocess computer if the MCPR limit is
exceeded. The 12-lour allowance after THERMAL POWER
125% RTP is achieved is acceptable given the large inherent *

margin to operating limits at low power levels.

SR 3.2.2.2

Since the transient analysis takes credit for conservatism
in the scram speed performance, it must be demonstrated that
the specific scram speed distribution is consistent with
that used in the transient analysis. SR 3.2.2.2 determines
the value of r, which is a measure of the actual scram speed
distribution compared to the assumed distribution. The MCPR
operating limit is then determined based on an interpolation
between the applicable limits for Option A (scram times of
LC0 3.1.4) and Option B (realistic scram times) analyses.
The' parameter r must be determined once within 72 hours

(continued)

(continued)
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MCPR
S 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE after each set of scram uce tests required by SR 3.1.4.1
REQUIREMENTS and SR 3.1.4.2 since the effective scram speed distribution

(continued) may chango during the cycle. The 72-hour Completion Time is
acceptable due to the relatively minor changes in r expected
during the fuel cycle.

The value of r is defined in Reference 8 as follows:

r - 1.0, before the first scram time measurements of
SR 3.1.4.1 for the cycle, otherwise

'" '
r- 0 or , whichever is greater

rA~IB
where:

r3- 1.096 sec
_ _

1/2
N,

r, - p + (1.65) * *a

I N,
1-1

-- .--

g- 0.822 sec (mean scram time used in the transient
analysis)

o- 0.018 sec (standard deviatita ?? g)

n
EN1-1,r,

7.**
n
EN
1-1,

(continued)

(continued)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE where:
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) n number of surveillance tests performed to date in the-

cycle

N, = number of OPERABLE control rods measured in the 1 13surveillance test

1r , - average scram time to notch 36 of all control rods in
the i surveillance test (seconds)th

N- total number of OPERABLE control rods measured ir.g

SR 3.1.4.1.

REFERENCES 1. NUREG-0562, " Fuel Rod Failure as a Consequence of
Departure from Nucleate Boiling or Dryout," June 1979.

2. NED0-240ll-P-A, " General Electric Standard Application
for Reactor Fuel," (latest approved version).

3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title]."

5. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title]."

6. NE00-30130-A, " Steady State Nuclear Methods,"
May 1985.

7. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title]."

8. Letter, R. L. Tedesco (NRC) to G. G. Sherwood, (GE),
" Acceptance for Referencing General Electric Licensing
Topical Report NED0-24154," February 4, 1981, Item 2
of the Supplemental Safety Evaluation, page exvi.b.

i

e
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LHGR

B 3.2.3
,.-

\ B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS '

B 3.2.3 LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR) (Acolicable to Non-GE Fuel Only)

BASES

|
BACKGROUND The LHGR is a measure of the heat generation rate of a fuel

'

rod in a fuel assembly at any axial location. Limits on the
LHGR are specified to assure that fuel design limits will
not be exceeded anywhere in the core during normal operation i

including anticipated operational occurrences (A00s).-
Exceeding the LHGR limit could potentially result in fuel
damage and subsequent release of radioactive materials.
Fuel design limits are specified to assure that fuel system
damage, fuel rod failure or inability to cool the fuel will
not occur during the anticipated operating conditions
identified in Reference 1.

(For this facility, the instrumentatien used for computing
' LHJR is as follows:)

O -APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluatingV SAFETY ANALYSES the fuel system design are presented in References'1 and 3. -
The fuel assembly is designed to ensure (in conjunction with
the core nuclear and thermal hydraulic design,- plant
equipment, instrumentation and protection system) that fuel
damage will not result in the release of radioactive
materials in excess of the guidelines of 10 CFR Parts 20,
50, and 100. The mechanisms that could cause fuel damage
during operational transients and that are considered in-
fuel evaluations are:

a. Rupture of the fuel- rod' cladding caused by strain from
the relative expansion of the U0, pellet; and

b. Severe overheating of the fuel rod cladding. caused by
inadequate cooling.

A value of 1% plastic strain of the Zircaloy cladding has
been defined as the limit below which fuel damage caused by
overstraining of the fuel cladding is not expected to occur
(Ref.' 2)' The Safety Limit MINIMUM CRITICAL-POWER RATIO.

(MCPR) ensures that fuel damage caused by severe overheating
| - of the fuel rod cladding is' avoided.

(continued)

( (continued)
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LHGR
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Fuel design evaluations have been performed and demonstrate
SAFETY ANALYSES that the 1% fuel cladding plastic strain design limit is not

(continued) exceeded during continuous operation with LHGRs up to the
operating limit specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS j

REPORT (COLR). The analy~is also includes allowances for '

short-term transient orr 4 tion above the operating limit to i
account for A00s, plus an allowance for densification power '

spiking. |

The limits on the LHGR satisfy Criterion 2 of the
NEC Jnterim Policy Statement.

__

LCO The LHGR is a basic assumption in the fuel design analysis.
The fuel has been designed to operate at rated core power
with sufficient design marcin to the LHGR calculated to
cause a 1% fuel cladding plastic strain. The operating
limit to accomplish this objective is specified in the COLR.

[For this facility, the OPERABLE instrumentation for
computing the LHGR constitutes the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure instrumentation
OPERABILITY for LHGR:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring instrumentation
inoperable for determining the '.HGR and the justification
for not declaring them inoperaule are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY The LHGR limit is derived from fuel design analysis that is
limiting at high power level conditions. At core thermal
power levels < 25% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP), the reactor
will be operating with a substantial margin to the LHGR
limits and, therefore, the specification is only required
when operating at or above 25% RTP.

(continued)

O
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LHGR

B 3.2.3

~ BASES -(continued)

!
ACTIONS: M

Should any LHGR exceed its required limits, an assumption i

regarding an initial condition of the fuel desige analysis
will not be met.- Therefore, prompt action should be taken
to restore the LHGR to within its required limits such that
the plant will be operating within analyzed conditions.
[For this facility, the LHGR is restored within its limits
by the following actions:] The 2-hour Completion Time is
normily sufficient to restore the LHGR to within its limits
and is acceptable based on the low. probability of a

transient or Design Basis Accident (DBA)ification. occurringsimultaneously with the LHGR out of spec

M a
.

-
-

- )
If the LHGR cannot be restored to within its required limits '

within 2 hours or the LHGR cannot Se detemined because the
instrumentation for computing the LHGR is inoperable, the
THERMAL POWER must be reduced to'< 25% RTP within the :
following_4 hours. The 4-hour Completion Time provides
sufficient time to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP in an
orderly _ manner and without challenging plant systems,

w

SURVEILLANCE SR =3.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS-

The LHGR is required to be initially calculated within
;

--12 hours after THERMAL POWER is 2 25Y RTP and then every -.
24 hours.thereafter.: ,It is compared to the specified limits i

.to assure that the reactor is operating within the
assumptions of the safety analysis. The-24-hour Frequency 1

is based on both engineering judgment recognizing the slow
changes in power distribution during normal operation and
the alarms on the )rocess computer if the LHGR-limit is
exceeded. . The 12-iour allowance after THERMAL POWER
2 25% RTP is achieved is acceptable given the large inherent
margin to operating limits.at lower power levels.

i
:

(continued) j
<

,

O
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LHGR

B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[Non-GE Fuel
Analysis)."

2. NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan 4.2, " Fuel System
Design," Section II. A.2(g), Revision 2, July 1981.

3. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "(Title)."

O

4

|

O
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APRM Setpoints
B 3.2.4

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
,

-R 3.2.4 Averaae Power Ranae Monitor (APRM) Setooints

BASES

BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY of the APRM and its setpoints is an
assumption in all safety analyses which assume rod insertion
upon reactor trip or rod block. - Applicable GDCs 're 10,
Reacter Design; 13, Instrumentation and Control; 20,
Protection System Functions; and 29, Protection against
Anticipated Operation Occurrences (Ref. 1).- This LCO is
provided to required the APRM gain or APRM flow biased scram
and rod block trip setpoints to be adjusted when operating
under conditions of excessive power peaking so as to-
maintain acceptable margin to the fuel-cladding integrity-

Safety Limit (SL) and the fuel cladding 1% plastic strain
limit. '

The condition of excessive power >eaking is determined by
the ratio of the actual power peating to thr, limiting )ower
peaking at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) and is eaual to tie
ratio of the core limiting MAXIMUM FRACTION OF LIMITING
POWER DENSITY (MFLPD)-to the fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER \

y) (FRTP). Excessive power peaking exists when this ratio,

lif1 E D > IFRTP

indicating that MFPLD is not decreasing proportionately to
the overall power reduction or conversely, that power
peaking.is increasing. To maintain margins similar to those ;

at RTP conditions, the excessive power peaking is
compensated for by either a gain adjustment on the APRMs, or
adjustment of the APRM setpoints. Either of these
adjustments effectively has the same result as maintaining
MFLPD less_than or equal to FRTP and thus maintains RTP
margins for AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE

(APLHRG) and MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR).

The normally selected APRM setpoints position the scram trip
and rod block trip above the upper bound of the normal
power / flow operating region which has been considered in the
design of the fuel rods. The setpoints are flow biased with
a slope that approximates the upper flow control line, such
that an approximately constant margin is maintained between

(continued)
b (continued)b
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APRM Setp31nts
B 3.2.4

1

isASES (continued)

FACKGRNND the flow biated trip level an( the upper operating boundary
(continued) for core flows in excess of about 45% of rated core flow.

In the range of infrequent op) rations belou 45% of rated
core flow, the margin to scram or rod blocks is reduced
because of the non-linear core flow versus drive flow'

relatf orship. The normally selected APRM setpoints are
supported by the enaly;es presented in References 2 and 3
that concentrate on events initiated from rated conditions.
Design experience has shown that minimum deviations occur
within expected margins to operating limits (APLHGR and
MCPR), at rated conditions for normal power distributions.
However, at conditions other than rated, control rod
Petterns can be established that significantly reduce the,

margin to thermal limits. Therefore, the flow bit sed APRM
scram and rod block ietpoints may be reduced during
operation when the ceabination or THERMAL POWER and MFLPD
indicates an excessive power peaking distribution.

[For this facility, the instrumentation used for computing
the MFLPD is as follows:]

For completeness, it is also noted that the APRM neutron
flux signal is also adjusted to more closeTy follow the fuel
cladding heat flux during power transients. The APRM
neutron flux signal is a mnasure of the core thennal power
during steady-state operation. During pwer transients, the
APRM signal lead.s the actual core thermal power response
because of the fuel thirmal time constant. Therefore, on
power increase transie><ts, the APRM signal provides a
conservatively high measure of core thermal power. By
passing the APRM signal through an electronic filter with a
time constant less than, but approximately equal to, that of
the fuel thermal tine constant, an APRM transient response
that more closely follows actual fuel cladding heat flux is
obtained, while maintaining a conservative margin. The
delayed response of the filtered APRM signal allows the flow
biased APRM serem and rod block trip levels to be positioned
closer to the upper bound of the normal power and flow
range, without unnecessarily causit)g reactor scrams or rod
blocks during short duration neutron flux spikes. These
spikes can be caused by insignificant transients such as
main steam line valve surveillance testing or momentary flow-

increases of only several percent.

.

(continued)
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APRM Setpoints
B 3.2.4

!

V BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for the APRM gain or setpoint
SAFETY ANALYSES adjustments are that acceptable margins (to APLHGR and MCPR)

be maintained to the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit
-(SL) and the fuel cladding 1% plastic strain limit.

FSAR safety analyses (Refs. 2 and 3) concentrate on the
rated power condition where the minimum expected margin to
the operating limits (APLHGR and MCPR) exist.- LC0 3.2.1 and
LCO 3.2.2 limit the initial margins to these operating
limits at rated conditions so that specified acceptable fuel
design limits are met during transients initiated from rated
conditions. At initial power levels less than rated, the
margin degradation of either the APLHGR or the MCPR during a
transient can be greater than at the rated condition event.
This greater margin degradation during the transient is-

primarily offset by the larger initial margin to limits at
the lower than rated power levels. However, power
distributions can be hypothesized that would result in
reduced margins to the pre-transient operating limit. When
combined with the increased severity of certain transients
at conditions other than rated, the SLs could be approached.
At substantially reduced power levels, very highly peaked

b,3 power distributions could be obtained which could reduce
V thermal margins to the minimum levels required for transient

events. To prevent or mitigate such situations, either thet

APRM gain is adjusted upward by the ratio of the core
limiting MFLPD to the fraction of RTP or the flow biased

- APRM scram and rod block level are required to be reduced by
the ratio of the ?raction of RATED THERMAL POWER (FRTP) to -

the core limiting MFLPD. Either of these adjustments
effectively counters the increased severity of some events
at conditions other than rated by proportionally increasingt

the APRM gain or proportionally lowering the flow biased
APRM scram and rod block setpoints dependcnt on the
increased peaking that may be encountered.

'

The APRM gain and its setpoints satisfy Criteria 2 and 3 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

.

LCO When operating under conditions of excessive power peaking,
either the APRM gain must be adjusted upward or the flow
biased neutron flux upscale scram trip and rod block

(continued)

(continued)0
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APRM Setpoints
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued) i

LC0
_

margin to the fuel cladding integrity SL and the fuel
setpoints must be reduced to account for the reduction in

,

(continued)
cladding 1% plastic strain limit. This is accomplished by
multiplying the APRM gain or setpoints by a factor that is
representat.ive of the reduction-in margin to SLs. This
factorisjforthegainadjustmentsorTforthesetpoint
adjustments where T is defined as the ratiu sf the FRTP
divided by the core limiting value of MFLPD. MFLPD is the
ratio of the limiting LHGR to the LHGR limit for the
specific bundle type. For design power distributions,- at
rated power, MFLPD is equal to 1.0 and therefore, T - 1.0.
As power is reduced, if the design power distribution is
maintained. MFLPD will be reduced.in proportion to the
reduction un power and T will continue to be equal to 1.0,
However, if power peaking increases above the design value,'
the MFLPD will not be reduced in proportion to the reduction
in power and T will be less tnan 1.0. Under these'

'

conditions, the APRM gain would be adjusted upward or the
'

APRM flow biased scrae and rod block setpoints would be 1

reduced accordingly. When the reactor is operating with
peaking less than the design value, T will always be greater
than 1.0 and it is not necessary to modify the APRM flow
biased scram or rod block setpoints. Naking the APRM gain

L or setpoint adjustments is equivalent to maintaining MFLPD
less than or equal to FRTP as stated in the LCO.

[For this facility, the OPERABLE instrumentation for
computing MFLPD constit 6tes the following:]

(For this facility, the following o pport systems are*

required to be OPERABLE to ensure instrument nton
OPERABILITY for determinilig MFLPD:]+

(For this facility, those required support systems w' '

upon their failuro, do not require declaring instrumei U Mn
inoparable for determining the MFLPD and the justificat on.

are as follows:]
-

-

V
APPLICABILITY The APRM gain adjustment or APRM flow biased scram and rod

block *.nd associated setdowns is provided to ensure that the
fuel cladding integrity SL and the fuel cladding 1% plastic
strain limit are not violated during design basiss_

(continued)

(continued)

O
'
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APRM Setpoints
B 3.2.4

'

-BASES (continued)

APPLICA0!LITY- transients. As discussed in the Bases fur LCO 3.2.1..r.d
(continued) LC0 3.2.2, sufficient' margin to these limits exists below

-

25% of RTP and,. therefore, these requirements are only
Messary when operating at or_ above this power level.

- -

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. and A.3

If the APRM gain or setpoints are not within limits the
MFLPD may exceed its limit, and it-is possible that the ,

margin to the fuel . cladding integrity SL- and the fuel
cladding 1% pletic < train limit may be reduced. Therefore,
prompt actica should be taken to restore the MFLPD to within.

its required limit such t5at the plant will be operating swithin the assumed margin of the safety analyses'. A ~

Completion Time of 6 hours to restore the MFLPD is -
acceptable because [ ]. [For this facility, the MFLPD is
restored to within its limits by the following actions:)

An alternate action is to adjust the APRM setpoints to the
relationship specified.ia the CORE OPERATINC LIMITS REPORT

A (COLR). Another alternate action is to adjust the. APRM gain
,

V such that the APRM read'ngs are 2 MFLPD, provided that the
adjusted APRM reading oves not exceed 100% RTP, (Posting a
notice of adjustment on the reactor cor,6rol panel may be-
appropriate.)- The 6-hour Completion Tire for both of these
alternatives is normally sufficient to restore either the
APRM gain or~ setpoints to within limits and is acceptable
based on the low probability of a' transient or Design Basis
Accident (DGA) occurring snultaneously with the APRM gain
or setpoints out of s12cift, J'on. .

,

L1
-If the APRM gain or setpoints cannot be restored to within
the required limits'within 6 hours or the MFLPD cannot be'
restored or determined because the instrumentation for1

'

computing the NFLPD is inoperable, it is required to reduce
THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP within the following 4 hours.
Reducing THERMAL- P0 DER to < 25% RTP places the reactor

f outside the applicability of the LCO.- - The 4-hour Completion
Time provides sufficient: time to reduce THERMAL POWER to-

< 25% RTP in an orderly manner :.nd without challenging plant-
systems.

~

(continued)

! \
. ;
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APRM Setpoints
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE -SR 3.2.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

The APLHGRs are required to be calculated every 24 hours and
compared to their specified limits to assure that the
reactor is operating within the assumptions of the safety
analysis. When these APLHGRs are determined, The T factor
should also be determined for the operating conditions. T
is the ratio of FRTP to MFLPD. NFLPD is the ratio of the
limiting LGHR to the LHGR limit for the specific bundle
type. As long as T is 21.0, no changes to the APRM gain or
flow biased neutron flux upscale scram or rod block trip
setpoints are required. This SR is only required to
determine the appropriate gain or setpoint and is not
intended to be a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the APRM gain
or flow biased neutron f'ux scram circuitry. The 24-hour
Frequency is chosen to coincide with the determination of
other thermal limits, specifically the APLHGR (LC0 3.2.1).
The 24-hour Frequency is based on both engineering judgment
recognizing the slow changes'in power distribution during

| normal operation and the alarms on the process computer if
the APRM limit is exceeded. The 12-hour allowance after
THERMAL POWER t 25% RTP is achieved is acceptable given the
large inherent margin to oprating limits at low power %
levels. b,

|

REFERENCES- 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Appendix A,
General Design Criteria, 10, 13, 20, and 23.

2. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title]."''

| 3. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title]."
|

|

|

L
|

1

|

L

' \
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

(3 0 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
\ )
\d B 3.3.1.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation |

|

SASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor shutdown, based on the values of
selected plant parameters, to protect against violating the
core fuel design limits and Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
pressure boundary during anticipated operational occurrences
(A00s), and to assist the engineered safety feature (ESF)
systems in mitigating accidents.

The protection and monitoring functions of the RPS have been
designed to assure safe operation of the retctor. This is
achieved by specifying limiting safety system settings .

(LSSS) in terms of parameters directly monitored by the RPS,
as well as LCOs on other reactor system parameters and
equipment performance.

The LSSS,- defined in thf s specification as the "LLOWABLE
VALUE, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable
limits during design basis accidents (DBAs).

,
,

( ) Accident-s are events that are analyzed (Ref.1) even though
v they are not expected to occur during the plant life. The

acceptable limit during accidents is that the offsite dose
shall be maintained within an acceptable fraction of
10 CFR 100 limits. Different accident categories are
allowed a different fraction of these limits, based on their
probability of occurrence. Hecting the acceptable dose.
limit for an accident category is considered having
acceptable consequences for that event.

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

1. The'HINIMOM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) Safety Limit
(SL) value shall be met for hin-pressure, high-flow
conditions; -

2. The THERMAL POWER SL value shall met for low-flow
' or low-pressure conditions; and

3. The RCS pressure SL limit of [1325] psia shall not be
exceeded.

(continued)

'( (continued)
v'
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Maintaining the SLs within the above values assures that the
(coatinued) offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 100

criteria during A00s.

RPS instrumentation is designed as shown on
Figure B 3.3.1.1-1 to include these modules:

1. Field transmitters or process sensors;
x

Shahgrocessing and bistable modules; and2.
Ay w,

3g%|;hThip l@jc.&
ThdGole oheachd,h the RPS is discussed below.j%& ;y n.3
FieldTransmit1ersor-ProcessSensors

g7 %g|f-

Field transmittersoor ' process sensors provide a measurable
electronic signa); based on,the physical characteristics of
the process being measur6d M D

* sitQrM
For most A00s andlDBAstaj'ide range of dependent and
independent parametersNare monitored. The input parameters

to the scram logic are/electr,idaFsjg%sel water level,
nals from

instrumentation that m60itorjeactor
reactor vessel pressure, owtroRflux, min- steam line
isolation valve (MSIV) position, tdrbinddentr-1 valve fast
closure actuation, turbine stop valve positio.n, drywell
pressure, and scram discharge volume water level, as well as
reactor mode switch in shutdown positf6n and' manual scram
signals. $P

- Typically four measurement channels with physical separation
are provided for each parameter. Typically, these are
organized into two trip systems which are physically and ,

electrically separated. Exceptions are the reactor mode
switch in shutdown position, manual scram signals used in
the direct generation of trip signals, and neutron flux
intermediate range monitor (IRM) and average power range ' '

monitor (APRH) channel trips. Four measurement channels are
necessary to. meet the redundancy and testability of GDC 21
in Appendix A to-10 CFR 50 (?ef. 2) and to implement the
one-out-of-two-taken-twice logic arrangement.

(continued)

(contfnuid)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.l~.1

P; BASES (continued) >
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Figure B 3.3.1.1-1
w. . Reactor Protection System Functional Diagram

iTypical figure
.

(continued) ,
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)
b

BACV.?ROUND . Sianal Processino and Bistable Modules
(continued)

Each process parameter measurement channel includes
electronic equipment which provides signal conditioning,
comparable output signals for main control board
instruments, comparison of measured input signals with
setpoints established by safety analyses, and output to the
trip logic channels. This output to the trip logic channels
is taken from a bistable device which can be mechar.i al
switches that are part of the process sensors or e.ectronic
comparators'that receive input from the process transmitters
op sensors. Ein either case, the bistable output contacts
a're; considered to be part of the trip logic channel.

Trio"fa
N.5- s ..a. . .

toolci Trio Setnoints. and ALLOWABLE VALUES
, ., y

Tip setpoints ar|e those predetermined values of output
vn1tage or current against which the output vo'tage or7

a cent related;to' the present value of the process
parameter is compared.f ifithe present measured output value
of the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the
associated bistable" changes" state.. The trip setpoints are
the nominal values at which the bistables are set. They arer
deri"ed from the limiting valuestof'the process parameters
obtained from the accident analyses '(analytical limits)
through a prv.ess of correction'for uncertainties and errors
set forth in tha plant-specific setpointxuethodology,

(Ref. 3). The analytical limits, correctedjfor analytic and
-process uncertainties, become the ALL0tlABLE* VALUES listed in
Table 3.3.1.1-1, following this specification, which when
further corrected by the methodology of Reference 3 become

- the calculated trip setpoint values.

The setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate
protection because sensor and processing time delays are
accounted for as well as calibration tolerances, ;
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift and-severe
environment. errors, for channels that must function in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 4).

The actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable,

is usually still more contarvative than that calculated by
the plant-specific setpoint methodology. If the setpoint
measured for the bistable by the nurveillance test does not
exceed the documented survellitn." test acceptance criteria, '

the bistable is considered OPERABLE.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

7N BASES (continued)-

BACKGROUND _ Setpoints consistent with the ALLOWABLE VALUE wiil ensure
(continued) that SLs are not violated during A00s, and the consequences U

of-DBAs will' be acceptable, providing the plant is being
operated.within the LCOs at the onset of the A00 or DBA, and

.tle equipment' functions as designed.

Each channel of the process control _ equipment can be tested
on line to verify that the signal setpoint accuracy is '

within the setpoint allowance s)ecified in Reference 3.
Oscela1 designated channel is ta(en out of service for

Atestingt a simulated signal is injected in place of the
field . instrument signal. The W ocess equipment for the

,fp' channeljin test is then tested, verified, and calibrated.
w*Q dy &% '

Nib ALLOWA8t.dVALUES listed in Table 3.3.1.1-1 'are based on
the methodologdescribed in . Reference 3, which incorporates
all;6f/therknownyuncertainties appl Mable for each channel. L

The'magnit'udes of these uncertainties are factored into the
' determination of eachstrip setpoint. All field . sensors and

signal processipp?theWlowances of these uncertainty
iequipment for these channels are assumed

to operate,within
magnitudes.W y pF

'
,

'

(~ Trio Loaic- @ @i
The RPS is compo of in endent, separately powered
trip systems. trip s'ystem Afand tri system B, each of,

which contains two automatic tripel ic channels and one
manual trip; logic channel (sco Figure *3;3.1.1-2). Trip-

-

system A combines.the bistable? outputs'of automatic trip
logic channels A, and 'A, in atsne-out-of-two logic which
will de-energize the solenoid on the A scram pilot valve in

-

each of 177 hydraulic control units-(HCU,) when any one of.
the'bistables in either trip logic channel: A, or A, changes
to the tripped state. Placing the reactor mode switch in-

,

the shutdown position or depressing the manual scram push |
e

,

button in trip logic channel A; will also de-energize the -!
solenoid on the A scram pilot ialve. Trip of either ;
automatic. logic channel or the manval channel produces a
half scram condition in the RPS. For scram te occur,
similar actions must-take place in trip' system B which :I
combines the bistable outputs o' automatic' trip logic j, -

channels B -and B, in a one-out of-two logic exactly like3

that described for trip system A. Manual logic channel B, -

'is exactly like trip logic r.nannel A deccribed for trip3
system A. Thus,-both trip system A and-trip system B

(continued) ;a.
,

(continued)

'
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES -(continued)
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figure B 3.3.1.1-2
RPS Trip System 'A" Logic Channels A1, A2, A3

~(Typical of Channels B1, B2, B3) l-

lTypical Figure
1

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

_ . .3.
BASES (continued)

,

BACKGROUND rr.ust trip f or scram to occur. This overall logic is
(continued) referred to as "one-out-of-two taken twice" logic.

.

For this discussion 'and the technical specifications, a trip
logic channel is the electrical combination of all the outputs
of RPS sensor channel bistables which have the same channel
designator, e.g., Channel A. - In a four-channel instrument
system, the A sensor channels for each monitored parameter i

supply input to trip logic channel A ; similarly sensor3

- chasmels B, C, and D supply input to trir ' logic channels B ,
3isfEB,respectively.

,

!

%M
Each trjp| logic channel A , A,, B,, and B, includes oprating, i
bypassesion certain RPS trips. These bypasses are en0 bled ;

tomatically or manually when plant conditions do not warrant
the"ipecific thip,, protection. All operating bypasses are

no longer )ly removed when the enabling bypass conditions are
automatjce

satisfied,
,

y

A trip ofc* system,andedt-pnergizes the solenoid of thehther trip:16gic channel in a trip system tripsthat trip ;
associated scfa pilqfMalve-in each HCU. The HCU for each !

control rod dri(vedChD) has.two solenoid-operated scram pilot
valves, A and B,_ that'controlythe air supply to the

r/7 pneumatically opera %d scram ihjet and outlet valves of -the i

3N'/ ' HCU.- If the solenoid off^either scram pilot valves is '

energized, air presstire holdnthe iicram valves closed;
therefore, the solenoids of b6th scrans
de-energized to scram the control rsd % pilot valves must be
control the supply and dischargef6f?CRD?w,he scram valvesi

ater to each rod
drive during a scram. Thus, artfip of trip system A in
conjunction with a trip of tr1Vsystem B de-energizes the
solenoids of both scram' pilot valves, air bleeds off, the
scram inlet and outlet valves open, and the control fods
scram. The backup scram valves are also energized.by the RPS
to depressurize the scram air header to provide additional
-assurance that the rods scram.- In addition, the RPS scram

.

_ signal _ causes the_ scram discharge volume (SDV) vent and drain-_

valves to close to isolate the SDV.

No single failure will prevent protection system actuation,
and protection channels do not interact with control channels,
This arrangement meets the requirements of GDC 21 in 10 CFR
50, Appendix A (Ref. 2), and-IEEE-279 (Ref. 5).

Note that in LCO 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS)
Instrumentation," the ALLOWABLE VALUE of Table 3.3.1.1-1.are
the LSSS. This ALLOWABLE VALUE is established to prevent
violation of the SLs during normal plant operation and- A00s.

k '

(continued)s
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES .(continued)

APPLICABLE The RPS functions to maintain the SLs during all A00s and
SAFETY ANALYSES mitigates the consequences of DBAs in all modes except cold

shutdown. Each of the analyzed accidents and transients
can be detected by one or more RPS functions. Typically.
this is achieved by satisfying the requirements of IEff 279
(Ref. 5) with one-out-of-two taken twice logic. These RPS
reactor trip functions are as follows:

1. Intermediate Ranae Montisn .

I estron Flux--Hiah
sW m
V Thi71RMs monitor neutron flux levels from the

% du>per, range of the source range monitor (SRM) to
WNbtlejlgwerJrangeoftheAPRMsubsystems. The IRMs

generate t'rfp signals to prevent fuel damage
6cauhed;by, neutron flux excursions from
"operatjonal) t.ransients in the intermediate power
range M in this power range, the most significant
sourde of reactivity change is due to control rodv

withdrawal M Fo Mthis event, the IRM is diver.e.
to the Yod'wsrt@inimizer (RWM), which monitors
and controls't W movementaof the control rods at
low power. TWIRH mitiggtes neutron flux
excursionsbyGinitiatingascram. Genericr

analyses of thespnse'quences".o'f. control rod
withdrawal evenG during?startup:,,that are
mitigated only by the IRM have;been performed to
evaluate the capability of the'ifRM3ystem to
mitigate these events. ThisD a'nalys'is, which
assumes that one IRM chahnel in each trip system
is bypassed, demonstrates'that the IRMs provide,

protection against local control rod withdrawal
errors and result in peak fuel energy depositions
below the 170 cal /gm fuel failure threshold
criterion.

.

For this facility, the IRM Neutron Flux--High
trip provides protection during control rod
withdrawal and cold water injection (A00) events..

1. b. 1092

The IRM Inop f9nction generates a reactor trip to
prevent fuel damage resulting from significant
reactivity increases by ensuring that required

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

O- BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE IRM channels are OPERABLE. This fenction ensures
SAFETY ANALYSES that the nuclear instrument channel fails in the

(continued) tripped condition upon loss of dete: tor voltage
and it must be OPERABLE to fulfill the
requirements of GDC 23 in 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 2).
GDC 23 requires that the RPS fail into a safe
state on loss of power. For this facility, IRM
Inop trip provides protection for loss of IRM

, , , neutron monitor channel (A00) events.<

na_
jf.' Avaraae Power Ranae Monitors

%pj
a

il 2M. Neutron Flux--Hiah. Setdown

%g GV ~ ;.w vM g,Th'e| APRM Neutron Flux--High, Setdown function
"-
t

Agenerates a reactor trip to pruent fuel damage
,f7 9durjngfsignificant reactivity increases with
V power'< 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP). It

Q' protects fuel from damage by ensuring that before
s

the reactorymode switch is placed in the run
positteWrea'ctor power does not exceed the 25%
RTP0St?whenToperatfng at low reactor pressure and
low coreiflow.

|s/hkkfor most@+0 pet 4Nen atpow power levels the APRM|-

U
-Neutron Flew H'th -Sehlewn function will provide 4

a secondarf trip to'the W Neut.on Flux--High
function because of the g etire setpoints. With
IRMs on Range 9 or 10p heweVep, it is possibir
that APRM Neutron--Mish,'' Setdovn will provit'e
the primary trip slynal for a core-wide increase,

! in power. For this' facility, APRM Neutron Flux--
High, Setdown protects'against fuel damags for
local power transients in MODE 2 (A00) events. -

|

2.b. Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power--Hiah'

|

The APRM Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power--
;_ High function provides protection against

transients where thermal power increases slowly
I such as the loss of feedwater heating event to

protect the fuel integrity by ensuring LC0 3.2.2,
" Minimum Critical Power Ratio," is not exceeded.
During such events, the thermal-power increase
does not significantly lag the neutron flux
response and, because of a lower trip setpoint,y

V

l'_ (continued)
r -

d, )) (continued)
r

!
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE will initiate a scram before the high neutron
SAFETY ANALYSES flux scram. For rapid neutron flux increase

(continued) events, the thermal power lags the neutron flux
and the Fixed APRM Neutron Flux--High function
will provide a scram signal before the APRM Flow
Biased Simulated Thermal Power function setpoint
is exceeded.

eThe thermal power time constant of 5 to 7 seconds
tifs.sbased on the fuel heat transfer dynamics and
p%y. ides a signal proportional to the thermal

'

'
power. For this facility, the APRM Flow Biased

%e Thermal cPower--High reactor trip protects against
P yh'os's of Weedwater heating events.11

$s py$qk'

2.c. Fli&dyeuth Flux--Hiah

A y d Neutron Flux--High function
providestthe p aary indication of neutron flux
leve1Fand
generites?$peu 71ux changes in the core and3M / signal to prevent fuel damage or
excessiWitt$t ninfsure. For the
overpressuriNhfnp ior analysis described
in Reference @ thef xeo Neutron Flux--High
function is fe'tertid t W HSIV closure event

andtogetherwlq@hepeaty'/polief valveshe
(S/RVs), limits l react Wpyessel pressure

to less than the American Societiff Mechanical
drop accident (CRDA) anal Os#eTNWontrol rod
Engineers (ASME) code limitsD"

(Ref.'l) assumes
the APRM Fixed Neutron F # -High function is
U SRABLE to terminate th CRDA.

2.d. Downscale
,

The APRM Downscale function generates a- reactor
trip signal in concert with the IRM Neutron
Flux--High trip to prevent fuel damage from
significant reactivity increases by ensuring
sufficient requ_ ired neutron monitoring channels
are OPERABLE when the reactor mode switch is
placed in run prior to the APRMs coming on-scale.
(For this facility, the APRM Downscale Function
provides protection for A00 events as follows:]

*
(continued)

(conte..ej)

O
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RPS InstrJmentation
B 3.3.1.1

-O BASES (continued)-
-(

APPLICABLE 2.e. Ingn
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Average Power Range Monitor Inop fenction
generates a reactor trip signal to prevant fuel

' damage from significant reactivity increases by
ensuring that the required minimum number of
local power range monitor- (LPRM) neutron channels
are OPERABLE and in operation. (For this

4., facility, the APRM Inop provides protection for
gg A00 events as follows:]g

:3. R* tor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--Hiah
N| 4Ae!factekSteamDomePressure--Highgeneratesreactor

% s9tr 1sigiels to-prevent fuel damage by ensuring thatkhI
ECPR %s are not exceeded and maintains the

sgrityJf the RCS pressure boundary by ensuring.

4that thiNb4t;h RCS pressure SL is not exceeded.
For LMs facili the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome
Prenttre--R

'
i

ion in conjunction with the S/RVs
providati . against overpressurizat n of the
RCS duMmfi closure event.

ate &jffhlAheh-Lov. Level 3
1''

'f 4. Reactor Ve!.
( y + gg.

The Reacter Ve ley '-Low,-Level 3 function
~

is assumed in t anal is o recirculation line
break (Ref. 1), The reactor reduces the amount
of energy required to-be a . d,.along with the
actions of the-Emergency, ' Cooling system (ECCS),
assures that the fuel -

' cladding temperature
remains below the limits'of 10 CFR 50.46. For this
facility, Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low, level 3,

generates L reactor trip signal to ensure that the
fuel cladding peak temperature limits are not exceeded
due'to the loss of reactor vessel water inventory for
recirculation line break t. vents.

5. Main Steam Isolation Valve--Closore

Main Steam Isolation Valve--Closure generates reactor
trip signals to limit the energy that must be absorbed
and together with the ECCS ensures that fuel cladding
peak temperature limits are not exceeded f llowing
loss of the normal heat sink. For the
overpressurization protection analytis of Reference 7,

(continted) ,

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE however, the high neutron flux scram function along
SAFETY ANALYSES with the S/RVs limits the peak reactor vessel pressure

(continued) to less than the ASME code limits. Additionally, MSIV
closure is assumed in the transients (low steam line
pressure, manual closure of MSIVs, high steam line
flow) analyzed in Reference 1. The reactor scram

| reduces the amount of energy required to be absorbed
and, along with the actions of the ECCS, assures that

; the , fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the
limitsiof 10 CFR 50.46. For this facility, the MSIV--

.ClosureLtrip provides protection for turbine trip and

%gjlloss ofinormal uat sink, MSIV closure on low steamEline pres'sure, MSIV closure on high steam line flow,
%andsmanual closure of MSIV events.

%GW fo9
| - 6. Drywell - PMs sureLHiah.

av s
DrywdilPreY$liN%Highfunctionisadiversereactor
trip signal'to the Level 3 scram for loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA) eventsLinside containment. A reactor
scram is initiated $to'falhimile the possibility of fuel
damage and toTreducecthe amount of energy being added
to the coolant and;tMthe drywell. For tris facility,
the Drywell Pressuid-Highlfuhetion provides
protection for LOCA'inside9 containment : vents.

i gy % *A
L 7. Scram Discharae Volume WatehtievelEi&ah

Scram Discharge Volume Water LevelhNIhIgenerates a
i
| scram anticipating the plant cond.ition t at the water

level in the SDV is increasing;and could, if allowed
to continue, increase to near the point where there
would be insufficient volume available to accept water
discharged during a scram. This functior. prevents
common-cause failure of the CRD System due to high SDV
level. For this facility, the SDV Water Level--High
protection is provided for SDV high water-level
events.

8. Turbine jitgo Valve--Closure

TSV--Closure generates -a. reactor trip signal to reduce
| the amount of energy that must be absorbed following
: the loss of the turbine as a heat sink. The TSV--

Closure function is the primary scram signal for the
turbine trip event analyzed in Reference 7. Together

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

- 7T- -- Bt.SFS (continued)(). ~

i

APPLICABLE with the ECCS TSV--Closure scram assures that the- fuel
-SAFETY ANALYSES- cladding peak temperatures remain below the limits of

(continued) 10 CFR 50.46 and provides protection for TSV closure
events.

9. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure. Trio 011
Pre.S.Sure--low,

4A TCV fast closure generates a reactor trip signal to
'/gprevent fuel damage from significant reactivity
E Tecreases in the event of the loss of the turbine as-a
'

beat sink. The TCV Fast closure, Trip 011 Pressure--
6 J.W trip function is the primary scram signal for the,

h%<$r@forerleeM. Together with the ECCS, the ,TCV fast
negater load rejection event analyzed in

cteN6re tri ensures the fuel cladding SL is not
6,;ex6 ended limiting the afno!11 of energy that mu' t be- s
* absorbed c a-generator load W ection event.

M4$h--ShutdownPolil10D-10. Rea
'

|

%
The Rehe% % 1 7td6 tiSwitch--Shutdowr Position provides
appropriate *

ective?h'be operated.The reactor is
rctions for:the condition in

-- Q which'the r
j$11toptrolrods-insertedwhen
f6or- r

- to be-shut- n

the. mode switc Hshutdown. To enforce the
condition defi for the shiftdown position, placing

,

the mode switch in the shutdowikiposition initiates a
reactor scram. The scram s.fghel%1s. removed after a
2-second time delay, permitting a' scram reset, which
restores the normal valve)1ineup in the CRD hydraulic' '

system.-

The reactor mode. switch-1_s'also incorporated into
othr.1 trip functions. It bypas7.es the main steam line
isolativ. scram when in the shutdown, refueling, or '

startup position. In the refuel, startup, and run
positions, it bypasses the neutron monitoring trips
that would prevent operation in those modes.
Therefore, the reactor mode switch is part of the-
neutron monitoring and mair. steam:line isolation trip

. functions and has a role in mitigating all A00s and
DBAs mitigated by these-fanctions.'

(continued)
. -

(ccntinued)
l

1

(
'
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES- (continued)

APPLICABLE 11. Manual Scram
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) Manual Scram provides manual reactor trip capability.
The manual reactor trip ensures that the control room
operator can initiate a reactor trip at any time by
depressing two of f)ur reactor trip switches in the
control room. A maaual reactor trip accomplishes the
same results as any or;e of the automatic trip

-

functions. It is to be used by the reactor operator
to nhut,down the reactor whenever any parameter is

gapidly1trendingtowarditstripsetpoint.
4W ki.4ThRPSinstrumentation;atisfiesCriterion3oftheNRC

Integ 3.5 A W g
rLPoliEy Stitement.

The LCO re@ ires'if6|RPS instrumentation channels to be
g&YQ.. |,?|d

LC0
tOPERABLE becausa all channels OPERABLE is the NRC Staff-

approved designifor the n6 final operating RPS configuration.
Typically this 10fsusMsnnels. Exceptions are referred to
in the discussion %f'11P6 f4nctions which follows.
Furthermore, with one "chKnnel inop"israble in any function and
not in trip, the RPS cannot meetiboth.the redundancy and.

testabilityrequirementFofG00/21iW10CFR50,AppendixA
(Ref. 2) . <fpf %,j yg

4
Violation of the LCO could allow the plp to reach
conditions during stt.ady-state and transi(ent(operation
beyond those evalucted for safe ope. rat.10'n, IT exceeded,
these conditions could 11ad to fuegfnilures.

ALLOWABLE VALUES are ep uified for each RPS trip function in
the LCO. Nominal trip sutpoints are specified in the
plant-specif,c setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints
are selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE if the
bistable is performing as required. Operation with a trip
setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint,
but within its ALLOWABLE VALUE, is acceptable, provided that
continued operation and testing is consistent with the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint calculations.
Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more conservative than the,

L analytical limit assumed in the transient and accident
| ana?ysis in order to account for instrument uncertainties
|

p (continued)

(continued)
|

|
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

('N - BA$ES (continued)
w,|''

~-

.

LC0
_

defined in the plant-specific _ setpoint methodology (Ref. 3).
appropriate to the trip function. These uncertainties are

(continued)

RPS< trip functions specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1 are OPERABLE
when:

(1) All channel components necessary to provide a reactor
trip signal are functional and in service;

. (thChannel measurement uncertainties are known "vig
447 test," analysis, _or design information to be within '

jy - assumptions of the setpoint calculations;

9/h(3):iitiquirdcsurveillance testing is current and has
%Aiddemeestret,qd performance within each surveillance

testis-ac tance criteria; and

sh? % ) &
(4)\The assst:1 ted operational bypass or operational

interlock (s), dfied by the LCO applicability-
ifuany, is not enabled except under the

itions spe
con (enpWWtW? function.

-

stat spqg gr
The following Bases or eachttrip function will identify '

.3 items (1),(2),($)andi(47 e, which are applicable to[j\ establish functiW0PEWILITT . utrements.

'31 ( d 'PS : Instrumentation,"-.It should be noted LC t"R.

may need to be augmented with: addi
~

1 conditions, if.it
is determined that the RPS provi s' rt to other systems

'

included in the Standard. Tech Spe fications.
gp

1. Intermediate Ranae Monitors

1.a. Neutron Flux--Hiah

The'IRMs ensure that fuel damage. caused by
neutron flux excursions from operational
transients in the' intermediate power range is
prevented. The IRM system is divided into two

-groups of IRM cnannels, with four IRM channels
inputting to each trip system. The analysis ~ of
Reference 1 assumes that one channel in each tri)
system is bypassed. Therefore, six channels witi

,$ three channels'in each trip system are required-
for IRM OPERABILITY. The analysis- of Reference 1,

has adequate conservatism to permit the IRM-

(continued)
~

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (em tinued)

LC0 ALLOWABLE VALUE to be set at 120 divisions of a
(continued) 125-division scale. [For this facility, the

basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:)
This trip is active in each of the 10 ranges of
the IRM, which must be selected by the operator
to maintain the neutron flux within the monitored
level of .an IRM range.

;for this scram point to be valid, the IRM must be
g@on,thecorrectrange. A rod block is initiated

.sig anyttime the IRM is both downscale and not on the
4W mostisensitive (lowest) scale. A rod block isW ini$iated if the IRM detectors are not fully
b $6ertedMn the core, unless the reactor mode

*S$bM:itchpis(yin the run position.
Ag%

<'The'IRN .scrani trips and the IRM rod block trips
are automatically bypassed when the reactor mode
switchlis-in the ryn position.W s fi%e
IRM NeutrtMilfluiAligh trip is OPERABLE when it
satisfies'0PERABICITY requirements items (1),
(2),(3),and )' . g.

1.b. laga kj h
'

s A g,
This signal genehtes ahreactortrip when the
minimum number of IRMs are not;0PERABLE. When
the voltage-drops below a preset 1 @el, when one
of the modules is not plu90"ed"in, oEwhen the
operate and calibrate _ switch is not in the
" operate" position, an inbperative trip signal
will be received.by the RPS unless the IRM is
bypassed. Since only one IRM in each RPS trip
system may be bypassed, only one IRM in each RPS
trip system may be taken out of " operate" without
resulting in an RPS trip signal. Six channels of
IRM Inop with three channels in each trip system
are required to be OPERABLE. This function is
required to be OPERABLE when the IRM Neutron
Flux--High function is required.

,

This function.must be OPERABLE to ensure the i

nuclear instrument channel fails in the tripped
condition upon loss of detector voltage. IRM

(continued) -

(continued)
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RPS Instrume..t? tion
B 3.3.1.2

T'T BASES (continued)
U

LCO Inop trip is OPERABLE when it satisfies
(continued) OPERABILITY requirement items (1), (2), (3),

and (4).

2. Averaae Power Ranae Monitors

2.a. Neutron Flux--Hiah. Setdown

For operation at low power (i.e., MODE 2), the
,pnm APRM Neutron Flux--High, Setdown function s

gg t5, protects the thermal power SL of 25% RTP for low-
4 s ;9 D, flow, or low-pressure conditions by generating a

9f g|y trip signal that prevents fuel damage resulting
%g,, Q ,from operational transients in this power range.

s ,%
- .n.
4@The'APRMsystemisdividedintotwogroupsof

<, g "i~ channels with three APRM channel inputs to each
.

'

tripGystem. The system is designed to allow one i*
, channel in each trip system to be bypassed. Any

4oneAPRM;channelinatripsystemcancausethe
" associated < trip system to trip. Thus four
channels. offAPRM Neutror. Flux--High, Setdown,
with two|channelstin each trip system, are

I^) .
required to be;0PERABLE to ensure that no single
failureWilldprecludeaa. scram from this function,

,'

on a validssignal b InTaddition, to provide~

adequate hoverags%f the'.antire core, at least
I 11-OPERABLE LPRM inputs arefrequired for eachs

APRM channel, with at leastit'wo OPERABLE LPRM
inputs from each of the'four ~ axial levels aty

which the LPRMs are? located.

For this facility, the ALLOWABLE VALUE is based
on safety analyses that take credit for the APRM
Flow Biased Thermal Power--High function for thei

; mitigation of the loss of feedwater heating
event.I

(At this facility, the APRM Neutron Flux--High
setdown trip is operationally bypassed as

. follows:]
1

The APRM Neutron Flux--Hich, Setdown trip is
OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY

| requirements items (1), (2), (3), and (4).
|

(continued)
| '.

(continued)p)
it

| LJ
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 2.b. f_h < Biased Simulated Thermal Power--Hiah
-(continued)

The APRM Flow Biased Thermal Power--High function
trip level is varied as a function of
recirculation drive flow (i.e., at lower core
flows, the setpoint is reduced in proportion to
the reduction in power experienced as core flow
is reduced with a fixed control rod pattern) but

gs clamped at an upper limit.
kAPRM system is divided into two groups of#

chnabels with three APRM inputs to each trip
sy's

.$ ron~e'%m ._ The system is de:;!1ned to allow one
.

NElgchannel$neachtripsystemtobebypassed. Any
AP F ehannel in a trip system can cause they

associatedWrip system to trip. Thus, four
chMnels.ofi$PRM Flow Biased Simulated Thermalo

' Power-iHigh%ith two channels in each trip system
are required to be 0PERABLE to ensure thatx
no si. ogle fathfelwill preclude a scram from this

functigp@;;o@&hj?
W }id signal.

^
,

Each APRM channel receivgis two independent
redundant tottif flowisijnds representative of
total core flow. jihjgarr'anhement is repeated in
each trip system?fer agtetallef, four flow
channels. Each ' signal is' pro 74ded by summing up
the flow signals from the two rine'irculation
loops. Each total flow summai.tenyceives input
from its own pair of flowgs'eMors, one in each
recirculation leop. Theref6re, no single active
component failure can cause more than one of the
total flow signals to read incorrectly. To
obtain the .nost conservative reference signals,
the two total flow signals in each trip system
are routed to a icw auction circuit associated
with each APRM in that trip system. This circuit
selects the lower of the two signals for use as
the scram trip reference for that particular
APRM. Consequently, OPERABILITY of the APRM Flow
Biased Simulated Thermal Power--High channel
requires OPERABILITY of the two total flow
channeis and four loop flow channels. [ Failure
of any of these channels renders both APRM Flow-
Biased Simulated Thermal Power--High channels in
the associated trip system inoperable.]

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 (For this facility, the ALLOWABLE VALUE basis is
(continued) as follows:].

To provide adequate coverage of the entire core,
at least 11 LPRM inputs are required to be
OPERABLE for each APRM channel with at least two
LPRM inputs from each of the four axial levels at
which the LPRMs are located,

y

(lw)$ ~ .f The APRM Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power--
High trip is OPERABLE when it satisfiesw

[$. hffOPERABILITYrequirementitems(1),(2),(3), 1

and (4).

' yf2.,h%
c Neutron Flux--Hiah

s %
</q9"'9The, AP9M channels provide the primary indication

Qffneutron flux within the core and responds'

d11most instqtaneously to neutron flux increases,
gTheAP D M Neutron Flux--High function

90.,,. h signals to-prevent fuel damage or
excessive. S pressure.

O Ihe AP stes 1 kividedintotwogroupsof
3 channetti w $hree' RM channels inputting to
' each tripq el$tphe' tem is designed to

allow one annelinea : trip system to be
bypassed. Any one APRM ~ el in a trip system

.can cause the associat p) system to trip.
Four channels of APMJfxed Neutron Flux--High
with two channelsinfsach trip system are '

required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
failure will preclude a scram from this function
on a valid signal. To provide adequate coverage
of the entire core, at least 11 LPRM inputs are
required for each APRM channel with at least
2 LPRM inputs from each of the 4 axial levels at
which the LPRMs are located. [For this facility,

the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:]

The APRM Fixed Neutron Flux--High trip is
OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY
requirements items (1), (2), (3), and (4).

(continued)

(continued)-

i
N
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RPS Instrumentetion
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 2.d. Downscalg
(continued)

This signal ensures that there is adequate
Neutron Monitoring System protection if the
reactor mode switch is placed in the run position
prior to the APRMt coming on scale.

With the reactor mode switch in run an APRM
-downscale signal coincident with an associated

/ IRM Neutron Flux--High signal generates a trip
. , -; signal.

_

;
9 The3APRM is divided into two groups of channels

b .With three inputs into each trip system. The
isystem?is| designed to allow one channel in eachs>

trip systemfto be bypassed. Four channels of
c APRM Downscal~e with two channels in each trip

! 'sYstemlare/r'equired to be OPERABLE to ensure that
no single failure will preclude a scram fromn
thisqfunctionzon'faivalid signal . The APRM

iDownscale4trif'ir0PERABLE when it satisfies,

OPERABILITYirequirements items (1), (2), (3),|
and (4). Q- iw,

, m.- -

[For this facilityf the basis for the ALLOWABLE
VALUE is as followsi]% "4- y y

2.e. M .,g
1 ; :, w
| This signal ensures that a ninimum number of
'

APRMs we OPERABLE. Anytime an APRM mode switch
is moved to any position other than operate, an
APRM module is unplugged, or the electronic
operating voltage is low, an inoperative signal
will be received by the RPS. Four channels of
APRM Inop with two channels in each trip system
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single failure will preclude a scram from this
function on a valid signal.

The APRM Inop trip is OPERABLE when it satisfies
OPERABILITY requirements items (1), (2), (3),
and (4).

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

[] BASES (continued)
V

LC0 3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--Hiah
(continued)

The Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--High function
initiates a scram for transients that results in a
pressure increase, counteracting the pressure increase
by rapidly reducing core power.

Four channels of the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome
Pressure--High function with two channels in each trip

M'h+.isystem are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2A
Wen the RCS is pressurized and the potential for-

/4? pressure increase exists. To provide adequate
V coverage, reactor pressure is measured at two

A pipe from each location terminates in
b ,M,d locat[ons.thogeactor building where two local rack-mounted%

pressure transmitters monitor the pressure in each
q jpeQ y achjtrip unit provides a high pressure signal

o oneAchannel. Two trip units provide an input to
trip; system A andstwo trip units provide an input to
tripfsystem,B M Each trip system operates on a one-
out-ef;;twe?trt# logic. This ensures that no single
failure:Will: preclude a, scram from this function on a
valid signalW MA

Q Ny JWQ
The Reactor iessel! Steam Dome Pressure--High ALLOWABLE(.'~j
VALUE is chosefsli tly atiove the maximum normal
operatingpressWei@norderta[accommodateexpected
operational transients without' generating a spurious
scram, yet provide a sufficieM ma'rgin to the RCS
ALLOWABLE VALUE pressure limits (1250 psig).

The Reactor Vessel Stea[4'
4

Dome Pressure--High trip is
OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements
items (1), (2), (3), and (4).

4. Reactor Vessel Water level--Low. Level 3

Low reactor vessel water level indicates the
capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should
reactor vessel water level decrease too far, fuel
damage could result. Therefore, a reactor scram is
initiated at Level 3 to substantially reduce the heat
generated in the fuel from fission.

Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low,
level 3 function with two channels in each trip system

(continued)
f'
( (continued)
s

i
'
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RPS Instrumentation |
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued) ,

1

LC0 are requirec to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
(continued) failure will preclude a scram from this function on a

valid signal. Each trip system operates on a one-out-
of-two trip logic. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--
Low, Level 3 signal is initiated from nonindicating-
type differential pressure transmitters that sense the
difference between the pressur6 a to a constant
reference column of water and i . pressure due to the |

actual water level in the vesso . Cables from these !

t ahamitters are routed to tne associated differential |

isurs-
f e mais indicating switches (trip units) located incontrol room. The transmitters are arranged

h<stapsgonithe6actorvessel,oneaboveandonebelowon twg/ sets of taps. Two instrument lines attached to
,

'therwatepqp6] hare required for the differential I

pressureissasurement for each transmitter. The two I

pairaf0f Hnes ,t'ahninate outside the primary |Tcontiinment and).inside the reactor building. They are
physicallyg3eparated from each other and tap off the
reactor vessel atywidely separated points. Other
systems sehsefpressirpeta)nd level from these same

ensure that no single #eparation and signal arrangement
pipes. The' physical

>physichlaevent can prevent a
scram due to reactg7vesseB16w] water level .

The Reactor Vessel Wat el- Level 3 ALLOWABLE
VALUE is selected to' ensure'th'at, du'rjpg normal
operation, the separator skirts arcsnotiuncovered.
This protects available recirculation' pump net
positive suction head from signifitant c'arryunder and,
for transients involving loss (of all normal feedwater
flow, initiation of the low-pr6ssure ECCS subsystems
at reactor vessel water Level I will not be required.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low, Level 3 trip is
OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements
items (1), (2), (3), and (4),

5. Main Steam Isolation Valve--Closure

Main Steam Isolation Valve--Closure causes the loss of
the main turbine and the condenser as a heat sink for
the nuclear steam supply system and indicates a need
to shut down the reactor to reduce heat generation.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 MSIV closure signals are initiated from position
(continued) switches located on each of the eight MSIVs. Each

position switch-actuates two contacts--one inputs to
RPS trip system A while the other contact inputs to-
RPS trip system B. Thus each RPS trip system receives I

an input from eight MSIV--Closure channels h
consisting of one position switch. The logic for the j

MSIV--Closure function is arranged such that either
|

4 he inboard or outboard valve on three or more of the
'

t

Maain steam lines must close in order for a scram to
". . hr -f f occur. The MSIV--Closure ALLOWABLE VALUE is specified|

tpMnsure that a scram occurs prior to a significant
S reduction in steam-flow, thereby reducing the severity

Obv;fof'thatsubsequent pressure transient.
-

s G#i x
Sisteen nels of the MSIV--Closure function, with

i
feightfcha is in each trip system, are required to be '

*0PERABLEBto ensure that no single faibre will
precluk the scram from this fect son if any three
mainksteam.,liass[sbould isolate. [At this facility,

the MSIV@ss0@/ rip is operationally bypassed ast

folloisON
,O TheMSIV--ClosureteNP QPERABLE when it satisfies
V OPERABILITY'vpquirementsitems-(1),(2),(3),and'(4).

[For this facility, the7 bas %%
_

,

sfg&" %
is Jor ALL0!lABLE VALUE is-

as follows:] 6'.
/ >

6. Drywell Pressure--Hiah A
(k

High pressure in the drysell could indicate a break in
the RCS pressure boundary.

Four channels of Drywell Pressure--High function with-
two channels _ in each trip system are required to be-

OPERABLE-to-ensure that no single failure will
preclude a scram from this function on a valid signal.
Each trip system operates on a one-out-of-two logic
configuration.

High drywell pressure signals are initiated from
pressure transmitters that sense the pressure at four
different locations in the drywell. The transmitters
themselves are located inside the reactor building but
outside the drywell. The ALLOWABLE VALUE was selected

(continued).

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

. BASES (cor,tinued)

LCO to be as low as possible, but not so low as to cause
(continued) spurious trips. [For this facility, the basis for the

ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:)

The Drywell Pressure--High trip is OPERABLE when it
satisfies OPERABILITY requirements items (1), (2),
(3), and (4).

7. Scram Discharae Volume Water Level--Hioh
. t m;

The*SDVJreceives the water displaced by the motion of
$th'e CRD; pistons during a reactor 1, cram. A reactor

v scram is# initiated when the water level has reached a
ipointrhigh enough to indicate water flow accumulation

'inithe' volumeh but the remaining free volume is still
sufficientito accommodate the water from a full core
scram N " gg

n. ;.

SDV water level is measured by two diverse methods.
[For this(facility,Sthe basis for the need for diverse
SOV level measurement?is as follows:) The level in
each of the two' scram] discharge volumes is measured by
two float-type leVeli switches;and two thermal probes
for a total of eight?levelisi;nals. The outputs of
these devices are'arrangedfon separated taps, and the
outputs are connected d ogically sorthat there is a
signal from a level switch and theimalsprobe in each
RPS logic channel. #1wg
Eight channels, four of each typelof ScNim Discharge
Volume Water Level--High function', with four channels,

*

two of each type, in each trip ~ system are required to
be OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure will
preclude a scram from this function on a valid signal.

[For this facility the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
follows:]

The Scram Discharge Volume Water Level--Higii trip is
OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements
items (1), (2), (3), and (4).

[For this facility, the basis for the logic
configuration is as follows:)

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

O
-

BASES (continued)

LCO 8. Turbine Ston Valve--Closure
(continued)

Closure of the TSVs results in the loss of a heat
-sink, which produces reactor pressure, neutron flux,
and heat flux transients that must be limited.

Eight channels of TSV--Closure function with four
channels in each trip system are required to be

A OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure will

#ghprecludeascramfromthisfur.ctionifanythree ,

turhine stop valves should begin to close. Closure of |

$nM/wtheiturbine sto) valves is determined by measuring the !

position of eac1 valve. There are two independent
Wke.N@4positiebswitches associated with each turbine stop

.

'

valn!?0ne of_ the two switches inputs to RPS trip
system A, M ile the other switch inputs to RPS trip

4 system W.# Thus, each RPS trip system receives an
% nputifrom)four TSV--Closure channels, each consistingi

of onejositiorbswitch. The logic for the TSV--
Closure functientti suet that three or more turbine 1

aldsleditibe elTng to produce a scram.
stop"v,4pecif,iRTechnical Specifications (TS) to

,

(Plant
include logicicenfiguration.) The TSV--Closure

Q ALLOWABLE VALE isase16cted to be high enough toQ detect immident tirbine stop, valve closure, thereby
reducingtheseyerit)(6fthefsubsequentpressure-
transient.- V Ws Ng4

anu
The TSV--Closure trip is OPERABLE (shen it satisfies
OPERABILITY requirementsdtem's (1)', (2), (3), and (4).

gr
9. Turbine Control Valve Fait Closure. Trio 011

Pressure--Low

Fast closure of the TCVs results in the loss of a heat
sink:that produces reactor pressure, neutron flux, and
heat flux transients-that must be limited.

Four charmels of TCV Fast Closure, Trip 011 Pressure--
Low function with two channels in each trip system are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that.no single
failure will preclude a scram from this function on
a valid signal. Fast closure of the turbine control
valves is determined by measuring the electro
hydraulic control fluid pressure at each control
valve. There is-one pressure transmitter associated

! -(continued)

( (continued)
y
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LCf with each control valve, the signal from each
wontinued) transmitter being assigned to a separate RPS logic

channel. Each trip system operates on a one-out-of-
two trip logic. The TCV Fast Closure, Trip 011
Pressure--Low ALLOWABLE VALUE is selected high enough
to detect iminent TCV fast closure but low enough so
as to not generate spurious trips due to normal system
pressure fluctuations.

Th6,A
0PERABL(Fast Closure, Trip 011 Pressure--Low trip isTCVe

4when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements
$1t% ems (,17; (2), (3), and (4).

dy
10.NReactArihodabitch--ShutdownPosition

- ww py w
The Reaft%Modei!$ witch--Shutdown Position provides
one sipsisyta,tho' manual scram channels to each of
the RPS triptsystems, which are redundant to the
automatic,protectiveAstrumentation channels, and
provides additionali sal reactor trip capability.
Twochanneig.ofRedel wHode Switch--Shutdown Position
with one channelsin h trip system, are available
and required to bFt0PERABLEcNProvision of one
OPERABLE channel jCsach trJp system is necessary to

provide a reactor tfip # 91b4failuYetcriterion required
& Thus, this function is not

required to meet theis
by GDC 21 (Ref. [2]).V 'O ' 't

A
Thereactormodeswitchalsobypasie e main steam

line isolation, APRM, and IRM kr mode switch has fourtQpsinsbmepositions.For these functions, the react
channels that are considered phrt of the affected
trip functions. For example, if the reactor mode
switch fails such that the APRM trip channel is
inappropriately bypassed, but the shutdown position
trip is still OPERABLE, the i,PRM channel is considered
inoperable and the conditions relevant to that
function are entered.

The Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdown Position trip is
OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirements
items (1), (2), (3;, and (4).

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

O BASES (continued)

LCO- _ _ .

11. Manual Scram
(continued)

The Manual Scram push button switches introduce
signals into the RPS trip systems that are redundant
to the automatic protective instrumentation channels
and provide manual reactor trip capability. There is
one manual scram switch for each of the four RPS logic
channels. The Manual Scram provides input to the

, gmanual RPS trip channel stand with the manual push
ge;buttonswitches. Four channels are required to be !

'gg'c' ORERABLEwithtwochannelsineachtripsystemto
ensure that the function is not disabled by a single

$ ,rindomfailure. In order to cause a scram it is
cnecessary that at least one switch in each trip systemQ

SlE&beA.tuated.gp g
45Thei; nuallScram trip is OPERABLE when it satisfies

'OPERABIL.ITY' requirements items -(l), (2), (3), and (4),
a##

(For thiRf&cilityntNJ)following support systems are
.

required OPER LFt6iessure RPS instrumentation

OPERABILITY:]@M is kW ~w a

O [Forthisfacilithhosehiredsupportsystemswhich
V upon their failure do tiotNresulthin-the RPS instrumentationr

c

being declared inoppableNand their justification, are as
W V 'ygfollows:]

(Forthisfacility,thesupportedhksimpactedby
the inoperability of the RPS Jtistrument'ation and the
justification- for whether orinet inoperability each declared
inoperable are as follows:] It should be noted that
LC0 3.3.1.1 may need to be augmented with additional
Conditions if it is determined that the RPS provides support
to other systems . included in the STS.

~

APPLICABILITY In. MODE l'the following RPS trip functions are required to
be OPERABLE because.the reactor is critical. The trips are.
designed to take the reactor subcritical, which maintains
the SLs during A00s, and assists the ECCS and ESF Systems in-
providing acceptable consequences during DBAs.

APRM Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power--High.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APRM Fixed Neutron Flux--High'

APPLICABILITY *

(continued)
APRM Downscale.

APRM Inop.

Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--High*

Reaptor Vessel Water Level--Low, level 3.

/Wh
.ftSIV--Closure.

' rywellt essure--High.

,.6% /&
ra# Dis,ch5tge'iemperatureDetector(RTD)TripUnit

Volume Water Level--High.

Resiitstance-

- ({1eatig
-

) Trip Unit
w

TSV--Closures (230%RTP{0
.

Q? d@d
TCV Fast Closurd% Trip" Oil Pressure--Low [130% RTP].

vg 4gp ,

ReactorModeSwitchgShutdgjosition.

Q:Manual Scram. j

4 daIn MODE 2 the following RPS trip %punctionopre required to
be OPERABLE because the reactor is criticaD4n this mode or
control rods may be withdrawn and the potenhal for
criticality exists. The trips are designed t'o take the
reactor subcritical, which maintaig?the SLs during A00s,
and assists the ECCS and ESF Systems in providing acceptable
consequences during DBAs.

IRM Neutron Flux--High*

IRM Inop.

APRM Neutron Flux--High, Setdown.

APRM Inop.

Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--High.

Reactor Vessel Water '_al--Low, level 3.

(continued)

scontinued)
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3

RPS Instrumenta' tion->

B 3.3.1.1 !

' BASES (continued)L.,
g

,

APPLICABILITY- Drywell Pressure--High.

(continued)m
Scram Discharge Volume Water Level--High+

L_ - RTD trip unit
- Float Switch Trip Unit

Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdown Position* i

n Manual Scram.

y

%gdnMDE 5 with any control rod. withdrawn' from a core cellcontaining one or more fuel assemblies, the following RPS
W M trip functions are required to be OPERABLE because in this

3MODECcontrol? rods may be withdrawn and the potential for
der.iticality exists. The trips are designed to take the
reactor 7subcritical, which maintains the SLs during A00s,
and,;asMsts the[ECCS and ESF Systems in providing acceptable
consequences |during DBAs.

IRMLNeu' tron Flux--High*

n nyj
IRM Inop % ,A?q+

~

.c c .:

(N ~ -APRMNeutrogfflux_-High?:Setdown+

)~ M h ~
,

APRM Inop efTg h+

y 19 N;i;
Scram Discharge Volume Water Level--High+

RTD Trip Unit CP s ' >-

Float Switch Trip Unit @ #-

W
Reactor' Mode Switch--Shu'tdown Position=

. Manual Scram.

for this facilit|/ the RPS Applicability _ bases for each
required function Lare as follows:

1. Intermediate Ranae Monitors

1.a. Neutron Flux--Hiah

The IRM scram is required to be OPERABLE during
. MODE 2 when control rods may be withdrawn and the
potential for criticality exists. In-MODE 5,
when a cell with fuel has -its -control -rod

(continued)

i (continued)-
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY withdrawn, the IRMs provide monitoring for and
(continued) protection against unexpected reactivity

excursions. In MODE 1, the APRM System and the
RWM provide protection against control rod
withdrawal error events thus the IRMs are not
required.

1. b . JD942

. #
fd,/ ;This function is required to be OPERABLE when theF I % Neutron Flux--High function is required to

6(!hr ensdre that appropriate monitoring for protectionk against ncutron flux excursions is available.

2. kUN e P Ranae Monitors
A% %

2.a.. Nautron Flur-'-Hiah. Setdownc

v Ws
The APitM Neutron, Flux--High, Setdown function is
requked to b
contrbbM@ar0PERABLE during MODE 2 and withthdf' awn from any core cell
containing"one g/more f.uel assemblies in MODE 5
because the potestialfon., criticality exists, and
thereforethrafisa'Intedforfunctionsthat9
monitor intermsdiatQlux rahges to be available
toterminatereKthit$sxcUdsjons. In MODE 1,
the APRM NeutronVFlux--Mtgh ftNtistion provides
protection against reactivity Arthsients and the
RWM protects against controhfred M thdrawal error
eventsandtheAPRMNeutroeFl'ux--High,Setdown
trip is not required. (j?

2.b. Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power--Hiah

The APRM Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power--
High fur: tion is required to be OPERABLE in MODE
1 when there is the possibility of generating 1
excessive thermal power and potentially exceeding j
the SL applicable to high pressure and core flow
conditions in LCO 2.1.2, " Safety Limits," during
MODES 2 and 5, other IRM and APRM functions
provide protection for fuel-cladding integrity

t and the APRM Flow Biased Simulated ihermal Power
L trip is not required.
1

(continued)

| (continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

:

/] BASES (continued)
g

APPLICABILITY 2.c. Fixed Neutron Flux--Hioh
(continued)

The APRM Fixed Neutron Flux--High function is
required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 where the
potential consequences of the analyzed transients
could result in the SLs (e.g., MCPR and reactor
vessel pressure) being exceeded. Although the
APRM Fixed Neutron Flux--High function is assumed

. in the CRD analysis, which is applicable in
..p@ MODE 2, the APRM Neutron Flux--High, Setdown

function conservatively bounds the assumed trip
# and together with the IRM trips provide adequate

pr.otection. Therefore, the APRM Fixed Neutronj

J --High function.is not required in MODE 2.

2/Mhbown'ble
ff;V % pp

Thid6nctionisrequiredtobeOPERABLE'whenthe*

@g eactor modesswitch is in run (MODE 1).P x %

T[{g!1N ility the'Applicabi?ity requirements
are+bised. 'the following:]-

1'y Sta
O 2.e. lopp M#

l' M,3k4
ThisFunctfipP u nellto be OPERABLE in the
MODES wher*fthe fuiic(4pns are required.
These applicability req nts have been
previously discussed % ns 2.a. 2.b, and
2.c. A *

*
, .

3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dom Pressure--Hioh

Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--High function
channels are required to-be OPERABLE in MODES I and 2
when the RCS is pressurized and the-potential for
pressure transients exists.

4. . Reactor Vessel Water level--Low. tevel 3

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low, Level 3 function
is required in MODES 1 and 2 because considerable
energy exists in the RCS which could result in the
limiting transients-and accidents. ECCS initiations

(continued)
.

(continued)

Og
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RPS Instrumentation
,

B 3.3.1.1
1

BASES (continued) |

,

APPLICASILITY at Low Low, level 2, arid Low, level 3, provide
(continued) sufficient protection for level transients in all

other Modes.

5. Main Steam Isolation Valve--Closure

MSIV--Closure function char:nels are required to be
OPERABLE in MODE 1. [For tnis facility the basis for
the Applicability requirements are as follows:] In
MODEi2nthe heat generation is low enough that the |

.other diverse scram functions provide sufficient
Apr'otection.

% 4
6.fIDrywelPpressure--Hiah I

w yr .x
The Drywell

_

M00ESil?and Pressure--High function is required in!2 when primary containment is required toi

be OPERABLE *and#when considerable energy exists in the
RCS, which could result in the limiting transients and
accidents e * ,sq,

' sy. -:
7. Scram Discharce=VolumsfNater Level--Hiah

TheScramDischargeiolume/WatErlevel--Highfunctionu

is required in MODES 1,ftf and 51when one or more
. control rods are withdrawn'from cells that contain
'

fuel. [For this facility the/Applicahility
requirements are based on the following:]

Ar $"3
8. Turbine Stoo Valve--Closure %y

The TSV--Closure function is required, consistent with
analysis assumptions, whenever the THERMAL POWER is
> 30% RTP. [For this facility, the basis for the
Applicability requirements are as follows:] There is
an automatic bypass of this trip function below the
turbine first-stage pressure value equivalent to
THERMAL POWER < 30% RTP since the Reactor Vessel Steam
Dome Pressure--High and the Neutron Flux--High
functions are adequate to maintain the necessary
safety margins.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

. BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY 9. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure. Trio 011
(continued)- Pressure--Low

The TCV Fast Closure, Trip 011 Pressure--Low function
is required consistent with the analysis, whenever the
THERMAL POWER is 2 30% RTP. -[For this facility the
basis for.the applicability requirements are as
follows:) The basis for the setpoint of this

hsk.automaticbypassisidentical-tothatdescribedfor
-

the TSV--Closure.
dm %
je10. Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdown Position

dk%
b b e 'Rea^ctor Mode switch--Shutdown Position function is-M 1.redSto be OPERABLE in MODES I and 2, and-in

15 wh'enicontrol rods in cells that contain one or
georeifueUns'semblies are withdrawn. [Forthis
Ofacilitykthe Applicability requirements are based on -
the following: L u
ManuniScr,am$,E9V .g

S11.
v%M ,

Manual Scrai, channels >;are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES l'and 2 ?andelniM00Ee5 when control rods.in
cells that dontainfone or more fuel assemblies are
withdrawn.-[For(this(facility,thebasisforthe
Applicability requirements isias, follows:]

M
A Note has been added to proVidO clarification that
for this LCO, each functionfs'pecified in Table
3.3.1.1-1 shall be treatedtas an independent entity
with' an independent Completion Time.

ACTIONS- In order for a facility to'take credit for topical reports
for the basis for justifying Completion Times, topical
reports should be supported by an NRC Staff Safety ;

Evaluation Report that establishes the acceptability-of each ;
Topical Report for that facility. '

A protection' function channel is inoperable whei it does not I

satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the chanr 31's function.
These criteria are outlir.ed for each function ni the LC0
section of the bases. The most common cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure or' drift of the bistable

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
(continued) by the plant-specific setpoint analysis.

Typically, the drift is found to be small and results in a
delay of actuation rather than a total loss of function.
Determination of setpoint drift is generally made during the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process
instrument is set up for adjustment to bring'it within
specification. If the trip setpoint is less conservative
than the^ ALLOWABLE VALVE in Table 3.3.1.1-1, the channel
must tiefdeclared inoperable immediately, and the appropriate
Cgndf tions fyom Table 3.3.1.1-1 must be entered immediately.

; ,em ,

In'the,eventaa channel's trip setpoint is found
nonconieHativelwith}respecttotheALLOWABLEVALUE,orthe
transmitterAinstrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or bistablesis Younddnoperable, then all affected functions
provided by'that1 channel must be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition en.teped for the.particular protection function
affected. w' n ,?

,s C & PgMs'*

When the number ofdinoperabib channels in a trip function
exceed those specifieduin:ene orfother related Conditions
associatedwithatripfunction%then..theplantisoutside
the safety analysis. There. fore /utC0'3;0.3 must be
immediately entered if app {j.cabl' Mn thefcurrent MODE ofe

yhoperation. W
sp.

Condition A , i ' M,
Condition A applies to each of the!RPS trip functions in
Table 3.3.1.1-1 for a single channel failure.

M
This is the preferred Action because it restores full
functional capability of the RPS. Reference 7 establishes
an acceptable basis for the 12-hour Completion Time.

M
If one RPS channel is inoperable in one or more functions,
startup or power operation is allowed to continue, provided
the inoperable channel (s) are tripped. The provision of
four trip channels allows one or both channels of a trip

|

(continued)'

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

/3 BASES-(continued)
T]

ACTIONS sys+em to be tripped during operations, placing the RPS in a
(continued) one-out-of-two coincidence logic ~ in the OPERABLE trip

system..

This is acceptable from an accident analysis standpoint, but--

it is poor operating practice. With one channel-in trip,
the plant is at risk that a single random failure will cause
a reactor trip and unnecessarily challenge-plant safety
systems. The 12-hour Completion Time to . trip the channel
haiisbeen evaluated and the reliability of the system shown' '

- sto be'tacceptable with a failed, but not tripped, channel for |
n

. Ta = 12-hour interval- (Ref. 7).
'

-

44
[c|}cfdnnelhn one trip system becomes inoperable when one

.

- Wor.g're channels in the opposite system are already in trip,
If

ime
s

placingithe inoperable-channel in trip will cause a. scram or
recirculation pump trip. A Note has been added to indicate
that RequiMAction A.2 is not. intended to force a scram ori

- |
a. recirculation pump trip. In this case, if Required- 1

Action A*.'Itcannot # ,4 s' required.set within-12 hours, then the shutdown

track of Condition *Ay
C

WQ
[ Plant-specific T5?will -incN.ide a discussion of the MSIV

-

closure trip, IRM trips,6TSV closure-trip, and reactor modea

& switchtripasreifted{to;iconditjonA.]
4
'

t,$ f $ $. ' \ @ %Condition B '

Condition B applies to multiple cN hfailures in all RPSn
functions. It ensures that trip; capability is maintained in
eachtripsystem-byrestoringsfunctionstoOPERABLEstatus
or.it requires'. inoperable channels to be placed in trip.
With more than one channel inoperable for any RPS function,
either by itself or together with single channel failures in-

other RPS _ functions, the RPS may not -be. capable of ,

_ performing its intended .f_ unction.
:?

fL1

In this-Required Action', " ensure" allows the-operator-time.-

to evaluate, repair, or. trip channels within 1 hour. Unless
the function is manual or reactor mode' switch, " Maintains-
trip capability" refers to the ability to provide automatic
scram for each function using combinations of OPERABLE and
tripped ' channels without having to also account for single'
failure. For a four-channel function, this would only

-

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS require one OPERABLE (or tripped) channel in each trip
(continued) system. [ Plant-specific TS will include discussion on MSIV

closure, IRM and TSV--Closure trip logic to explain.
" Maintains trip capability" means not required to meet the
single-failure criterion.]

The Completion Time of I hour is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to take corrective actions.

fL2
27'

,

Required Action B.2 ersures the RPS coincident logic is
restored to,bne trip system within 6 hours. This Action
limits the(time the RPS scram logic for any function wouldm

not accommodate; single failure (e.g., one-out-of-one and
one-out-of-one! arrangement for typical four-channel
function),f Theireduced' reliability of this logic

Parrangement was not? evaluated-in Reference 7 for the 12-hour
Completion Timeg~iWithin thes6-hour allowance, each function
will have all req 6 ired channels OPERABLE or in trip (or any

~

combination) in'one; trip" system. This provides an
equivalent level of' RPSxrelihbility to the 12-hour
Completion Time for Condition A which was evaluated and
found acceptable in Reference .7e For, both Required Action
B.1 and Required ActioO B.2,fif compliance with these
Required Actions requiresschann;elssandEtr,ip systems to be in
trip, the trip system with'the most' inoperable channels
shall be placed in trip or, alternatively;' All _ the
inoperative channels in that trip systems.shalbbe placed in
trip. If this action would result inia" scram ~ then the
Required Actions cannot be met. It?is permissible to place
the other trip system or its inoperhble channels in trip.

[ Plant-specific TS to indude a discussion of the a
! discussion of the context of this sentence for MSIV, IRM,

and turbine stop valve trip functions.]

| Condition C

Condition C applies to all RPS instrumentation functions.

L f_d

This Required Action directs entry into all remaining
Conditions (i.e., except A, B, or C). When any Required
Action of Condition A or B is not met and the associated

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

[~ BASES (contin"ad)
N

ACTIONS- Completion-Time has expired, the applicable Condition from
(continued) Table 3.3.1.1-1 must be entered for each function. The

applicable Condition specified in the table is function- and
mode-dependent and may change as the Required Action of a
previous Condition is completed. Each time an inoperable
channel has not met Required Action (s) of Condition A or B,
as applicable, and the associated Completion Time has

' expired, Condition C will be entered for that channel..

Co$dition D
,e J +

kpbConditi;non D applies to TSV--Closure and TCV Fast -Closure,
Trip Oll' Pressure--Low functions.

p( g y .c@p%
2p

M.M e. %. , :l

If the:requiredLnumber of channels are not restored to
OPERABLE st'atus or placed in trip within the alloweds

Completion / Time, the-plant must be placed in a MODE or other

hours is reason.able# niithich the LC0 does not apply.,2ba' sed on operating experience related
specified7c6ndition9 Two

to controlled toductWn of power and the time necessary, to-
reach the specified; Conditions.from full-power operation in

O an orderly manner,f arid witMut% challenging plant systems.
g ys g,

_

g w

gf % '. Condition E

Condition E applies to APRM Flow Blasied Simulated Thermal
-Power--High; APRM Fixed Neutron Flux-4tigh; APRM--Downscale,

andMSIV--Closurefunctions.J(vs~e%W

If the required number of channels are' not restored to
:0PERABLE- status or placed in trip within the' allowed

|. Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a' MODE or other
'

specified ' condition in which the LCO:does not apply. Six
hours is based on operating experience related to -a
controlled reduction of power and the time necessary, to
reach MODE 2 in an orderly manner and without challenging

,

|; plant systems,
g
|; -Condition F

. ' Condition F applies to IRM Neutron Flux--High (MODE 2);.IRM
.Inop (MODE. 2);- APRM Neutron Flux--liigh, Setdown (MODE 2);.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

!

| ACTIONS APRM Inop (MODES 1, 2); Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--
L (continued) High (MODES 1, 2); Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low, Level 3
| (MODES 1, 2); Drywell Pressure--High (MODES 1, 2); Scram

Discharge Volume Water Level--High (RTD Trip Unit and Floati

| Switch Trip Unit, MODES 1, 2); Reactor Mode. Switch--Shutdown
| Position (MODES 1, 2); and Manual Scram (MODES 1, 2)

functions.
'

L1 a
dNIfthisrequ%ired number of channels are not restored to

OPEMBLE status or placed in trip within the allowed

Completionfise, kin which the LC0 does not apply.
the plant must be placed in a MODE or other

| specifiediconditi Twelve
hourhis3 based;on'bperatingexperienceincontrolledL

reduction in!, power a d the time necessary, to reach MODE 3
in an orderly menner/nnd without challenging plant systems.

s yg
fp gg| Condition G

IRM Inop*)() MODE 5 'qsMb!RkMtron Flux--High (MODE 5(*));
Condition G ap

')PWRN).Neuro;APRMInop'(MODE 5p'3)nFlux--High,SetdownN$cramDischargeVolume(MODE 5

Water Kvel--High (RTDcTrip Unit;a@ float Switch Trip Unit

MODE 5 *(*}); Reactor Mods / Switch @Shutg)g
| n Position

(MODE 5 ; and Manual Sep(H0g5
m

U hh%
If the required number of channelsaahhbot rbtored to
OPERABLE status or placed in tri r'Within the allowed
Completion Time, the plant must )e 'placed in a MODE or other
specified condition in which the LC0 does not apply. This
is done by immediately inserting all insertable control rods
in core cells containing one-or more fuel assemblies.
Action must continue until all such control rods are fully
inserted.

Condition H

Condition H is applicable to each one of the RPS functions
presented 1. Table 3.3.1.1-1.

(continued)

(continued)

(a) With any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more
fuel assemblies.
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS lb.1
-(continued)

Required Action H.1 verifies that all required support
features associated with the other redundant channel (s) are
OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour. The specified
Completion Time is sufficient for plant operation personnel
to make this verification. If verification determines loss
of functional capability, LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately
entered. However, if the support feature LC0 or RPS LCO
takesMnto consideration the loss of function situation then

gtC03T3 ma
JW &

y not need to be entered.
'

N ,f NISURVEILLANCE
columnioffTablh, articular RPS function are found in the SRREQUIREMENTS ,3.1.1-1, for that function. Most
functions 4re rebject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TESTrand CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

4$ -

In order Wor a facil: to take credit for topical reports
for the bssissfo6] fying Surveillance Frequencies,
topical . rep &t' ? shou d'be supported by an' NRC staff Safetys

. EvaluationReportithatestablishestheacceptabilityofeach
topical report fo th dlit j

Note 2hasbeenaddeddot4SRskf,thisLC0_toprovidethat
f

a channel may be plabsd in- hfinoperable status for up to
6 hours for' required surveillance without placing the trip
system in trip- provided at leasteboe OPERABLE channel in the
same trip system is monitoring [that par'ameter. This Note is
based on the RPS reliabilitytehalysis (Ref. 7) assumption
that 6 hours is the average time required to perform channel

- surveill ance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6-hour
testing allowance does not significantly reduce the
probability that the RPS will trip when necessary.

=

It is not acceptable to routinely remove channels from ;

service for more than 6 hours to perform required
surveillance testing. Such a practice would be contrary to
the assumptions of the reliability analysis that justified
LC0 Completion Times.

SR 3.3.1.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

(continued)

(v) (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
REQUIREMENTS _ one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. it is

(continued) based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels or even something more serious. CHANNEL |
CHECK will detect gross channel failure, thus it is key to
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

49 %Agnementcrjteria-aredeterminedbytheplantstaffbased
och Tcombinatibn of the channel instrument uncertainties,
in udingdj61atitis, indication, and readability. If a
chandeliis% utsidehthe. match critoria, it may be an
indication thstMhe 'tfansmitter or the signal processing
equipmenteh*aVdrjf.ted(obtside its limit. If the channels
are withinithe matcO criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during tfpes whencsliiseillances are required, the
CHANNEL CHECK wil)lgonlyWEpify that they are off scale in
the same directionF0ff scile low, current-loop channels are
verified to be reading 1,ithe bottom of the range and nott

failed downscale. /$ Afy%;s
9/The Surveillance Frequencyd, <ab@out@once#every shift, is based

onoperatingexperiencethatdemonstratssftherarityof
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected outright chahnsl' failure is
limited to 12 hours.- Since the probability of two random
failures in redundant channels within'any 12 hour period is
low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of
protective function due to failure of redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent
checks of channel 0PERABILITY during normal operational use
of the displays associated with the LC0 required channels.

SR 3.3.1.1.2

To ensure that the APRMs are accurately indicating the-true
core average power, the APRMs are calibrated to reactor
power calculated from a heat balance. [LC0 3.2.4 ensures
that APRM setpoints are adjusted such that MAXIMUM FRACTION
OF LIMITING POWER DENSITY (MFLPD) is less than or equal to
fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP): In accordance with
the Core Operating Limits Report for this plant, LC0 3.2.4

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

/ BASLS (continued)
A

SVRVEILLANCE allows the APRMs to be reading greater than actual THERMAL
REQUIREMENTS POWER to compensate for localized power peaking. When this

(continued) adjustment is made, the requirement for the APRMs to
indicate within 2% RTP of calculated power is modified to
require the APRMs to indicate within 2% RTP of calculated
MFLPD.] The Frequency of once per 7 days is based on minor
changes in LPRM sensitivity, which could affect the APRM
reading between performances of SR 3.3.1.8, LPRM
calibrations.
4%+!

/ENoteIQ$because[is provided which only requires the SR at 2 25% RTP?lt is difficult to accurately determine core THERMAL
hi? POWERJrom a. heat balance.[For this facility, accurate

% measurement %f core THERMAL POWER at > 25% RTP is based on
I he5fol]oWingt]tt

M11, %
(Forathi's% facility, the bases for possible calibration
errots < 255tRTP and how RPS capability is maintained in
spite of .these errors. are as follows:]

qv -j';P4
SR 3. 3.1.'l . 3

VV s ig ,

The APRM. Flow Biasedfsimulated Thermal Power--High function
( uses the recirculation loop %jve flows to vary the trip
,' setpoint. This SRTensurestthatEthe flow signal used to vary,

the setpoint is appropriatsly cilerated and therefore will
accurately reflect the requ'irsd sdtpoint as a function of
fl ow,

.@gg%
y

y
[For this- facility, the 7-day,SR) frequency basis is as
follows:] (f
SR 3.3.1.1.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 7 days on the
IRM and APRM functions required in MODE 2 to ensure that the
entire channel will perform its function when required. A
test Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of
system average unavailability over the surveillance test
interval.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
as practicable and verifies required trip, interlocks, and

j alarms function when the input is beyond the trip point.

(continued)

} (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Where the design has made provisions for including sensors
REQUIREMENTS in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be

(continued) inserted at that point. "As found" and "as left" values for
bistable-trip setpoints are recorded. Bistable setpoints
must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
LCO. The difference between the current "as found" and the
previous "as left" setpoints must be within the drift

L allowance used in the setpoint analysis. Recalibration of
the bistable setpoint restores the OPERABILITY of an

| otherwisM. functional component.that does not meet these
critarda! Hneever, repeated failures of the same channel
ovaf;7small(! number of test intervals should be evaluated as

L p%entially dicating a deterministic failure which cannot
be 't by ibration.

! If, during M NEL90NCTIONALTEST,theassociatedtrip
setting isJdhicistreddo be less conservative than the
ALLOWABLE VALUE Sedfied in Table 3.3.1.1-1, the channel
must be declaredMooperableg The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.4
allows entry itite'MODEJ ' .sMODE 1 since testing of thei

MODE 2 required''I@'^Hf4hdf pfunctionscannotbeperformed'

in MODE 1 without uti U ting umper.s, lifted leads, or
moveable links. The SR itutt be parformed within 12 hours

after entering MODE 2 fEevi MODE {nldQV g% %
Twelve hours is a reasonakletiin$h bas %on operating

$4,experience, to complete ths'SR. V

SR 3.3.1.1 5 g J>

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perfor byery7danonIRM
and APRM functions required in MODE'S with any control rod
withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel
assemblies to ensure that the entire channel will perform
its function when required. A' Frequency of 7 days provides!

an acceptable level of system average availability over the
,

| surveillance test interval.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifles the functioning of the
|- trip, interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The
| CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST SR test basis is discussed above in

SR 3.3.1.1.4.

(continued)

(continued)

| 9
|
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1 ,

|

O BASES (continued)
\,3 i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7 |
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The overlap between SRMs and IRMs is t equired to be
demonstrated to ensure that reactor power will not be
increased into a neutron flux region without adequate
indication. This is required each time the transition from
SRMs to IPMs is made. These surveillances are established 1

to ensure that no gaps in flux indication from subcritical I
to power operation exist for monitoring core reactivity

%stAtllesen N ucing power into the IRM range.On power increases,
The overlap between IRMs and APRMs is of concern

~ the system design will prevent further increases (by
m initi3t(ng a, rod block) if adequate overlap is not

amaintiaine difor this facility, the basis for the 7-day
ifrequbn fen 5R 3.3.1.1.7 is as follows:]
SR 3 $iSB S

194W .

*

LPRM gainaaktings ara determined from the local fluxs
profileshness Qtse Transversing Incore Probe (TIP)
System. Thi + ')~dbs the relative local flux profile
for appropri i entative input to the APRM system.
The-1000 MWD /T S 11ancefrequencyisbasedonLPRM
sensitivity chan 39g

fSR 3.3.1.1.9

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is perf .every 92 days to
hQensure the entire channel will

ncy i'tts function whenrequired. The Surveillance F s based on a
reliability analysis (Ref. 7))B'

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifles the function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST SR test basis is discussed above in
SR 3.3.1.1.4.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the APRM Flow Biased
Simulated Thermal Power--High function includes testing the
turbine first-stage pressure bypass channels. -[For this
facility, the surveillance test acceptance criteria are as
follows:]

(continued)

(continued)

|
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RPS Instrumentation |
B 3.3.1.1 i

!
'

BASES.(continued)

:

SURVEILLANCE ISR 3.3.1.1.101,

|- REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Calibration of trip units consists of a test to determine
actual trip setpoints. Trip setpoints are adjusted if found
to be outside the "as found" acceptance limits. If, during
trip unit calibration, the associated trip setting is
discovered to be less conservative than the specified |

'

ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel must be declared inoperable.
Measurerent_ and setpoint error determination and |

readjustentomust be performed consistent with the |
assumptidns of the plant-specific setpoint analysis. |

:

| ThefSurveillknce rrequency of 92 days is based on the !

ass' Gtionsief thef reliability analysis and on assumptions Iu;
in thh metKdolog71ncluded in the determination of the trip
setpoint sri 3?3.1.1;10 and SR 3.3.1.1.9 are often
perforr.edcsiniultaneously using a common procedure.

<- .g
';

L M S3_ 3.3.1.1.11 e

A CHANNEL CALIB ATIO Cis % h$rmed every 6 months for APRM ;

| trip functions exceptiforidownscale and inop. The 6-month '

assumption is made in the determination of the magnitude of
equipment drift in the ,setpoint2 analysis. This test is a
complete check of the instrument? chann~ l, excluding thee

Ig g. is;, |

ssensor.
.

The test verifies the channel responds to1 measured parameter
values with the necessary range and accuracy @ CHANNEL

: CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted"to account for I

instrument drift between successiveytests, to ensure that I

the instrument channel remains operational with the setpoint
,

within the assumptions of the. plant-specific setpoint I

analysis. Transmitter "as found!' and "as left" values are
recorded and used te verify drift assumptions. For OPERABLE !

'

channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that measurement I

|
errors and bistable setpoints errors are within the ,

L assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis. I

I Measurement and setpoint error determination and |

| readjustment must be performed consistent with the
,

L assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis.
i

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise'

! functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number

(continued)

(contir.ued)
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RPS Instrumentation i

lB 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)
x

SURVEILLANCE of test intervals must be considered as potentially
REQJIREMENTS indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected

(continued) by recalibration.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of a
6-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION
because they are passive devices, with minimal drift, and

abecause of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal.
gELChangesiin detector sensitivity are compensated for by

W, perfoMeg the 7-day calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2)
Mandethe'1000 MWD /T LPRM calibration against the TIPS

'98RT.3,lt1.8)A
Ai b

SR 13|l'il:12 Al
ggy-

A CHANNEL,,FWCTIONAL,IEST is performed every 18 months to
ensure that"the enti p channel will perform its intended-

function When:needed,W
y9% g

A CHANNEL FUNCT10mQTEST,vehifies the function of the trip,
interlock, and alarti functionsief the channel. The C hNNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST SRPtest; basis walpreviously discusse i in
SR 3.3.1.1.4. @< / %h Ay Q
The 18-month Frequency was develo)ed[considering that it is
prudent that these surveillances M performed only during a
plant outage. This is due to the* plant' conditions needed to
perform the Surveillance andethe potential for unplanned
plant transients if the Surveillance is performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at
the 18-month frequency.

SR 3.3.1.1.13

A CHANNEL CAllBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
approximately at every refueling. The Surveillance
Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18-month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. CHANNEL
CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel
including the detector. The CHANFEL CAllBRATION SR testing
basis was previously discussed in f,R 3.3.1.1.11.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, renoved and
REQUIREMENTS calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,

(continued) laboratory-calibrated, unit.

A Note has been added that the neutron detectors may be
excludeo from the CHANNEL CAllBRATION because a meaningful
calibratie signal cannat be readily generated. The
detectors are fission chambers that are calibrated in the
laboratory. The lifetime of the detector is determined by
the Environmental Qualification Program. The detector will
be periodically replaced based on this predetermined
lifetime. Detector failure causes total loss of signal
rather than drif t to wrong indication. Changes in detector
sensitivity are compensated for by performing the 7-day
calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the 1000 MWD /T
LPRM calibration.agai st the TIPS (SR 3.3.1.1.8).

SR 3.3.1.i'.14 ,m

The APRM Flow Bia d SimulatNd Thermal Power--High function
uses an electronic filter ^ circuit to generate a signal
proportional to the cope _ thermal power from the APRM neutron
flux signal. This filter circuit is representative of the
fuel heat transfer dynamics that produce the relationship 4
between the neutron flux;and~the. core thermal power. The
filter time constant must4be: verified to' ensure thht the
channel is accurately reflecting the desired parameter,

n~
[For this facility, the Surveillance frequency is based on

'

the following:]
. 'n
"

R 3.3.1.1.15

Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the OPERABILITY ef the required logic for a specific
channel. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests all logic
components (i.e., all relays and contacts, all trip units,
solid state logic clements, etc.) of a logic circuit, from
sensor up to the actuated device. The functional testing of
control rods, in LC0 3.1.3, and of SDV vent and drain
valves, in LC0 3.1.8, overlaps this test to provide complete
testing of the measurement safety function.

The 18-month Frequency was develo)ed considering that it is
prudent that these surveillances se performed only during a
plant outage. This is due to the plant conditions needed

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE to perform the Surveillance and the potential for unplanned
REQUIREMENTS plant transients if the Surveillance is performed with the

(continued) reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performad at
the 18-month frequency.

SR 3.3.1.1.16

This SR ensures that scrams initiated from the TSV Closure
and TCV f ast Closure, Trip 011 Pressure--Low functions will
not be inadvertently bypassed when at > 30% RTP. If

bypassedi the affected functions must be declared inoperable
and the~ appropriate Required Actions taken, or,

7' alternatively, the bypass channel can be placed in the
~

conservative condition (nonbypass). If placed in the
nonbypass' condition, this SR is met and no additional
actions are,reouired.

(for this, facility, the 18-month Surveillance frequency is
asfollows:]

SR 3. 3.1. l'.T7 ,''

/ ;

Q]~y
This SR ensures thai the-'6hannel actuation response times/
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis. tIndividual component response times are
not modeled in the analyses. The analyses model the overall,
or total elapsed time from the point-at which the parameter
exceeds the analytical limit at the sensor to the point of
rod insertion. This test may beDperformed in one
measurement or in overlapping segments, with verification
that all components are tested. The RPS RESPONSE TIME
limits are specified in Reference 6.

A Note to the surveillance indicates that neutron detectors
may be excluded from RPS RESPONSE TIME testing. This Note
is necessary because of the difficulty of generating an
appropriate detector input signal. Slow changes in detector
sensitivity are compensated for by performing the daily
calorimetric calibration SR 3.3.1.1.2 and the LPRM
calibration against TIPS (SR 3.3.1.1.8). Excluding the
detectors is acceptable because the principles of detector
operation tcgether with the calibrations against heat
balance calculations and incore detectors usually ensure an
instantaneous response.

(continued)

c (continued)
k
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Response time tests are conducted on an 18-month STAGGERED
REQUIREMENTS TEST BASIS. This results in the interval between successive

(continued) tests of a given channel of n x 18 months, where n is the
number of channels per trip system in the function. Testing
of the final actuation devices in a trip system, which make
up the bulk of the response time, is included in the testing
of each channel. Therefore, staggered testing results in
response time verification of these devices every 18 months.
The 18-month Frequency is based on plant operating
experience,which shows that random failures of
instrumentation co.uponents causing serious response time
degradation,!but not channel failure, are infrequent
06currences.;1 Response time cannot be determined at power
since equipmeht operation is required

W;o ,;j ,.

.O ,( V ,,

REFERENCES 1. (UnitName[FSARfSection[ ], "[ Title) ."

Title 10,4CodeofjedehlRegulations,Part50,2.
Appendix A7 " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants." P Q ij g

u. , n:,
3. (Unit Name] Plant-Speci ,Setp nt Methodology.

4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulat' ions, Part 50.49,
" Environmental Qualifitations?of Electrical Equipment
importanttoSafetyforNuclearPowerfants."

'w 09
5. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, IEEE

Standard 279-1971, ' Criteria for' Protection Systems'

for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," April 5,1972.

6. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section (7], "[ Title)."

7. NEDC-30851-P-A, " Technical Specification Improvement
Analyses for BWR Reactor Protection System,"
March 1988.
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.1.2 Source Ranoe Monitor (SRM) Instrumentation

'

BASES
..

BACKGROUND The SRMs provide the operator with information relative to
the neutron flux level at very low levels in the core. As
such, the SRM indication is used by the operator to monitor
the:Uproach to criticality and determine when criticality

fis~actieved. The SRMs are maintained fully inserted until
g;thecountrateisgreaterthanaminimum-allowedcountrate
W (a coptrol rod block is set at this condition). After SRM
kand-Intermediate Rmae Monitor (IRM) overlap is demonstrated

tas'reputrad'by SR 3.3.1.1.6, the SRMs are normally fully
withdfamnfrom^1thecore.

#."%. .

The SRM subsystem of the Neutron Monitoring System (NMS)
consists ofcfour channels. Each of the SRM channels can be
bypassedbone at a:tiest by the operation of a bypass
switch. Eachschanne N ncludes one detector that can be
physically positjenedMn the core. Each detector assembly
consists of a miniature fission chamber with associated

( cabling, signal-conditioning" equipment, and electronics
' associated with the various, SRMifunctions, including

indication, alarm, and' control rod > blocks. This LCO
specifies OPERABILITY requirements 4mly for the monitoring

conditioning equipment convarts ,the%sThe signal-
and indication functions of the SRMs

urrent pulses from the
fission chamber to analog DC currents that correspond to the
count rate. <f
During refueling, shutdown, and low-power operations, the
primay indication of neutron flux levels is provided by the
SRMs cr special movable detectors connected to the normal
SRM circuits. The SRMs provide monitoring of reactivity
changes during fuel or control rod movement and give the
control room operator early indication of unexpected
subcritical multiplication that could be indicative of an
approach to criticality. When the Reactor Protection System
(RPS) shorting links are removed, the SRMs also provide
added protection against local criticalities by providing an
initiating signal for a noncoincidence reactor scram on high
neutron flux. However, the SRM instrumentation is

(continued)

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

S .coritinued)

BACKGROUND electrically independent of the RPS and as such they are not
(continued) provided as functions listed in Table 3.3.1.1-1, "RPS

Instrumentation."

APPLICABLE The SRMs provide the only on-scale monitoring of neutron
SAFETY ANALYSES flux levels during startup and refueling, and provide added

protection-(scram) against reactivity excursions when the
RPSshortingJinksareremoved.
y .s

Prevention and' mitigation of prompt reactivity excursions|
'

dur'ing refueling 4% low-power operation is also provided by
LC0 3.9;1,i" Refueling , Interlocks," LC0 3.1.1, " Shutdown

| Margin," LCO 3.3;1.lh *RPS Instrumentation, IRM Neutron
Flux--Highrand APRM Neutron Flux--High Trip Functions," and
LC0 3.3.2.1, "ControlcRod Block Instrumentation."

e ,s

The SRM instrumentation sati-sfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Interim Policy $tatement*/],@

- ~g g ,

LCO The LC0 requires all in ms tjonperformingthesource
! range neutron monitoring functiot to beo0PERABLE. Failure

of any of the required channels renders the SRM
instrumentation inoperable and reduces the; reliability of
the affected functton.

|
.

t
|u

| The LC0 on SRM instrumentation ensures that each of the
| following requ.rements are met:
|

| 1. During startup in MODE 2, (three] of the four SRM
| channels are required to be OPERABLE to monitor the
'

reactor flux level prior to and during control rod
withdrawal, to monitor suberitical multiplication and
reactor criticality, and to monitor neutron flux level
and reactor period [until the flux level is sufficient
to maintain the IRM on range 2 or above). For this
facility, all but one of the channels are required in
order to provide a representation of the overall core
response during those periods when reactivity changes
are occurring throughout the core.

(continued)

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

,

BASES (continued)

LCO 2. In MODES 3 and 4, with the reactor shut down, two SRM
(continued) channels provide redundant monitoring of flux levels

in the core.

3. In MODE 5, Note (b) to Table 3.3.1.2-1 states that
each SRM is not required to be OPERABLE until after
four fuel assemblies have been loaded adjacent to the

95RM in the four locations next to the SRM dry tube and
kif no other fuel assemblies are in the as::ociated coreg/y quadrant. With four fuel assemblies or fewer loaded

Af arosnd each SRM, even with a control rod withdrawn,
the configuration will not be critical. During aW r

%wwdcampletsrcore offload, an SRM outside the fueledregion still no longer be required to be OPERABLE since
it iLnotiapable of monitoring neutron flux in the

elfueled regten of the core. Thus, CORE ALTERATIONS are
"lillowedinsaquadrantwithnoOPERABLESRMinan
adjacent quadrant:provided Table 3.3.1.2-1 Note (d)
reqtiirbmentsp' [the bundles being loaded or removed
are il hieuess a fueled region containing at least
one OPERABLf3S / are met.

%f A
O. In non-spiral roqttee operations, two SRMs are required to
(/ be OPERABLE to providerredundant" monitoring of reactivity

changes occurring i gth6 reactor"gete. Because of the local
nature of reactivity thangeNduring; refueling, adequate
coverage is provided by requiring one;ERM to be OPERABLE in
the quadrant of the reactor coretwherd,f4RE ALTERATIONS are
being performed and the other,SRM'to be'0PERABLE in an
adjacent quadrant. Theseresvirementsensurethatthe
reactivity of the core will be continuously monitored during
CORE ALTERATIONS.

Special movable detectors, according to Note (c) of
Table 3.3.1.2-1, may be used during CORE ALTERATIONS in
place of the normal SRM nuclear detectors. These special
detectors must be connected to the normal SRM circuits in
the NHS such that the applicable neutron flux indication,
control rod blocks, and scram signal can be generated.
These special detectors provide more flexibility in
monitoring reactivity changes during fuel loading since they
can be positioned anywhere within the core during refueling.
They must still meet the location requirements of SR 3.3.1.2
and all other surveillance requirements for SRMs.

(continued)

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 Continuous visual indication of the output of these
(continued) detectors in the control room is implicitly required for

OPERABLE monitoring capability.

(for this facility, an OPERABLE SRM, or special movable
detector used in place of an SRM, constitutes the
following:]

[For t.his facility, the following support systems are
required ~to bo.0PERABLE to ensure SRM or special movable
detector OPERMILITY:]

(fdhthisfacklity,othoserequiredsupportsystemswhich,
upon their'failuren do not result in the SRMs or saccial
movable detectors being declared inoperable, and t1eir
justification are,as follows:)

<&
_

'

,)~^^ }_
.

InMODE1,theiverakpd[errangemonitorsprovideadequate
monitoringofreactivity,cha)ngesinthecore;therefore,theAPPLICABILITY

SRMs are not required." Furthermore, the SRMs are of f-scale
high except at the lowef extreme |of MODE 1. In MODE 2, with
IRMs on range 2 or abova?' thfIRMs pro' vide adequate
monitoring and the SRMs are;not requiredt The SRMs are
required to be OPERABLE in'HODES 2, 3, 4 Wand 5 prior to the
IRMs being on-scale on range 3 to provida'fsr neutron
monitoring. #%
ANotehasbeenaddedtoprovidecladficationthat
Condition A and Condition B shall be treated as a single
entity with a single Completion Time.

ACTIONS In the event a channel's Surveillance test results are found
non-conservative with respect to the norm, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal-processing electronics,
or trip unit is found inoperable, then all affected
functions provided by that channel must be declared
inoperable and the LCO Condition entered for the particular
function affected.

(continued)

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued),

ACTIONS Condition A, Condition B, and Condition C apply to SRMs in
(continued) MODE 2 with IRMs on range 2 or below. Condition D applies

to SRMs in MODE 3 or MODE 4. Condition E applies to SRMs in
MODE 5.

Condition A and Condition B

In, MODE 2 with the IRMs on range 2 or below, SRMs provide
the means of monitoring core reactivity and criticality.

f With anyinumber of the re@ ired SRMs inoperable, the ability
gJto monitor neutron flux is degraded. Therefore, a limited
W time is ' allowed to restore the inoperable channels to

%0PERABLEstatus.
%a- p3

Provided:at least,one SRM remains OPERABLE, Required
Action:A.11 allows;4 hours to restore the required SRMs to
OPERABLE status. This time is reasonable because there is
adequate capability. remaining to monitor the core, there is
limited risk of.an event during this time, and there is
sufficient timeLto"take corrective actions to restore the
required SRMs'to! OPERABLE status or to establish alternate
IRMmonitoringcapability.iDuringthistimecontrolrod
withdrawal and power ~ increasdds not precluded by this,
Required Action. M aving!the ability to monitor the cores

withatleastoneSR(while:prochedingto1RMrange3or
greater (with overlap required by SR$3.3.1.1.6), it is
acceptable to exit the Applicability of this LC0 and tos
ensure adequate core monitoring and'hllow continued
operation. g

yp
With all required SRMs inoperable, Required Action 8.1
allows no positive changes in reactivity (control rod
withdrawal must be immediately suspended) due to inability
to monitor the changes. Required Action B.2 allows 4 hours
to restore monitoring capability prior to requiring control
rod insertion. This allowance is based on the limited risk
of an event during this time, provided that no control rod
withdrawals are allowed, and the desire to concentrate
efforts on repair rather than to-immediately shut down with
no SRMs OPERABLE.

Condition C

In MODE 2, if the minimum number of SRM channels is not
restored to OPERABLE status within the allowed Completion

(continued)
/

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Time, the reactor shall be placed in MODE 3. With all
(continued) control rods fully inserted, the core is in its least

reactive state with the most margin to criticality. The
12-hour Completion Time to reach MODE 3 is reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

Condition D
c%

With.one or two required SRM channels inoperable in MODES 3
or;4,Vthe neutron flux monitoring capability is degraded or
nonexistent.tThe requirement to fully insert all insertable
controtrods--ensures that the reactor will be at its minimum
reactivity: level while neutron monitoring capability is not
available. . Placing the, reactor mode switch in shutdown
prevents subseqhent control rod withdrawal by maintaining a
control rod blockinThe 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient
to accomplish the-Required Action and takes into account the
low probability;of an.eventir6 quiring the SRM cccurring
during this intdrval E ' W '

en 3
Condition E , , , ' j,y

Withfewe.thantherequired robOPERABLESRMchannels
during MODE 5, the ability |to detect local reactivity
changes in the core during refueling is ' degraded. CORE
ALTERATI06 must be suspended, and all insertable control
rods in core cells containing one or more 'fue1~ assemblies
must be fully inserted. Suspending CORE ALTERATIONS
prevents the two most probable causes'of reactivity changes,
fuel loading and control rod withdr&wal, from occurring.
Inserting all insertable control rods ensures that the
reactor will be at its minimum reactivity given that fuel is
present in the core. Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall
not preclude completion of the movement of a component to a
safe, conservative position. Action must be initiated and
efforts continued to restore the required SRMs to OPERABLE
status. Required Action E.3 is provided to assure that the
condition of two required SRMs inoperable and the vessel
head removed is not construcel as an acceptable plant
condition allowed even if operations were to be suspended.
Entry into MODE 5 without the required SRM channels OPERABLE
is not allowed per LCO 3.0.4. Immediate action is required
to minimize the time that the plant is exposed to the risk
of an undetected reactivity increase.

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

C
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular SRM function are found in the
REQUIREMENTS SR column of Table 3.3.1.2-1 for that function.

SR 3.3.1.2.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on another channel. It

Ats/ based,on the assumption that instruheent channels
jpTmonitoring the same parameter should read approximately the

%f same yitue. hannels could be an indication of excessive
Significant deviations between the two

instrumsnt<c
tg4nstebmontsdrWt in one of the channels or even something

more seH ous. " CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel
failhe'," thusjt:;is key to verifying that the
instrumentationicontinues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. e

Agreement'criteriaire;hW ,4Q
determined by the plant staff based

on a combination?of(the channel instrument uncertainties,

channel is outside($ indication, and readability.
including isolation If a

the matck eriteria, it may be ane

( indication that thE transmitte Kor the signal processing

equipmenthasdriftedfootside.|itsrlimit.it'islan indication that theIf the channels
are within the match'triterla
channels are OPERABLE. f@t

!
The surveillance interval, aboube ? %nce eiery shift, is based
on operating experience thattdem'onstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected outright channel failure is
limited to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random
failures in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is low,
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective
function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

(continued)

(continued)

i

!
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SRM Instrumen otion
B 3.5 1.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) To provide adequate coverage of potential reactivity changes
in the core, one SRM is required to be OPERABLE in the
quadrant where CORE ALTERATIONS are being performed; the
other OPERABLE SRM must be in an adjacent quadrant. Note 1
states that the SR is required only during CORE ALTERATIONS.
This surveillance is a review of plant logs to assure that
SRMs required OPERABLE for given CORE ALTERATIONS are in
placeb/,In the event that only one SRM is required to be
OPERADt.E, per Jable 3.3.1.2-1, footnote d, only the portion
oNthis SR chering the fueled region is required. Note 2
clahificssthat tha three verifications do not requirec

separate:SRMs to;beJ0P.ERABLE. The 12-hour Surveillance
Frequencyisdaaeduponoperatingex)erienceatthis
facility in' ftlelthandling and that tie core configuration
does not significantly change within 12 hours. SR 3.3.1.2.2
supplements operational cor,trols over refueling activities
that include steps to, ensure the channels required by the
LC0 are OPERABLE.g K e'j'[

s.Y,x ,n
.7 flSR 3.3.1.2.3.

SR 3.3.1.2.3 involves t perf n of a CHANNEL CHECK. A
CHANNELCHECKbasisisdiscusiedynSR'303.1.2.1.

% qF y
The surveillance interval, once every 24< hours, is based on
o3erating experience that demonstrates the farity of more
tian one channel randomly failing w.ithhi the same time
interval. Thus, this SR ensures that'an undetected loss of
function is unlikely, and that loss'of redundancy will be
identified within 24 hours.

[For this facility, the basis for the 24-hour CHANNEL CHECK
in MODES 3 and 4 being acceptable is as follows:]

SR 3.3.1.2.4 >

This surveillance is a review of the plant SRM instrument
logs to ensure that the SRM reading is greater than a
specified minimum count rate, which ensures that the
detectors are indicating count rates indicative of neutron
flux levels within the core. Verification of the signal-to-
noise ratio also ensures that the detectors are inserted to
a normal operating level. The SRM system is designed to

(continued)

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

/m

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE provide a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 2:1 and a count
REQVIREMENTS rate of at least 3 counts per second (cps) with all control

(continued) rods fully inserted prior to initial power operation
(neutron sources and detectors together). For a signal-to-
noise ratto of 20:1, the count rate must be at least
0.7 cps. (For this facility, the bases for count rate and
signal-to-noise ratio are as follows:] In a fully withdrawn
condition, the detectors are sufficiently removed from the
feeled region of the core to essentially eliminate neutrons

X from reaching the detector. Any count rate obtained while
g Othe detectors are fully withdrawn is assumed to be noiseonly.

p ; w'g j. g
sr

M en no, reactivity changes are in progress, the Frequency is
relaxedjfrom 12| hours to 24 hours. The Frequency takes into
account'channe)Qedundancy and other information available
in the controluroom.

p j[p;;fSR 3.3.1
y

Performance \n .of T CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates that
the associated channel wlWfunction properly. This SR is

/7 performed in MODE /5f and?t W 7sday Frequency ensures that
() the channels are DPERA8LE[tehilbicore reactivity changes are

in progress. This Stequench is retsonable, based on
operating experience'and other survet] lances, such as a
CHANNEL CHECK, that provide assuranceJef proper functioning
between CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTSG(Atithis facility, the
following bistable functions are/ included in the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONALTEST:] s

SR 3.3.1.2.6

Performance of a CHANNr.L FUNC110NAL TEST demonstrates that
the associated channel will function properly. The
Surveillance Frequency allows entry into the specified
condition of the Applicability (THERMAL POWER decrease to
IRM range 2 or below). The SR must be performed within
12 hours of entering MODE 2 with IRMs on range 2 or below,
if the 31-day Frequency is not met, compliance with SR 3.0.2
is required, The 31-day frequency is based on operating
experience at this facility and on other surveillances (such
as CHANNEL CHECK) that provide assurance of proper
functioning between CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS. The exception
to enter the Applicability with the 31-day Frequency not met

(continued)

(continued)s
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE is reasonable, based on the limited time of 12 hours allowed
REQUIREMENTS after entering the Applicability and the inability to

(continued) perform the surveillance while at higher power levels.
Although the surveillance could be performed while on IRM
range 3, the plant would not be expected to maintain steady-
stat: operation at this power level. In this event, the
12-h r Frequency is reasonable, based on the SRMs being
otherwise verified to be OPERABLE (i.e., satisfactorily
performtro the CHANNEL CHECK) and the time required to
perform; tie 'curveill ances.

SR 3.3.1.2 1

Perfbrmanbe"ofja(CHANNELCAllBRATIONataFrequencyof18
months verifies the performance of the SRM detectors and
associated circuitry,;1

;w
The Frequency considers the unit conditions required to
perform the test,'the., ease of| performing the test, and a
likelihood of a'changeLin the' system or component status.
The neutron detectors' may be' excluded from the CHANNEL
CALIBRATION because they cannot.befadjusted. The detectors
are fission chambers thattare,chlibrated in the laboratory.
The lifetime of the detector <is| determined by the
Environmental Qualification Program. The. detector will be
periodically replaced based on this' predetermined lifetime.
Detector failure causes total loss of signalSrather than
drift to wrong indication. . ' /' N|;-s

s:
s

REFERENCES None.

O
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2.1 [ontrol Rod Block Intr _umentation

BASES
__

BACKGROUND Control rods provide the primary means for control of
reactivity changes. Control rod block instrumentation
includes channel sensors, logic circuitry, load drivers,
:, witches and relays that are designed to ensure that

Jspecified fuel design limits are not exceeded for postulated
control' rod withdrawal error events. During low-powerj
operations, control rod block instrumentation enforcesy

1specif.ic control rod sequences designed to mitigate theJ

' consequences' off the control rod drop accident (CRDA).
Duringeshutdown: conditions, control rod block
instrumentation' inserts withdrawal blocks to ensure that all
control rods | remain inserted to prevent inadvertent
criticalities.

,

The rod bl'ock'monito'ri(RBM) supplies a trip signal to the
Reactor Manual' Control' System (RMCS) to appropriately
inhibit control rod' withdrawal during power operation abova

O the low-power se'; point.jThe' RBN has two channels, either of
which can initiate /a control rod | block when the channel
output exceeds the control'1 rod bl'ock setpoint. The RBM
channel signal is gerierated by averagiyg a set of local
power range monitor (LPRM) signals aticvarious core heights

one average power range monitor;g' withdrawn.
surrounding the control rod bein A signal from

(APRM) channel assigned to
each Reactor Protection System 7(RPS) trip system supplies a
reference signal for the RBM channel in the same trip
system. This reference signal is used to determine which
RBM range (low, intermediate, or high) is enabled. If the
APRM is indicating less than the low-power range setpoint,
the RBM is automatically bypassed. The RBM is also
automatically bypassed if a peripheral control rod is
selected (Ref. 1).

Control rod patterns during startup conditions are
controlled by the operator and rod worth minimizer (RWM) so
that only specified control rod secuences and relative
positions are allowed over the operating range from all
control rods inserted to IM of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP).'

r The sequences effectively limit the potential amount and
rate of reactivity increase during a CRDA. Prescribed

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND control rod sequences are stored in the RWM, which will
(continued) initiate control rod withdrawal and insert blocks when the

actual sequence deviates beyond allowances from the stored
sequence. The RWM determines the actual sequence-based
position indication for each control rod. The RWM also uses
(feedwater-flow and steam-flow) signals to determine reactor
power to automatically bypass the RWM above a preset power
level (Ref. 2). The RWM is a single channel system.

.

A:n
With the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position, a
cor.ts1 rod withdrawal block is applied to all control rods
to? ensure that*the, shutdown condition is maintained. This
function, prevents; inadvertent criticality as the result of a
controlkrod' withdrawal during MODE 3 or 4, or during MODE 5
when the reactormmode switch is required to be in the
shutdown position N &

v' mg,;
The trip setpointstused in.the bistables are based on the
analytical limits presented;in Reference 3. The selection
of these trip setpath'tsfis such that adequate protection is
provided when all' sensor.and processing time delays are
taken into account. To? allow fortcalibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertataties,fand 'iristrument drift,
ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in Table 3.3.2.1-1 are
conservatively adjusted witWespect tokthe analytical
limits. A detailed description of<the niethodology us1d to
calculate the trip setpoints, including ,their, explicit
uncertainties, is provided in the plaryt-specific setpoint
methodclogy. The actual nominal tripisetpoint entered into
the bistable is normally still moreLeonservative than that
required by the plant-specific setpoint calculations. If
the measured setpoint does not exceed the documented
surveillance test acceptance criteria, the bistable is
considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will assure
that safety limits are not violated during anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s) and that the consequences of
accidents will be acceptable, provided the plant is being
operated within the LCOs at the onset of the A00 or accident
t.nd the equipment functions as designed.

,

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

CASES (continued)
.

ADP',1 CABLE The RBM is designed to prevent violation of the safety
SAFETY ANALYSES limit MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) and the cladding

1%-plastic-strain fuel design limit that may result from a
single control rod withdrawal error (RWE) event. For this
facility, a statistical analysis of RWE events was performed
to determine the RBM response for both channels for each
event. From these responses, the fuel thermal performance
as a. function of RBM ALLOWABLE VALUE was determined. The
All0WABLE VALUES are chosen as a function of power level;
bf esed'on the specified ALLOWABLE VALUES, operating limits

% are established.
A

4
% The RWM enforces the banked position withdrawal sequence

"(BPWS) to? ensure that the initial conditions of the CRDA
analysis'are notKviolated. The analytical methods and
assumptions used?in evaluating the CRDA are summarized in
Reference 5MThh BPWS requires that control rods be moved
in groups;rall control; rods assigned to a specific group are
required to be within specified banked positions.
Requirements that the;: control rod sequence is in compliance
with BPWS are"specified in LCO 3.1.7.

During MODES 3 and $ and"d $16g MODE 5 when the reactor
'

mode switch is required tC be in the shutdown position, the
core is assumed to beisubcHticali|therefore, no positivet

reactivity insertion events'are analyzed. The Reactor Mode
Switch--Shutdown Position control rod withdrawal block
ensures that the reactor remainsiubcritical by blocking
control rod withdrawal, thereby; preserving the assumptions
of the safety analysis. V

| Control rod block instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

|

:

LC0 The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing the control:

l rod block function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any
instrument renders the affected channel inoperable and
reduces the reliability of the affected function.

The THERMAL POWER values specified in the LCO Applicability
for functions 1 and 2 are expressed as ALLOWABLE VALUES for
the functions operational bypasses ano w? 6etermined and
set in accordance with the above discussion.i

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

LCO A control rod block instrumentation channel is OPERABLE when
(continued) the following conditions are satisfied:

1. All channel components necessary to provide a block
signal are functional and in service;

2. Channel measurement un: 2rtainties are known via test,
analysis, or design information to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

hire kurveillancetestingiscurrentandhas
3.YdemonstratedperformancewithineachSurveillance

\{estis3acceptancecriteria.
% ew p

4. The associated okational bypass is not enabled
exceptWndertho6 conditions specified in the LC0

Applifability)ifer'thefunction.4 x
The control rod; block instrumentation functions are the Rod
Block Monitor, the Rod W th; Minimizer, and the Reactor Mode
Switch--Shutdown Positjen,69 &

WW/ALLOWABLE VALUES are prpvfded a',f As 4 funqtion of power level.

Nominal trip setpoints we ppecified' inh:,'the plant-specificsetpoint calculations. The<pominthset ints are i. elected
to ensure that the setpoints measdvdd by* CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TESTSdonotexceedtheALLOWABLEVALVESMQperationwitha
trip setpoint less conservative than tWmondial trip
setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE VALYC is Acceptable
providedthatoperationandtesting{1sconsistentwiththe
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint calculations.
Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more conservative than the
analytical limit assumed in the transient and accident

! analysis in order to account for instrument uncertainties
appropriate to the trip function. These uncertainties are'

defined in the plant-specific setpoint methodology.

1. Rod Block Monitor

The two channels of the RBM are required to be
OPERABLE to provide protection during an RWE event.
This protection is provided assuming an additional
single failure during the event. The RBM accomplished
its function by averaging local neutron flux inputs

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

LCO from two LPRM channels for each RBM channel to ensure
(continued) core monitoring overlap between RBM channels. The

resultant RBM signals are applied to circuits for
comparison with flow biased trip points. All
components required for the RBM function, including
associated APRM inputs, are required to be OPERABLE.i

[For this facility, the basis for the RBM logic
g . configuration and ALLOWABLE VALVE are as follows:]

A low Power Range--Upscale

[ %j a[For this facility, the bases for this instrument#F 1

$s nd its trip and bypass ALLOWABLE VALUES are as

$[ [) g(? :
)

p , $ 1nte q diate Power Range--Upscale-d"tWrdtstripandbypassALLOWABLEVALUESareasfop/9 1s facility, the bases for this instrumentr

g6flI#833
y,

c. Yttef nge--Upscale
(96r%i cilit , the bases for this instrument

and its W p andt ass ALLOWABLE VALUES are asO follownf Wb "V % k)d. Inop sf3 W[ForthisYacilify,*th ' es for this instrument
function is as follows:

Downscalee.

anditstripandby@p.[For this facility the bases for this instrument
pass ALLOWABLE VALVE are as

follows:]

f. Bypass Time Delay
[For this facility, the bases for this instrument
and its ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:]

2. Rod Worth Minimizer

One channel of the RWM is required to be OPERABLE with
the proper sequence loaded because the RWM is a
hardwired system designed to act as a backup to
operator control of the rod sequences. Special
circumstances provided for in LCO 3.2.1 and LCO 3.1.7 !

(continued)

(continued)

'd'
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 Required Actions may necessitate bypassing the RWM to
(continued) allow continued operation with inoperable control i

rods, or to allow correction of a control rod pattern .

not in compliance with the BPWS. The RWM may be l
bypassed as required by these conditions, but then it I

must be considered inoperable and the Required Actions
of this LCO followed.

[For this facility, the following constitutes an
I,0PERABLE RWM:] [For this facility, the bases for the

g bypass ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:]

3.t Reactor Mode-Switch--Shutdown Positioni

m v x,s
Two chadnels a$wyequired to be OPERABLE to ensure
that nodingle failure will preclude a rod block insthis condition.Td he reactor is required to be shut
down with all' control rods inserted into the reactor
corewhen(themo_desssitchisintheshutdownposition.
To enforce'thiticeedi, tion, placing the reactor mode
switch in theishutdouniposition initiates a rod block
to prevent rod withdNwal.AThis function of the
reactor mode switchiplayslaffimportant role in
mitigating a rod Withdrawab events

[Forthisfacility,thoserequired'sup$po%systemswhich
g%

upon their failure 30 not result in the< control rod block
instrumentation being declared inoper,able"'andDtheir

f{y{f
'

justification, are as follows:]

[For this facility, the following s0pport systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure control rod block
instrumentation OPERABILITY.]

APPLICABILITY The RBM is assumed to mitigate the consequences of an RWE
event when operating above 29% RTP. Below this power level,
the consequences of an RWE event will not exceed the Safety
Limit (SL) MCPR and therefore the RBM is not required to be
OPERABLE. When operating below 90% RTP, analyses have shown
that when operating with an initial MCPR > 1.70, no RWE
event will result in exceeding the SL MCPR. Also, the
analyses demonstrate that when operating at > 90% RTP

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY with MCPR < l.40, no RWE event will result in exceeding the
(continued) SL MCPR. Therefore, under these conditions, the RBM is also

not required to be OPERABLE.

Compliance with the BPWS, and therofore OPERABILITY of the
RWM, is required in MODES I and 2 when THERMAL POWER is
< 10% RTP. When THERMAL POWER is > 10% RTP, there is no
possible control rod configuration that results in a control

dk@pebwerth that could exceed the 280 cal /gm fuel-damage limitrringL CRDA. In MODES 3 and 4, all control rods are

'h.nequirhato be inserted in the core. In MODE 5, since only
a sirqW control rod can be withdrawn from a core cell

% coptaining*$1 assemblies, adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN ensures
$ hat'the" skuences of a CRDA are acceptable, since the

d p s.] s A f1 be3suberitical.
reacter

dDuring shu conditions (MODE 3, 4, or 5), no positive
reactivitA sertior, ents are analyzed because assumptions
are thatipontrolues hdrawal _ blocks are provided to
prevent cFiticilit). erefore, when the reactor mode
switch is iM t t s own position, the control rod
withdrawal block *$ Wequireid;to be OPERABLE. During MODE 5

p with the reactor;gede switch 9 nmthe refueling position, the

one-rod-out interlock (blong. ~) also provides the required
LCO 3.9!!

controlrodwithdrag
For this LCO, a Note has been addedito provide clarification
that Conditions A and B shall b@ treated as a single entity
with a single Completion Time @

9, e

ACTIONS In order for a facility to take credit- for topical reports
as the basis for justifying Completion Times, topical

j reports should be supported by an NRC staff Safety
Evaluation Report (SER) that establishes the acceptability
of each topical report for that facility.

A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined for each function in the LC0
section of the bases. The most common causes d channel

| inoperability are outright failure or because the bistable
i or process module has drifted sufficiently so as to exceed

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
8 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS the tolerance allowed by the plant specific setpoint
(continued) analysis. Typically the drift is found to be small and

results in a delay of actuation rather than a total loss of
function. Determination of setpoint drift is generally made
during the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the
process instrument is set u) for adjustment to bring it
within specification. If tie trip setpoint is less
conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE in Table 3.3.2.1-1,
the channeFeust be declared inoperable immediately and the
apropriate' Conditions from Table 3.3.2.1-1 must be entered
i W 41ately."
%' '

<

In the,cVent'a channel's trip setpoint is found to be
nonconservativeiwith' respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the

or bistabMd,yinstrument loop, signa' processing electronics,s"foundfinoperable, then all affected functions
transm:tter

provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the
* LCO Condition entered for the particular protection function

affected. B,? ee%9

' %p %r
g

,hi#Condition A

Condition A applies to khE rodilock* monitor channels.
If one RBM channel is Inopernble; the! remaining OPERABLE
channel is adequate to perform thencoritrol rod block
function; however, overall'+eliab111ty isiteduced because a
single failure in the remaining OPERABLE, channel can result
in no control rod block capability fordtM ROM. For this
reason, with at least one RBM channel DPERABLE, continued
operationispermittedonlyforaljmitedtime.
[For this facility, the Completicn Time is based upon the
following:]

Condition B

If the Required Action of Condition A is not met and the
associated Completion Time has expired, or if both RBM
channels are inoperable, the RBM is not capable of
performing its intended function. At least one channel must
be placed in trip to initiate a control rod withdrawal
block, thereby ensuring that the RBM function is met.

The 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient to perform the
Required Actions.

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

r~h
BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Conditign_(
(continued)

Condition C applies to the RWH channels. If the RWM is
inoperable, control rod movement is immediately suspended
except by scram. Alternatively, startup may continue if at
least 12 control rods have already been withdrawn, and
startup with an inoperable RWM was not performed in the last
12 months. Required Actions C.2.1 and C.2.2 require
verification of these conditions by review of plant logs and

deontrol, room indications. Once Conditions C.2.1 and C.2.2
E are completed, control rod withdrawal may proceed in

accordance with the restrictions imposed by Required'
~

y Action C.2;3.x Required Action C.2.3 allows for the RWM
function to'be' performed manually and requires a double
check of the manual monitoring by a second licensed operator
or other qual _ified member of the technical staff. (At this_

facility, a non-licensed member of the technical staff must
meet the following ' criteria to qualify for performing the
double check:] ;)

on,

[For this facility tN. basis for the verification of
2 12 rods withdrawn.is as follows:) The RWM may be bypassed

O under these conditions to allow continued operations. In

V addition, Required Actions'of LCO 3.1.2 and LCO 3.1.6 may

considered inoperable' and Con'ditio)nfC, entered.
require bypassing the1RWM,9durintj hich time the RWM must be

y ,

Condition _Q f$
Condition 0 applies to reactor mode switch channels. if one
reactor mode switch shutdown position control rod withdrawal
block channel is inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE channel
is adequate to perform the control rod withdrawal block
function. The Required Actions are consistent with the
normal action of an OPERABLE reactor mode switch shutdown
function, however, there is no distinction between having
one and two channels inoperable.

In both cases, one or both channels inoperable, fully
inserting all insertable control rods immediately in core
cells containing one or more fuel assemblies will ensure
that the core is subcritical with adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN
assured by LC0 3.1.1. Control rods in core cells containing
no fuel assemblies do not affect the reactivity of the core .

and are therefore not required to be inserted.

,_.

p (continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular control rod block function are
REQUIREMENTS found in the SRs column of T%le 3.3.2.1, for that function.

Most functions are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CH MiEL CAllBRAT10N.

In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
as the basis for justifying Surveillance Frequencies,
topical reports should be supported by an NRC staff SER that
establishes' the acceptability of each topical report for
thatzfacility. The 92-day Surveillance Frequency is
justifiedinjReference6.
SR N3.3.2.1'.1' M ,

yy &w

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the RBM
demonstrates that the> associated channel will functiont

properly. 'The Suryelllance Frequency is based on generic
reliability analyses (Ref. ,5).

- ,q _

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONALITESTierifies the function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of <the channel. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
as practicable and verifles required trip, interlocks, and
alarms function when the' input is be'ond the trip point.y
Where the design has made< provisions forcincluding sensors
in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test 41gnal shall be
inserted at that point. ' As found" ande"as>1 eft" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recorded.gBistable setpoints
must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
LCO. The difference between the current "as found" and the
previous "as left" setpoints must be within the drift
allowance used in the setpoint analysis. Recalibration of
the bistable setpoint restores the operability of an
otherwise functional component that does not meet these
criteria. However, repeated failures of the same channel
over a small number of test intervals should be evaluated as
potentially indicating a deterministic failure which cannot .

be corrected by recalibration.

SR 3.3.2.1.2

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the RWM is performed by
attempting to withdraw a control rod not in compliance with
the prescribed sequence, and verifying that a control rod
block occurs. The Surveillance Frequency allows entry into

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

O BASES (continued)V
SURVEILLANCE MODES 1 and 2 as well as entry into the condition of THERMAL
REQUIREMENTS POWER s 10% RTP to allow performance of the required

(continued) surveillance if the 92-day Frequency is not met per
SR 3.0.2. The_ Surveillance Frequencies are based on generic
reliability analysis (Ref. 6).

[F 3.3.2.1.3]
TN.NDMsetpointsareautomaticallyvariedasafunctionof
/f powerl W hree ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified, each within a

MOspecificipowerrange. The power ALLOWABLE VALUES that
Q automatkalJy change the control rod block ALLOWABLE VALUES

Hj are: based,an the APRM signal's input to each RBM channel.
'8 ele # the!Mnteum power setpoint, the RBM is automatically

bypassedMThese3 power ALLOWABLE VALUES inust be verifled
periodically toLbe less than or equal to the specified
values. TMsoSR is modified by a Note that for these tests,
the neutronidetectors.:are exempt from the Surveillance.

assumptioiiQa3he;'(setp'oint methodology included in thethesSurve111ance Frequency is based on
[For this facility

determination offthstrip setpoint.]
NYW M[Forthisfacilitifthe. bases?ysfer exempting the neutronn

I detectors from testing!aresas follows:)
.g en 9

SR 3.3.2.1.4 l Y Y
The RWM is automatically bypassed [hkwfien power is above a
specified value. The power levevis determined from
feedwater- and steam-flow signals. The automatic bypass
setpoint must be verified periodically to be equal to or
less than the specified value. [For this facility, the
Surveillance Frequency of 18 months is based on assumptions
in the setpoint methodology included in the determination of
the trip setpoint.)

SR 3.3.2.1.5

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the reactor mode switch
shutdown position control rod withdrawal block is performed
by attempting to withdraw any control rod with the 'eactor
mode switch in the shutdown position and verifying that a
control. rod block occurs. The 18-month Surveillance
Frequency was developed considering it was prudent that this
Surveillance only be performed during a plant shutdown.

.

(continued)

(T (continued)
.V
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE This was due to the plant conditions needed to perform the
REQUIREMENTS Surveillance, and the potential for unplanned plant

(continued) transients if the Surveillance is performed with the reactor
at power. Ope ~.*ating experience has shown these components
usually pass the Surveillance when performed on the 18-month
Frequency.

SR 3.3.241.6
s ,..

CHANNEUCAL18 RATION is a complete check of the instrument.

channel. TheMtest verifies that the channel responds to
msasured values of, the parameter within the necessary range
and'accuracyt CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted;to accountifor instrument drift between successive
tests, to ensure thatithe instrument channel remains
operational withithe setpoint within the assumptions of the
plant-specific sot' point analysis. Transmitter "as found"
and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify drift
assumptions. For' OPERABLE)chsnnels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
shall find that"measurementierrors and bistable setpoint
errors are within"thetassumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis. Measiarement and>setpoint error

/determination and r.oojustment mustLbe performed consistent
with the assumptions of(the plant-specific setpoint
analysis. (/

'

Recalibration restor". OPERABILITY of an 'otherwise
functional component found to have errors latser than thosev

assumed by the setpoint analysis. HoweVer, repeated
failures of the same channel over a polatively small number
of test intervals must be considere'd as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,
laboratory-calibrated unit.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the aseumption of
an 18-month calibration interval, for the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

Q(~'N BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the neutron
REQUIREMr.NTS detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. [For

(continued) this facility, the bases for excluding neutron detectors
from calibration is as follows:]

SR 3.3.2.1.7

The RWM will only enforce the propar control rod sequence if
the~

.f Thi; rod sequence is properly input into the RWM computer.s SR ensures that the proper sequence is loaded into the
y^',RWM so!that it can perform its intended function. [At this

faciliff, th The"i

s Surveillance.e verification is performed as follows:]dis performed once prior to declaring RWM
' OPERABLE following loading of sequence into RWM. [For this
facility,{the bases for this Frequency is as follows:]

g.; . n m

f!f ' f,}

(Unit Name) yFSARil(Section [7], "[Titie]."
l ..

4

REFERENCES 1.
.4 ig?'

2. [ Unit Name] FSARt Section [7), "[ Title)."
m gg

[ Unit Name] xvFSAR,Seitik(15),"[ Title)."("'s 3.
y ) ag :p
"

4. NEDE-240ll-P-A-9-liS,'?GeneEhl! Electrical Standard'

Application for* Reload' Fuel,"iSupplement for United
States, Section S 2.2.3.1, September 1988.

s%0 ,2
5. [ Unit Name] SER accepting GE Topicil Report

NEDC-30851-PA Supplement 1, " Technical Specification
Improvement Analysis for' Control Rod Block
Instrumentation," October 1988.

- - - . _
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Feedwater and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

D
U B 3.3' INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2.2 Feedwater and Main Turbine Trto Instrumentation

BASES
_-

BACKGROUND The feedwater and main turbine trip instrumentation is
designed to detect a potential failure of the Feedwater
Level Control System that causes exctssive feedwater flow.
If undetected, this would lead to reactor vessel water

icaFryover into the main steam lines and to the main turbine.
r@sThe event is termed "Feedwater Controller Failure to Maximum

~ ? Demand Event" and is analyzed in Reference 1 as " Excess
,

b Coolatit Inventory.
%F ggpg

InthisleventdcontrolleWgoes$he Feedwater Level Control System feedwater
~

ito its upper limit, resulting in an increase
in reactor ge nel water inventory. This event can be caused

by failureG),in the feedwater flow me. suring instrurnentation(fails 10w fajlyfesjiathesteamtiowmeasuring
instrumentation #alJsBhigh), or failures in the reactor
ves sel -l eveli m6asurlag' i nstrumentation . Any of these
failures would caWthe ,1.evel. controller to increase

; feedwater flow, phpsin f,he%ter level in the reactor
( vessel to rise tom rd: !high'-ster level, Level 8

referencepoint, capi thegtr@fh{thethreefeedwater
pumps and the main turbine.4# \t

x

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Highd eveN"se the difference8 signals are
provided by level transmitters 0tnat sen
between the pressure due to (Anstant column of water
(reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual water
level in the reactor vessel (variable leg). Pressure and-
temperature compensation are included in the instrumentation
channel. Three channels of Reactor Vessel Water
Level--High, Level 8 instrumentation are provided as input
to a two-out-of-three initiation logic that trips the three
feedwater pt.u,ps and the main turbine. A trip of the main
turbine, in turn, initiates closure of the turbine stop
valves, which scrams the reactor and causes the
recirculation pumps to trip.

A trip of the feedwater pumps limits further increase in
reactor vessel water level by limiting further addition of
feedwater to the reactor vessel. A trip of the main turbine

j and closure of the stop valves protects the turbine from

(continued)

(continued)
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Feedwat y and Mein Turbine Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND damage due to water entering the turbine. The reactor scram
(continued) and the recirculation pump trip limit the peak neutron

flux (power level) and limit the fuel thermal transient to
within design basis by maintaining MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER
RATIO (MCPR) above 1.15.

ThefeM'nh p and main turbine trip instrumentation isAPPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES assumedito boicapable of providing a turbine trip in the

desiVbasis! transient analysis for a feedwater controller
fstlure, maximum demand eveat (Ref.1). The Level 8 trip
indfrectly3}n'itiates..areactorscramfromthemainturbine
trip'and>tripsf M fee,dwater pumps, thereby terminating the
event. The.readtor scram mitigates the reduction in MCPR.s

Q*! %5Qj9
Feedwaterandmafkturbinetripinstrumentationisdesigned
to detect a poteptial probles, with the feedwater level
control system'dn'whiph;$fsedwater controller responds to
a false demand formethum/74edwater flow. With this excess
feedwater flow, reactopyestel water level increases to the I

'high-level reference pointf A Reector Vessel Water Level--
High, !evel 8 trip signalfis pWikid%to trip the feedwater
pump 'vbines and the main .tsrhtac toi reclude excessive
moisture carryover into t$miiM(t gbi (

Feedwater and main turbine trip instrument'Rtion satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim PolicyzStitein4'at ,jf ~

v

LC0 Tt.e LCO requires three channels of the Reactor Vessel Water
I Level--High, level 8 instrumentation to be OPERABLE
' (Ref.1) to ensure that no single failure will prevent a

feedwater pump and main turbine trip on a valid Level 8
signal. Two of the three channels are needed to provide
trip signals in order for the feedwater and main turbine
trips to occur. Each channel must have its setpoint set
within the specified ALLOWABLE VALUE. The actual setpoint
is ralibrated to be consistent with the applicable setpoint
methodology assumptions.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is specified in SR 3.3.2.2.3. Nominal
trip setpoints are specified in the plant-specific setpoint

| calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure

(continued)

(continued)
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Feedwater and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

I

() BASES (continued)

LCO the setpoints measured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not
(continued) exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE if the bistable is performing as

required. Operation with a trip setpoint less conservatio
than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE
VALUE, is acceptable provided that operation and testing is
consistent with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint calculations. Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is
more> conservative than the analytical limit assumed in the

i

t.ressient and accident analysis in order to account for
.d#str0esnt uncertainties appropriate to the trip function.
' hese ' ertainties are defined in the plant-specific

'

, , setpoj ymethodology -(Ref. 2).

d5bn II RABLE when the following conditions are met:

f881'51
s#3 Ng

eNeaneDcomponentsnecessarytoprovideatrip+

signa aEfunctional and in service; I

JV .,

Cha me ' uncertainties are known-by test,*

anal sist 4 information- to be within the
assumptf6 f setpoint calculations; andg

Required su ' Niang[f 'ing is current and hasC)
*

( demonstrate 'erfe$taceWMhineachsurveillance
test's-accepta$kriga.

[For this facility, the followin ' t systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensu er and main turbine

' ''trip instrumentation OPERABI

(For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not result in the feedwater and main
turbine trip instrumentation being declared inoperable and
their justification are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The feedwater and main turbine trip instrumentation are
required to be OPERABLE at 2 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER
(RTP) to ensure that the fuel-cladding integrity safety
limit and the cladding 1%-plastic-strain limit are not
violated during the feedwater controller failure, maximum
demand event. As discussed in the Bases' for LC0 3.2.1 and
LC0 3.2.2, sufficient margin to these limits exists below
25% RTP; therefore, these requirements are only necessary
when operating at or above this power level.

-

(v) (continued)
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Feedwater and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined in the LC0 section of the bases.
The most comn causes of channel inoperability are outright
failure or drift of the bistable or process module
sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by the plant-
specific setpoint analysis. Typically the drift is found to
be small .and results in a delay of actuation rather than a
total lossief function, Determination of setpoint drift is
generally mede during the performance of a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process instrument is set up for
adjustment ,thbring it within specification. If the trip

channe1Xmus:lesseconservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the
setpointyi

sk beSde'clared inoperable immediately, and the
appropriate Conditions)ust be entered immediately.

Q"%29
In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found
nonconservative nith respectsto the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or thes

or bistable is found7tneph@oble, then all affected functionstransmitter,instrume4qse signal processing electronics,

provided by that 'chan st be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition entered fthe particular protection function

INg
(4:y %v kCondition A

b
OPERABILITY of three channels of the feed @M9& ovide a trip

r and main
turbine trip instrumentation is requita bt

the remaining OPERABLE channels ca4jp(rovide the requiredchannel" inoperable,
signal to the main turbine. With on

trip signal. Overall instrumentation reliability is
reduced, however, because a single failure in one of the
remaining channels concurrent with a feedwater controller
failure, maximum demand, will result in the instrumentation
not being able to perform its intended function. Therefora,
coatinued operation is allowed for a limited time with one
channel inoperable. If the inoperable channel cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the Completion Time, the
channel must be placed in the tripped condition. If placing
the channel in trip will result in tripping the feedwater
pumps or main turbine, then the Required Actions of
Condition A are not met and Actions of Condition C to reduce
THERMAL POWER to less than 25% RTP must be met.

s

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Feedwater and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

O)( BASES (continued)

ACTIONS (For this facility, the basis for the 7-day Completion Time
(continued) is as follows:)

ConditiorLB

With two channels inoperable, the feedwater and main turbine
trip instrumentation cannot perform the designed trip
function. Therefore, continued operation is only permitted

"af hour period, during which at least one of the two
pe e channels is required to be restored to OPERABLE

tatus Required Action B.1 or placed in trip to establish
'

g acce e r dundancy in the channel trip logic. If.one of
e , channels cannot be restored to OPERABLE

(thour,thechannelmustbeplacedinthes

thede(nn 3 nAtip will result in tripping the feedwaterA Note is added stating that if placing
trippe iditlen.

pumpfor md 4tiibine, then the Required Actions of
Condition ' is not t and the actions of Condition C to
reduce T L less than 25% RTP must be met. This
performs nction of the channel.

The 1-hour Compl Ti ufficient for the operator to
h take corrective on into account the likelihood
V of an event requ n

"

stiohMf feedwater and main
turbine trip instru g;occh ng during this period.

,

Condition C gg$g
With three channels inoperablef h noperable channels
not restored to OPERABLE status or trip as per Condition A
or Condition B, THERMAL POWER'must be reduced to < 25% RTP
within 6 hours. As discussed in the Bases of Applicability,
operation below 25% RTP results in sufficient margin to the
required limits, and the feedwater and main turbine trip
instrumentation is not required to protect fuel integrity
during the feedwater controller failure, maximuiu demand
event. The Completion Time of 6 hours is based on o rating
experience related to the time required to reduce power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

Condition D

Required Action D.1 verifies that all required support
features associated with the other redundant channel (s) are
OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour. The specified

(continued)
f%

(continued)
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Feedwater and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

BASES (continued) -

ACTIONS Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations personnel
(continued) to make this verification. If verification determines loss

of functional capability, the Required Actions of
Condition B are entered immediately if the equivalent of two
channels are inoperable, or Required Actions of Condition C
are entered immediately if the equivalent of three channels
are inoperable.

,,

,y w
SURVEILLANCE ISR,23.3.2.2.11
REQUIREMENTS vr /;; 1

Performance;of,the: CHANNEL CHECK once every 24 hours ensures
that'atgreis failUsepof instrumentation has not occurred. A

s a Maparison of the parameter indicated on
CHANNEL CHECKq'aesimilar parameter on other channels.onechannehto it is

based 1 the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same_ parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviattorpMtween the two instrument channels
could be an indicatiosof, excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels, 'or'byen .something, more serious. A CHANNEL
CHECK will detect grossi,tiehnne13 failure, thus it is key to
verifying that the instrumentatjeh% continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL 0 CALIBRATION.

%Agreement criteria are de$7 '%sby theiplant staff basedtermined
on a combination of the channel instrumestiuocertainties,
including isolation, indication, and riedibi{ity. If a

channelisoutsidethematchcriteptiFitmaybean
indication that the transmitter orgWe signal-prccessing
equipment has drifted outside its limits. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channel, are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when surveillances are required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in
the same direction, Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not

,

failed downscale.
!

The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience;

i that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure. Thus,
performance of the CHANNEL CHECK guarantees that undetected

| outright channel failure is limited to 24 hours. Since the

| probability of two random failures in redundant channels
1

(continued)

(continued)
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Feedwater and Main Turbine Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

A
d BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE within any 24-hour period is low, the CHANNEL CHECK
REQUIREMENTS minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to

(continued) failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel 0PERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LC0 required channels.

SR 3.3.2.2.2

ed L FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
dinterlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test

IF inser,tsja simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
%"as practicable and verifies required trip, interlocks, andt

alarms function;when the input is beyond the trip point.
-Where the?desigtshas made provisions for including sensorsr
in the)CHA196EL, FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be
inse'rted atdthat' point. "As found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip setpoipts are recorded. Bistable setpoints

must be found withig)between the current "as found" and the
tk ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the

LCO. The*diffirench
previous "as lef)i pet' points.must be within the drifte

allowance used in(the' plant 9pecific setpoint analysis.
Recalibrations of6Me b stableisetpoint restores the
OPERABILITY of antothed} visa fuktional component that doesQ not meet these criterM 'Howeveh(trepeated failures of the
same channel over a IInall number offtest intervals should be
evaluated as potentially indicating 7a5 deterministic failure
which cannot be corrected by recal'ibrition,

'dy
The Surveillance Frequency of?31 days is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of more than one
channel failing within the same interval, and takes into
account the CHANNEL CHECK SR.3.3.2.2.1 that is performed at
shorter intervals for detection of loss of channel sensors
or power supply.

SR 3.3.2.2.3

| CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
| channel, including the detector. The. test verifies that the

channel responds to a measured values of the parameter with
the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION
leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift

! between successive tests, to ensure that the instrument
channel remains operational with the setpoint within the

(continued)

(continued)
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Feedwater and Main Turbine Trip Instrumental on
B 3.3.2.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis.
REQUIREMENTS Transmitter "as found" and "as left" values are recorded and

(continued) used to verify drift assumptions. For OPERABLE channels,
CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and
bistable setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint
error determination and readjustment must be performed
consistept:with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoiptfanklysis,

Recaiwfbratio%pjrestores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
fbL .tional component found to have errors larger than those
ass A;the pet $cint analysis. However, repeated
faildres%f th41samOchannel over a relatively small number

. of test intervals musObe considered as potentially
I indicating!afdeth jnutic failure that cannot be corrected

by recalibrationb JP
&Field transmitters may#. yecalitbrated in place, removed and

calibrated in a'labWatWy@$
replaced with an equivalent,

laboratory-calibrated 40 nit
uMy g,

The Surveillance Frequg,dy is,bh,ie"tdSpontheassumptionofa
18-month calibration int 6rvalMfRthe" determination of the
inagnitude of equipment drpin set 1nt analysis.

.

ER 3.3.2.2.4 %
A

TEST > demonstrates
i|

PerformancesfaLOGICSYSTEMFUNCT,101|A

the OPERABILITY of the required lo(AL TEST tests all logic
W for a specific

channel. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTION
components (i.e., all relays and contacts, trip units,
solid-state logic elements, etc.) of a logic circuit, from
sensor up to the actuated device. The 18-month Surveillance
frequency was developed considering it is prudent that this
surveillance be performed only during a plant shutdown.
This is due to the plant conditions needed to perform the
surveillance and the potential for unplanned plant
transients if the surveillance is performed with the reactor
at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the surveillance when performed at
the 18-month Frequency.

(continued)
!

'
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

('O B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATIONu.)
B 3.3.3.1 Post-Accident Monitgjna (PAM) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND Indications of plant variables are required by the control
room operating personnel during accident situations to:

m
Idhirovideinformationrequiredtopermittheoperatorto

197 preplanned manual actions to accomplish safe
r t shutdown;

- . W a
't whether the Reactor Protection System,

E < Safety Feature Actuation System, manually
ate Tsafety systems, and other systems important

J , ifttysfare performing their intended functions
d*(i.e.MPeactivitycontrol,corecooling, maintaining

"t

maiy# Coolant
Reaqt stem (RCS) integrity, and

sc ment OPERABILITY);
&'ining%V49

Provici$MhformdUon to
themtodetb@6ethop,theoperatorsthatwillenable

3.
tential for causing a gross

j^N breachofthdarrJkstq'radioactivityrelease(i.e.,
(dl fuel claddine$ sector _ coblant pressure boundary, and

~$t6h%grmihe}d{h
whether a gross breachcontainment) a

' occurred; anof a barrier h
dk

4. Provide information regardingN ieg' elease of
-

radioactive materials todilow for early indication of
the need to initiate acMon necessary to protect the
public and for an estima'te of the magnitude of any
impending threat.

At the start of an accident, it may be difficult for the

operator to determine immediately what accident has occurred
or is occurring and, therefore, to determine the appropriate
response. For this reason, reactor trip and certain other
safety actions (e.g., emergency core cooling actuation,
containment isolation, or depressurization) have been
designed to be performed automatically during the initial
stages of an accident. Instrumentation is also provided to
indicate information about plant variables required to
enable the operation of manually initiated safety systems
and other appropriate operator actions involving systems
important to safety.

(continued)

(continued)
O
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

! BACKGROUND Independent of the above tasks, it is important that
(continued) operators be informed if the barriers to prevent the release

of radioactive materials are being challenged. Therefore,
PAM instrument ranges are selected so that the instrument
will always be on scale. Instrumnts tnat are not part of
the PAM System may provide limitej backup capability but may
not have the necessary range to track the course of the
accident;fconsequently, multiple instruments with
overlapping; ranges may be necessary, it is essential that
degraded conditions and their magnitude be identified so
that3cperatoFs'can take mitigating action. Operators should
notprematureb circumvent systems important to safety but
it 1(simportaht,that they be adequately informed so that

plannedsact'iontican;Th
be taken when necessary.

dM
conditionsb' serious.eventsthatcouldthreatensafetyifExamples of

V egradeiaW loss-of-coolant accidents;
overpressure transients; anticipated operational occurrences
that become accidents csuchjas anticipated transientse
withoutscram;"andienctijityexcursionsthatresultin
releases of radioactivesmaterials.s such events require that

^

theoperatorsunderstandkWithinf'&shortperiodoftime,tne
barriers' ability to 1 Mit radigacljVi'ty release (i.e., that
theyunderstandthepotehtial[forbreachofabarrier,or
whetheranactualbreachqfgbhnger'h occurred because
ofanaccidentinprogress). M ,g

It is essential that the required inst btionbecapable
of surviving the accident environmentgiti which it is located
for the length of time its functiohd s required. It is,
therefore, designed either to withstand the accident
environment or to be protected by a local protected
environment.

Variables for accident monitoring are selected to provide
the essential information necessary for the operator to
determine whether the plant safety functions are being
performed. The availability of such instrumentation is
important so that responses to corrective actions can be
observed and the need for, and magnitude of, further actions
can be determined.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

,a
BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND These essential instruments are identified by plant-
(continued) specific documents (Ref. 1), addressing the recommendations

of Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 2) as required by
Supplement I to NUREG-0737 (Ref. 3). The instrument
channels required to be OPERABLE by this LC0 equate to two
classes of parameters identified during the implementation
of Regulatory Guide 1.97 on a plant-specific basis as Type A
variables and Category 1 variables.

n
4 pe ATVariables are included in this LC0 because they

'!pprovide$theprimaryinformationrequiredtopermitthek controtroorg operator to take specific manually controlled
lac}jons for M ich no automatic control is provided and that

~

Xfor safety systems to accomplish their safety
Narebrequi, forWaign Basis Accidentsfuncti6nst Primary information.

is that%ich,,iisessential for the direct accomplishment of
the"specifMdisafety functions; it does not include those
variablessth'at are associated with contingency actions that
may alsoibe identif edln written procedures. Because the
list of T)perAllperi bWs widely differs between plants,

'

Table 3.3.3f12%icontains no, examples of Type A variables,
except for those\that' may alio belong to Category 1.g

5y WQCategory 1 variabhs;ar}e;the key 3 variables deemed risk(~)(')
significantbecauserghe94 - neogto:

o
1. Determine whether other systeesytoportant to safety

areperformingtheirintended;fdnctions;
*Ag

2. Provide information to 4he" operators that will enable
them to determine the potential for causing a gross
breach of the barriers to radioactivity release; and

3. Provide information regarding the release of
radioactive materials to allow for early indication of
the need to initiate action necessary to protect the
public and for an estimate of the magnitude of any
impending threat.

These key variables are identified by plant-specific
Regulatory Guide 1.97 analyses (Ref.1). These analyses
identify the plant-specific Type A variables and provide
justification for deviating from the NRC prcposed list of
Category 1 variables.

(continued)

(continued),
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

|
BACKGROUND Table 3.3.3.1-1 provides a list of variables typical .of |

(continued) those identified by plant-specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 |

analyses. (Table 3.3.3.1-1 in plant-specific Technical ,

Specifications should list all Type A and Category 1 |
'variables identified by the plant-sp?cific Regulatory Guide

l.97 analysis, as amended by the NRC's Safety Evaluation
Report (SER).]

| Type AMktategory I variables are required to meet
| Regulatory' Guide 1.97 Category 1 (Ref. 2) design and

'
I

qualificatiohlrequirements for seismic and environmental
qtalificatjotQ single failure criterion, utilization of
embroencyistandbipower, immediately accessible display,
cont nuous*readest%and recording of display.

I ird
Listed belofunctions '11sted tis.1

ssion of the specified instrument
Table 3.3.3.1-1. These discussions are

intended as examp'lbs of whats hould be provided for eachs

functionwhen'theplant-specificbasesareprepared.* xfQ5W h?J
1. Reactor SteaCDocuLPressqrg ,

MW 2Q
! Reactorsteamdom6fessurWis/aCategory1 variable'

provided to suppopte monitoring'bf1RCS integrity and to
verify operation of the?EmyncKCore Cooling System
(ECCS). Two independsnt pressure transmitters with a
range of 0 to 1500 psig monitor pressu're. Wide-range
recorders are the primary indicatisn'tised by the
operator during an accident. Therefore,' the PAM

| specification deals specifically'with this portion of
*the instrument channel.

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level
,

!

| Reactor vessel water level is a Category 1 variable
provided to support monitoring of core cooling and to
verify operation of the ECCS. The shroud water level
channels provide the PAM reactor vessel water level
function. The shroud level channels measure from

| 17 inches below the dryer skirt down to a point just
| below the bottom of the active fuel. Shroud water

level is measured by two independent differential
| pressure transmitters. The output from these channels
| is recorded on two independent pen recorders. These
| recorders are the primary indication used by the

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND operator during an accident. Therefore, the PAM
(continued) specification deals specifically with this portion of

the instrument channel.

The shroud water level system is uncompensated for
variation in reactor water density and is calibrated
to be most accurate at operational pressure and

, fit % perature.mtem
'

A3? 'Suncression Pool Water 1.evel

J ression pool water level is a Category 1 variable
% fprovided to detect a breach in the reactor coolant

%Vpressureiboundary (RCPB). This variable is also used
d,tolyeriffisad provide long-term surveillance of ECCSfuhetions$Jhe wide-range suppression pool water level
%measuropont provides the operator with sufficient

information to assess the status of the RCPB and to
assist the
The u(deM,stit#:bf the water supply to the ECCS.'Weter level indicators monitor the
suppressiWpooV1evel,from the center line of the
ECCS suctioh dines tortha top of the pool. Two wide-

O range suppression pooFwater level signals are
transmitted *fromfstparate"dtfferential pressure
transmitters andMe'%entiribously recorded on two
recorders in thTcontrar rooint sThese recorders are
the primary indication used 1the operator during an
accident. Therefore, the.P jp'edtficationdeals
s aecifically with this porti6n of'the instrument
c lannel . Qy

4. Drywell Pressure

Drywell pressure is a Category 1 variable provided to
detect breach of the RCPB and to verify ECCS functions
that operate to maintain RCS integrity. Two wide-
range drywell pressure signals are transmitted from
separate pressure transmitters and are continuously
recorded and displayed on two control room recorders.
These recorders are the primary indication used by the
operator during an accident. Therefore, the PAM
specification deals specifically with this portion of
the instrument channel. The total response time for

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

1

BACKGROUND these pressure monitoring systems is on the order of |

(continued) 1.2 seconds, which is adequate to detect and record
|any significant pressure impulses. ;

5. Primary Containment Area Radiation (Hiah Ranae)

Primary containment area radiation is provided to
monitor for the potential of significant radiation
releas_es and to provide release assessment for use by

g peratbrs in determining the need to invoke sitee
gemergency,; plans. [For this facility, primary
W containleent area radiation (high range) PAM

V instrumentatibn consists of the following:].
%sW jfQ

6. Orvwell# Sumo level
gr % , 4y

Drywell sumpOevel is a Category 1 variable provided
for verifical on of ECCS. functions that operate to
maintain RCS int,egrityi[For this facility, the
drywell suinp,lehPPAfinstrumentation consists of the
following:]. M A S?

4 ,

%$ &,Ifp7. DrywellDrainSumo^dvel fMQ%Drywell drain sump low 1) sia:; Cath' gory 1 variable
%| ;

provided to detect brVach ofithe RCP6 and for3

verification and long-term surveil)RCS4fhtegrity.
ancegof ECCS

functions that operate to maintain 1
[For this facility, the drywellidrsin stimp level PAM
instrumentation consists of tyfollowing:]. '

8. Primary Containment isolation Valve (PCIV) Position

PCIV position is provided for verification of
containment integrity. [For this facility, the PCIV
position PAM instrumentation consists of the
following:].

9. Wide-Ranae Neutron Flux

Wide-range neutron flux is a Category 1 variable
provided to verify reactor shutdown. [For-this
facility, the wide-range neutron flux PAM
instrumentation consists of the following:].

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

h'v/ BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND 10., 11, Drywell and Containment Hydroaen and Oxvaen
(continued) Analyzers

Drywell and containment hydrogen and oxygen analyzers
are Category 1 instruments provided to detect high
hydrogen or oxygen concentration conditions that
represent a potential for containment breach. This !

yvariable is also important in verifying the adequacy |
4g! mitigating actions. (For this facility, the i

dV ' {' ell and containment hydrogen and oxygen analyzers
d instrumentation consists of the following:].

$ |P 4; Nf ,
'im M Containment Pressure

1'* _- mgg
ry c ainment pressure is a Category 1 variable

Mj(;ovead.. yverify RCS and containment integrity andt ff; he effectiveness of ECCS actions taken to
prey $contai t breach. Two wide-range primary
cony'nme e signals are transmitted from
separ # transmitters and are continuously
record d layed on two control room recorders.
These recop P are d rimary indication used by the

/,,') operator du " an T Therefore, the PAM.

V specificati eci ally with this pc>rtion of
the instrument 4 'nn A Tli tal response time for
these pressure nito Ng sy s is on the order of
1.2 seconds, which is.adequa sdetect and record
any significant pressure $

.13 . Suporession Pool Water 4antoerature

Suppression pool water temperature is a Category 1
variable provided to detect a condition that could
potentially lead to containment breach, and to verify
the effectiveness of ECCS actions taken to prevent
containment breach. The suppression pool water
temperature monitoring system allows operators to
detect trends in suppression pool water temperature in
sufficient time to take action to prevent steam
quenching vibrations in the suppression pool. Twenty-
four temperature sensors are arranged in six groups of
four independent and redundant channels, located such
that there is a group of sensors within 30 feet line
of sight of each relief valve discharge location.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)
,

-BACKGROUND Thus, six groups of sensors are sufficient to monitor
(continued) each relief valve discharge location. Each group of

four sensors includes two sensors for normal
suppression pool temperature monitoring and two
sensors for PAM. The outputs for the PAM sensors are
recorded on four independent (channels A and C are
redundant to channels B and D, respectively) recorders
in the control room. All foLe of these recorders must
beiOPERABLE to furnish two channels of PAM indication

jfor eackcof the relief valve discharge locations,
g G These recorders are the primary indication used by the
v._ operatobduring an accident. Therefore, the PAM
'9hacifjcati6sMeals specifically with this portion of

t usinstrumptiWebannels.
hhh $h

Y ggf
APPLICABLE TheaccidentmonfteringistrumentationLCOensuresthe
SAFETY ANALYSES OPERABILITY oft.Regulat ' Wide 1.97 Type A and Category 1

variables so thht.<thO M room operating staff can:
VP f7

1. Perform the diagdkjf requ. irk to support preplanned

Accidents (DBAs); V ,,y ssecesshpath of Design Basis
actions for the primsr

CA '94
%g &

Takethespecified,4pfplannh,makgelactions for which no automatic cont.rel,1y controlled
2.

%s provided,
whicharerequiredforsafetysystWri)hjaccomplish
their safety function; #'

3. Determine whether systems important to safety are
performing their intended functions;

4. Determine the potential for causing a gross breach of
the barriers to radioactivity release;

5. Determine whether a gross breach of a barrier has
occurred; and

6. Initiate action necessary to protect the public and
for an estimate of the magnitude of any impending
threat.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation.

B 3.3.3.1

n
k BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE These functions support the requirements of GDC 13 and
5AFETY ANALYSES GDC 19 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 4). The plant-

(continued) specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis documents the
process that identified Type A and Category 1 variables.

Accident monitoring instrumentation that satisfies the
definition.of Type A in Regulatory Guide 1.97 meets
Cr.iterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement. Category 1
(PAM3nstrumentation)isretainedinTechnical

'Spsci bations because it is intended to assist operators in
Minimi g the consequences of accidents. Therefore,

h Cate 1 yariables are important for reducing public risk.
kNWM Mhkh

Jhd 3)A
LCO The. Yk" u $ tation LC0 provides the requirement of

Type *A and. t$ory1 monitors,whichprovideinformation
required,. the contr 1 room operators to:

9e gg %
1. Permk t,tthp,foper ' to take pre-planned manual actionsr

to accbmplish se[fe plant shutdown;
Determinew$j# @(m) 2. heither t '- stems important to safety

V areperformfegtn,,(gt functions;

khe tors that will enable3. Provide inform n
them to determine the potent; #[prcausingagross
breach of the barriers to rg aq1vityreleaseandto
determinewhetheragrossiprbachofabarrierhas
occurred; and Q#~

4. Provide information regarding the release of
radioactive materials to allow for early indication of
the need to initiate action necessary to protect the
public and for an estimate of the magnitude of any
impending threat.

Two channels are required to be OPERABLE for most functions.
Two OPERABLE channels ensure no single failure within the
PAM instrumentation, its auxiliary supporting features, or
its power sources concurrent with the failures that are a
condition of, or that result from, a specific accident that
prevents the operators from being presented with the
information necessary for them to determine the safety

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

LCO status of the plant and to bring the plant to, and maintain
(continued) it in, a safe condition following that accident.

Furthern. ore, provision of two channels allows CHANNEL CHECKS
during the post-accident phase to confirm the validity of
displayed information. More than two channels may be ,

required at some plants if the Regulatory Guide 1.97
analysis determined that failure of one PAM channel results
-in infon,etion ambiguity (i.e., the redundant displays
disagr%) thht could lead operators to defeat or fail to
a rasp 11sh afdquired safety function. This might also be
a ' plished;tfy oviding an independent channel to monitor

fferent e_ that bears a known relationship to the l
multiple 7eh'fMrj
a i

(qedition of a diverse channel).an 1
~'

,

In Table QfhMhl ,tN exceptions to the two channel
requirement are 4pppression pool water temperature and PCIV

~

position. Jyy .g
M 3t'

The required nuhhag'en(ega - nsurg that each relief valve
1s-for suppression pool water

temperature are ilyt
discharge location is fored, set of temperature
sensors may monitor mo ha

.
:lef valve. (For this

facility, the relief v e eme d the number of
sets of sensors and sensce ) a sa as follows:]. This
ensuresredundancyofsens)6Fcovege o e relief valves.
A typical BWR/4 has 6 sets of 4 groups opp,idundant
temperaturesensorstomonitorthedis4|NgQocationsfor
22 relief valves. If any of the 12Alfsensor channels
become inoperable, one of the chanW,h required OPERABLE by
the -LC0 is considered inoperable.

In the case of PCIV position, the important information is
the status of the containment penetration. The LC0 requires
one position indicator for each active PCIV. This is
sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status of
each isolable penetration via indicated status of the active
valve and prior' knowledge of passive valve or system
boundary status. If a normally active PCIV is known to be
closed and deactivated, position indication is not needed to
determine status. Therefore, the position indication for
valves in this state is not required to be OPERABLE.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

,

() BASES (continued)

LCO Each PAM required channel is OPERABLE when:
(continued)

1. All channel components necessary to provide the
required indication are functional;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,
analysis, or design information to be sufficiently

'usmall such that measurement and indication errors will

A,fjp (~t hallenge plant Safety Limits; and
ddnotmisleadoperatorsintoactionsthatwould

# By
W 3. Required surveillance testing is current and has

d%te?N@'demonstratedperformancewithineachsurveillancetest racceptance criteria.
.,iM %

LCogTabl {.3,3,3,1-1 is for illustration purposes only.
In pTant-specific Technical Specifications, Table 3.3.3.1-1
will listga}1 Type Aand Category 1 variables identified by
theplantfs'RegulateM)iuide1.97 analysis,asamendedbyj
theNRC'splantys#ciffcSER.

vg#q
[For this facili t e falf ing support systems are

/G required to be'0 BL . :is ~ e PAM instrumentation
. ( ) OPERABILITY:]. - # i y)-

[For this facility, oserek'uire support systems which,
upon their failure, do not resultAnfthe PAM instrumentation
being declared inoperable and th6tFjyification are as
follows:] g'|fyy

APPLICABILITY The PAM: instrumentation LCO is applicable in MODES 1 and 2.
These variables are related to the diagnosis and pre planned-

actions required to mitigate DBEs. The applicable DBEs are
assumed to occur in MODES 1.and 2. In MODES 3, 4, and 5,
plant conditions are such that the likelihood of an event
occurring that would require PAM instrumentation is.
extremely low; therefore, PAM instrumentation is not
required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

(continued)

(continued)
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L PAM instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY A Note indicates that the provisions of LC0 3.0.4 are not
(continued) applicable to the functions contained in the LCO. A second

Note provides clarification that each function specified in
Table 3.3.3.1-1 shall be treated as an independent entity
for this LC0 with an independent Completion Time.

A channebininoperable when it does not satisfy theACTIONS

OPERABIL1TTcrtiteria for the channel's function. These
crt,taria are! outlined for the functions in the LC0 section
oQebasefj j L

ws, , , y_

CondItioMA gjfNg
nA w

When one regu9edect)ancel in one or more functions is
inoperablei eachMnoperable channel must be restored to
OPERABLE status tithin 30 days. In some channels it may be
possible to havetone PArchenhel inoperable but still have
all required chlnnelkOPERABE. For example, some plants
have four equivalent * channels avail,able to perform certain

the1 ailure of one or two ofPAM functions. In the s? cases,4 f

the channels leaves atgleest twoXhtanels OPERABLE to meet
the LC0 requirements. Therefore f6Qthis example,g
Condition A need not be entefed W es 6three channels fail.
The 30-day Completion Time #is bas'ad on bgiorating experience
that takes into account the remaining OP(R $LE channel and
the low probability of an event requirigP$'
instrumentation during this interval W'

gp
Condition B

With two required channels inoperable in one or more
functions, at least one channel in each function must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The Completion
Time of 7 days is based on the relatively low probability of
an event requiring PAM instrument operation during this
interval and the availability of alternate means of
obtaining the required information. Continuous operation
with two required channels inoperable is not acceptable
because the alternate indications may not fully meet all
performance qualification requirements applied to the PAM
instrumentation. Therefore, requiring restoration of at

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

(n .

BASES (ccntinued)

ACTIONS least one inoperable channel limits the risk that the PAM
(cor.tinued) function will be in a degraded condition should an accident

occur.

Condition C

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of
Condition A or B are not met, Required Action C.1 directs
g eperator to follow immediately the directions for either

gCendition D or E, as given in Table 3.3.3.1-1.
4

h'Condii
n0
/$bi4VV od ,

Foratheg(Actio)y of functions in Table 3.3.3.1-1, if theRequire ns
Conditi6n?A op4(and associated Completion Times of?are not met, the plant must be placed in a
MODE #in wh')$Mthe LC0 requirements are not applicable. This
is done ;I)lacingt plant in MODE 3 within 12 hours. The
12-hour' ple t eis reasonable, based on operating
experiency 6 e required MODE from full power in an
orderly man

._
, hout challenging plant systems.

g"y

Condition E ,

At this facility a
.

an ef monitoring [ primary
3

containment area ra 'ation]Mave bseg developed and tested.
These alternate means may be temporar$ly installed if the
normal PAM channel (s) cannot bedsto'wed to OPERABLE status
within the allotted time. jf'

'

If these alternate means are' invoked, the Required Action is
not to shut the plant down but rather to follow the
directions of Technical Specification 5.9.2.c, Special.
Reports, in the Administrative Controls sections of the
Technical Specifications. The report provided to the NRC
must discuss the alternate mens invoked, describe the
degree to which the alternate means are equivalent to the
installed PAM channels, justify the areas in which they are
not equivalent, and provide a schedule for restoring the
normal PAM channels.

[At this facility, the alternate monitoring provisions
consist of the following:].

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE These SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation function in
REQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.3.1-1.

SR 3.3.3.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channeltagainst a similar parameter on other channels.
It is1 based on, the assumption that instrument channels
monitoring the'same parameter should read approximately the

same valueg;hannelkscould be an indication of excessive
Significant deviations between the two

instrument c
instrument"dr.ift#infooe of the channels or even something
more serioush LA CHA WEL CHECK will detect gross channel

failure; ths,41.t 1s7Nues to operate properly between each3 ksy to verifying that the
instrumentation cont
CHANNEL CAllBRATION. The high radiation instrumentation

should be compared to,#stadlar9 plant instruments locatedthroughouttheblant$ ths' radiation nonitor employs
keep-alive sourcssPo$heWsources operable from the
control room, the CHANEE!fHECKgphould also note the

detector'sresponsetogth6sesoupc'eg%V ,@
Agreement criteria are determ @y tfHhplant staff based
on a combination of the cha'nnel attrumMt< uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readatiility. If a
u.annel is outside the match criterlagit"ma/bbe an
indication that the transmitter or ,theMignar processing
equipment has drifted outside its q)mit. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it i's an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when surveillances are required, the
CHAMEL CHECK will only verify that they are off-scale in
the sur direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

The Surveillance interval is based on operating experience
that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure. The
CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent
checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use
of the displays associated with the LC0 required channels.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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PAM' Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

o
I i
V BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SfL 2 3.3.1.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, t

coincident with refueling outage. This test is a complete
check of the process control instrument loop and the
transmitter. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
shall find that measurement errors are sufficiently small
suchsthat measurement and indication errors will not mislead

tors into actions that would challenge plant safety.
,

ans t,ter "as found" and "as left" values are recorded and
i Used kerify drift assumptions. Field transmitters may be

kd cali _ d in place or on a bench, using deadweight or
% hy "I geumatictestequipment,orbereplacedbyan

tegnHal iqaboratory-calibrated unit..
- ~ ' %

Rest amet3 temperature detector (RTD) and thermocouples
(T/Cf chann61ssmay be calibrated in place using cross
calibrat itechniques or in a test bath after removal from
piping. or cross bration, at least one sensor should
be repla dsutthW y. calibrated sensor each refueling
outage to ensilrdac ate sensor cross-calibrations. This
replacement sensidshould belthe same model as the remainingt

N RTDs or T/Cs. Uptog a seulyNcalibrated sensor as a[h reference assuresJthW%ignal' drift continues to remain
istema

random rather than d'a~cemen$$c andfis within the limitsspecified. The rep t%1nterveh may be extended to,

L alternate refueling outages if it Asidemonstrated that over
.the extended interval, sensors drift 'istrandom rather than

| systematic. This determinatjodiinsy uss results of
statistical analyses of operating data and calibration data,.

" from similar plants using the same model of RTD or T/C
| under the same environmental conditions.

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
' functional component' that does not meet these criteria.

However, repeated failures of the sama channel over a
relatively small number of test -intervals must be considered

L as potentially indiceting.a deterministic failure which
|- cannot be corrected by recalibration.

' For the primary containment area radiation. instrumentation,
a CHANNEL CALIBRATION may consist of an electronic

,

calibration of the channel, not including the detector, for'

(continued)

| (continued)
p
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PAM fnstrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE range decades above 10 R/hr, and a one-point calibration
REQUIREMENTS check of the detector below 10 R/hr with a gamma source.

(continued)
The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift.

sj t ..
.([ Plant s'pecific documents (e.g., FSAR, NRC RG 1.97,2REFERENCES 1.

4 ;SER letter).]

2.Q
N' s.

gRegulittery Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-
Water' Cooled Nuclear Power Plaats to Assess Plant and
EnvironsiCondit'iens During and Following an Accident,"
U.S.cNuclear; Reg'ulatory Cor.ission, [Date) .

v ,,,p

3. NUREG-0737;fSupplement-l " Clarification of TMI Action-
PlanRequirementsg"!U;$.$NuclearRegulatory
Commissioni,[Date)i' #

,ffr
,

,

4. Title 10, Code of' Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General |; Design 1 Criterion 13,
" Instrumentation and Control." and, General Design
Criterion 19, "Controlj. Room.;v"1

'A

33
7< ...n'

T'

.

|
I

i

O
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2-

8 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.3.2 Remote Shutdown System

BASES

BACKGROUND The Remote Shutdown System provides the control room
operator with sufficient instrumentation and controls to
place and maintain the facility in a safe shutdown condition
from a location other than the control room. This
capability is necessa y to protect against the possibility

d of th'eicontrol room becoming inaccessible or of a fire
Mdestroying all equipment in one fire area thereby disabling

#0Y critical control room instruments or controls. A safe
% shutdown condition is defined as MODE 3. With the facility

W n" MODE 3Dthe$eactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) Systemi
the safetys relhf valves, and the Residual Heat Removal
(RHR)isystem--Shutdown Cooling can be used to remove core
decay heatyand seet all safety requirements. The long-term
supply ofsater for the RCIC and the ability to operate

extended 6perang frbasointside the control room allowsshutdownMooli
tio P W MODE 3,

w%%{iQ p
In the event that the controlgroom-becomes inaccessible, or-

/' a'. fire disables c}riticaljcontrial- or display functio 1s in the
\ control room, th'eibperhters canftstablish control at the

remote shutdown pane 15ahd' place"and maintain the facility in
MODE 3. Not all coritrols and the"niscessary transfer
switches are located at the remote ihhtdown panel. Some

controlsandtransferswitches,wi1Fh'ayetobeoperated
locally at the switchgear, motoricontrol panels, or other
local stations. The facility;ailtomatically reaches MODE 3

L following a facility shutdowri and can be maintained safely--

in MODE 3 for an extended period of time.

The OPERABILITY of the Remote Shutdown System control and
instrumentation functions ensures that there is sufficient
information available on selected plant parameters to place
and maintain the plant in MODE 3 should the control room
become-inaccessible or critical control room displays or
controls become unavailable.

__

(continued)

A
i \
O
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The Remote Shutdown System is required to provide equipment
SAFETY ANALYSES at appropriate locations outside the control room with a

design capability to promptly shut down the reactor to
MODE 3, including the necessary instrumentation and controls
to maintain the unit in a safe conditici in MODE 3.

Furthermore, the Remote Shutdown System is designed to
ensure one train of systems necessary to achieve and
maintain MODE 3 conditions from either the control room or
emergency? control station (s) in the event of a fire in any
one fire area. The criteria governing the design of the

L Remote' Shutdown System are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19,
| andjl0 CFR,50? Appendix R. Specific system requirements are |
.

presented /irf Reference 1 and the plant-specific fire '

I protseticn' topical % port.
i ny y

|

| TheRemote(khbtdownSys'temisconsideredanimportant |

contributor to the reduction of plant risk of accidents, and I

as such it has,bseh retained,in the Technical Specifications |
asindicatedinutheMRC;IntefimPolicyStatement. I

~ ng@;?*jy
~

\ n v
I WY !a j~h

,

I

LCO The Remote Shutdown System LC0 provides the requirements for
the OPERABILITY of the9hsttimentationiand controls
necessary +o place and matMiln the plant in MODE 3 from aN

location otner than the control ro6m. Thsginstrumentation
i

and controls typically required are listedLiq
| Table B 3.3.3.2-1, following this specifka'tton. For Remote i
l Shutdown System channels that supportionly the functions

requiredby10CFR50,AppendixR,tonedivisionisrequired|

| to be OPERABLE.

For channels that fulfill GDC 19 requirements, the number of
OPERABLE channels required depends upon the plant's
licensing basis as described in the fac plant-specific
Safety Evaluation Report (SER). Generally, two divisions |

are required OPERABLE. However, only one channel per given
I function is required if the plant has justified such a
! design, and NRC's SER accepted the justification. The
L controls, instrumentation, and transfer switches are those

| required for:

| Core reactivity control (initial and long term);.

Reactor pressure vessel pressure control;e

! (continued)

(continued)
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k Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

N BASES (continued),

Decay heat removal;LCO +

(continued)
Reactor pressure vessel inventory control; and*

|

Safety support systems for the above functions,
'

+

; including service water, component cooling water, and
i

onsite power, including the diesel generators.

A . division of a Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE if all
.

instrument and control channels needed to support the remote |

V(.dchutdown function are OPERABLE in that division.
'

In some
f fcases,tTable B 3.3.3.2-1 may indicate that the required

inforettion -or control capability is available from several
V alternate, sources. In these cases, the division is OPERABLE

Neilongasfone channel of any of the alternate information
.

or control snuses for each function is OPERABLE.

Rem h ystem instrumentation channels are OPERABLE
when: A* 7s; qG[)

All h;t anne,l c6nponents necessary to provide the
,l+

required'information or control are functional, I

yy ;%
Channel measurement: uncertainties are known via test,+

v analysis, obedesignijnformation to be sufficiently
small such tha seasurement'.and indication errors will
not mislead ope (rators W to a6tions that would
challenge plant Safety Limitsio(prevent prompt entry
into MODE 3; and +44a

Requiredsurveillancetedingi current and has+

demonstrated performance ~with s each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

Remote Shutdown System controls are OPERABLE when:

| All channel components, including transfer switches.

necessary to provide remote shutdown control, are
functional; and

Required surveillance testing is current and h's.

demonstrated performance within each surveillance

|
test's acceptance criteria.

| (continued)
1

(continued)

/~'N
%
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Remote Shutdorn System
B 3.3.3.2

BASES (continued)

LCO The Remote Shutdown System equipment covered by this LCO
(continued) does not need to be in operation to be considered OPERABLE.

This LCO is intended to ensure the equipment will be ;

OPERABLE if plant conditions require that the Remote
Shutdown System be placed in operation. 1

For this facility, a Remote Shutdown System division is
considered OPERABLE when all th0 plant-specific
instrumentation, controls, transfer switches, and support
systemslisted in Table B 3.3.3.2-1 are OPERABLE.

fy ;L
[for,the facility, the following support systems are
required OPERABLE
OPERA,BILITY ] g A,to ensure Remote Shutdown System

, yf v34. .

[For this facility, those required sup3 ort systems which,
upon their~ failure, do"not result in tie Remote Shutdown
System being declared inoperable and their justification are
as follows:) ?? e

m j, ,

c- yrs'3, 4'

%, y Gr
APPLICABILITY The Remote Shutdown System' LCO is' applicable in MODES 1, 2,

and 3. This is required /so that7thatfacility can be placed
and maintained in MODE'3'forlan? extended period of time from

a location other than thogontrt/(goosfg
This LC0 is not applicahle in MODE 4 orJMIn these MODES,
the facility is already subcritical andlin cobdition of
reduced Reactor Coolant Systera energy,VUnder these
conditions considerable time is avaitable to restore
necessary instrument control functions if control room
instruments or control become unavailable. Consequently,
the Technical Specifications do not require OPERABILITf in
MODE 4 or 5.

A Note has been added to indicate that LCO 3.0.4 does not
apply to the Remote Shutdown System LCO. This uceptioe to
LC0 3.0.4 allows normal startup during the pedod when tre

,

Remote Shutdown System is inoperable. Normal startup may
proceed while in Condition A secause the ju*:ification for 4

Condition A Required Action and Completion time is equally
applicable to startup conditions as it is to continued
operation in MODE 1, 2, or 3. Furthermore, Remote Shutdown
System equipment can generally be repaired during operation
without significant risk of spurious trip.

._

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown Sp .em
' B 3.3.3.2

( BASES (continued)
,

ACTIONS A Remote Shutdown System division is inoperable when each
fbaction listed in Table B 3.3.3.2-1 is not accomplished by
at least one designated Remote Shutdown System channel that
satisfies the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's
function. 'ihese criteria are outlined in the LC0 section of
the bases.

Condition A

ConAltionAaddressesthesituationwhereonedivisionof
/,anyrequiredfunction(s)orchannel(s)oftheRemote
J

Shutdown System is inoperable. This includes any function
tC listed in Table B 3.3.3.2-1 as well as the control and

%ytransferswitches.
of fvg
When,aDN,ision/includesafunctionthatonlyrequiresone
channel'to be OPERABLE, the failure of the single channel
constitutes thedfailure of the fuxtion and as a consequence
the division"becomes inoperable,

w ,g4
TheRequibe& Action [sktorestorethedivisionstoOPERABLE
statuswithin'30Idays! The, Completion Time is based on
operatin experience'and thellow probability of an eventm

ationgthecontrolroom.that wou d requi eva

ANotehasbeenadded|rtoslarif[thatforthisLCO,each
[ division) is treate'd as ansfndepsndent entity with an
independent Completion Time. {[
Condition B P '

s?
If the ino)erable function ca'nnot be restored to OPERABLE
status witlin 30 days, the prudent action is to place the
plant in a MODE in which the LC0 require:,4nts are not
applicable. This is done by placing the plant in at least
MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODES from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

_.

(continued)

(
,

N
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The following SRs apply to each Remote Shutdown System
REQUIREMENTS division.

SR 3. 3JM
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel against a similar parameter on other channels.
It is based on the assumption that instrument channels
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the
same value. L

SignificantNeviationsbetweenthetwoinstrumentchannels
'

couldtbe.an' indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels for even something more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure, thus it is key to
verifying'that the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between'ench CHANNEL CAllBRATION. Remote Shutdown
System instrumentation should+be compared to simliar plant
instruments locatedfin!theecontrol room. Agreement criteria
are determined bysthe plant' staff, based on a comoination of
the channel instrument 1 uncertainties, including isolation,
indication, and readabi-lity. ~1fJa' channel is outside the
match criteria, it may*be an' indication.that the transmitter
or the signal-prccessing equipment has dr.ifted outside its
limit. If the channels are withire the match criteria, it is
an indication that the channels are OPEMBLE, If the
channels are normally off scale during timesJwhen
Surveillances are required, the CHANNEL' CHECK will only
verify that they are off scale in the'same direction. Off-
scale low current-loop channels are~ verified to be reading
at the bottom of the range and rot failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel 0PERABILITY and
drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one
channel of a given function in any 31-day interval is rare.

SR 3.3.3,2.2

SR 3.3,3.2.2 verifies that each SR required Remote Shutdown
System transfer switch and control circuit perform their
intended function. This verification is performed from the
remote shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. This
will ensure that if the control room becomes inaccessible,

(continued)

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2 1

J

BASES (continued)
_. .

SURVEILLANCE the unit can be placed and maintained in MODE 3 from the 1

REQUIREMEIITS remote shutdown panel and the local control stations. The
(continued) 18-month frequency was developed considering it is prudent

that these Surveillances only be performed during a facility
outage. This is due to the plant conditions needed to
perform the Surveillance and the potential for unplanned
transients if the Surveillance is performed with the reactor
at power. Operating experience demonstrates that Remote
Shutdown System control channels usually pass the
Survei.l_ lance when performed at the 18-month Frequency.

NR 3.3[3.2.3
'| ' Mr ..

ECHANNEL' CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
Tchanneldncluding the detector. The test verifies that the

channel)fesporidssto measured parameter values with the
necessary:Jange;and accuracy.

v y
Transmitt. arf as found'h and "as left" values are recorded and
used to verify drift 1 assumptions. Field transmitters may be
calibrated in/ place"Oymoved and calibrated in a laboratory,
or replaceibWith*an(equivalent laboratory-calibrated unit,

Resistance tempe e dNf calibrated in p15cs using# cross $c(RTD) channels may bealibration techniques, ori

inatestbathafterpremovatfrom iping. For cross-
calibratien, at least one RTD sho)14,be replaced with ao
newiy calibrated RTD during each refueling cycle to ensure
accurate RTD cross-calibration.ADisyplacement RTD must
be the same model as the remainins RTDs. Using a newly
calibrated RTD as a referencepassures that RTD signal drift
continues to remain random rather than systematic and is
within the limits specified in the plant setpoint analysis.
The replacement interval may be extended to alternate
refueling outages if it is demonstrated that over the
extended interval, the RTD's drift is random rather than
systematic. This determination may use results of
statistical analysis of operating data and calibration data
from similar plants using the same model of RTD in the same
environmental conditions.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon t'he assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift.

'

(continued)

/~'N
b
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix R, and Appendix A, General Design
Criterion 19.
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Remote Shutdown System ,

i

B 3.3.3.2

8 Table B 3.3.3.2-1 (page 1 of 1) .

Remote Shutdown System Instrumentation l

!
l

FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT t.0 CAT 10H i
OR CONTROL PARAMETER REQUIRED

NUMBER OF DIVISIONS
_

| ..............................-----NOTE------------- -------------------------
'

This table is for illustration purposes only.i

It does not attempt to
encompass every function used at every plant, but does contain the types of ,

functions commonly found. '

p, gag \g
;............. . ....................... ..... .......,,

1.
ReactivftpControlfgn

SourceRang%
&,

a. e Ngutrom ,+ g y s:n Flux (1) i

,

2.
Reactor Pressure Viss91 Pressure )

<@V QReactorPressurebr.)w;| || a.
(1) !dd3. Decay Heat Removal g p)ethV )

'%g[
h

a. RCIC Flow '

4 (1)
/^N b. RCIC Controls 2 M h, [1], \ t1

%y(Ap.$FN,w
'
'

c. RHR Flow
[1]

d. RHR Controls AYh (13
P f kh'% I

4. Reactor Pressure Vessel Inventory Controbf3?
typa. RCIC Flow

(13

b. RCIC Controls ll)
,

c. RHR Flow (1)
1

d. RHR Controls (1)

24

:

(3-:.

)
U/
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

Table B 3.3.3.2-1 (page 1 of 1)
Remote Shutdown System Instrumentation.

FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT LOCATION REQUIRED
OR CONTROL PARAMETER NUMBER OF DIVISIONS
*

|

-----------------------------------NOTE---------------------------------------
This table is for illustration purposes only. It does not attempt to
encompass every function used at every plant, but does contain the types of

SSI!SIISESfntrol
*

%1.- Reacti
,

a. So 'N
^

Flux (1)

2. Reactor Pressure 1P sure
to

a. Reactor Pressure NF (1)
'

3.- Decay Heat Removal -

a. RCIC Flow (1) j

b. RCIC Controls 4 (1)

c. RHR Flow (1)

kh (1)d. RHR Controls

ReactorPressureVesselInventoryControgje4.

a. RCIC Flow (1)
,

b. RCIC Controls (1)

c. RHR Flow (1)

d. RHR Controls (1)
. . . .. .. ..

.
.

.

..
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E0C-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

(] B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

'

B 3.3.4.1 End-of-Cycle Recirculation Pumo Trio (E0C-RPT) Instrumentation

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The EOC-RPT instrumentation initiates a recirculation pump
trip (RPT) to reduce the peak reactor pressure and power
resulting from turbine trip or generator load rejection
transients coincident with failure of the Turbine Bypass
System, to provide additional margin to core thermal Safety

/ Limits (SLs)(MINIMUMCRITICALPOWERRATIO(MCPR)).
7

N To mitlgate pressurization transient effects, the EOC-RPT
Waust tripcthe recirculation pumps within approximately

%376-ms afteriinitiation of closure movement of either the
turbine;stop Valves (TSVs) or the turbine control valves
(TCVs)T 'The combined effects of this trip and a scram
reddee fuel bundle power more rapidly than a scram alone,
resultingrin an increased margin to the MCPR SL. The E0C-
RPT function iscautomatically disabled when turbine first-
stage preisureMs {{$0%) RATED THERMAt POWER (RTP).

yW ,

The need for the additional negative reactivity in excess ofi

/) that normally inserted, on .a' scram reflects end-of-cycle-

() reactivity considerations 1 Fluxtshapes at the end of cycle
are such that the control \ rods Mayanot be able to ensure
that thermal limits" tire maintainediby inserting sufficient
negative reactivity during the firstifew feet of rod travel
uponascramcausedbyTCVFastC]osurporTSVClosure,

er
The EOC-RPT instrumentation 41s# comprised of sensors that
detect initiation of closure"of the TSVs or fast closure of
the TCVs combined with relays, logic circuits, and fast-
acting circuit breakers that interrupt power from the
recirculation pump HG-set generators to each of the
recirculation pump motors. When the RPT breakers trip open,
the recirculation pumps coast down under their own inertia.
The E0C-RPT has two identical trip systems which can actuate
an RPT based on a one-out-of-two trip by system
configuration. Each E0C-RPT trip system is a two-out-of-two
logic for each function, thus either two TSV or two TCV
signals are required for a trip system to actuate. If

either trip system achates, both recirculation pumps will
trip. There are two E0C-RPT breakers in series per

(continued)

(continued)
{
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E0C-RPT Instrumentat en
B 0.3.4.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND recirculation pump; each trip system oacrates independent
(continued) breakers in the supply circuits of boti recirculation pump

motors. See the E0C-RPT Logic Diagrani, Figure B 3.3.4.1-1.

APPLICABLE The TSV Closure and the TCV Fast Closure functions are
SAFETY ANALYSES designed to trip the recirculation pumps in the event of a

turbir,e trip or generator load rejection to mitigate the
pressurization transient and to increase the margin to the
MCPR SLt The analytical methods and assumptions used in
evaluating the' turbine trip and generator load rejection
without bypass are summarized in Reference 1.

y ,p, . , _

TSV Closure or?TCV Fast Closure and a main turbine trip
result in reacnr pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux
transientsLthatimust!be limited. Therefore, a recirculation
pump trip'is initiated at the start of TSV Closure and a TCV
Fast Closure in anticipation.of the transients that would
result from thefclosure:ofithese valves. The E0C-RPT
decreasesreactbrp6d&4nhaidsthereactorscramin
ensuring that reactor.fpressure and MCPR SLs are not exceeded
during the worst-case transient i z

.

; z wy g n .
1E0C-RPT instrumentatio;n; satisfies Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of

the NRC Interim Policy StatementA . Nkv vs g3

W,5f Q
LC0 The LC0 requires (two) channels pentrip system to be

OPERABLE for each E0C-RPT functionMhe OPERABILITY of the
individual instrumentation functions is confirmed through
successful completion of required Surveillance testing;
i.e., CHANNEL CHECKS, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS, LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TESTS, E0C-RPT RESPONSE TIME TESTS and CHANNEL
CAllBRATIONS. Individual measurement channels and the
associated bistable trip units are considered operable when
the following conditions are satisfied:

1. All channel components necessary to provide a trip
signal are functional and in service;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are know via test,
analysis, or design information to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations;

(continued)

(continued)
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! E0C-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

'

BASES (continued)7
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Figure B 3.3.4.1-1
End-of-Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip Logic Diagram

Typical Figure

1. Either both TCV Fast Closure signals must be present of both TSV Closure signals must be present in
one trip system for trip of the recirculation pumps to occur. The RPT will not occur if one TCV and
one TSV signal are present in a trip system, nor will it occur if one TCV (or TSV) signal is present
in both trip systems,

2. Because the two first stage turbine pressure signals are cabined into an "and" logic configuration
in each trip system, loss of either will not permit the RPT to occur. For the RPI to occur. both A
and Bi must be present for Trip $ystem A. and likewise A2 and B must be present for Trip System B,g2

\

g (continued)y
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued) i

LCO 3. Required surveillance testing is current and has
(continued) demonstrated performance within each surveillance

test's acceptance criteria; and

4. The assc:10ted operational bypass is not enabled
except under the conditions specified by the LC0
Applicability statement for tie function.

The ALLO MBLE VALUES are specified for each E0C-RPT function
in the<LCon Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the
plaptyppecf M setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints
anelselected to ensure the setpoint measurements by CHANNEL
F't9CTIONAL4TE,STS do not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE if the
bisteHedKperfetting as required. Operation with a trip
setpoitttJ1csrcensbevative than the nominal trip setpoint,
but within 4t'stALLOMBLE VALUE, is acceptable provided that

o)eration(specifiche(pointcalculations.kedtettingSisconsistentwiththeassumptionsoftie plant- Each ALLOWABLE

VALUE specified$'th[e, treesje t and accident analysis in
more conservative than the analytical

limit assumed b
order to accountg ' 4Mt nt uncertainties appropriate to
the trip function. Thss ipncertainties are defined in the
plant-specific setpointierthodplogy3(Ref. 2). Each channel
must also respond with W its asedmedSresponse time. Atf
THERMALPOWER<[30%)RTPcoreWactifttyisassumedtobe
low enough that the E0C-RMMs het reqifjred to be OPERABLE
andthetripfunctionsare'automaticallyApassedwhen
turbinefirststagepressureiss(30%) p
TheE0C-RPThasinputstothetripdhcfrom'theTSV
Closure and TCV fast Closure functions. These functions are

.scussed below.

TSV Closure

Closure of the TSVs is determined by measuring the position
of each valve. There are two separate position switches
associated with each stop valve, the signal from each switch
being assigned to a separate trip channel. The logic for
the TSV Closure function is such that two or more TSVs must
be closed to produce an E00-RPT. Four channels of TSV
Closure, with two channels in each trip system, are
available and required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single failure will preclude an EOC-RPT from this function
on a valid signal. The TSV Closure ALLOWABLE VALUE is

(continued)

(continued)
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E0C-RP1 Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 selected to detect imminent TSV Closure, but low enough
(continued) so as to not generate spurious trips due to normal

system-pressure fluctuations.

This protection is required, consistent with the safety
analysis assumptions, whenever the THERMAL POWER is
2 30% RTP. There is an automatic bypass of this trip
function below the turbine first-stage pressure value
equivalent to THERMAL POWER < [30%) RTP, since the Reactor
MseltSteam Dome Pressure--High and the Neutron Flux--High

4['adequat9tomaintainthenecessarysafetymargins.Nnctions of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) are

h'Thi[Etondicbypasssetpointisfeedwatertemperature
dependent;as'a result of the subcooling changes that affect
the turbine fi(st-stage pressure / reactor power relationship.
For(operation with feedwater temperature 2 420*F, an
ALLOWABLE VALUE setpoint of s 26.9% of control valve wide-
open turbine first stage pressure is provided by the bypass
functiori(The,ALLOWAELE VALUE setpoint is reduced to
s 22.5% of4 control yalve wide-open turbine first-stage
pressurefoVopc73tionwithtafeedwatertemperaturebetween
370*Fand420*F.f// /p

$ (TCV Fast Closure
W N ,. %4Fast closure of the TCVs is determined by measuring the EHC

i fluid pressure at each control valveM.There is one pressure<

transmitter associated with eachl.conthol valve, and the
signal from each transmitter is.' assigned to a separate trip
channel. Four channels of TCV Fast Closure, with two
channels in each trip system, are available and required to
be OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure will preclude
an E0C-RPT from this function on a valid signal. The TCV
Fast Closure ALLOWABLE VALUE is selected high enough to
detect imminent TCV Fast Closure, but low enough not to
generate spurious trips due to normal system-pressure.

fluctuations.

This protection is required consistent with the safety
analysis whenever the THERMAL POWER is 2 (30%) RTP. As with
TSV Closure, this fu : tion is also bypassed below
[30%] RTP. The basis for the setpoint of this automatic
bypass is identical to that described for TSV Closure.

(continued)

(continued)
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E0C-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)

'00 (For this facility, the following support systems are.

(continued) required OPERABLE to ensure EOC-RPT Instrumentation
OPERABILITY:]

;

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not declare the E0C-RPT system
inoperable and their justification are as follows:]

'For thistfacility, the supported systems impacted by the
Inoperability of the EOC-RPT instrumentation and the
jusifficatforpfor each being declared inoperable are as

p+ows:]
,ws

%iW jf Q
APPLICABILITY The TSV Closursduncthn and TCV Fast Closure function

are requiped tSLbe.QPERABLE whenever THERMAL POWER is
1 [30%) RTP, conH stent with assumptions in the safety
analyses. Belard30]% R]P:the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome
Pressure--High9nd highlpectr' n flux functions of the RPSo
are adequate to maintain safety margins.

V x,;p py
_

1he bases for Applicability requir4ments are discussed on a
function-by-function basis in'the LCO,section.

Y f;ty Ng
y y gg

AC110NS A protection function channel is inoperabli when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the? channel's function.s
These criteria are outlined for thopfunctions in the
LC0 section of the bases. W
In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found non-
conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALVE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions
provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition entered for the particular protection function
affected.

The Conditions and Required Actions apply to each one of the
EOC RpT instrumentation functions. A Note has been added to
ina'cate that the Completion Time is on a Condition basis
for each function.

(continued)

(continued)
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)
v

ACTIONS Condition A
(continued)

Since one or more channels per function may be inoperable at
a given time, it is necessary, in order to avoid loss of
EOC-RPT instrementation function, to maintain each channel
in at least one trip system either OPERABLE or in trip. As
an example, referring to Fio. B 3.3.4.1-1, E0C-RPT Logic
Dia ram, if both TCV channels A, and B, are faulty in trip
sy m B and neither one is placed in trip, the system can

gNef th(er GPERABLE or one channel is in trip and the other isMunction as long as all channels of trip system A are
aj

f f 0PERA Depending on the configuration of failed andf .

% tri channels, the system may or may not be capable of

k%*4) eve,$ kn ' pan additional single failure. In the example
1er? failure of either the A or B TSV channel3 3

will; le thebE00-RPT function. Several cases off
fai$uP6, ved are tolerable without losing single-
failure t be. In fact, up to six channel failures may
be accen e underAhe single-failure criterion. For
instancGall ofcWhitrip system functions, such as
TCV A and,86,tT1TMahd B , and both channels of

3 3

first-stage'5t0rHnejressuta > [30%) RTP is acceptable. The
time allowed for'whichissufficie$tWsactioC(RequiredActionA.1)isIhour

[j~'s
nt'fo operations personnel to ensure

functional capabilityp insaddition, Required Action A.2.1s

which to restore the"inope{ lows'tfie facility 72 hours inrible chehnels or place them in
or Required Action,A.E 'a

~'

the trip position, thus assuringfthaO the system's ability
towithstandasinglefailureisdre'stWed. The 72-hour
Completion Time is sufficientsfer operations personnel to
complete the corrective actions of Required Action A.2.1 or
Required Action A.2.2. In Required Action A.2.2 a Note has
been added to indicate that the Required Action applies only
if placing inoperable channel (s) in trip would not result in
a recirculation pump trip or scram.

Condition B

If Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2.1, or
Required Action A.2.2 are not carried out within the
allotted time, Required Action B.1 or Required Action B.2 is
required. Required Action B.1 allows 6 hours to place the
plant within the calculated MCPR limit. Required Action B.2

(continued)

(continued)
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l EOC-RPT InstrumentationI

B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS specifies that the plant must reduce THERMAL POWER to
(continued) < (30%) RTP within 6 hours. The plant has a choice as to

which of these actions is appropriate for their operation.
The Completion Time of 6 hours is a reasonable time, based
on operating experience, to make corrective actions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

Condition C

Required * Action C.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
been, initiated for those supported systems declaredt

inoperable because of the inoperability of the support trip
system (s). The specified Completion Time of I hour is
sufficient;for plant operations personnel to make this
verification g Wq %
Required Action t.1. ensures that those identified Requiredi

Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability ofstrip system (s) associated with each E0C-RPT
function have been initiated.)This can be accomplished by
entering the supported; systems LCOs independently or as a
group of Required'Actionszthat need to be initiated every
time Condition C is entered. (Forithis facility, the
identifiedsupportedsystemsReduired4Actionsassociated
with each EOC-RPT functio ~n are:as follows:]

p ~ 'Q 5.g~

Required Action C.2 verifi'es thatNil required support or
supported features associated with the othe6 trip system are
determined to be OPERABLE within 1 hourSThe! Completion
Time of I hour is sufficient for plant [ operations personnel
to make this verification. If verification determines loss
of functional capability determined'to be LCO 3.0.3 must be
immediately entered. However, if the support or supported
feature LCOs take into consideration the loss-of-function
situation then LC0 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for each function are found in the SR section.
REQUIREMENTS

A Note has been added to the SRs for LC0 3.3.?.1 to allow
placing one trip system for a single function in an
inoperable status for up to 2 hours for performance of
required surveillances as long as the unaffected trip system
is OPERABLE. Upon completion of the Surveillance or
expiration of the 2-hour allowance, the trip system must be

(continued)

(continued)
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E00-RP1 Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

/ BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE returnad to OPERABLE status or the Required Actions taken,
i REQUIREMENTS [For this facility, the 2-hour allowance is based on the

(continued) following:]

SR 3.3.4.1.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
as' practicable and verifies required trips, interlocks, and-

/ alarms. function when the input is beyond the trip point.

N@%,*bistabloatr.ipiset]ointsarerecorded.
Where the design has made provisions for including sensors

y ' in thesCHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be
inserted at?that point. "As found" and "as left" values for

Bistable setpoints
must be Tound wjtmin the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
LCO, iThe difference between the current "as found" and the
prev ous "asileft" setpoints must be within the drift
allowance used in the,setpoint analysis. Recalibration of
the bistable setpoint; restores the OPERABILITY of an
otherwise ' functional, component that does not meet these
criteria. However.grepeatedsfailures of the same channel
over a small number of test' intervals should be evaluated as

O ootentially indicating afdsteministic failure which cannot
3e corrected by recalibration. p'h

*

This SR is modified l q % *that3 he RPT breakers are noty a Nois
required to be tripped during thisrtest, This is due to the
plant condition needed to perforsf the ' surveillance and the
potential for un)lanned plant transients if the surveillanceg

is performed wit 1 the reactor 4at' power.

(For this facility, the Surveillance interval is based upon
the following:]

SR 3.3.4.1.2-

Calibration of trip units consists of a test to determine
actual trip setpoints. If, during trip unit calibration,
the association tri) setting is discovered to be less
conservative than tie specified ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel
must be declared inoperable under these conditions, the
setpoint must be readjusted to be equal to or more
conservative than accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology.

(continued)

(continued)
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E0C-RPT instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)
.

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance Frcquency of 31 days is based on
REQUIREMENTS assumptions in the methodology included in the determination

(continued) of the trip setpoint. SR 3.3.4.1.1 and SR 3.3.4.1.2 are
often performed 'imultaneously using a common procedure.

SR 3.3.4.1.3

CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies that the
channeloresponds to the measured parameter with the
necessary range and accuracy-. CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive tests, to ensure that the instrument channel

of the@perationaliwith the setpoint within the assumptions
remains o

ant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter
"as found" and ?hs lef t" values are recorded and used to
verify drift: assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
CALIBRAT10N'shallifind'that measurement errors and bistable
setpoint errors.are within,the assumptions of the plant-
specific setpoint' analysis.1 Measurement and setpoint error
determination arld. readjustment must be performed consistent
with the assumpti' ohs'ofge plant-specific setpoint
analysis. v.v ,,

Recalibration restores 'bP RABI TY f an otherwise
functional component foundsto hsve4errort larger than
those assumed by the setpoint analysis. 4 0 sever, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibration. O<

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,
laboratory-calibrated, unit.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.4.1.4

Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a
specific channel. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests

(continued)

(continued)
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E0C-RPT instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)
-

,

SURVEILLANCE all logic components (e.g., all relays and contacts, trip
REQUIREMENTS units, and solid-state logic elements) of a logic circuit,

(continued) from sensor up to the actuated device. The system
functional test of the pump breakers is included as a part
of this test, overlapping the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
to provide complete testing of the associated safety
function. Therefore, if the breaker is incapable of
operating, the associated instrument channel would also be
inoperable.
e4

gThe'18-month Surveillance Frequency was developed
M [considering it was prudent that the surveillance only be
%. perfonned during a plant outage. This was due to the plant

W condititins needed to perform the Surveillance and the
SpotentialQerten lanned plant transients if the Surveillance

is performed wt ,the reactor at power. Operating
experience,has, own these components usually pass the
surveillance when performed on the 18-month Frequency.

n; ,

SR 3.3.41M5 gy
ThisSRensure&egg .~ e

s that* scrams , initiated from the TSV Closure
and TCV Fast Closure: functions,will not be inadvertently
bypassed when THE l POWERoiss This involves
calibration of th'p/ bypass *chanhels[30%) RTP.t s and the incorporation of
adequate margins forgthe' Instrument setpoint methodologies3
in the actual setpoint. If"eny bypass channel's setpoint is
nonconservative (the functions are bypassed at > (30%) RTP),
then either the affected TSV Clos 6re'and3TCV Fast Closure
functions must be declared inoperable and the appropriate
Required Actions taken or, alternatively, the bypass channel
must be placed in the conservative condition (non-bypass).
If placed in the non-bypas.s condition, this SR is met and no
additional actions. are required.

[At this facility, the 18-month Surveillance f requency is as
follows:]

SR 3.3.4.1.6

This Surveillance Requirement ensures that the channel
actuation response times are less than or equal to the
maximum values assumed in the accident analysis. Individual
component response times are not modeled in the analyses.
The analyses model the overail, or total elapsed time from
the point at which the parameter exceeds the analytical

(continued)

(continued)t

.
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E00-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE limit at the sensor to the point of recirculation pump
REQVIREMENTS power interruption. The acceptable response times of the

(continued) relevant trip channels are given below. [For this facility,
the response times include contributions from the
following: This test may be performed in one measurement
orinover]appingsegments,withverificationthatall
components are tested.

A Note to,the Surveillance indicates that breaker arc

suppre uion time may be assumed from the most recent
perfornian'ce ofi SR 3.3.4.1.7.
Ay y

Response time; tests are conducted on an 18-month STAGGERED
TESTvBASISL;iThisfresults in the interval between successive

ttests of;a given channel of n x 18 months, where n is the
number of channels per; trip system in the function. Testing
of the final; actuation | devices in a trip system, which make
up the bulk'of the" response time, is included in the testing
of each channel.d Therefore,cstaggered testing results in
response time verification)offthese devices every 18 months.
The 18-month Frequencyjds'bssed upon plant operating
experience which shows7thatLrandont failures of

3

instrumentation components Ahich cause serious response time
degradation, but not channel failures are infrequent
occurrences. Response times cannot be| determined at power
since equipment operationmisirequited.* 6

s y y

SR 3.3.4.1.7 .cA
potg

T' is SR ensures that the RPT breakercarc'suppfession time is
provided to the E0C-RPT response time' test. The 60-month
Frequency of the testing is based oh the difficulty of
aerforming the test and the reliability of the circuit
areakers.

REFERENCES 1. [Vnit Name] FSAR, Section [15), "[ Title)."

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, "[ Plant-specific Setpoint
Methodology.)"

O
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

8 3.3.4.2 Anticipated Transients Without Scram-Recirculation Pumo Trio
(ATWS-RpT) Instrumentation

BASES
- _

BACKGROUND The ATWS-RPT System initiates a recirculation pump trip
following events in which a scram does not, but should
occur. To lessen the effects of an ATWS event, negative
reactivity must be added to the reactor core by another

sasansMThemeanschosenistotriptherecirculationpumps.
'gjTrippi r}therecirculationpumpsaddsnegativereactivityfrom increase in steam voiding in the core area as core

V.3)WJaWreacher Water level of ( 55] inches% flow desreaties. When reactor pressure reaches (1120) )sig,
, the recirculation-

pumpdrivoimot$]breakerstrip.
The trip setpoints used in

theMstable are based on the analytical limits stated in
Refehnce fjjhp

Ai4 s
TheATWS-SPTSs",appsludessensors, relays, bypass
circuits,' circ W "rs, and switches that are necessary
to cause initi jon 'RPT. The input parameters to the
ATWS-RPT logic art;;e ectr}cahsignals that indicate limitsn) on low reactor vessel waterMovel and high reactor pressure./

C 97 ~ A V4
The ATWS-RPT is made Atmo in cndent trip systems,
with two channels of" eactoN$teanii e Pressure--High and
two channels of Reactor Vessel WaterL ' yel--Low Low, Level 2
in each trip system. EachATWS-ilFMr'isystemisa
two-out-of-two logic for eachganstion. Thus, either two

M vel 2 or two ReactorReactor Water Level--Low Low (6ded to trip a trip system.Pressure--High signals are ne
For most ATWS-RPT designs, two independent trip systems
are necessary to satisfy the reliability requirements of
10 CFR 50.62 (Ref. 2). The outputs of the channels in a
trip system are combined in a logic so that either trip
system will trip both recirculation pumps. (For this
facility, the-basis for the trip system logic is as

follows:)

There is one drive motor breaker provided for each of
the two recirculation pumps for a total of two breakers.
The output of one trip system is provided to both
recirculation pump breakers (see Figure B 3.3.4.2-1,
" Anticipated Transients Without Scram-Recirculation Pump
Trip Logic Diagram.")

p (continued)
(
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

l

O.BASES (continued)

1

I
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Figure B 3.3.4.2-1
Anticipated Transients Without Scram-Recirculation Pump Trip Logic Diagram

, Typical Figure
him

1. Both Reactor Vessel Pressure--High channels or both Reactor Vessel Water Level- Low Low, level 2
channels in either trip system most trip to ensure trip of the recirculation pumps.

2. Trip of either trip system will trip both recirculation pumps,

3. Pump trip is accomplished by tripping the notor-generator (MG)-set drive-notor breakers or field
breakers.

4 Manual trip is accomplished by remote manual trip of MG-set. drive-motor breakers,

I (continued)
,
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ATt!S-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

C BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The ATWS-RPT System is required by 10 CFR 50.62
SAFETY ANALYSES (Ref. 2) and is designed to provide diverse means for

reactor shutdown in the event of an anticipated operational
occurrence (A00) followed by a failure of the Reactor
Protection System (RPS). The system is not required to meet
the single-failure criterion, but is required to perform its
function in a reliable manner.

The,ATWS-RPT protects against potential common-mode failures
of. the RPS. The ATWS-RPT initiates an RPT to aid in the

ageduction of reactor vessel pressure and to ensure fuel
coverage 5following events during which scram has not

h@Vcapabilityxoccurredi Low reactor vessel water level indicates that the
oftcooling the fuel may be threatened. Should

$ reactor ,vessol? water level decrease too far, fuel damage
could,. result. 9herefore, the ATWS-RPT is initiated at
leveD2"toitid in2 maintaining the water level above the top
of the active [ fuel. The RPT at level 2 is provided to
decrease positive reactivity that occurs as a result of
compressf W of the;steun voids. The reduction of core flow
reduces ns1utroelf1trifAnd THERMAL POWER and, therefore, the

rateofcoolantibohioff. p,y .g

O The Reactor VesseNiteam DomhPr. essure--High function
V initiates an RPT'te coenteractN by rapidly reducing core

power generation, trenMentihthatxcause a pressure increase.
For the overpressuriintion bW nt,'the RPT aids in the
termination of the ATWS event and 414ag with the
safety / relief valves (S/RVs), liMttmpeak reactor vessel
pressure to less than the [1599[psig] Aiderican Society of
Mechanical Engineees (ASME) Cafe ~ limit.

ATWS-RPT instrumentation satisfies the risk mitigation
requirements of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO. The ATWS-RPT LC0 requires all' instrumentation performing an
ATWS-RPT function to be OPERABLE, which ensures that a

.

diverse reactor shutdown system is available in the event of '

an A00 and common-mode failure of the RPS.

The OPERABILITY of the ATWS-RPT is dependent on the
OPERABILITY of the inputs to the trip logic from the
instrumentation channels of the Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure--High function and the Reactor Vessel Water

(continued)

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 Level--Low Low, Level 2 function. For its two-out-of-two
(continued) logic configuration, each function must have all channels

OPERABLE in both trip systems. Either trip system alone
will perform the ATWS-RPT protective function.

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each function in
the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in plant-
specific setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints are
selected to. ensure that the setpoint measured by the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONW1EST does not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE if the
bistable 71s' performing as required. Operation with a trip
setpint lessegonservative than the nominal trip setpoint,
bdtssithinJts/ALLOWABLEVALUE,isacceptableprovidedthat I

opeFationgend' testing is consistent with the assumptions of
the pl% th pecif.ic setpoint calculations. Each ALLOWABLE
VALUEspecified3sm64conservativethantheanalytical

flimit assund'ihlthotransient and accident analysis in
order to astount fordinstrument uncertainties appropriate to
the trip functioti,7 These uncertainties are defined in the
pl an t- s pe c i fi c tset po i nts enthodel ogy .

A WPfM
A channel is OPERABLE'tshen7the following conditions are
satisfied:

[ j

Allchannelcompon'edts,nec$ssar)@ich
1. c generate a trip

signal are functional (and Mserv% g'

2. Channelmeasurementuncertaintiesare%nown-viatest,
analysis, or design information-to'be Etthin the
assumptions of the setpoint calcul'a'tions; and

QF
3. Required surveil hnce testing is current and has

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

Each ATWS-RPT function is discussed below.

1. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low low. Level 2

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from
four level transmitters that are arranged in pairs on
separate taps (two transmitters per tap) that come
from two physically separated locations.

Instrument lines are routed from each location through!

the drywell and terminate at the transmitters located

(continued)

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)

LCO in the containment. Four channels of Reactor Vessel
(continued) Water Level--Low Low, Level 2, with two channels in

each trip system, are connected to relays whose
contacts are arranged in a two-out-of-two logic
configuration. Both channels in each trip system are
required to be OPERABLE. The Reactor Vessel Water
Level--Low Low, level 2 ALLOWABLE VALUE is chosen se
that the system will be initiated after a Level 3

Sscram. [For this facility, the basis for the

g ALLOWABLE VALUE is as follows:]

g{it.A ' R - tor Steam Dome Pressure--Hiah%
ki fid t

h # Excessively high reactor pressure may potentially
diMfu thre^the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB).

nitreasefjn the reactor pressure during reactor
htion compresses the steam voids and results in a

(positiyefreactivityinsertion.Thisincreasesneutron
flux eed THERMAL POWER, which could potentially resultc
in fuel failum;and> reactor pressure vessel
overp'resser4raties'.

9"Q $;$ a
Reactor pressure is measured at two physically

[ s' separated locat~1onsG,Anifnstrument line is routed
( from each location?ttwoughithe drywell and terminates

inthecontainmgtfwheretse?pressuretransmitters
monitor the pressure fr%ii each dap. Four channels of
Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-,H4t h with two channels
in each trip system, are conneWedi;to relays whose
contactsarearrangedingtWo-out-of-twologic
configuration. Both chappels in each trip system are
required to be OPERABLE.^ The Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure--High ALLOWABLE VALUE is chosen above the
maximum normal operating pressure to permit normal
operation without spurious RPT and yet provide an
adequate margin to the ASME Code allowable Reactor
Coolant System (P.CS) pressure.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure ATWS-RPT instrumentation
OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their f ailure, do not declare the ATWS-RPT
instrumentation inoperable and their justification are as

,

E follows:)

(continued)
m

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT fnstrumentation
B 3.3.4.2 i

BASES (continued)

LCO (For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
(continued) inoperability of the ATWS-RPT instrumentation and the

justification of whether or not each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The individual functions are required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1 to protect against comon-mode failures of the RPS by
providiagra diverse trip to mitigate the consequences of a
postulated ATWS event. The Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure--Highiand Reactor Water Level--Low Low, Level 2
fdnctions are' required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 when the RCS
is pressurized and the potential for a pressure transient
exist'sn;In' MODO 2,Vthe recirculation system is at low flow,
so the RPT .isinot ne69ssary. In MODES 3 and 4, the reactor
is shut down With?alU control rods inserted, and the
possibility of a significant pressure increase is
negligible. In MODE 5, the reactor head is not fully
tensioned and ni pressure-transient threat to the RCPB

4 g+9 ]Q;fexists. dip
3 ,

ACTIONS A protection function c nel able when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY cnttoria%for th'e^ channel's function.
These criteria are outlineFfor eich fun'etion in the LC0
section of the bases. The most common caussof channel
inoperability is outright failure or drift"Of^the bistable
or process module sufficient to exceedithe tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the
drift is found to be small and results in a delay of
actuation rather than a total loss of function.
Determination of setpoint drift is generally made during the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process
instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it to within
specification. If the trip setpoint is less conservative
than the ALLOWABLE VALUE in SR 3.3.4.2.4, the channel must

; be declared inoperable immediately, and the appropriate
; Conditions must be entered immediately.

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found
nonconservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions

(continued)

(continued)

|
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the ;

(continued) LC0 Condition entered for the particular protection function
affected.

The Conditions of these Actions apply to each one of the
required ATWS-RPT functions. A Note has been added to
indicate that the Completion Time is on a Condition basis
for each function,

p |
Candition A 1

g %, w pCondit{on A applies to both of the ATWS-RPT functions.
%

W DJ .

SA.1/A.2.1/andA.2.2%w gy y
Since ene ar more. channels per function may be inoperable atm

a giver time..itsis necessary to maintain each channel in at
least"one tripisystem OPERABLE or tripped in order to
preservetWATWS-RPLfunction. If at least one trip system
is not atireactor mtI:all tpaes" capable of initiating a trip, then thestebe'platedfin a mode outside the Applicability.@ gy
As an example, ghord ng to? Figure B 3.3.4.2-1, ATWS-RPT

,

rd
[. Logic Diagram, ifjboth chaandisi A and B, are faulty in trip

3i systemAandneitherone;placed(intrip,thesystemcan
still function, as hafastail ch~m' gels of trip system B are
either operable or olis chanhel is lettrip and the other
OPERABLE. jg

as m
The1-hourCompletionTimeallowed'forRequiredActionA.1
is sufficient for operations 1 personnel to ensure functional
capability. In addition, Required Action A.2.1 or Required
Action A.2.2 allows 72 hours in which to repair faulty
channels or place them in tripped condition, thus assuring
that the system's ability to withstand a single failure is
restored. The 72-hour Completion Time is sufficient for
operations personnel to complete either Required
Action A.2.1 or Required Action A.2.2. Required
Action A.2.2 has been modified by a Note to indicate that
the Required Action only applies if placing inoperable
channel (s) in trip would not result in a recirculation pump
trip. If a channel becomes inoperable for a function in one
trip system when its redundant channel.in the same trip
system is in trip, placing the second channel in trip will
result'in an RPT trip. Required Action A.2.2 was not
intended to force an unnecessary trip. In this event,

(continued)

t (continued)%J
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3,3,4.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action A.2.1 would have to be met. If inoperable
(continued) channel (s) are not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in

trip within the allowed Completion Time, Required Action B.1
should be met.

Condition B

iki

If Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2.1, or
Required' Action A.2.2 are not carried out within the
allotted time,'LRequired Action B.1 is required. Required
Action B.1 allows 6 hours to place the plant in MODE 2. The

Completion Time of 6,the required mode from full power in an
hours is reasonable, based on operating

experience,'to reach
orderly manner'and without challenging plant systems.

;y ,
,

, ." !#Condition C
,

f.1 and 0.2 y g}[
Required Action C $$Nifih[that the Required Actions have
been initiated for thosehsupportedisystems declared
inoperable because of thefinoperab'ility of the support trip
system (s). The specified Completion Time of I hour is
sufficient for plant operatjons 'persontfal,to make this
verification. * V %
RequiredActionC.1ensuresthatthosed fled Reauired
Actions associated with supported system's impheted by the
inoperability of trip systems (s) assotiated with each
ATWS-RPT function have been initiat6d. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systems LCOs
independently or as a group of Required Actions that need to
be initiated every tim: Condition C is entered. [For this
facility, the identified supported systems Required Actions
associated with each ATWS-RPT funct' ' are as follows:]

Required Action C.2 verifies that c required suppsrt or
supported features associated with the other trip sy' tem are.

OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour. The specified
Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations personnel
to make this verification. If verification determines loss
of functional capability, LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately
entered. However, if the support or supported feature LCOs
takes into consideration the loss of function situation then
LC0 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

(continued)
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|ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)
,

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for LC0 3.3.4.2 are provided in the SR section
REQUIREMENTS and have been clarified by a Note that allows placing one

trip system for a single function in inoperable status for
up to 2 hours for performance of required surveillances as
long as one trip system remains OPERABLE. Upon completion
of the surveillance or expiration of the 2-hour allowance,
the trip system must be returned to OPERABLE status or.the
Required Actions taken. [For this facility, the 2-hour
aljohance is based on the following:]

f 4.2.1'

RV y
i R Perforentice of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures

4(%rosEfailure of instrumentation has not occurred.
2

A

one chan,.CNECKMs.!similar parameter on other 4 annels. It is
L a comparison of the parameter indicated on

nel.to't
based;pn't4assw1ptionthatinstrumentchannelsmonitoring
the sin phamster should read approximately the same value.
Significaptjeviatio 9etween the two instrument channels
couldbe*enindicy Vef excessive instrument' drift in one
of the channa@er hing even more seriots. CHANNEL
CHECK will detsettgrofs channel failure, thus it is key to
verifying that theiinstrumentation continues to operate

[3 sach CJLAWEl% CALIBRATION.

properly between.V pNi temiV Wie %%
nedqby the plant staff basedAgreement criteria aMa e

on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and; readability. If a
chtnnel is t,utside the match crite61aNit may be an '

incication that the transmitteRor' the iignal processing
equipment has drifted outsidedts limit. If the channels
are within the match criteria',' it is an indication that the
chaonels arc OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off-
scale during times when surveillances are required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will. only verify that they are off-scale in-
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified-to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

Tha Surveillance Frequency, about once every sh "' is based
on operating experience that demonstrates tht of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANhu. CHECK
guarantees that undetected overt channel failure is limited'
to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures
in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is low, the
CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective

(continued)

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEIL! ANCE functicn due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
REQUIREMENTS '3ECK supplements less formal, but more frequent checks of

(continued) channel 0PERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LC0 required channels.

SR 3.3.4.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of a channel. The test
insertstassimulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
as practicablesand verifies required trips, interlocks, and
ai g ms function when the input is beyond the trip point.
When, 'the design has made provisions for including sensors
in the: CHANNEL EvNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be
iemrtsd:at'that. point. "As found" and "as left" values for

j. bistabie tripEset)oints are recorded. Bistable setpoints
I must be found'wltiin,the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the

LCO. The differenceibetween the current "as found" and the
! previws "as leftNsetpointsnaust be within the drift

allo m ce ur # 1n"the setpointsanalysis. Recalibration of
+he bistabh :.atpoint(restons the operability of an.

otherwise functional" component that does not meet these
I criteria. However, repeated failspes of the same channel
'

over a small number of test intervalseshould be evaluated as
potentially indicating 'a dete'rministicifailure which cannote

be corrected by recalibratios % %
y Q-

[For this facility. the basis for the 31-daygtest Frequency '

| is as follows:] /* $
ThisSRismodifiedbyaNotethatdbPTbreak9rsarenot
required to be tripped during this test. This is due to the
plant conditions needed to perform the surveillance and the
potential for unplanned plant transients if the surveillance

'

is performed with the reactor at power.

SR 3.3.4.2.3

Calibrdion of trip units consists of a test to determine
actual trip setpoints. Trip setpoints are adjustad if found
outside the acceptable "as found" tolerance. If during trip
unit calibration, the associated trip setting is discovered
to be less conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE specified
in SR 3.3.4.2.4, the channel must be declared inoperable.

(continued)
~

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

] BASES (continued)
J

SURVEILLANCE Merc'irement and setpoint error determination and
,ustment must be performed consistent with theREQUIREMENTS r

(continued) aptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis.

The 31-day Surveillance frequency is based on assumptions in
the methodology included in the determination of the trip
setpoint. SR 3.3.4.2.2 and SR 3.3.4.2.3 are often performed
simultaneously using a common procedure.

SRd323.4.2.4

1 channef[fincluding the detector.CHANNEb CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument,

The test verifies that the
9 channeFresponds to measured parameter valves with the

necessary.rangevand accuracy. CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive! tests,ito ensure that the instrument channel
remains operational with the setpoint within the assumptions
of the plantaspecific1setpoint analyses. Transmitter "as
found" and,"as leftiNaiues are recorded and used to verify
drift assumptionsJ lor' OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION shallifind that measurement errors and bistable
setpoints errors'are withinTthe assumptions of the plant-c

(_h specific setpointcanalysisb Xasurement and setpoint error
i'"/

determination and readjustment ~must be performed consistent
with the assumptions | of'theLplantrspecific setpoint
analysis. ' E ';'

Ann
Recalibration restores OPERABILITY 5cf%n-otherwise
functional component found to,.havs errors larger than those
assumed by the setpoint analysis'. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over r. relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by reca"' ation.

Field n.smitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,
laboratory-calibrated, unit.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumptien of
an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.-

(continued)

(continued)

m

{ h
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.2.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a
specific channel. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests
all logic components (i.e., all relays and contacts, trip
units, solid-state logic elements, etc.) of a logic circuit,
from sensor up to the actuated device. The system
functional'ytest of the pump breakers is included as part of
this test 3and overlaps the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to
provjdejeomplate testing of the assumed safety function. If

thoTl#eakersjare incapable of operating, the associated
idstrument chahnel,,would be inoperable.
Mygypy' g ,,

The18-monthFreque)ncywasdevelopedconsideringitis
prudent thatdheisurveillance be performed only during a
plant outape? This,.,was due to the plant conditions needed
to perform'the Stirve'111ance and the potential for unplanned
plant transientsfi.f the Surveillance is performed with the
reactor at powerf Operating (experience has shown these
components usually.passl e tsurveilla~nce when performed at

.

the18-monthFrequent)Qgj/j'
g' A45 -

Tf4 %
REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [15], "[Qtle]."

N v Q
2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulationsdart 50.62,

" Requirements for Reduction of RiskFfFtWu Anticipated
Transients Without Scram (ATWS)? Events f6r Light-
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants."

u.

O
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

I

(f B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

'

B 3.3.5.1 Emeraency Core Coolina System (ECCS) Instrumentation
,

|

BASES
_

BACKGROUND ECCS instrumentation channels generate signals to
automatically initiate those safety systems which ensure
that^.the fuel is adequately cooled in the event of a design
bistU transient or accident.
V%

' cTheECQ$sinstrumentationisdesignedtoincludethethree
' su'asy%fsWms identified below:t

h4iehk),r,5ksmittersorprocesssensors;
^M

'

.- ([ Jig @nah av,a]c[essing and bistable modules; and
4@ h

r

*. Tripp ic. A
V & rs QField Transr M --; o% process Sensort,

'7# Mihgs' 4
-Field transmitters 2or proce'ss'3 sensors provide a measurable

(] electronic signalfbasedgeeftht/ppysical characteristics of
the parameter being measured. % g@\ j

D V yts.,Typically,fourmeas@urementchanne4}with physical '

separation are provided for each paraenter. These are
typically organized into two trlpjsfst$'s which are
physically and electrically septreted. Four measurement
channels are necessary to meet #the redundancy and
testability of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21 (Ref.1) and to
implement thu one-out-of-two taken twice logic arrangement
discussed-for the ECCS. instrumentation.

[For this facility, a discussion of the ECCS parameters
~ hat do not have four measurement channels and theirt

conformance to redundancy requirements and testability of
10 CFR 50. Appendix A, GDC 21 is as follows:]

,

For most anticipated operational occurrences (A00s) and
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs), a wide range of dependent and
independent parameters are monitored.

(continued)

(continued)

[
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)
i

BACKGROUND Sianal Processina and Bistable Modules
(continued) j

Each process parameter measurement channel includes .

electronic equipment which provides signal conditioning,
comparable output signals for main control board
instruments, comparison of measured input signals with
setpoints established by safety analyses, and output to the
trip logic 3 channels. This output to the trip logic channels
is taken'from a bistable device, which can be mechanical
switches"th~atBare part of the process sensors or electronic
comparators that receive input from the process transmitters
orqsensors.d in either case, the bistable output contacts I
areNgonsidsred to?be part of the trip logic channel. '

Q;;f pyx -
Trio Loaic. Tris Setooints. and ALLOWABLE VALUES

g 9 Wgy
Tripsetpofntsaretthose predetermined values of output
voltage or currentiagainst which the output voltage or
current relatedsto the. prshnt value of the process ,

parameter is cori1 pared.%Iffthe present measured output value "

of the process parametet exceeds toe setpoint, the
associated bistable changes'statelhThe trip setpoints are
the nominal valur at which thelbi'stib.les are set. They are
derived from the .imiting valuestof the, process parameters
obtained from the accidenttanalyses_ (analytical limits)
through a process of corre'etion fof uncertainties and errors ;

set forth in the plant-specific setpointimethodology l

(Ref. 4). The analytical limits, corr 6ctedhfor analytical
and process uncertainties, become the3tLOWABLE VALUES, I

which when further corrected by the; methodology of 1

Reference 4, become the calculated trip setpoint values.
i

The setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate ;

protection because sensor and processing time delays are
,

accounted for as well as calibration tolerances, '

instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors for channels that must function in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 6).

IThe actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable
is usually still more conservative than that calculated by
the plant-specific setpoint methodology. If the setpoint
measured for the bistable by the surveillance test does not
exceed the documented surveillance test acceptance criteria,
the b;; table is considered OPERABLE.

(continued) |

(continued) '
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

O
k] BASES (continued)s

BACKGROUND Setpoints set consistent with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will
(continued) ensure that safety limits are not violated during A00s and

that the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, provided
the plant is being operated within the LCOs at the onset of
the A00 or DBA and the equipment functions as designed.

Each channel of the process control equipment can be tested
on line to verify that the signal and setpoint accuracy is
within .the specified allowance requirements for the setpoint

fas"in' Reference 4. Once a designated channel is taken out
f ref service for testing, a simulated signal is injected in

%. place of'the field instrument signal. The process equipments

* forethe' channel in test is then tested, verified, and,

' calibrated V q
.s s

The, ALLOWABLE. VALUES listed in Table 3.3.5.1-1 are based
upon the setpoint methodology described in Reference 4,
which incorporates alhof the known uncertainties applicable
for eachtchannel. 6The magnitudes of these uncertainties are
factored intottheldetermination of each trip setpoint. All
field sensors'randtsignal processing equipment for these
channels are ass 0medrto operate within the allowances oiO these uncertainty /mignitudeshh

V '4 A;% $
The ECCS instrumentattori actuates 4 Core Spray (CS) Low
Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI),%}{tgh Pressure Coolant
Injection (HPCI), and Automatic Depressurization System
(ADS). The equipment involved with*each..of these systems is
identified in LC0 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating" Bases.

W
Core Soray Syslem

~

The CS System will be initiated automatically and is backed
up by manual means. Automatic initiation occurs for
conditions of Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
level 1 or Drywell Pressure--High. The outputs of the trip
units are connected to relays whose contacts are arranged in
a one-out-of-two taken twice logic for each function.

The high drywell pressure initiation signal is a latching
signal and must be manually reset. The CS System can be
reset if reactor water level has been restored, even if the
high drywell pressure condition persists.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The CS pump discharge flow is monitored by a flow
(continued) transmitter. When the pump is running and discharge flow is

low enough that pump overheating may occur, the minimum flow
return line valve is opened. The valve is automatically
closed if flow is normal to allow the full system flow
assumed in the accident analysis.

The CS System also monitors the pressure in the reactor to
ensure thatnbefore the injection valves open, the reactor
pressu W ha
design' pres % fallen to a value below the CS System's maximumsdre,
y m

Lobressurek;oola$t In.iection System
my jy w

The LPCI System /will"be, initiated automatically and is
-

backed up1byimahdal,abans. Automatic initiation occurs for
conditions 'of ReactocWessel Water level--Low Low Low,

- Level 1, Drywel,16 Pressure--H}to relays whose contacts are
gh, or both. The outputs of

fthe trip units are connected

combinedfunctions?"fofatWtakentwicelogicforthearranged in a one-ou
Oncefan initiation signal is received

by the LPCI control circuitry, theisignal is sealed in until
manually reset. Yfpig%y gg g

%
If an automatic-initiationSloss2ofscoolaht accident (LOCA)
signal occurs concurrent w'Ith a loss of Mor signal, the
LPCICpumpstartsimmediatelywhenpoweritoghe4160V
emergency buses is restored. The LPC1/A',TB,%
start after a 10-second delay to limit)the lo'and 0 pumpsAding of thet

standby power sources. Q
If the pump is running but discharge flow is low enough that
pump overheating may occur, the minimum-flow return line
valve is signalled to open. If flow is normal, the valve is
automatically closed to allow the full system flow assumed
in the analyses.

The LPCI System monitors the pressure in the reactor to
ensure that, before the injection valves open, the reactor
pressure has fallen to a value below the LPCI System's
maximum design pressure. Additionally, instruments are
provided to close the recirculation-pump discharge valves to
ensure that LPCI flow does not bypass the core when it
injects into the recirculation lines.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

(q) BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Low reactor water level in the shroud is detected by two
(continued) additional instrumots to automatically isolate other modes

of residual heat removal (RHR) (e.g., suppression pool
cooling) when LPCI is required. Manual overrides for these
isolations are provided.

Hiah Pressure Coolant In.iection System

The-NPCI System will be initiated automatically and is
backediup by manual means. Automatic initiation occurs for

Jconditions of Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 2
* or Drywell Pressure--High. The outputs of the trip units

C-are.; connected to relays whose contacts are arranged in a
'one-out-of-two:taken-twice logic for each function. The

~

HPCI System initiation signal can be reset if the initiating
conditions:have cleared; the HPCI pump can then be stopped
and the system realigned for automatic initiation.
Automatic restart willsoccur if either of the two initiation
conditions recurs.| |; :

/- y.,

On receipt $f'high Water level signals (Level 8), the HPCI
turbine trips, which'causesithe turbine's stop valve and the,

injection valves ,to be closed; 2The logic is two-out-of-two! s

() to provide high reliability of the HPCI System. The HPCI
System restarts if a210w lowyaterilevel signal is

.

subsequently received. Y 'Q,
eg

The HPCI System also monitors the waterblevels in the CST
and the suppression pool, because'these' are the two sources
of water for HPCI operation.q Reactor-grade water in the CST
is the normal source. On receipt of an HPCI initiation
signal, the CST suction valves are automatically signaled to
open (they are normally in the open position) unless both
suppression pool suction valves are open. If the water
level in the CST falls below a preselected level, first the
suppression pool suction valves automatically open, and then
tne CST suction valves automatically close. Two level
transmitters are used to detect low water level in the CST.
Either transmitter and its associated trip unit can cause
the suppression pool suction valves to open and the CST
suction valves to close. The suppression pool suction
valves also automatically open and the CST suction valves
close if high water level is detected in the suppression
pool. To prevent losing suction to the pump, the suction

(continued)

p (continued)

|
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND. valves are interlocked so that one suction path must be ]

(continued) open before the other automatically closes.

To protect the HPCI pump, a minimum-flow bypass line has
been installed. If flow is normal, the valve in this line
is automatically closed to allow the full system flow
assumed in the analyses.

A
Automatic'Decressurization System

,@;r %
ThgADS willjh initiated automatically and is backed up by
minual meansip Automatic initiation occurs when signals
indicating | Reactor)VesselWaterLevel--LowLowLow, level 1;
Drywe1RPressure3Hih,orlowWaterLevelActuationTimer;
and confirmed <ReactorMessel Water Level--Low, Level 3; and
CS or LPCliPuin/DischEtje Pressure High are all present and
the ADS actuatioijftimer has timed out.

MfhtatimedelaybetweenEachADStripd m

satisfying the njtta li$icandtheactuationofthe -

relief valve. Theitimahdeby chosen is long enough that the
HPCI- has sufficient op&ating timin3to recover to a level
above Level 1, yet not erlongdhal(the LPCI and CS Systems
are unable to adequately /cooktiio,fuelhif the HPCI fails to
maintain that level. An alarm injthe Yohtrol room is

4annunciated when either of the timeFs intiming. Resetting
the ADS initiating signals resets the timersk

;H7' %5h
The ADS also monitors the discharge, pressures of the four
LPCI pumps and the two CS pumps. Their signals are used as
permissives for ADS relief valve actuation, indicating that
there is a source of core coolant available once the ADS has
depressurized the vessel.

The ADS logic in each trip system is arranged in two
strings. Each string has a contact from each of the
following variables: Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low
low, level 1; Drywell Pressure--High; Low Water Level
Actuation Timer; and confirmed Reactor Vessel Water Level--
Low, level 3. All contacts in both logic strings must
close, the ADS initiation timer must time out, and a CS or
LPCI discharge pressure signal must be present to initiate
an ADS trip system. Either the A or B trip system will
cause all the ADS relief valves to open. Once the Drywell

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation !
'

B 3.3.5.1

f3 i

h BASES (continued)
'

BACKGROUND Pressure--High signal or the ADS initiation signal are
(continued) present, they are individually sealed in until manually

reset.

Manual inhibit switches are provided in the control room for
the ADS. Their function is required for ADS OPERABILITY,
since the ADS is inoperable if the manual inhibit switches
arefepabled when the ADS is required to be OPERABLE.
d$S5h

JQV Vf
APPLICABLE W The co E coo ing fu.'ction of the ECCS, together with the
SAFETY ANALYSESTg't'emper|a6tioW]of the L'S assures that the fuel peak-cladding6 cram

at.uWPeinsins be.nw the limits of 10 CFR 50.46. It

also assures that;the fu% and reactor pressure safety
limits}aYe9nokekceeded. ' e capability of the ECCS to be
initiated dudag'the analyzed transients and accidents is
presentedd$Referen en4. Each of the ECCS actuation
instruments"in 318.5.1-1 support their system
OPERABILIT( i that are provided by LC0 3.5.1 and
LCO 3.5.2. ic safety analyses applicability is<

discussed on a f
r Levab Nhfon bp@fsnction basis below.[7 T() Reactor Vessel W$ke/

ge
Lowilow Low. Level 1

The Reactor Vessel W er i 1-- Low Low, Level 1 is one
of the functions assumed to be OPERABLE. and capable of
initiating the ECCS during the transients and accidents
analyzed in the plant-specific 4SAR. F6r these events, the
ECCS ensures that high pressure"and fuel coverage safety
limits are not exceeded. The" Reactor Vessel Water Level--
Low Low Low, level 1 function is directly assumed in the
plant-specific analysis of the recirculation line break.
The core-cooling function of the ECCS, along with the scram
action of the Reactor Protection System (RPS), assures that
the fuel peak-cladding temperature remains below the limits
of 10 CFR 50.46.

Drvwell Pressure--Hioh

The Drywell Pressure--High is assumed to be OPERABLE and
capable of initiating the ECCS during the transients and-
accidents analyzed in the plant-specific FSAR. For these
events, the ECCS ensures that high pressure and fuel
coverage safety limits are not exceeded. The Drywell

(continued)

Q' (continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Pressure--High function, along with the level function, is
SAFETY ANALYSES directly assumed in the analysis of the recirculation line,

(continued) break. The core-cooling function of the ECCS, along with
the scram action of the RPS, ensures that the fuel
peak-cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46.

Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low (In.iection Permissive)
Mb%

ine Macter' Steam Dome Pressure--Low is one of the functions
assnoed to b4? OPERABLE and capable of permitting initiation
ofQthe ECCSeduring the transients analyzed in the plant- |

spe61f,1c,FSAR. Forathese events, the ECCS ensures that high
pressure 4thd fuil?cnerage safety limits are not exceeded. i

The core-cool'1)R4 ensures that the fuel peak-cladding
Lfunction of the ECCS, along with the scram

action of(thi
temperaturF remainsibelow the limits of 10 CFR 50.46. The
Reactor Steam DesdisPressure-slow function is directly

assumed in thetanaly%,isashM recirculation line break.s

Core Soray Pumo Disch'a$ Y Ejf'ad
rne/ Mow--Low (Bvoass)

The :ainimum flow inter (MFI ure is one of the
functions assumed to b OPERSL pnd%pable of closing the
valve during the transienthina sad fry 4be FSAR. For these
events,theCSPumpDischaFheFloW-Lowf@ctionsupports
the ECCS to ensure that high pressure andEfvel coverage i
safety limits are not exceeded. The porescoo).ing function i

of- the ECCS, along with the scram action' of the RPS, ensures
that the fuel peak-cladding temperature remains below the
limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

"

Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low (Recirculation Discharae
Yalve Permissive)

The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low is one of the functions
assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of closing the valve
during the transients analyzed in the FSAR. For these
events, the ECCS ensures that high pressure and fuel
coverage safety limits are not exceeded. The core-cooling
function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of the
RPS, assures that the fuel peak-cladding temperature remains
below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46. The Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure--Low function is directly assumed in the analysis
of the recirculation line break (Ref. 2).

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Reactor Yessel Shroud level--Level 0
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Reactor Vessel Shroud Level--Level 0 function is
implicitly assumed in the analysis of the recirculation line
break, because the analysis assumes no LPCI flow diversion
when reactor vessel water level is below Level 0.

Low Pressure Coolant Iniection Pumo Start--Time Delav Relav
_

#gMbWLPCI, Pump Start--Time Delay Relays are assumed to be
fihPERABLE6intheaccidentandtransientanalysesrequiring

(W ECCS initiation. That is, the analysis assuces that the
$pumpsawill jhitiate when required and that excess loadingf

%.W}FHotecat! ailure of the power sources,
dd .NLowPiersureCokhntIn.iectionPumpDischaraeFlow--Low

(Byotss) Up
The HFI cI@s@ure is,o f the functions assumed to be
CPERABLE'and, closing the valve during the

F he FSAR. For these events, the ECCStransients ' t

ensures that tor 'ssure and fuel coverage safoty
,

limits are not ex ed. tcore-cooling function of theG ECCS, along with e s ten of the RPS, assures that
the fuel peak-claddi ra t' remains below the limits
of 10 CFR 50.46. ,

Reactor Vessel Water level--Low I am tavel 2
x vg1t.yThe Reactor Vessel Water Lev 31 ow Low, level 2 is one of

the functions assumed to be UPEkABLE and capable of
initiating HPCI during the transients analyzed in the FSAR.
For these events, the ECCS ensures that high pressure and
fuel coverage safety limits are not exceeded. The Reactor
Vessel Water Level--Low Low, level 2 function associated
with HPCI is directly assumed in the analysis of the
recirculation line break. The core-cooling function of the
ECCS, along with the scram action of the RPS, ensures that
the fuel peak-cladding temperaturo remains below the limits
of 10 CFR 50.46.

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Hiah. Level 8

The Level 8 signal is used to close the HPCI turbine stop
and injection valves to prevent vessel water overflow into
the steam lines.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Condensate Storace Tank Level--Low
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) If the water level in the CST falls below a preselected
level, however, first the suppression pool suction valves
automatically open and then the CST suction valves
automatically close. To prevent losing suction to the pump,
the suction valves are interlocked so that one suction path
must be o)en before tne other autrmatically closes. This
ensures-tiat an adequate supply of makeup water is available
to the'-HPCI pump. TSis function is implicitly assumed in
the' accident |and transient analyses (which take credit for
HPCI) becausec,the a ulyses assume that the HPCI suctionr
sourceristthe supp nssion pool.

w,e gwig
Suporession Pool Wa hLevel--Hinti

ns , .

With excessivelylhNN5uppression pool water levels, the
loads on the suppression pools could exceed design values
should there beja' blowdownlo$the reactor vessel pressure
through the safety /Nyef'vnives. Therefore, signals
indicating high suppFeps,ioM
transfer the suction sotree' pool water level are used toof HPClifrom the CST to the
suppression pool to el t
continuing to provide a%inatef he" possibility of HPCIdditionalewaterMrom a source outside
the containment. This funct'i6n'istimpli'citly assumed in the
accident and transient analyses (khich t'ake, credit for
HPCI), because the analyses assume the HPCEsuction source
is the suppression pool. #?7 QA-

lHlah Pressure Coolant Iniection Putito Discharae Flow--Low
(Bypass)

The MFI closure is one of the functions assumed to be
OPERABLE and capable of closing the valve during the
transients analyzed. For these events, the ECCS ensures
thed high pressure and fuel coverage safety limits are not
exceeded. The core-cooling function of the ECCS, along with
scram action of the RPS, assures that the fuel peak-cladding
tempered"re remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

Automatic Deoresstr.1zation System Initiation _ Timer_

The ADS Initiation Timer function is assumed OPERABLE for
the accident and transient enalyses that require ECCS
initiation and assume failure of the HPCI System.

(continued) j

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation |

B 3.3.5.1

O !ig BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Reactor Vessel Water level--Low. Level 3 (Confirmatory)
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)- The Reactor Vessel Water Level 3 function is used by the ADS
portion of ECCS only as a confirmatory low water level
signal. ADS is initiated on receipt of a Reactor Vessel
Water Level--Low Low Low, level 1 signal . To prevent
spurious initiation of the ADS due to spurious Level 1
signals, a level 3 signal must also be received before the
ADS. initiation commences. The Level 3 trip function must be

40PERABLE in order for the ADS to initiate.
/W y

d ' Core Snriv Pumo Discharae Pressure--Hiah-
t ..

<

TCS[PumpDIAcOrgePressure--Highisoneofthefunctions
assumedito7be OP. ERABLE and capable of permitting ADS
initiationiduring the events analyzed in the FSAR with an
assumed HPCI(failure. For these events, the ADS
depressurjzes'the reactor vessel so that the low-pressure
ECCS subsyttems can perform the core-cooling functions.
This core-cooling; function of the ECCS, along with the. scram
action of the4Ps, assures that the fuel peak-cladding
temperature remaigsibelow the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

. Low Pressure Cool inn hPumoDischaraePressure--Hiah.\ ~ Ad g y
LPCI Pump Di< charge'PressurobHights one of the functions
assumed to ti VERABLE and c'apable pfspermitting ADS
initiation during the events analyzedfin the FSAR with an
assumed HPCI failure. For theserevent W the ADS
depressurizes the reactor vesselFso that the low-pressure

^

ECCS subsystems can perform the core-cooling functions.
This core-cooling function of the ECCS, along with the scram
action of the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak-cladding
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

'
Automatic Deoressurization System low Water level Actuation
Timer

One of the signals required for ADS initiation is Drywell
Pressure--High. 'If the event requiring ADS initiation
occurs outside the drywell, however-for example, a steam
line break (SLB) outside containment-a high drywell
pressure signal may never be present. Therefore, the ADS
Low Water Level Actuation Timer-is used to bypass the
Drywell_ Pressure--High function after a certain time period
has elapsed,-after which ADS initiation requires only the

(continued)

[ (continued)
N
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ECCS Instrumentation

B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE reactor vessel water level and one LPCI pump running signal.
SAFETY ANALYSES The instrumentation is a component of the ADS and is

(continued) therefore part of the primary success path for mitigation of
a DBA or transient.

ECCS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

16
4%v %

Thadb$ requfNs all instrumentation performing an ECCSLC0

fatstion toJMi/0PERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders
Mthe 4ffect @ chamhel(s) inoperable and reduces the

relia'bility" oft)heidfected functions. Each function must
have the requiired nuitter of OPERABLE channels per ECCS
instrument?fMdtfon Mth their setpoints within theu
specified AL'LOWABLEL#t.UES. Actuation setpoints are

methodology assum[co'nsistentywith applicable setpointptiopsggach channel must also respond
calibrated to b,e

within its assumeg
[ns

me.

ALLOWABLE VALUES are s fiedfhachECCSactuation
'poititM(9p"setpointsarespecified

function in the LCO. 'nal t
in the plant-specific s cuhttions. The nominal
setpoints are selected todesord attWsetpoint
measurements by CHANNEL FUNCTIONA TESTS 40.not exceed the

ALLOWABLEVALUEifthebistableisperforg3n?ettvethanthe
g as required.

Operation with a trip setpoint less conuerv
nominal trip setpoint, but within its?All0WABLE VALUE, is
acceptable provided that operatiomishd testing is consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-sbecific setpoint
calculations Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more
conservative than the analytical limit assumed in the
transient and accident analysis in order to account for
instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip function.
These uncertainties are defined in the Plant-specific
Setpoint Methodology (Ref. 4).

,

Table 3.3.5.1-1 footnote (b) is added to show that certain
ECCS instrumentation functions also perform diesel generatorx

initiation.

Violation of the LC0 for any ECCS function could allow the
plant to reach conditions during steady-state and transient
operation that are beyond those evaluated for safe plant

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

O BASES (continued)Q
LC0 operation. If exceeded, these conditions could lead to fuel

(continued) failure or vessel overpressurization.

The ECCS functions specified in Table 3.3.5.1-1 are OPERABLE
when the following conditions are satisfied:

1. All channel components necessary to provide an ECCS
J actuation signal are functional and in service;

A:sy .
41c Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,

.O s ' a nlysis, or design information to be within they assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and,n

s m yfg h gy;q:
N3.s ' Required;syrveillance testing is current and has

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
.ftettisiacceptance criteria.

t; Je*

The Basesefor the LCO, requirements for each function are
discussed!bblow., 4 ??

ggg?jy*

1. Cores'ONfSystE
,

l.a. ReactodVessel4fa$' Level--Low Low Low. Level 1
\tw

ter
'/

( v ama '%
,' Low reactohveshglowatdrNevelindicatesthatthe

capability $of cooling thebfuel may be threatened.
Should the water level decrease too far, the core

may become uncovered andyfuoydamage could
resul t, asmy
Reactor Vessel Wath Level--Low Low Low, Level 1
signals are initiated from four level
transmitters connected to relays whose contacts
are arranged in a one-out-of-two taken twice
logic.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
Level 1 ALLOWABLE VALUE is set high enough to
allow time for the low-pressure core flooding
systems to activate and provide adequate cooling,
but low enough to prevent decreases in level that
are due to operational transients from causing
spurious initiation.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO The Reactor Vcssel Water Level--Low Low Low,
(continued) level 1 function is required to be OPERABLE only

when the CS ECCS is required to be OPERABLE.

Thus, four channels are required to be OPERABLE
in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4 and 5, the
Level 1 function is required only for those

flow-pressure ECCS subsystems required to be
f M OPERABLE by LC0 3.5.2.

.fgr Np
M,T.'b. Drvinll Pressure--Hiah
%f fiy
h idgh preAsure in the drywell could indicate a

Ub'reak4ifi% reactor coolant pressure boundary
(RCPBrare"in)Itiated on receipt of the DrywellAlh ECCS injection and spray subsystems
PressuheLHigh signal to minimize the possibility

of fuehdamage.$,4&W cG

High "dryw'sWQ4raismitters that are connected toelTypre$sure signals are initiated fromfour pre
relays whose''gontacts are> arranged in a one-out-
of-two taken4tsice10hidhf fyg k
The ALLOWABLE VALUE'was5 selected to be as low as
possible to miniinize he'st*loadtfon equipment
located in the drywell, but not}soalow as to
cause spurious trips. j$F Np

dy
The Drywell Pressure--Highifunction is required
to be OPERABLE when the CS ECCS is required to be
OPERABLE in conjunction with times when the
primary containment is required to be OPERABLE.
Thus, four channels of the Drywell Pressure--High
function are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, and 3. In MODES 4 and 5, the Drywell
Pressure--High function is not required, because
there is insufficient energy in the reactor to
pressurize the primary containment to the Drywell
Pressure--High function setpoint.

(continued)

(continued)

.
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

(D
'Q BASES (continued)

LCO 1.c. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low (In.iection =

!

(continued) Permissiyfl
<

Low reactor steam dome pressure signals are used
as permissives for the low-pressure ECCS
subsystems. This ensures that, prior to opening
the injection valves of the low-pressure ECCS

9 subsystems, the reactor pressure has fallen to a

{gSq[g, value below these subsystems' maximum design
p

pressure.y,

O The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low function ism

NT(N" .15t#4 di rectly assumed in the analysis of the

d'gf%recjeculation line break.
W The Reactor Steam Dome

Pressure--Low signals are initiated from four
r Npressire transmitters thrJ sense the reactor

steam' dome pressure. The transmitters provide
,deput .to f channels arranged in a

Tjene,outrof taken twice logic configuration.
,,4 @ F V
ThsdALLOW E VALUE is set low enough to

prevent %y6reECCS,^bthighenoughtoensurethat
Wrpressspizing the equipment in the

f low-pros
5 the ECC$tig ~ tion-pVevents the peak cladding

-

'
temperatutg CT) rosisk eeding 2200'F.

TheReactorSteamDomefresisure--Lowfunctionis
required to be OPERABLCoblyd'when the CS ECCS is
required to be OPERA 8LE! Thus, four channels of
the Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low function are
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,-2, and 3. In
MODES 4 and 5, the function is required to be
OPERABLE only as required by LC0 3.5.2.

.l.d. Core Soray Pumo Discharae Flow--Low (Byoass)

The MFis_ provide equipment protection. They
support pump OPERABILITY by protecting the pump
from overheating when the. associated ECCS pumps
initiate. The CS pump minimum-flow bypass valve
is opened when low flow is sensed and
automatically closed at normal flow conditions.

One flow transmitter per CS pump is used to
detect the associated system flow rate. The CS

(continued)
e

.[ (continued)
\
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO System has two transmitters. The logic is
(continued) arranged so that each transmitter causes its

associated minimum-flow valve to open or close.
The ALLOWABLE VALUES for the minimum-flow
interlocks are high enough to ensure that the
pump is operating, and low enough to ensure that
closure of the minimum-flow bypass is initiated
to allow full flow into the core.

t .s
.< b * TheliFis are required to be OPERABLE when the CS

%e#P
System is required to be OPERABLE. Thus, two

' channels of CS MFIs are required to be OPERABLE
% coln'H0DE.5/1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4 and 5, the CS

%C minimumiflow function is required only if the CS
ECCS!subsy'st'ern is required to be OPERABLE by

oLCO'3i512.d('l,

v gas'

1.e. ManuaFInitiations
yp _ wagli>i.

TheMNnuals}hcftfatfonpushbuttonswitches
introduce hgnals/into the appropriate ECCS
subsystem thatYare redundant to the automatic

! protective instpument'atibti?and provide manual
| initiation capabilityd OnW switch per subsystemi

-issuppliedfortCSinitatioh;)9 stem.
hich is capable of|

initiating its associat ' subs

2. LowPressureCoolant'IniectionSysI $h
2.a. Reactor Vessel Water LeviNMow Low Low. Level 1

Low Reactor Vessel water level indicates that the
capability of cooling the. fuel may be threatened.,

' Should water level decrease too far, the core may
become uncovered and fuel damage could result.

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low, Level 1
signals are initiated from four level
transmitters connected to relays whose contacts
are arranged in a one-out-of-two taken twice
logic. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low
Low, Level 1 ALLOWABLE VALUE is high enough to
allow time for the low-pressure core flooding
systems to activate and provide adequate cooling,

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

,o

( ) BASES (continued)
'

v

LCO but low enough to ensure that decreases in level
(continued) that result from operational transients will not

cause spurious initiation.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
Level 1 function is required to be OPERABLE when
the LPCI System is required to be OPERABLE.

A Thus, four channels of the Level 1 function are
gnpQ required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In

Af W MODES 4 and 5, the Level 1 function is required
e'|p? f$ only for those low-presso ECCS subsystems

6'9ppe;g/requiredtobeOPERABLEbyLC03.5.2.f <i$h66-2.b/DrM11 Pressure--High

4 Nig tsure in the drywell could indicate a
breakvin the RCPB. All ECCS injection and spray4'

M sbsystems ,are initiated on receipt of the
QDrywe,llyPressure--Highsignalinorderto
' minimize W possibility of fuel damage.
nwg gy

,

High drisell presi' re signals are initiated froms
-

/~% four'transmitterst bjat are connected to relays !

t - 'whose OMtactsj!;are a "nged in a one-out-of-two
' taken twiceMogich--

V V 3 g. ;

The ALLOWABLE VALUE- selec e'dgis- set low enough to

minimize heat. loads op(deigni'puent located in thedrywell, but not 'soelo that'1t could cause
spurious trips. 4j)F
The-Drywell Pressure--High function is required
to be OPERABLE when the associated ECCS is
required to be OPERABLE in conjunction with times
when the primary containment is' required to be

4

OPERABLE. Thus, four channels of the LPCI
Drywell Pressure--High function are required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4 and
5, the Drywell Pressure--High function is not
required, because there is insufficient energy in
the reactor to pressurize the primary containment-
to the Drywell Pressure--High function setpoint.

(continued)

(continued)

O
V
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ECCS instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 2.c. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low (In.iection
(continued) Permissive)

Low reactor steam dome pressure signals are used
as permissives for the low-)ressure ECCS
subsystems. This ensures t1at, prior to opening
the injection valves of the low-pressure ECCS
subsystems, the reactor pressure has fallen to a

g qal.ue below these subsystems' maximum design
E pressure,

D;4pr! V d

$!!ie,,Mn[flated,fromfourpressuretransmittersthatReactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low signals are
Th

%D>s' ns6the; reactor steam dome pressure. Thee

trssmittersiprovide input to four channels
4.trrhngedJda'one-out-of-twotakentwicelogic.

M, tie'+

The ALLOWABLE VALUE.is set low enough to prevent
overpressurizingstheECCS,buthighenoughto

~

ensurs,thatthe ECCS injection prevents the PCT

TheReactorS(Qfrom exceedis 2200*F. ,%
s

M gf
tam Dom,e?Prsssure--Low function is

required to bO OPERABLE wh'e hthe LPCI ECCS is
required to be OPERA 8 LEA Thd4 four channels of
the Reactor Sted Dome Pre'ssuro-Mow function are
required to be OPERABLE in MODESyl 2, and 3. Int
MODES 4 and 5, the function,isyrenstred to be
OPERABLE only as required ,b'|itC0 3 3.2.y

qy
2.d. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low (Recirculation

Discharae Valve Permissive)

Low reactor steam dome pressure signals are used
as permissives for recirculation discharge valve
closure. This ensures that, prior to closing the
valves, the reactor pressure has fallen tc a
value below the closing maximum design pressure.

The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low signals are
initiated from four pressure transmitters that
sense the reactor dome pressure. The four
transmitters are connected to relays whose
contacts are arranged in a one-out-of-two
taken twice logic.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

f)Q BASES (continued)

LCO The ALLOWABLE VALUE is set low enough to prevent
(continued) overpressurizing the recirculation discharge

valves, but high enough to ensure that the
injection prevents the PCT " rom exceeding 2200'F.

The Reactor Steam' Dome Pressure--Low function is
required to be OPERABLE when the associated ECCS

A is required to be OPERABLE. Thus, four channels
'p$&, of the LPCI Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low

<(&T
function are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,

E.2 and 3. In MODES'4 and 5, the function is
'

g re, quired only for those LPCI subsystems required
s OPERABLE by LC0 3.5.2.

2feTheachar Vessel Shroud Level--Level 0
Af% surY DENictor' Vessel Shroud Level--Level 0 function

A s#provided4as a permissive to allow the RHR
%;$yste yt(1pn,'eanually aligned from the LPCI mode

to 3etippression pool-cooling and spray or
dry;w hspray modes. The permissive ensures that
water injpe vessehis approximately two-thirds-

/s\ of the 6efe-hp$ht% fore the manual transfer is
V- allowed # Thisignsued\that LPCI is available to

may be overfidden%ge fd6hdamage.prevent orjefriist This function
rin#4ccidentconditionsas

, allowed by plant procedumsh
| 4V N$b'

ReactorVesselShrg%sfeltransmitters.thatareitevel--tevel 0 signals areinitiated from twob
connected to relays'whose contacts are arranged
in a two-out-of-two logic.

The ALLOWABLE VALVE for.the Reactor Vessel Shroud
Level--Level 0 is high enough to allow the-low-
pressure core-flooding systems to activate and

i provide adequate cooling, but low enough that
| decreases in level resulting from operational

transients will not cause spurious actuations
resulting in isolation of the RHR containment-

| cooling' modes.

The Reactor Vessel Shroud Level--Level 0 function
is required to be OPERABLE when the associated
ECCS is required to be OPERABLE. Thus, two

(continued)

(continued)v
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 channels of the LPCI--Level 0 function are
(continued) required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In

MODES 4 and 5, the LPCI--Level 0 function is
required only for those LPCI subsystems required
to be OPERABLE by LC0 3.5.2.

2.f. Lcw Pressure Coolant In.iection Pumo Start--Time
eDelav Relay

st&apurpose of this time delay is to stagger the
%g(/ t of the four main low-pressure LPCI pumps,

thhi limiting the starting transients on theg r

'

A s power, buses.| %%;V
Thike%rWfare 'fAur LPCI Pump Start--Tirne Delay

s

(ReTafsh gne9.in each of the RHR pump start logic
| 'circuitsidBecause each time delay relay is

dedicated to a single pump start logic, a single'

I failure''of a4LPCliPump Start--Time Delay Relay
will causefo61y",the' one LPCI pump to fail toi

| start. NThiseleaves fivq of the six LPCI pumps

still 0PERABLE Q g|

The ALLOWABLG ALUEhr, th$'i.PCI Pump Start--Time
i Delay Relays isdong enough'tKat the majority 9
i the starting transient bf the'first pump is
' complete before starting the second pump on the

same 4160 V emergency bus and shoht]enough that
ECCS operation is not degraded.

'

TheLPCIPumpStart--Time $Vv
Delay Relay function is

required to be OPERABLE only when the associated
ECCS is required to be OPERABLE. Thus, one
channel of LPCI Pump Start--Time Delay Relay per
LPCI pump is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, and 3. In MODES 4 and 5, the function is
required only for those LPCI pumps required to be
OPERABLE by LC0 3.5.2.

2.g. Low Pressure Coolant In.iection Pumo Discharae
Flow--Low (BvDass)

The MFIs are provided to allow the associated'

ECCS pumps to initiate and to protect the pump
from overheating. The LPCI pump minimum-flow

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

p
V BASES (continued)

LC0 . bypass valve is opened when low flow is sensed
(continued) and automatically closed at normal flow 1

conditions. |

One flow transmitter per LPCI pump is used to
detect the LPCI System's flow rates. The logic
is arranged such that each transmitter causes its

/ associated minimum-flow valve to open or close.$$gtt
Wj#;r 7)i ensure that the pump is operating and low enoughA The ALLOWABLE VALUES for MFIS are high enough to

# X t . ensure that closure of the minimum-flow bypass
g{ .

We is initiated to allow full flow into the
.

. ,

be. S are required to be OPERABLE when the.,
s required to be OPERABLE. Thus, four

nnels o he LPCI MFIs, one per pump, are
eq OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In

, the LPCI minimum-flow functions
a only or those low-pressure ECCS
subsys req to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.5.2.,-

kj 2.h. Manual i"i

Manual In f ti higna e redundant to the
automatic protective in ntation and provide
Manual Initiation ca One minimum-flow
interlocks push but itc is supplied per
subsystem for LPC) itiation which is capable of
initiating its asscciated subsystem.

3. t!1ch Pressure Coolant In.iection System

3.a. Reactor Vessel Water level--Low Low. Level R.

Low reactor vessel water level indicates that the
capability of cooling the fuel may be threatened.
Should reactor vessel water level decrease too
far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, the
HPCI System is initiated at level 2 to maintain
the water level above the top of the active fuel.

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated
from four level transmitters that are connected

(continued)

v) (continued)
,
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 to relays whose contacts are arranged in a
(continued) one-out-of-two taken twice logic.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 2
ALLOWABLE VALUE is high enough that, for complete
loss of feedwater flow, the Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System flow (with HPCI'

assumed to fail) will be sufficient to avoid
M,:; initiation of low-pressure ECCS at level 1. The

f ? ALLOWABLE VALUE is also low enough that, after a
'f scram caused by a Level 3 trip with no loss of
i feedwater flow, the RCIC and HPCI Systems will
% . ,|not"becinituted.

~. w ;p u
The'Re' acto'r| Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 2

sfunction isirequired to be OPERABLE only when the
HPCI ECCSiis required to be OPERABLE. Thus, four
channelsVof the HPCI Level 2 function are
required to. be OPERABLE in MODE 1, and in MODES 2
and 3"whenfreact'or/ steam dome pressure is > 150

L_ psig. V % j@ g
| %g Ap\3.b. Drywell Presss e- li h

High pressure inEth$ dhelschuld indicate a
,

break in the RCPB.' All'ECCS injection and spray
! subsysteni: are initiated on receipt of the
| Drywell Pressare--High function to(minimize the
! possibility of fuel damagey

g
High drywell pressure signals are initiated from

|

four pressure transmitters that are connected to
relays whose contacts are arranged in a
one-out-of-two taken twice logic.

| The ALLOWABLE VALUE selected is set low enough to '

minimize heat loads on equipment located in the
drywell, but'not so low that it could cause

_

spurious trips.

The Drywell Pressure -High function is required
to be OPERABLE when the HPCI ECCS required to be
OPERABLE in conjunction with times when the
primary containment is required to be OPERABLE.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO. Four channels of the HPCI Drywell Pressure--High
(continued) function are required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1,

and in MODES 2 and 3 when reactor steam dome
pressure is > 150 psig.

3.c. Reactor Vessel Water level--Hiah. Level 8

High reactor vessel water level indicates there
ym is sufficient cooling water inventory in them

- i j, reactor vessel that there is no danger to the
gfh. %f p$ fuel. Therefore, the Level 8 signal is used to

i

y g 3f c]pse the HPCI turbine stop and injection valves
4 g. W x
%:wy pygrevent overflow into the main steam lines.

topp

dj4@'%for HPCI are initiated from two levelReactor. Vessel Water Level--High, level 8 signals
j

m
# transmitters from the wide-range level

$jamasurementesystem.- twofshanne,8.} signal generation provide input to _
The transmitters used for

theLeve)i'' lst Both Level 8 signals are required
iG hrder g)v'alves S The Reactor Vessel Watercloseache HPCI turbine and stop-injection

. Level--High, Leve158? ALLOWABLE VALUE is high
.d enough"to precisde tVipping of the HPCI System

when it isyequired fon|' core cooling, yet low i

enough to trip th'e41PCI $fstem prior to water
overflowing into the :mairinsteam lines.

F%The Reactor Vessel Wak@er Level--High, Level 8
function ~is required ^to be OPERABLE-only when the
associated ECCS is iequired to be OPERABLE.
Thus, two channels of the HPCI Level 8 function

.are required to be-0PERABLE in. MODE-1, and in
H0 DES 2 and 3 when reactor steam dome pressure is
.> 150 psig.

3.d. Condensate Storaae Tank level--Low

Low level O the CST indicates the unavailability "
i

of an adequate supply of makeup water from this
normal source. Normally, the suction valve
between the MFCI ar.d the CST is open and, upon
receiving a HPCI initiation signal, water for
HPCI would be tak:n from the CST.

(continued)

(continued)
Q
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO Two level transmitters are used to decect low
(continued) water level in the CST. The logic is arranged so

that either transmitter and its associated trip
unit can cause the suppression pool suction
valves to open and the CST suction valve to
Close.

~ The ALLOWABLE VALUE for the CST Level--Low
. ; function is high enough to ensure adequate
i'suctionheadwhilewaterisbeingtakenfrom
th CST and low enough not to cause spurious

i
cyc ing,of the suction valves due to normal tank

% rievel 41sctuations.MN$$# fpqjg
ThsMT LeWh--Low function is required to be

<0PERA9EpalfwhentheHPCIECCSisrequiredto
b6 OPECABLEt' Thus, two channels of the HPCI CST

| Level 4 W w funct are required to be OPERABLE
L in HQDP'1, ES 2 and 3 when reactor

steam %(g is > 150 psig.'

| 3.e. Suporession ater/awel--Hioh

Suppression le gsignals are
! initiated from e % tran tters that

measure the pres re di Werend etween two
sealed diaphragms: one sensin 4 sure due to
water level in the suppress nd the other
measuring the pressure ab e ma imum expected
water level. 4

-

The logic is arranged such that eitner
transmitter and its associated trip unit can
cause the suppression pool suction valves to open
and the CST suction valves to close.

|
'

The ALLOWABLE VALUE-for the Suppression Pool
Water Level--High function is high enough that
normal water level fluctuations do not cause
cycling of the HPCI suction valves, but low
enough to ensure that HPCI will be aligned for
suction from the suppression pool before the
water level reaches the point at which
suppression pool design loads would be exceeded.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

r
BASES (cor.tinued)

>

LCC The Suppression Pool Water Level--High function
(continued) is required to bc OPERABLE only when the HPCI

2005 is required to be OPERABLE. Thus, two
channels of the HPCI Suppression Pool Water
Level--High function are rec ired to be OPERABLE
in MODE 1, and in MODES 2 anu 3 when reactor
steam dome pressure is > 150 psig.

4,s3 f. Hich_.b essure _ Coolant In.iection pumo Discharae
gp ' g, Flow--Low (Bvoass)

'

a The minimum-flow interlock is provided to allow

( ph a * ,6 the(pump from overheating..thesassociated ECCS pumps to initiate and protect
V

' e
The minimum-flow

M,dbypassivalve is opened when low flow is sensed,Wand,tho' valve is automatically closed at normal
Qow? conditions.

'

/V 4
sqene flow;treatmitter per ECCS pump is used to
'detettytf associated systems' flow rates. The
HPCf'lyst ihas one transmitter. The logic is
arranged thattthe transmitter causes its
associated minjaum-flgw valve to open or close.,

( NV Mb, ( N6.

The ALLOW VAWi foWainimum-flow interlock is
high enoug "to enhtfre thtt;the closure of the
minimum-fiow bypass valya h initiated to allow
full flow into the coMgF44
The MFis are requi o be PERABLE when the
HPCI ECCS subsystem"is required to be OPERABLE.
One channel of the HPCI pump MFI is required to
be OPERABLE in MODE 1, and in MODES 2 and 3 when
reactor steam dome pressure is > 150 psig..

3.g. Manual Initiattun

The Manual Initiation push button switches
introduce signals into the appropriate ECCS
subsystem that are redundant to the automatic
actuation signals and provide Manual Initiation
capability. There are two switches for HPCI
initiation.

(continued)

(continued)
,r
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO 4. Automatic Depressurization System Trio Systems A and B
(continued)

4.a. Reactor Vessel Water level--Low Low Low. Level 1

Low reactor vessel water level indicates that the
capability of cooling the fuel may be threatene.d.
Should reactor vessel water level decrease too
far, fuel damage could result. Reactor Vessel

M hWater Level--Low Low Low, level 1 signals are
6# initiated from four level transmitters that are
k conn 6cted to relays whose contacts are arrangedh in't one-out-of-two taken twice logic.
%,/& /%

% eThe,AcactersVessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
Leve1M ALIANABLE VALUE is high enough to allow

stime 'for theylow-pressure, core flooding systems
to activatVand provide adequate cuoling, but low
enough:that decreases in the level resulting from
operational,. transients will not cause spurious
initidtionMAJ/W%
TheReactorYxty ,

level 1 functieri is r,teritevel--Low Low Low,
assel Wa

when the ADS'ECCS. tis. y dfred,to be OPERABLE onlyf

requiPet to be OPERABLE.

For the ADS Leve1 7 fUnctioC (AOS trip system be
the requirements

are that two chahnels inth'ch'
OPERABLE during MODE 1, and dwin
whenreactorstaamdomepressere'gg0 DES 2and3f tp 150 psig.

4.b. Drywell Pressure--Hiah ';h

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a
break in the RCPB. All ECCS injection and spray
subsystems are initiated on receipt of the
Drywell Pressure--High function to minimize the
possibility of fuel damage.

High drywell pressure signals are initiated from
four pressure transmitters that sense the
pressure at two different locations in the
drywell. These transmitters are connected to
relays whose contacts are arranged in a
one-out-of-two taken twice logic.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO
.

The ALLOWABLE VALVE selected is low enough to
(continued) minimize heat loads on equipment located in the

drywell, but not so low that it could cause
spurious trips.

The Drywell Pressure--High function is required
to be OPERABLE when the ADS ECCS is required to
be OPERABLE in conjunction with the times whenm

A: t, the primary containment is required to be
7 ^.} OPERABLE.

([[ [ Two channels of Drywell Pressure--High function
/@' in; ach ADS trip system are required to bey

497@ftyeactetsteamdomepressureis>150psig,/0PF$ABLE in MODE 1, and in MODES 2 and 3 when
,p.< ny va

s4!c. M fic Denressuriration System Initiation
DMC

NThe,perp.ag@_%
$p

ovy of the ADS Initiation Timer is to
gi).eydeppggsurizationofthereactorvesselto
de

ve the 4FCI System time to maintain reactor
vessel wetbr leM,hBecause the rapid

I depressurization|'catised by ADS operation is one
of the mos 7sevees trams,ients on the reactor
vessel, i toccu'rtence'should be limited. By
delaying i itiation of thWDS function, the
operator is given the ,to monitor the

success or failure off ~ HPt!' System in
maintaining water ]pve and then decide whether
to allow ADS to initiate, to delay initiation
further by recycling the timer, or to inhibit
initiation permanently. The manual ADS inhibit
and delay circuits suspurt the OPERABILITY of the
ADS function. If eitler manual capability
becomes inoperable, the associated ADS System "A"

-or ''B" is inoperable.

There are two ADS Initiation Timer relays, one in
each of the two ADS trip systems. The ALLOWABLE
VALUE for the ADS Initiation Timer is long enough
for the HPCI to maintain reactor vessel water
level and for the operator to evaluate plant
conditions, yet chort enough that there is still
time after depressurization for the low-pressure
ECCS subsystems to provide adequate core cooling.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO The ADS Initiation Timer function is required to
(continued) be OPERABLE only when the associated ADS is

required to be OPERABLE. Thus, one channel of
the ADS Initiation Timer function .1 each ADS
trip system is recuired to be OPE? BLE in MODE 1,i

and in MODES 2 anc 3 when reactor steam dome
pressure is > 150 psig.

4.dbeactorVesselWaterLevel--Low. Level 3
, j~ (Confirmatory)

7,/ FL
V The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low, level 3
'% . signalsLare initiated from two level transmitters>

>that"are; connected to relays whose contacts are
arrangpdinJhone-out-of-onelogicpertrip

4 syr,temh. Tiv;l 1 measuren;ent
'e taps are different from those used4

for thoskne .

The ALE ABLLcVAb5?for Reactor Vessel Water
Level--low plevs)t3'is selected at the RPS
Level 3''screttssetp'oint (or convenience. Refer to
LCO 3.3.1.1,? Reactor. Protective System

~

Instrumentat(6n' for[Ba'sesNiscussion of thisfunction.
Y .g$ ',Q' 4 $%p

TheReactorVessiiWateWiev%eNh .ow, Level 3t
function is recuired to be OP[RABLE
ADS is requirec to be OPERABLEF Thu. only when thes, one
channel of the ADS Level 3ifunction' in each ADS
trip system is recuired t|oibe OPERABLE in MODE 1,
and in MODES 2 anc 3 when' reactor steam dome
pressure is > 150 psig.

4.e. Core Soray Pump D.Ltcharae Pressure--Hiah

The CS Pump Discharge Pressure--High signals are
used as permissives for ADS initiation,
indicating that there is a source of low-pressure
cooling water available once the ADS has
depressurized the vessel.

To generate an ADS permissive in one trip system,
it is only necessary that one pump indicate the

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

O
C/ BASES (continued)

LC0 high-discharge-pressure condition. The relay
(continued) contacts are arranged in a one-out-of-two logic

per pump.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE for CS Pump Discharge
Pressure--High is lower than that of the pump
discharge pressure when the pump is operating in

A a full-flow mode, but high enough to avoid any
A f; condition that results in a discharge pressure

efn,' Vn permissive when the CS pumps are aligned for
IM injection and the pumps are not running. The

D[\c;gd[$#
""

A& actual operating point of this function is not
A sumed in any transient or accident analysis.

Ah(CfGL',
Neygd-

he CSSPump Discharge Pressure--High function is
. p ' (required to be OPERABLE only when the associated
7 ADS.is' required to be OPERABLE. Thus, two

Ahannels of yCS Pump Discharge Pressure--High
V' function"are required to be OPERABLE in each ADS

trip 7 system 73n MODE 1, and in MODES 2 and 3 when
the 'reactAfefsteam dome pressure is > 150 psig.

D 4.f. Low Pr i e Co hin.iectionPumoDischarae[d Pressurt- Mn;,1 97
gr 5 'A

The LPCI Pump Dis'4ch'arge' Pressure--High signals
are used as permissives forJADS initiation,
indicating that there is; a' source of low-pressure
cooling water available'once the ADS has
depressurizedthejessel.

Pump discharge pressure signals are initiated
from eight pressure transmitters, two on the
discharge side of each of the four low-pressure
ECCS pumps. To generate an ADS permissive in one
trip system, it is necessary that only one pump
indicate the high-discharge-pressure condition.
The pump relay contacts are arranged in a
one-out-of-two per pump logic.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE for LPCI Pump Discharge
Pressure--High is lower than that of the pump
discharge pressure when the pump is operating in
a full-flow mode, but high enough to avoid any
condition that results in a discharge pressure

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 permissive when the LPCI pumps are aligned for
(continued) injection and the pumps are not running.

The LPCI Pump Discharge Pressure--High function
is required to be OPERABLE only when the
associated ADS is required to be OPERABLE. Thus,
four channels of the LPCI Pump Discharge

. Pressure--High function are required to be
-OPERABLE in each ADS trip system in MODE 1, and

c / iniMODES 2 and 3 when the reactor steam dome
Y[# pressure is > 150 psig.

4.i .

N4.g,e Aut6matisDeoressurization System Low Water level
% e3 Act uation e'limer

En %
4There are.four relays for the ADS Low Water level
Actuationdimer, two in each of the two ADS trip
systemt,$ The relay.. contacts are arranged in a
two-but-of-tweiactuation logic.

,;@pW yy'

The ALLOWABLO:VALUE for.4he ADS timer is long
enough for the'HPCI tofrestore reactor vessel
water level and7for thiPoperator to evaluatee

plant conditions,depre[ssurization for the,yet shork,epough that there isstill time afterJ
low-pressureECCSsubsystemsts/provideadequate
core cooling.

The ADS Low Water Level Actuation Timer function
is required to be OPERABLEronly when the
associated ADS is require'd to be OPERABLE. Thus,
two channels of the ADS Low Water Level Actuation
Timer function in each ADS trip system are
required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1, and in MODES 2
and 3 when the reactor steam dome pressure is
> 150 psig.

'[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure ECCS instrumentation
OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure do not result in ECCS instrumentation
being declared inoperable, and their justification, are as
follows:)

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

'

BASES (continued)

LC0 [For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
(continued) inoperability of the ECCS instrumentation and the

justification for whether or not each supported system is
decitred inoperable are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY Ther; individual functions are required to be OPERABLE only in
,

thedWDES or other specified conditions, as defined in |

A Table 3/3.5.1-1, that may require ECCS initiation to |
s

@Wariitigattithe consequences of a DBA or transient.for AppH cahility requirements are discussed on a function-The Bases j

M byfunction7 basis in the LCO section.
Nar , pgNp.g

ANoteds'faddebtoprovideclarificationthatforthisLCO,
,

each function.apecification in Table 3.3.5.1-1 shall be |
treated asia nindependent entity with an independent

.

Completion;Tjme, e I

%! ,,;ydhk >

N.W % f f
ACTIONS Inorderforafacilitytodakecreditfortopicalreports

/ forthebasisfor/psti.f Ry" Completion Times, the topical
i reports should bea up by'an NRC staff SER that

establishes the acc ility,of*ehch topical report for
that facility. # 'v %
A protection function channel isfice! np #able when it does not

4

satisfy the OPERABILITY criterjikfor th'e channel's function.
ThesecriteriaareoutlinedtptheLC0sectionoftheBases.
The most common cause of channel inoperability is outright
failure or drift of the bistable or process module
sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the drift is
found to be small and results in a delay of actuation rather
than a total loss of function. Determination of setpoint
drift is generally made during the performance of a CHANNEt.
FUNCTIONAL TEST, when a process instrument is set up for
adjustment to bring it within s)ecification. If the trip
setpoint-is less conservative t1an the ALLOWABLE VALUE in
Table 3.3.5.1-1, the channel must be declared inoperable
immediately and tht appropriate Conditions from
Table 3.3.5.1-1 must be entered immediately.

(continued)

(continued)i
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found
(continued) nonconservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE or the

transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions
provided by that channel mest be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition entered for the particular protection function
affected,

t
Condition A;

Condhihn A ap' plies to each of the ECCS initiation functions
ih| Table 3.3.5.1-1.
y ,v

l '; ('
im,

Required AcIioii?A.1 ahresses the situation where one or
more channels for oneror more functions are inoperable at
the same time. rThe Required. Action is to refer to

.

Table 3.3.5.1-1 and to.take the Required Actions for the
protection functionsfaffected'. The Completion Times are
those from the referencadrConditions and Required Actions.

*p '& > _
Condition B C' J4kj _ fQ,

Condition B applies to thetfollowing functions: Reactor
Vessel Water Level--Low low Low, level MReactor Vessel
Water level--Low Low, level 2; Reactor Vessel Shroud
Level--Level 0 in MODES 4 and 5 when thsea'sociated ECCSs
subsystem is required to be OPERABLE 0Drywell' Pressure; and
Reactor Steam Dome Pressure (injection permissive) in
MODES 4 and 5 when the associated ECCS subsystem is required
to be OPERABLE.

[L.J. B,2.1. B.2.2 and B.2.3

Required Action B.1 verifies that each function has the
capability to initiate the associated subsystems. This
Required Action includes a Note that states that the
associated supported subsystems are declared inoperable
immediately if there is a loss of functional capability in
the ECCS instrumentation function concerning the initiation
of the associated subsystems. The Completion Time of I hour
is sufficient for plant operations personnel to make this
verification.

(continued)
-

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

Oh BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Actions B.2.1, B.2.2, or B.2.3 must be met;
(continued) otherwise, at the end of 24 hours the plant must be placed

in a MODE for which the function is no longer required to be
OPERABLE, by LCO 3.0.3.

B.2.1 is the preferred action because it restores the full
functional capability of the ECCS. The Completion Time of
24 hours is provided to. permit restoration of any inoperable
cM anel(s) to OPERABLE status and is justified by the

i j ity analysis described by Reference 3. If the
(@p@telib}iechannel(s)cannotberestoredwithinthe

s

inoper4D
Completion. Time, the channel (s) must be placed in the

' '' condition (B.2.2), which performs the intended%,tri
%se~decl&r# Abs. channel or the associated subsystems mustion

ed ineperable (8.2.3) and the Required Actions of
the,yaffected supsystems initiated (LC0 3.5.1 and LCO 3.5.2).mg;g
RequiredActj6 fib.2.2jsmodifiedbyaNotetoindicatethat
this Rege$d Act es jshonly applicable if placing

initiation.$$(pbTf6 3(n trip would not result in an
inoperable cham

, .sf

( Condition C y k
Condition C applie to kfolhog functions:5

Reactor
SteamDomePressureblow(ft$ection9 permissive)and
(recirculation discharge valve permksive) in MODES 1, 2,
and 3; Manual Initiation functionsqReactor Vessel Shroud
Level--Level 0 in MODES 1, 2, and ; LPf1 Pump Start--Time
Delay Relay; and Reactor Vesse1 Mater Level--High, Level 8.

g,-

C.1. C.2.1. and C.2.2

Required Action C.1 verifies that each function has the
capability to initiate the associated subsystems. This
Required Action includes a Note that states that the
. associated supported subsystems are declared inoperable
immediately if there is a loss of functional capability in
the ECCS instrumentation function concerning the initiation
of the associated subsystems. The Completion Time of 1 hour
is sufficient for plant operations personnel to make this
verification.

Certain functions, LPCI Pump Start--Time Delay, injection
permissive, Manual Initiation, and Reactor Vessel Water

(continued)

( (continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Level--High, Le al 8 do not allow for placing the channel in
(continued) trip. Placiag a channel in trip would either cause the

initiation or .ould not necessarily result in the safe
condition for the channel in all events. If the inoperable
channel (s) cannot be restored per Required Action C.2.1,
then the associated subsystem must be declared inoperable by
Required Action C.2.2 and the Required Actions of the
affected. systems must be initiated (LCO 3.5.1 and
LC0 3.,5;t)Q

Ths724Lhour % Completion Time is acceptable (Ref. 3) to permit
%

r6storatiorber any channel (s) inoperable to OPERABLE status.q

Cond d A hML % rp

Condition <DYApplies t jhe PPCI CST level and suppression
pool water'1evel func Ions.

Of x
D.1. D. 2.1. 0.2i2. D 2.2 FWD. 2.4
RequiredActionD$;iNedf

_ w:
that.each function has the

capability to initiate %s!n Notelthatsstates that the
associated subsystems. This

Required Action includo
associated supported seb$ystensfare declared inoperable if
there is a loss of functioMircapabilitpin the ECCS '

instrumentation function c6ncerning' the ' initiation of the
associated subsystems. TheCompletionTimolof1 houris
sufficient for plant operations persone Ptoimake this
verification, gd "

y
Required Action D.2.1 is the preferred action because it
restores full functional capability of the HPCI initiation.
The Completion Time of 24 hours is provided to permit
restoration of any inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE status.
If the inoperable channel (s) cannot be restored in the
Completion Time, the channel (s) must be placed in the
tripped condition (Required Action D 2.2), which performs
the intended function of the channel, or the associated
subsystem must be declared inoperable (Required
Action D.2.4) and Required Actions of the affected systems
initiated (LC0 3.5.1 and LC0 3.5.2).

For HPCI, CST Level--Low and Suppression Pool Water
level--High functions, Required Action D.2.3 allows, as t.n
alternative, the alignment of the HPCI suction to the

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

/

( BASES (continued)

ACTIONS suppression pool. If this Required Action is performed,
(continued) measures should be taken to ensure that the HPCI System

piping remains filled with water.

Reference 3 provides a 24-hour Completion Time as an
acceptable basis for the HPCI instrumentation.

Condition E
4%

(Condition E applies to the Core Spray LPCI and HPCI Pump
cDischarge Flow Low (Bypass) functions,

kg LE'I .1/ind E.2.2 |
%xrv 3gryg 1

RequiredLActiontE.1 verifies that each function has the
capabilityAo Jnitiate the associated subsystems. This !

Requ' ired Actlan" includes a Note which states that the |

associated [stipported,stspa loss of functional capability in
subsystems are declared inoperable '

theECCS'Nifthere
immediate

instriientation function concerning the initiation
of the associated, subsystems. The Completion Time of 1 hour
is sufficient for:1pla'nt o#at, ions personnel to make this

] verification. g 47%g[Q q c, M
If the instrumentat( oithWcontrols the pump minimum-flow
valve is inoperable,p%xtended'pumpioperation with no
injection path available could lead tospump overheating and
failure. If there were a failureifef the-instrumentation, a
portion of the pump flow could;be" diverted from the reactor

These consequences can be av$ insufficient core cooling.
vessel injection path, caust

erted by the operator's manual
control of the valve, which would be adequate to maintain
ECCS pump OPERABILITY. Furthermore, the 7 days is
justifiable because other ECCS pumps will be sufficient to
complete the assumed safety function if no additional single
failure were to occur. The Completion Time to restore or
declare the-associated ECCS System ino)erable is reasonable
based on the remaining capability of tie associated ECCS
subsystems, the redundancy available in the ECCS design, and
the low probability of a DBA occurring during the repair i
time.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition F
(continued)

Condition F applies to each one of the ADS functions in
Table 3.3.5.1-1.

F.1. F.2.1. F.2.2. and F.2.3

Required, Action F.1 verifies that each function has the
capabilityito initiate the associated subsystems. This
Required' Action includes a Note which states that the
asssciated supported subsystems are declared inoperable
immediatelyrif there is a loss of functional capability in
the1 CCS instrumentation function concerning the initiation
of therassociatedtsubsystems. The Completion Time of I hour
is sufficient \for plant operations personnel to make this
ved ficattorp g .gg)2

gg..-

The preferred Required Action,is F.2.1 because it restores
fullfunctionalicapabjlitjitettheADS. The 24-hour
Completion Time"ts< acceptable'(Ref. 3) to permit restoration
of any inoperable 1hannel.(s)' to OfERABLE status. If the
inoperable channel (s) bannet be restored, the inoperables

channel (s) must be placedfin trip >(Required Action F.2.2),
which performs the channel's(intendedifunction. Required
ActionF.2.2ismodifiedbpfa' Note 3that Ajf placing the
channel (s) in trip would result inin actugtion, the
Required Action is not applicable. gg
RequiredActionF.2.3providesthe,opikdtoYeclarethe
associated subsystem (s) inoperabl61f'the channel (s) cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip in the
24-hour Completion Time of Reference 3. Under this Required
Action the corresponding LCOs are entered to accomplish the
Required Actions.

Condition G

Condition G is applicable to each one of the ECCS
Instrumentation functions presented in Table 3.3.5.1-1.

G.1 and G.2

Required Action G.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS channel (s) within a Completion Time of I hour. The
(continued) specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations

personnel to make this verification.

Required Action G.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated with each ECCS
instrumentation function have been initiated. This can be
ascosiplished by entering the supported systems' LCOs.
:(Alternatively, the ap3ropriate Required Actions for the

d isupported systems may
)e listed in the Required Actions for'

Conditten G of this LCO.

k s $ Iljty, the identified supported systems
Required' Actions > associated with each ECCS instrumentation
fung 1,onks a,s ollows:]

Required Ach$EG.2 verifies that all required support or
supported fehtures< iated with the other redundant
channel (s) are fwithin a Completion Time of I hour.
Thespeciftsdjtlempi on Time is sufficient- for plant
operations persomehto makilthis verification. If

verification dete'retnes Jess #*eg$ered.
functional capability,e

P3 LC03.0.3mustbeifmmedi ly However, if thed
the loss-of-functioh, dea .LC5 4akes into considerationsupport or supported

||tituat ' , thein%
LC0 3.0.3 may not need

'to be entered. 3
/$khs

Mif
SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular E'6hS' instrumentation function are
REQUIREMENTS found in the SRs column of Table 3.3.5.1-1 for that

t function. Most functions are subject to CHANNEL CHECK,
! CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, CHANNEL CAllBRATION, and some are
( subject to ECCS RESPONSE TIME testing.

In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
for the basis for justifying Surveillance frequencies, the
topical reports should be supported by an NRC staff SER that
establishes the acceptability of each topical report for

j. that facility.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that a
channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to
6 hours for required Surveillance without placing the trip
system in trip, provided at least one OPERABLE channel in

(continued)

| (continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE the same trip system is monitoring the parameter. Upon
REQUIREMENTS completion of the Surveillance, or ex)iration of the 6-hour

(continued) allowance (Ref 3), the channel must )e returned to OPERABLE
status or the applicable Condition entered and Required
Actions taken.

It is not acceptable to routinely remove channels from
service for more than 6 hours to perform required
Survei.llase., testing. Such a practice would be contrary to
the assumptions of the reliability analysis which justified
tha'|l.00 Completion Times.

SR 3;2.5d d
Performance d $p gw- f

he CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensurese

that a grossFfailutetof instrumentation has not occurred. A

CHANNEL CHECK is)4Leomparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to gcsimilar ) eter on other channels. It is
based on the asssmptiom $ ' nstrument channels monitoring
the same parametentenstMd approximately the same value.
Significantdeviations%e en the instrument channels coulds
be an indication of ex6 dsive instrument drift in one of the
channels or something ovos moretseF Sus. CHANNEL CHECK will
detect gross channel fallure'lthus itiis key to verifying
that the instrumentation ' inuthto bebrate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.Tj U
Agrcement criteria are determined by t tostaff, based
on a combination of the channel instip ent untertainties,
including isolation, indication, a%teadability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when Surveillances are required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in
the same direction. Oft-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected outright channel failure is

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE limited to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random
REQUIREMENTS failures in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is low,

(continued) the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective
function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel operability during normal operational use of the
displays associated with these channels required by the LCO.

SM 2.5.1.2

#jd CHANEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
%

. inter. lick, god alarn functions of the channel. The inserts
a,staul'at#1tr. actual signal as close to the sensor as

'i c le4 verifies required trip, interlocks, and
alarmM tio6hentheinputisbeyondthetrippoint.
The fes'fannd"htorded./end "as left" values for bistable tripe,

set)oints are Bistable setpoints must be found
wit 1in thg W LOWABLE ALUES specified in the LCO. The
difference >betw leurrent "as found" and the previous
"as lef t""s gWt be within the drift allowance used
in the plant fMfsetpointanalysis. Recalibration of

the histable set $ tat resMme)hthat does not meet these
the operability of an

otherwise functioa41 co otD criteria. HowevdPJ faQures of the same channel
MnteMls should be evaluated asover a small number e

)otentially indicati a determin'ttic failure that cannot
)e corrected by recalibration. I

The 92-day Surveillance Freq ^ 'of SR 3.3.5.1.2 is based
on the reliability analyses ; eference 3.

SR 3.3.5.1.3

Calibration of trip units consists of a test to determine
actual trip setpoints. Trip setpoints are adjusted if found
outside of the acceptable "as left" tolerance. If, during
trip unit calibration, the associated tria setting is
discovered to be less conservative than tie specified
ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel must be declared inoperable.
Measurement and setpoint error determination and
readjustment must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis.

The Surveillance Frequency of 92 days is based on the
assumptions in the methodology included in the determination

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumsntation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE of the trip setpoint. SR 3.3.5.1.3 and SR 3.3.5.1.4 are
REQUIREMENTS often performed simultaneously using a common procedure.

(continued)
SR 3.3.5.1.4

The CST level instruments are calibrated every 92 days.
CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel,, including the detector. The test verifies that the
channel 4esponds to measured parameter values with the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the' channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive tests, to ensure that the instrument remains
opeFational with;the setpoint within the assumptions of the
pl a n t'speci f i cKset poi nt a n al y s i s . Tr nsmitter "as found"
and "as left% values'are recorded and used to verify drift
assumptions.# for OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
shall find'that measurement errors and bistable setpoint
errors are within1the assumptions of the
pl a n t - s p e c i f i ciset po i n tr astlys i s . Measurement and setpoint
error determinationLand readjustment must be performed
consistent with the# assumptions o[.the plant-specific
setpoint analysis, y#p g
Recalibrationrestores/:PERASILITyof2anotherwise48Nh

S
functional component founCte'heerr' ors larger than thoses
assumed by the setpoint anitlysis.Miowe9er, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatisly small number
of test intervals must be considered at?poth41 ally
indicating a deterministic failure tiiat"cannot be corrected
by recalibration. p
Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,
laboratory calibrated, unit.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of a
92-day calibration interval in the determination of the

magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.5.1.5

CHANNEL CAllBRATIONS are performed every 18 months or at
approximately every refueling and are based on the
determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)v

SURVEILLANCE setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CAllBRATION was previously
REQUIREMENTS discussed in SR 3.3.5.1.4.

(continued)
SR 3.3.5.1.6

The 18-month LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a specific
ch annel . The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests all logic
cAapenents (i.e., all relays and contacts, trip units,

# solid-state logic elements, etc.) of a logic circuit, from
*dMensorfuptotheactuateddevice. The system functional
G testing ~; performed in LC0 3.5.1, 'ECCS-Operating" and
%LC0;i,5.2,dECCS-Shutdown" overlaps this test to complete

*testingAfttWassumed safety function. The 18-month
Frequency'was developed considering it is prudent that the
Surveillasco only' be performed during plant outage. This
was due to A,heaplant conditions needed to perform the
SurveillancOand the,petential for unplanned plant
transients if the<Sfrvejilance is performed with the reactora

at power.'.0peratingjeyperience has shown these components
usually pass!th Surveillance when performed at the 18-month
Frequency. yg#

h fk'q. 8SR 3.3.5.1.7 7j
v W

SR3.3.5.1.7isaCMeyNNEL FtRCTI0flAl% TEST performed on the
ECCS manual initiation functions. AThis test verifies that
the initiation push buttons are c3pablgj, of providing the

@db
initiation function.

'

The 18-month Frequency was de5 eloped considering it is
prudent that the Surveillance be performed only during plant
outage. This is due to the plant conditions needed to
perform the Surveillance and the potential for unplanned
plant transients if the Surveillance is performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at
the 18-month Frequency.

SR 3.3.5.1.8

This SR ensures that the channel actuation response times
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis, Individual component response times are
not modeled in the analyses. The analyses model the

(continued)

(continued)
|
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE overall, or total, elapsed time from the point at which the
REQUIREMENTS parameter exceeds the analytical limit at the sensor to the

(continued) point of rod insertion. The acceptable response times of
the relevant trip channels are given in Table B 3.3.5.1-1,
following this specification. (For this facility, the
response times include contributions from the following:]
This test may be performed in one measurement or in
overlapping segments, with verification that all components
are tested.n

Reshnsetide ests are conducted on a 18-month STAGGERED
TEST BASIS.,1This ,results in the interval between successive
teststof;a given cha_nnel per trip system of n times
18 months, wherein'is.the number of channels in the
function.
system, which'make up(ithe bulk of the response time, isTest'ing of the final actuation devices in a trip
included in' the testing of each channel. Therefore,
staggered testing results in; response time verification of
these devices every 1.8. months) The 18-month test Frequency
is based upon plantioperating' experience, which shows that
random failures ofJinstrumentation components causing
serious response time degradation, tut not channel failure,
are infrecuent occurrences. Response fimes cannot be
determinec at power becausereiquipment operation is required.
The response times for theEspplicable ECCS subsystems are
the maximum values assumed *in the s'afetf* analyses.

;Q
y v
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Appendix A, General Design Criterion 21,
" Protection System Reliability and Testability."

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title]."

3. HEDC-30936-P-A, "BWR Owners' Group Technical
Specification Improvement Analyses for Er.CS Actuation
Instrumentation, Part 2," December 1988.

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Plant-Specific
Setpoint Methodology)."

,

5. [Vnit Name] FSAR, Section (7), "(Instrumentation and
Control s] . "

6. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.49,
" Environmental Qualifications of Electric Equipment
Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

O)( Table B 3.3.5.1-1 (page 1 of 1)
V

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES

Emergency Core Response Time

Cooling System (seconds)
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5.2 Reactor Core Isolation Coolina (RCIC) System Actuation

Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGP0UND The purpose of the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)
System is to provide coolant makeup to the reactor vessel to
esseret. adequate core cooling when the reactor vessel is

/ isolated from its primary heat sink (the main condenser) and
M$hormal.! coolant makeup flow from the reactor feedwater system

k is unavailable. The RCIC instrumentation may also initiate
V* operation..of the system to aid the High Pressure CoreInjectionMMPCI), System in providing core cooling to help

mitigat#4he consequences of accidents and transients and
duringFriaportshutdown prior to depressurizing the RCS and
initiatingishutdown cooling. A more complete discussion of
RCICoperatjenisprovtdedintheBasesofLC03.5.1,
"ECCS-Operatigg|iand AC0 3.5.2, "ECCS-Shutdown. ',g;$n Pff

*

ALLOWABLE VALUEl kin conjunction with the LCO, provide
assurance that the X IC System w111 be OPERABLE and perform

O its design funct(ens whichdrel:im t t to safety,

The RCIC System is a#, sing %
%por anf 45

le?traint$ystem and, therefore, is
not designed to with' stand c'rtain' single failures; however,e
portions of the actuation instrumentation and the control
logic are redundant to prevent ,stngTe nasurement channel or .

bistable failures from compromis,ing the performance of the *

RCIC function.. Redundant portions of the actuation
instrumentation are typically' powered from a single
electrical supply. The RCIC System uses a single, steam
turbine-driven aump that can deliver water to the reactor
vessel from eitler the condensate storage tank (CST) or the
suppression pool.

The RCIC instrumentation consists of measurement channels,
bistables, actuation logic, actuation devices, and actuated
equipment which is described below.

Measurement channels, consisting of field transmitters and
associated signal processing, provide measurable electronic
output signals based on the physical characteristics of the

(continued)

(continued)
m

'l
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued) 4

BACKGROUND parameter being measured. Each measurement channel provides
(continued) an analog input signal to an associated bistable trip unit

and may also provide inputs to control-room indicators,
recorders, alarms, and the plant computer. The redundant
measurement channels for each monitored parameter are
identical in design. Each bistable trip unit, mounted in an
instrument cabinet in the control room, receives an analog
input signal from its measurement channel in the field,
compare 3:the analog input to its corresponding setpoint
valuc a nd' actuates a trip output relay when the in)ut
signal exceeds)the setpoint value. Contacts from tie
bistable trip-unit output relays are used to make up the
provide? oca> actuation logic.The bistable trip units alsoRCIC Systom

When the,]'actuat'16n lojic is satisfied, actuation relays arel Statushindication and remote annunciation.

energized to.ini
The specific' mon.tiate;the appropriate equipment response.itored> parameters, logic, and actuated
equipment for theiRCIC System are discussed below.

1. Reactor V el Wain eN1--LowLow. Level 2
%. p '

Low reactor vessel? water level, indicates that normal
~

feedwater flow is 1n60fficibtfto maintain desired )reactor vessel waterleveWandithat the capability to
cool the fuel may be thr,eatened.%5hauld reactor
vessel water level dbcrease'too farpfuel damage couldresult. Therefore, the RCIC System 3 automatically
initiated at level 2 to assist in mainthining water
level above the top of the activeifuel2 9

Reactor vessel water level sig's ypEls are initiated from
four level transmitters which sense the difference
between the pressure due to a constant column of water
(reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the vessel.

Contacts from the bistable trip-unit output relays
associated with the four Reactor Vessel Water Level--
Low Low, Level 2 measurement channels, which are used
to automatically initiate the RCIC System are arranged
in a one-out-of-two taken-twice logic configuration.
This arrangement allows any one channel to be placed
in the tripped condition during surveillance testing,
without causing unwanted system actuations, and
prevents the failure of a single measurement channel
or bistable from precluding system operation.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Actuation of RCIC System equipment to automatic
(continued) initiation signals includes the following:

The pump suction valve from the CST is signaled*

to open;

The test / return line valves are sbnaled to*

,. close;
p.

/o ' L The turbine steam inlet valve is signaled to

gu l} open; and

Ms. M Jhhpump discharge valve to the reactor vessel is
@' e4signaledtoopen.gg y

~jihd RCIC System can be reset if the reactor water
" level jhas been restored. The RCIC pump can then be
stopped and the, system realigned for subsequent
automatic initiation. Automatic restart will then-

occut ifithe Rsactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low,
level 2? condition reoccurs.

~y
2. Rent.or Vessel' Water' Level--Hiah. Level 8

Q ; ;pp
High reactor vessel water Tiv'el indicates that
sufficient cooling water' inventory exists in the
reactor vessel so that there21stno danger to the
fuel. Therefore, the Leveh8:s"ignal is used to close
the RCIC steam supply, steem supply bypass, and
injection valves to prevelit overflow of the coolant
into the main steam lines.

Reactor Vessel Water level--High, Level 8 signals for
RCIC are initiated from two level transmitters from
the wide-range, water level measurement system. Both
Level 8 signals are required in order to close the
RCIC steam supply, the steam bypass, and the injection
valves. A two-out-of-two logic is used for high level
termination of RCIC flow to prevent a single
measurement channel or bistable trip unit failure from
causing premature termination. The RCIC System
automatically restarts if a Reactor Vessel Water
level--Low Low, level 2 signal is subsequently
received.

(continued)

(continued)
,
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RCIC System Actuation Ir'trumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND 3. Condensate Storaae Tank Level--Low
(continued)

The RCIC instrumentation also monitors the water
levels in the CST and the suppression pool because
these are the two sources of water for RCIC operation.

Reactor-grade water in the CST is the normal source.
A low level in the CST indicates the unavailability of.

apJadequate supply of makeup water from this normal
escurceQ0n receipt of an RCIC initiation signal, the

%.;CCST sucijon valve is automatically signaled to openeven though it is normally in the open position. If
'Nthe water level in the CST falls below a preselected

'leveM' howeveMfirst pump suction valves to the
suppression.,poo1Lautomatically open, and then the CST
suction ' valve. automatically closes. This ensures that
an adequate) supply of makeup water is available to the
RCIC pump,e(To prevent, losing suction to the pump, the
suction valve arcointerlocked so that one suction path
must be op6n befors*the/other automatically closes.

Two level tran te are,u's$d to detect low watar
level in the CST.either transmitter /,The logic'iskarranged so that
the suppression poolcsuassociated; trip unit can cause

.and.
ction valvosito open and the

CST suction valve to close. je %
JM

The suppression pool suction valvesial'so9utcoatically
open and the CST suction valvetclcses if high water
level is detected in the suppression pool.

4. Sucoression Pool Water Level--Hiah
!

An excessively high suppression pool water level could
result in the loads on the suppression pool exceeding
design values should there be a blowdown of the
reactor vessel pressure through the safety / relief
valves (S/RVs). Therefore, signals indicating high
suppression pool water level are used to transfer the
RCIC suction source from the CST to the suppression
pool to eliminate the possibility of the RCIC System
continuing to provide additional water from a source
outside containment.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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J RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Suppression pool water level signals are initiated |
(continued) from two level transmitters that each measure the

pressure difference between two sealed diaphragms:
one senses pressure due to water level in the
suppression pool and the other measures the pressure
above the maximum expected water level. The two
transmitters are located at widely separated points in |

(_,|pthesuppressionpool.hejthertransmitteranditsassociatedtripunitcan
The logic is arranged so that

# r dese the suppression pool suction valves to open and
,

g%9jl t.he
AQ(CST suction valve to close.

I

Np%#. M Hanua1 4mitiationgy sto
TheinanuaVinitiationcasabilityisprovidedbya

g\the.RCICitystemactuationcircuitstocausethesamesindleipush-button switc, that introduces signals into-,

equipment response,as for automatic initiation.
-Y .,4 & &

%CQ fj' *

,
APPLICABLE The RCIC System is used to; provide makeup coolant to the

Q SAFETY ANALYSES reactorinresponsFtotrinsientevents. Automatic
Q operationoftheRCIC<$pstem,ifRadditiontotheHPCI

System,providescap&biityptoibectwaterinto.thereactor
vessel under i>igh-pr' essure cohdit< bas to reduce vessel
pressure and increase vessel watergieve,1 for transient
mitigation and for pr9vention ofs|untiecessary challenges to !

the following ECCS Systems: Automatic Depressurization
System (ADS), Low Pressure Coolint Injection (LPCI) System,
and Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) System.

The RCIC System is retained in Technical Specifications
because operating experience has shown that it is an

i

i important adjunct to the HPCI System for transient
mitigation and thus is important tu risk reduction.-

'LCO The LC0 requires OPERABILITY of all RCIC instrumentation 4

needed to provide adequate assurance of successfully
accomplishing the RCIC function to mitigate transients
without challenging ECCS systems, even given failure of the
HPCI System. The OPERABILITY of the individual RCIC

|:
L (continued)

(continued)
7
t
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 instrumentation functions is confirmed through successful
(continued) completion of required surveillance testing. Individual

instrument channels (i.e., measurement channels and the
associated bistable trip units) are considered OPERABLE when
the following conditions are satisfied:

1. All channel components necessary to provide an
actuating signal are functional and in service;

',CN nel" measurement uncertainties are known (via test,2.

(fanalysikordesigninformation)tobewithinthe
,

assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

Re' uirksbrveillance testing is current and has3. q
demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance > criteria.

e ya
Only the ALLOWABLErVALUES are specified for each RCIC
actuation function in,theELCO) Nominal tri setpoints are
specified in thb ,plad-spicific setpoint ca culations. The
nominal sr,tpoints"areTselected to ensure that the setpoint
measuremerts obtained by7 CHANNEL 4UNCT10NAL TESTS do not
exco tus ALLOWABLE VALUE if the' bistable is performing asfrequired. Operation with actri
than the nominal trip setpoint,p setpoint less conservativeM t within its ALLOWABLE
VALUE, is acceptable provided that" operation and testing is
consistent with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint calculations. Each ALLOWABLEsVALUEftpecified is
more conservative than the analyticali. limit insumed in the
transient and accident analysis inforder to account for
instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip function.
These uncertainties are defined in the Plant-Specific
Setpoint Methodology (Ref. 1).

Bases for the ALLOWABLE VALUES are as follows:

1. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low, level 2,
ALLOWABLE VALUE is set high enough that for complete
loss of feedwater flow, the RCIC System flow with
HPCI assumed to fail, will be sufficient to avoid
initiation of the low-pressure ECCS at Level 1. This
ALLOWABLE VALUE is also 1cw enough that, after a scram
caused by a Level 3 trip with no loss of feedwater
flow, the RCIC and HPCI Systems will not be initiated.

(continued)

(continued)
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i RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

g

k BASES (continued)

LC0 2. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--High, Level 8,
(continued) ALLOWABLE VALVE is set high enough to preclude

isolating the injection valve of the RCIC System
during normal operation, yet low enough to trip the
RCIC System prior to water overflowing into the main
steam lines.

3., Jhe Condensate Storage Tank Level--Low function
g S ALLOWABLE VALUE is set high enough to ensure adequate
fg pump suction head while water is being taken from the

b(j'
''

CSTj and low enough not to cause spurious cycling of
'

,

tho' suction valves due to normal tank level

9 f
4. The%uppression Pool Water Level--High function

/ Alt 0WABLE4AtVE is set high enough that normal water
blevel \fluct0ations do not cause cycling of the RCIC
suctiopvalves,butlowenoughtoensurethattheRCIC
willi *be alJgned2tetake suction from the suppression
pool before!thehter level reaches the point at which
suppression /poo1Jdesiggloadswouldbeexceeded.

94 daO [For this facilit f;/the,follbiin
requiredtobeOP5RABLElteensbrgsupportsystemsareG/ 3RCIC instrumentation
OPERABILITY:] y y*g Q%4,
[For this facility, those requiredjsu gort systems which,
upon their failure do not result @tieTRCIC instrumentation
being declared inoperable anddhei'r justification are as
follows:] QF
[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the RCIC instrumentation and the
justification of whether or not each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The individual functions are required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1 and in MODES 2 and 3 when reactor steam dome pressure
is > (150] psig. RCIC System operation is not needed to
provide core cooling in MODE 3 with reactor steam some
pressure < (150] psig, because the shutdown cooling mode of

(continued)

(continued)

)v
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RCIC S)s.em Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)
.

APPLILABILITY the RHR System is in service and is relied on to provide
(con +1nued) core cooling, and steam supply pressur1 to the RCIC turbine

is not sufficient to establish pump OPERABILITY.

A Note is added to provide clarification tha', for this LCO,,

each function specified in Table 3.3.5.2-1 shall be treated
as an independent entity with an independent Completion y
Time.

/ M+
fl# Ms

ACTIONS In4Wder forfa' facility to take credit for topical reportse

Cfor tho. batff fot;iustifying Completion Times, topical'

reports sh6bidW, supported by an NRC staff Safety
Evaluation Report which establishes the acceptabliity of
each topical: rep rtgr; that facility.,

'
A protection fundtion channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITYscMtefia for the channel's function.
These criteria dr.egoutlitisCfor each function in the LC0
section of the BasesWThelpost copon cause of channel
inoperability is outright
or process module suff @ie}yailure ,og drift of the bistablent te exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific st,tpothtfanalylis. Typically, the '

drif t is found to be smallTand results'.th a delay of,

actuation rather than a tohl losh?of fdhstion.
Determination of setpoint drift is general)ygade during the ,,

'performance of e CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Fwhem the process
instrument is set up for adjustmenteto bring it withins

than the ALLOWABLE VALVE in Table 3).3.5.2-1, the channel
specification, if the trip setpoi4 ?is less conservative

'

must bu declared inoperable imnedtately, and the appropriate j,

Conditions from Table 3.3.5.2-1 mast be entered immediately. .

/

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found to be non-
conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALVE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal-processing electronics,
or bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions
provided by that channel must be declared ir. operable art:1 the
LC0 Condition entered for the particular protection function
affected.

)
(continued)

_

(continued)

'

OI
i
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

g
\ BASES (continued)

__

ACTIONS Condition A
(continued)

Condition A applies to each Me cf the functions listed in
Table 3.3.5.2-1.

Required Action A.1 directs entry inte all other Conditions
referenced in Table 3.3.5.2-1. The arplicable Condition

i sp ified in the table is function dep edent. Each time an
ir '" ble channel is discovered, Conai'lon A is entered

j**$(j@,
pMjdesfortransfertotheappropriatesubsequent'

ondit)sp.:

ftConJiWh4 appIles to the Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low,
LC'gf L

R a; ired Ap'tton B.1 res that each function has not lost '

tk capahiit e RCIC System comp W nts because of
the numbef. - .b channels. A random 'qdlure of an

..

OPERABLE channel no to be assumed in O H ng this
,O determination, exa s Required Act1M m be
(") 14 'ptably compl

vee d r vel 2 channels Moierable
ho trip system .t o inoperable chavels is

~ Re d Action to inoi m ei n t t ,' e. , A Note mo les t s

that n the event the function c y is not
establu %d, the RCIC System mu.

,

lared i:.uperabh

Becaust the RCIC initiation 4 c on Reactor Vessel Water
Level--Low Low, Level 2 is one-out-of-two taken twice, if

' one ir41tiation instrument channel becomes inoperable, a
single failure of a remaining channel could prevent RC!C
Syt. tem actuation. Required Action B.2.1 to restore the
affected channel to OPERABLE status within one hour is the
prr;ferred action because it restores full-functional
e.t.pability of the RCIC e' iomatic Level 2 initiation
ignctien. Required Act' B.2.2, which requires placing the-
if Meted channel in the tripped condition within 1 hour,
effec ively chanp s the automatic actuation logic to r,ne-
out-of/ wo and thereby eliminates the vulnerability to
single hatrument channel failures created by an inoperable
channel. h eired Action B.2.2 is modified by a Note'that
the Requird W.tfon does not apply if it results in an
initiation. Tf a channel in one trip system becomes

I (continued)
_

-

(continued)
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS inoperable when one or more channels in the opposite trip
(continued) system are already in trip, placing the inopei able channel

in trip will cause en initiation. Required Action B.2.2 is
not intended to force an unnecessary initiation. In this
event, Required Action B.2.1 would have to be met. If the
inoperable channel (s) are not restored to OPERABLE status or
placed in trip within the time allowed, Required Action
B.2.3 appl.ies.

f|% '
Required'Act' ion B.2.3 declares the spported RCIC System
inoperable within I hour. This requires that the Required
'Q p

Actions ,of LCO 3$1 be met. The Completion lime of 1 hour
is tufficientefor accomplishing the corrective actions.

.m y y
C9.Ddit. ionic , % .,yg

' q@
Condition C applies to the Reactor Vessel Water Level--High,
Level 8 function? ypM
RequiredActionC?l'k.$b&'y

* s
ensures that each function has not lost

the capability to init'14te'RCIC System components because of4

the number of inoperab)eMhannelsFifor the high level
function, this Action can boicompleted;with a single
inoperable channel only if?the inoperable, channel is placed
in trip. Required Action 't.1 can'not be' completed with two
inoperable high level channels. A Note modifies this
Required Action to indicate that in thRe4e'ntsthe functional
capability is not established, the RCIC' System must be
declared inoperable. %g
Because the logic for termination of RCIC flow on reactor
vessel high i.evel 8 is two-out-of-two and because placing an
inoperable channel in the tripped condition does not result
in the safe state for the channel in all events, Required
Action C.2.1 requires restoration of the affected channel
within 1 hour. This is the preferred Action because it
restores full functional capability of the RCIC function.
Alternatively, Required Action C.2.2 is entered, which
requires initiation of the Required Actions of LC0 3.5.1,
"ECCS--Operating" to restore the RCIC to OPERABLE status or
place the reactor in a condition for which RCIC operation is
not needed. Failure to restore the affected channel to
OPERABLE status creates a situation in which a failure of

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentatioi
B 3.3.5.2

' BASES (continued)

ACTIONS the remaining channel could result in failure to terminate
(coritinued) RCIC flow when required. This could lead to water

overflowing into the main steam lines. This overflows
could potentially adversely affect the OPERABILITY of
safety-related equipment (e.g., HPCI pump turbine, ADS, and
S/RVs). The 1-hour Completion Time is considered a
retc,2nable amount of time to ensure RCIC functional
capab.ility and to complete the corrective Actions to either
restore RCIC OPERABILITY or declare the RCIC System

ginope' ab,le,r
y m,
t . Conditiin D-
%,4 e ,;4 ,

'Conditiori D' applies to the CST and suppression pool water

levelsfy%s
v

Required Acti )on D.1 ensures that each function has not lost6
4

the capabiyty to irtitiate RCIC System components because of
the number of inouirabis channels. This Action cannot be-w

achieved ifra@ciannel" of. CST or suppression pool level is
in trip. This~ Action /can aisc be completed with no tripped

[.
channels if one c%nviel ofdsup)ression pool level and one
channel of CST level are(0PERAILE. A Note modifies this

\ Required Action tb* indicate.thattin the event the functional
capability is not establishsd, thelRCIC System must bejpdeclared inoperable.* V

Both the RCIC CST- Level--Low and(t dppressionPoolWater
Level--High functions cause thetautomatic transfer of RCIC

.pumpsuctionfrom-the'CSTtdthssuppressionpool. Either
Required Action D.2.1 to . restore the affected channel to
OPERABLE status, or Required Action D.'2.2 to place the
affected channel in the tripped condition, or Required

- Action D.2.3 to align RCIC suction to the suppression pool
are required to be completed within 1 hour if a channel
becomes inoperable. If Action D.2.3 is performed, measures
should be taken to ensure that the RCIC System piping
remains filled with water. Performing any one of these
Actions establishes a safe valve lineup for RCIC suction,
because the suppression pool will be aligned or the required
channel redundancy will-be restored. Otherwise, Required
Action D.2.4 is required,Jwhich declares the RCIC System

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (centinued)

ACTIONS inoperable and requires the Required Actions of LCO 3.5.1,
(continued) "ECCS--Operati ng . " The 1-hour Completion Time is .

sufficient for operations personnel to ensure the RCIC
Systems functional capability and to complete either of the
corrective Actions to restore OPERABILITY, place the channel
in trip, or transfer suction to the suppression pool t;
ensure the availability of a suction source.

,A

Condit * E X

Condk E lies to Manual Initiation.

Re ndtA On ilxensures that each function has not lost
the spa 691'ity i$ttiate RCIC System components because of
the number ofKirioper'sble channels. A Note modifies this
Required Ast16ddo inificate that in the event the function,

capability *isnot$stablished,theRCICSystemmustbe!

declared inoper,nle. The pletion Time of I hour isi

sufficient foryhe o r it# ensure this capability.

Because of the ressiftd ~ ~ sensors available to provide,

; initiation of the RCICs em a Aecause manual actuation
can be accomplished at co ' evel in addition toj
the system-level, manua si ton h button, a
Completion Time of 8 hour /n tl i p $ de % permit
restoration of the manual 1 itiatTon fun $1on to OPERABLE
ACTIONS status. If the RCIC channel (s).AM ot restored to
OPERABLE status, then Required Actio Efd quires the

| RCIC System to be declared inoperab} his facility,
"

| the basis for the 8-hour CompletioQ me[Foris as follows:]
Condition F

.

Condition F is applicable to each one of the RCIC functions
presented in Table 3.3.5.2-1.

Required Action F.1 verifies that the Required Act ons have
been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support
channel (s) within a Completion Time of I hour. The
specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations'

personnel to make this verification.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action F.1 ensures that those identified Required
(continued) Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the

inoperability of channel (s) associated with each RCIC
instrumentation function have been initiated. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systems LCOs
inoependently or as a group of Required Actions that need to
be initiated every time Condition F is entered. [Forthis
facility, the identified supported systems Required Actions

, associated with each RCIC instrumentation function are as
qfollOWR)

Requj Action F.2 verifies that all required support or

chantt((sN,fsturesassociatedwiththeotherredundant#e%PERABLE within a Completion Time of 1 hour.
suppgifed

The spei6ted Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operstf6nTpersonnel to make this verification. If
verificati n; determines the loss of function capability,
LC0 3.0.36must be imam |iately entered. However, if the
support orfsupporte$fnture LC0 takes into consideration
the loss 6fgfunctf6'nidituation then LC0 3.0.3 may not need
to be enteredT % AP -

NW ,AIk
%VanIy %.The SRs for any part'fsEi|a@WRCW 'finction are found inSURVEILLANCE

REQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.5.2-1. Most RCIC'Tunctions are subject to CHANNEL
CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, NEL CALIBRATION.

A Note indicates that a channalMy be placed in an
inoperable status for up to t
Surveillance without alacing I, hours for the requiredhe trip system in trip,
provided at least one OPERABLE channel in the same trip
system is monitoring that parameter. Upon completion of the
Surveillance, or expiration of the 2-hour allowance, the
channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the
applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken.
[For this facility, basis for the 2-hour allowance is as
follows:]

SR 3.3.5.2.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated cn
one channel to a similar parameter on other channels.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE It is based on the assumption that instrument channels
REQUIREMENTS monitoring the same parameter should read approximately

(continued) the same value. Significant deviations between the
instrument channels could be an indication of excessive
instrument drift in one of the channels or something even
more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel
failure, thus it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEle; CALIBRATION.

,

ff y
Agriement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on(a-combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including is'olation, indication, and readability. If a

] chan6 elds #outside*the match criteria, it may be an
indication,tKatithe trensmitter or the signal-processing
equipment :has'drjf tedioutside its limit. If the channels
are withinNthe matchtditeria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If,the channels are normally
off-scale duringstimes4s,n(the Surveillances are required,
the CHANNEL CHECLwillseflfWerify that they are off-scale
inthesamedirectlona0f.ffscalejowcurrent-loopchannels
areverifiedtoberead%yglatthe[pottomoftherangeandare not failed downsca F

The Surveillance FrequenefNboukInncM'4very shift, is based
on operating experience thd demo'nstratE(ilthe rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of t W QlANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected outright cha'anely"silure islimited to 12 hours. Because the probab'ility of random
failures in redundant channels in 4fl2-hour period is low,
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective
function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the channels required by the LC0.

The Surveillance requirement includes verifying the
functional capability of the CST suction valve position
interlock for automatic swapover to the suppression pool on
low CST water level.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.3.5.2.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor<

as practicable and verifies the required trip, interiock,
and alarm functions when the input is beyond the trip point.
Where.the design has made provisions for including sensors
ialtbe CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall bes

[Masertdatthatpoint. "As found" and "as left" values for

bistablp/ou
trip set)oints are recorded. Bistable setpoints

mustye to )e within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in

h'ThebpreytW<TthedCO. rdifference between the current "as found" and
nNis left" setpoints must be within the drifts

allowansopilsedin the setpoint analysis of Reference 1.
RecalibtfUen, ofgthe bistable setpoint restores the
OPERABILITY /eLah otherwise functional component that does
not meet thste crite is. However, repeated failures of the
samecha$belov 11 number of test intervals should be
evaluated'ast 9 indicating a deterministic failure
that-cannot' 'idry edbygecalibration.

Tb aEp$every31 days-isconsideredhiO TheSurveillancepeque ' Jo
V reasonable based en t ability of the components and on

operatingexperiened %as hemonstrated that failure of
more than one channeT''durin /the 314 day interval is
unlikely.

pfSR 3.3.5.2.3 *

"

The calibration of bistable ip units consists of a test to
determine the actual trip setpoints, and recalibration of
the-setpoint is necessary to ensure that it remains more
conservative than the setpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE
specified in Table 3.3.5.2-1. The channel must be declared
inoperable if the setting is discovered to be less
conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE. If the trip setting
is discovered to be less conservative than. the setting
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology but is
not beyond the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel is still
considered OPERABLE. Under these conditions, the setpoint
must be readjusted to be more conservative than accounted
for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

(continued)

(continued)m
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RCTC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance Frequency of every 31 days for SR 3.3.5.2.3
REQUIREMENTS is based on the assumption of a 31-day calibration interval

(continued) in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in
the setpoint analysis. SR 3.3.5.2.2 and SR 3.3.5.2.3 are
often performed simultaneously using a common procedure.

SR 3.3.5.2.4

CHANNELtCALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
chanpeUincluding the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to measured parameter values with the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves
the#channelladjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive tests,40'/ ensure that the instrument channel
remains operational %ith the setpoint within the assumptions
of the plant 2specificisbtpoint analysis. Transmitter
"as found" Sand "as;le'ft" values are recorded and used to
verify drift assumptions. ,For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION shall findythstLeeasurement errors and bistable
setpoint errors'are%1 thin /the assumptions of the
plant-sp cific setpointtanalysis.o Measurement and setpoint
error determination andireJadjustmen_ts must be performed
consistentwiththeass6mptionslof'theplant-specific

A% %setpoint analysis. Nf
dW %)3 %

Recalibration restores OPERABILITYibf aMstherwise
functional component found to have errorsilArger than those
assumed by the setpoint analysis. Hoyeve'r,* repeated
failures of the same channel over acrela'tive19 small number
of test intervals must be consideredMs .potentially
indicating a deterministic failure 'that cannot be corrected
by recalibration. Field transmitters may be calibrated in
place, removed and calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced
with an equivalent, laboratory-calibrated, unit. The
Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of a
92-day calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.5.2.5

A description of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION is given in
SR 3.3.5.2.4. The Surveillance Frequency for this SR is
18 months.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC System Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

.

O
( ) BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
REQUIREMENTS an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the

(continued) magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.5.2.6

Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the:0PERABILITY of the required actuation logic. The LOGIC
SYSTEMUNCTIONAL TEST tests all logic components (e.g., all
relayssand contacts, trip units, solid-state logic elements,

hhtc.h devi e@f a logic circuit, from the sensor up to the actuated
Of

The system functional testing performed in
$LC043.T.lc Nrlaps this test to provide complete testing ofo

the'safetyJfunction. The 18-month Frequency was developed4

conside ' pg itMs prudent that the Surveillance be performed
only du ngipl a'nt" outage. This was due to the planti

conditionsineeded to perform the Surveillance and the
potentiakfor unplanned. plant transients if the Surveillance
is performed with the% reactor at power. Operating
experience hastshown/ttiese components usually pass thes

Surveillance 7whengegfarmedatthe18-monthFrequency.g

,m n

3.3.5.2.7) g / / [' % e(' [SR
a ; 9.Ln.%

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTifor 'the, Manual Initiation
function confirms thht the RCIC epipment functions as
designed in response to a system-level,, manual-initiation
signal. The 18-month Surveillance VrEquency for
SR 3.3.5.2.7 is considered reasonable based on redundant,
manual-initiation capabilityiprovidec' at the component
level, the high reliability of the Manual Initiation
function, and the desirability of performing the test during
a plant refueling outage so as not to disrupt reactor
operation or put additional stress cycles on plant equipment
when the reactor is at operating temperatures. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
surveillance when performed at the 18-month Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name), "[Setpoint Methodology)."

O
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

/%

' (v) B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6.1- Primary Containment Isolation (PCIF Instrumentation

1

BASES |
1

|

BACKGROUND The PCI instrumentation automatically initiates closure of
appropriate. isolation valves, which are necessary to prevent !
or, limit the release of fission products from the reactor
coolant system and the primary containment-in the event of a-

floss-of, coolant accident or a reactor coolant pressure
gybounda$ (RCPB) leakage,

keTheNfk atiim, instrumentation includes the sensor:;, relays,
Cand?switchestthat are necessary to cause initiation of

primarfesntaimient and RCPB system isolation. Functional
divetstt'yi|is.proVided by monitoring a wide range of '

dependent 'andtindependent parameters. The input parameters
to the isolation-logics are: reactor vessel water level;
area ambient and differential temperatures; flow
measuremeht;r$tendbhliquid Control System (SLCS)
=initiationimcondenser/ vacuum; main steam line pressure; high
pressure coolantijnjections(HRCI); reacter core isolation

(3 cooling (RCIC); steam 11pe5 flow; main steam line and drywell/
/ radiation. Redundantrseasor input' signals from each

" parameter provided arOfoMinitiation of isolation. The
only exception-is SLCS. initiation T .

\ A u
|- The PCI instrumentation is designidf tsfinclude the three

'

subsystems identified below pr
j Fieldtransmittersorp$ocesssensors;-

l Signal: processing and bistable modules; and-

- Trip logic, setpoints, and ALLOWABLE VALUES. t

L Field Transmitters or' Process Sensors
i

Field transmitters or process tensors provide a measurable
electronic output signal based on the physical character-

! istics of the parameter being measured.

(continued)

(continued)

|V
|
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2CI b strumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Typically four measurement channels with physical separation
(continued) are provided for each parameter. These are typically

organized into two trip systems which are physically and
electrically separated. Four measurement channels are
necessary to meet the redundancy and testability of GDC 21
in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1) and to implement the
one-out-of-two taken twice logic arrangement discussed for
the PCI instrumentation.

.sen
[Fordhthat;do,is' fMii]ity, a discussion of those PCI parametersnot have four measurement channels and their
c64formancejto' redundancy and testability requirements of
GDC'21nin;Appendi Q to 10 CFR 50 is as follows:]%& y/ g
For most antj pated' operational occurrences (A00s) and
design basisi cident'ssindependent'parametofs a(DBAs) a wide range of dependent andre monitored.

Mi
Sional Processind"and RinAb+b Modules

g@;W by
Each process parameterlmeasurement.schannel includes
electronic equipment whii:hiprov. ides) signal conditioning,
comparable output signd#for main" control board
instruments, comparisorKof measured input signals with
setpoints established by safety'analyseshand output to the
trip logic channels. This' output't~o theStr,jp logic channels
in taken from a bistable device, which can
switches that are part of the process sens'/be mechanical
electronic comparators that receivednptit fro)m the processe ors or from

transmitters or sensors. In either. case, the bistable
output contacts are considered to b;e part of the trip logic
channel.

Trio looic. Trio Setooints, and ALLOWABLE VALVES

Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output
voltage or current against which the output voltage or
current related to the present value of the process
parameter is compared. If the present neasured output value
of the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the
associated bistable changes state. The trip setpoints are
the nominal values at which the bistables are set. They are
derived from the limiting values of the process parameters

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

A
. BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND obtained from the accident analyses (analytical limits)
(continued) through a process of correction for uncertainties and errors

set forth in the plant-specific setpoint methodology
(Ref. 3). The analytical limits, corrected for analytical
and process uncertainties, become the ALLOWABLE VALUES,
which when further corrected by the methodology of

'

,

Reference 3 become the calculated trip setpoint values.
.

Jdsetpointsderivedinthismannerprovideadequate
g$ rote 6 tion because sensor and processing time delays are
94ccounted for as are calibration tolerances, instrumentation
| uncerttihties, instrument drift,.and severe environment

l*errorskforedbannels that must function in harsh environmentsasidefineiliffQ ~ CFR 50.49 (Ref. 8). The actual nominal
tripjetpio}nt . ered into the bistable is usually still
morez conserita.t. than that calculated by the plant-specific
setpbint metliodelogy. If the setpoint measured for the
bistable)jkthe surveillance test does not exceed the
document 6drsurvpiHepeeltest acceptance criteria, the
bistable is#celijsNeff0PERABLE.Whsf
Setpoints set in 4cpordangdith the ALLOWABLE VALUE will4

_ ,A ensure that Safethlimi,ts((St?s)Aare not viohted during

A00s, and the contequencess]of D54s will be acceptable,providing the plant 4 s9b'eIng opsyded within the LCOs at the
'
.

'
1

onset of the A00 or DBA, anddhe digitpment functions as
designed, allowing for a single randes;, active component
failure. # \$'.,47 7
Each channel of the process con rol equipment can be tested
on line to verify that the signal and setpoint accuracy is
within the specified allowance requirements for the setpoint
as in Reference 3. Once a designated channel is taken out
of service for testing, a simulated signal is injected in
place of the field instrument signal. The process equipment
for the channel in test is then tested, verified, and
calibrated. SRs for the channels are specified in the SRs
section.

,

The ALLOWABLE VALUES listed in Table 3.3.6.1-1 a* based on
the setpoint methodology described in Reference . which
incorporates all of the known uncertainties applicable for
each channel. The magnitudes of these uncertainties are
factored into the determination of each trip setpoint. All
field sensors and signal processing equipment for these

(continued)

h (continued)G
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND channels are assumed to operate within the allowances of
(continued) these uncertainty magnitudes.

The PCI instrumentation automatically isolates the
appropriate pipelines that penetrate the primary containment
whenever monitored parameters exceed preselected setpoints.
System level manual switches are provided in the control

5 room to initiate isolation. A trip of a PCI instrument
channekis4 annunciated in the control room. Motor- and air-~

operated # iso}htionvalvespositionindicationisprovidedin

thej[controlr4m.reactorgbsildjpg ventilation system, and trip thethe PCI instrumentation interlocks isolate

drywellspurge valves, and purge fan units.
~ua M99r

(For this fadif fty, ihie PCI instrumentation provides

isolated sh* n61sgo| sir}kes grouped as follows:]
va

u
Group A isolatiohtvalves arsein lines that communicate
directly with the reactatQhi,sel and penetrate the primary
containment. These1 5 er g
valves in series;%n'eOnsid(eYerally have two isolationthe primary containment and the
other outside the prima .tconta nsent,

ji4Group B isolation valves arad|W]{V%%lineMthat do not
communicate directly withephe"r actor hksel, but penetrate
the primary containment and'commuhi*cate with the primary
containment free space. TheselineshaveEth

valves, both of which are outside the,j,'ggjsa$q isolationcontainment.
A

Group C isolation valves are in liget that penetrate the
primary containment, but do not communicate directly with
the reactor vessel, the primary containment free space, or
the environs. These lines require one isolation valve
outside the primary containment.

APPL!rABLE The isolation signals generated by the PCI instrumentation
SAFliY ANALYSES initiate closure of valves to limit offsite doses. Each of

the isolation instrumentation functions in Table 3.3.6.1-1
are implicitly assumed in the safety analyses of References
2 and 5.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The required channels of PCI instrumentation provide plant
SAFETY ANALYSES protection in the event of any of the analyzed accidents.

(continued) PCI instrumentation protective functions are as follows:

1. Main Steam Line Isolation

Main steam line isolation is provided by the following
f/ unctions:
1*

- btor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low. Level 1
Aih. 'phs

k Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low, Level 1

$$ % e[Vess/ s tion provides isolation signals.Flp The Reactor
%M& eFWat,er Level--Low Low Low, Level 1 function

artesiatedhith isolation is assumed in the analysis
(of'the pculation line break (Ref. 5).

'

Main (Stdam line Pressure--Low

ThehaN5teemD$n?
W ARjfD

e Pressure--Low function is directly
assumedFi$thelhWalysis of the pressure regulator
failure (Refinl)'. Fo$thisevent,theclosureoftheO $Nati ~Walss(MSIVs)ensuresthatthe- Q mainsteam{ Timtemperature e hjetor vessel is not
reached.- <

,,

Main Steam Line Flow--Hiah
A !)

The Main Steam Line Flo+g-@the steam line break (SLB)
function is directly

assumed in the analysis
(Ref 5). The isolation action, along with the scram
function of the RPS, assures.that the fuel peak
cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 7).

[pndenser Vacuum--Low

The Condenser Vacuum--Low function is provided to
prevent overpressurization of the main condenser in
the event of a loss of the main condenser vacuum. The
integrity of the condenser is an assumption in offsite
dose calculations. The closure of the MSIVs is
initiated to prevent the addition of steam that would

(continued)
$

(continued)

V
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PCI instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE lead to condenser over-pressurization and possible
SAFETY ANALYSES rupture of the turbine exhaust-hood rupture diaphragm,

(continued) thereby limiting potential excessive offsite doses.

Area Temperature

The following discussion applies to the Main Steam
Tunnel Temperature--High and to the Turbine Building
ArepTemperature--Highfunctions. Area temperature is
providadtfor early detection and isolation of a leak

k[%(when@tinue$nall leak has occurred that, if allowed
in the RCPB and for diversity to the main steam line
flow detstion instrumentation. The isolation occurs

wery
'toscon fmay result in offsite dose limits beir7
exceededy$ ]Ih4Xy 9 gp
Manual'Init($Non

M -n
[For thisifacilitynthg' safety analyses basis for the
Manual Initiat16nefonctions are as follows:]yyg y

2. Primary Containme I olatiobt
Primary containmc til! knthefollowing
protection functions;j7 "Q ''e

S y g.
Reactor Vessel Water level--Low. Levalm3

v3 Qp
The Reactor Vessel Water Levelflow, Level 3 function
provides isolation signals todsolate systems that
actually have a break. .The isblation of some of the
systems _on Level 3 supports actions to ensure that SLs
are not exceeded. [The systems that are isolated on
reactor vessel water level 3 are bounded by breaks of
the following larger systems:]

Drywell Pressure--Hiah

High drywell pressure could indicate a break in the
RCPB. An isolation of the primary containment is
initiated in order to minimize offsite dose releases.
Additionally, an iss tion of syste?s which interface
with the reactor vessei occurs to isolate potential
sources of a break. The Drywell Pressure--High

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6,1

m

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE function is one of the many functions capable of
SAFETY ANALYSES providing isolation signals. The isoir ton of some of

(continued) the systems on high drywell pressure supports actions
to ensure that SLs are not exceeded. The Drywell
Pressure--High function associated with isolation is
assumed in the Reference 5 analysis of the
recirculation line break,

p
djiThe HPCI and RCIC isolation of the turbine exhaust is

fh provided to prevent communication with the drywell
gf when high drywell pressure exists. A potential leak
V jathexistsfromtheprimarycontainmenttothe

%py$b'; secondhry' containment via each turbine's exhaust'%
systamW;;\

(Dr$$
,A

'

-

ywell R fation--Hiah
e qua
High;0rywell radiation is an indication of possible
grossefailurt$the fuel cladding. Therefore, when
DryweUt tid $atish-Hich is detected, PCI isolation isi
initiated'tsdfMt the glease of fission products.

[jkC' Manual Init n(
Manual Initiat$4* s k Y

V
isolation and tb allow %quisdys a backup to automaticp 've

peratfstoinitiate
containment isolation whenev parameter is

rapidly trending towards itst' the transient accidentpetpoint. Manual
Initiationwasnotmodelgin
analysis but was qualitlithely credited in the safety
analysis and the NRC staTf-approved licensing basis
for. the plant.

3, 4. Rich Pressure Coolant Iniection System Isolation and
Reactor Core Isolation Coolina System _Jsolation

HPCI.and RCIC System isolations are provided by the
following protection functions:

Drvwell Pressure--Hiah

Applicable safety analyses for this function have been
previously discussed for PCI functions. '

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued) -

APPLICABLE Steam Line Flow--Hiah
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Steam Line Flow--High function is provided to
detect a break of the RCIC or HPCI steam lines, and to
initiate closure of the isolation valves of the
appropriate system. If the steam were allowed to
continue flowing out the break, the reactor would
depr'essurize and the core could be uncovered.
T . re, the isolation is initiated on high steam

olatio|gevent or minimize core damage.' tb The
4 niaction, along with the scram function of the

YRPS, adsres $ hat the fuel peak cladding temperature
Vgi$pb e limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

11eam LinaAPressure--(9.w

Low steam lis% 8 N
Gr7 %

eipressure indicates that the pressure of
the availaMe? steam be too low to continue
o)eration%sf the ed systems' turbine. [Fort11s facilf 5 ( for the manual initiation of
isolation to' 'unti the system becomes
unavailable for i ion ' low steam line
pressure) is as fd ws

Turbine Exhaust Olao' ,a r .esurtAHiah
v y y

Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm Pressure
~

indicates
that the pressure may be too hi continue..

operation of the appropriate s . ' turb'ine; that is,
one of two exhaust diaphragms'q,as ruptured and
pressure is reaching system pressure limitation.
These isolations are for equipment overpressure
protection.

Area and Differential Temoerature

Area and differential temperatures are provided for
each detection and isolation of a leak in the RCPB and
for diversity to the steam flow detection
instrumentation for the RCIC and HPCI Systems. The
isolation occurs when a very small leak has occurred
that, if allowed to continue, may result in offsite
dose limits being exceeded.

(continued)

(continued) |
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PCI Instrumentation |

B 3.3.6.1
O I
!, "ASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Sucoression Pool Area Temocrature--Time Delay Relays
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Suppression Pool Area Temperature--Time Delay
Relays are provided to allow all the other systems
that may be leaking into the pool area (as indicated
by the high temperature) to be isolated before HPCI or
RCIC are isolated. This ensures maximum RCIC and HPCI

g,hSystem operating time by preventing their isolation
gF6Adue to leaks in other systems until. the preset timeys have expired.

4 "1 icency Area Cooler Temperature--Hiah

$ acility, the safety analyses basis for the
ncy ea Cooler Temperature--High function is as

(' 1,
9

Manus 10 nitiatina

Manu is required as a backup to automatic
isolah allo aperators to initiate

n containmen ati ever any parameter is
T rapidly tre g s trip setpoint. Manual|j\ Initiation 1 the transient accident

analysis but ti credited in the Safety
Analysis and t NRC f-a ved licensing basis
for the plant.

5. Reactor Water Cleanuo (P' System Isolation

RWCU isolation is provi d by the following functions:

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low low. Level 2

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low L u , Level 2
function provides isolation signals to isolate systems
that actually have a break. The isolation of the RWCU
System on Level 2 supports actions to ensure that SLs
are not exceeded. (The systems that are being
isolated are bounded by breaks of the following larger
systems:)

(continued)

(continued)

O
\j
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE RWCU System Differential Flow--Hiah
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The high differential flow signal- is provided to
detect a break in the RWCU System, which is part of
the RCPB. This signal also provides a method of leak
detection for the relatively cold portions of the RWCV
System where area ambient temperature will not provide
detection. Should the reactor coolant be allowed to
continhe to flow out of the break, reactor vessel

d. Water level would decrease and fuel damage couldresult.MTherefore,isolationoftheRWCUisinitiated
%[ko{en higk di[ferential flow is sensed to prevent loss-

wh

'delaf*.lant,1Wentory and possible core damage.
-coo A time

is prpvided to prevent spurious isolationsy

during most; A f WRWCUfoperational transients.
Area a$#"%( id Differep_tial Temperature--Highr

RWCU area diffeLIbltemperaturesareprovided
for early detection Msolation of a leak in the
RWCU System, M ich;

/p' art ofsf the RCPB, and for
diversity to the h differential flow detection
instrumentation f thehetjportionsoftheRWCU
has occurred that, if(pacabrs whom a very small leak
System. The isol . or
result in offsite dosflim$to tehtinue, might4110

itYtein@gched.

bk)SLCS Initiation

The isolation of the RWCV Systakis required when the
SLCS has been initiated to prebent dilution and
removal of the boron solution by the RWCU System
(Ref. 5).

RWCV Differential Pressure--Hiah

(For this facility, the safety analyses basis for RWCU
Differential Pressure--High is as follows:]

Manual Initiation

Manual Initiation is required as a backup to automatic
isolation and to allow operators to initiate
containment isolation whenever any parameter is
rapidly trending towards its trip setpoint. Manual

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1 !

(V BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Initiation was not modeled in the transient accident
SAFETY ANALYSES analysis but was qualitatively credited in the Safety 9

(continued) Analysis and the NRC staff-approved licensing basis
for the plant.

.6. Shutdown Coolina System Isolation

4. Shutdown cooling isolation is provided by the
Ml;fellowingprotectionfunctions:

tor Vessel Water level--Low. Level 3
,

lidle safety analyses for this function have been,

pr . '91~ discussed for primary containment
ion A.

/. UG,

NeactN am Dome Pressure--HiohR

The acto 1
- me Pressure--High function is

provi
'

the low-pressure shutdown cooling
portio sidua Heat Removal System.

,

O The PCI instrume 10 s Criteria 1, 2, and 3 ofh the NRC Interim me

,:,

LC0_ The LCO. requires all instrument orming a PCI
function to be OPERABLE. Fai of any instrument renders
the affected channel (s) ino le and reduces the
reliability of the affected nctions. Each function must
have the required number of OPERABLE channels with ?. heir
setpoints within-the specified ALLOWABLE VALUES. Actuation
setpoints are calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint
methodology assumptions. Each channel must also respond
within its assumed response time.

ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each function in the LCO.
Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the plant- specific
setpoint calculations (Ref. 3). The nominal setpoints are
selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not exceed the ALLOWABLE surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

L (continued)

(continued)
O

|
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B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 PCI-instrumentation has inputs to the trip logic of the
(continued) functions listed below.

1. Main Steam Line Isolation

Most PCI main steam line isolation functions receive
inputs from four process (sensor and bistable)
channels. The bistable outputs from these channels
areT combined in one-out-of-two taken-twice logic to

Anitiateiisolation of all MSIVs. The bistable outputs
s Efrom the7same channels are arranged into two

V.two-outLof-two logic trip systems to isolate all main
Jsteamiline drains. Each main steam line drain line
'has tWo is%1ation valves with one two-out-of-two logicc

system associatedtwith each valve.
g7 t,y ,j",

The exceptionssto'this arrangement are the Main Steam
Line Flow--High function and area temperature
functions & The Main? Steam Line Flow--High function
uses.16 flow chOnelis4' for each steam line. Thes

four channels onyeachsteam Line are connected in one-r
.

out-of-two taken twice logic?to initiate isolation of
the associated MSIVW Simil.arlyhthe four flow
channels are connected:initwo two%out-of-two' logic
trip systems, each trip?syiitesi iSMating one of the
two main steam line drain valv'es oMthe associated
steam line, jpg

sfr w
The Main Steam Tunnel Temperatur M High' function
receives input from 16 channels." The Turbine Building
Area Temperature--High functioY1 receives input from 64
channels. [For this facility, these area temperature
channels are arranged into one-out-of-two taken-twice
logic for MSIV isolation, and two-out-of-two logic for
main- steam line drain isolation as follows:]

Main steam line isolation functions actuate the
-Group 1 valves. [For this facility, the constituents
of this group are found in:]

1.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low. Level 1

Low reactor vessel water level indicates that the
capability of cooling the fuel may be threatened.
Should reactor vessel water level decrease too

(continued)
'

(continued)
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L B 3.3.6.1

7
( l BASES (continued)

LCO far, fuel damage could result. Therefore,
(continued) isolation of the MSIVs and other interfaces with

the reactor vessel and primary containment occurs
to isolate potential sources of a break.

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated
from level transmitters. Four channels of

'

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low, level 1,

function are available and are required to be
.' OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure can

preclude the isolation function. The Reactor# $

a Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 1 ALLOWABLE
N' W ,VALUE is specified to be the same as the ECCS-

.

% iu fALLOWABLEVALUEinLC03.3.5.1.,7, , ,

(llb7MainSteamlinePressure--l,qw.

:Lhwmainsteamlinepressureindicatesthatthere
,may beta problem with the turbine pressure
regulationhThis could result in a low reactor
vessel? water leve(condition and the reactor
vessel cooling downsmore than 100*F/ hour if the

/9 pressureolossds' allowed to continue.

The ma n st ats line owhpressure signals are
initiated 'from fduf transmitters that are
connected to the main steamline.

pg ng
Four channels of Matri,cSteam Line Pressure--Low
function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure can
preclude the isolation function. The ALLOWABLE
VALUE was selected to be low enough not to
interfere with normal plant operation, but high
enough to prevent excessive reactor vessel
depressurization.

l.c. Main Steam Line Flow--Hiah

Main Steam Line Flow--High is provided to detect
a break of the main steam line and to initiate
closure of MSIVs. If the steam was allowed to
continue flowing out of the break, the reactor
would dqpressurize and the core could be
uncovered. If the reactor vessel water level

.

(continued)

(3) (continued)
/

v
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 were to decrease too far, fuel damage could
(continued) occur. Therefore, the isolation is initiated on

high flow to prevent or minimize core damage.

The Main Steam Line flow--High signals are
initiated from 16 transmitters that are connected
to the four main steam lines. The transmitters3 g re arranged so that, even though physically

24 arated, all four of those connected to one
P s' line would be able to detect the high flow,

Si en channels of Main Steam Line Flow--Highs

-E fdction are available and required to be
h40lTRA o that no single failure will preclude

%d the,;iQ in n of a break in any individual main
stem the isolation function. The

4LOWOLE _ E is set high enough to prevent
'spuriode bsduringclosuretestingofthe
MSIV;/Adrbine s valves-(TSVs), and turbine
contyePva )-but low enough to ensure
that t to prevent fuel damage.

1.d. .Qfndenser V ' Low-

Condenser va re als are derived
from four press r itt'. that sense the
pressure in the ebnden F achannels of.

Condenser Vacuum--Low functio available and
are required to be OPERABLE . e that no
single-failure can preclq isolation
function. TheALLOWABLEi UE is set low enough
to allow the Condenser Vacuum--Low turbine trip,
which occurs prior to MSIV closure, to stabilize
the vacuum, but high enough to prevent damage to
the condenser. This function may be bypassed in
MODES 2 and 3 when all TSVs are closed, because
the condenser is not receiving steam from the
main steam lines,

l.e, l.f, 1.g. Area Temperature

Area temperature signals are initiated from
thermocouples located in the area being
monitored. Each thermocouple is considered a
channel. Sixteen channels of Main Steam Tunnel
Temperature--High function, [64) channels of

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.6.1

[
g BASES (continued)

LC0 Turbine Building Area Temperature--High function,
(continued) and Main Steam Tunnel Differential Temperature--

High function are available and required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure can
preclude the isolation function. [For this
facility, the logic arrangement and basis for the
logic arrangement is as follows:] The

a temperature monitoring ALLOWABLE VALUE is set
ry h high enough to allow for changes in the ambient

fd,f '% conditions, but low enough to detect a leak
V j$ equivalent to 25 gpm.

%d Jf p
b$ h h bl Initiation

Q+ [/K
,d Q

WheJanual Initiation push button switches
introduce signals into the appropriate system's

d elation
%jditomatit$;. logic that are redundant to theinstrumentation channels and provide

mandsisisolation capability. [For this facility,
the*psjhJst' ton arrangement for this isolation
systemyshas follows:]

(3 Ay AW%$b
V 2. Primary Containment Isolati6n_

C# % '&
Each PCI function receives inputs from four process
sensor and bistable channels,Qhe bistable outputs
fromthesechannelsarearr$ngedVototwo
two-out-of-two logic trip? systems 7 One trip system
initiates isolation of'hll' inner PCI valves, and one
trip system initiates isolation of all outer PCI
valves. Each logic closes one of the two valves on
each penetration, so that operation of either logic
isolates the penetration.

PCI functions actuate the Group 2, 6, 7, 10, and 12
valves and containment purge and vent valves. [For
this facility the conttituents of these valve groups
are found in:]

2.a. Reactor Vessel Water level--Low. Level 3

Low reactor vessel water level indicates that the
capability of cooling the fuel may be threatened.
Should reactor vessel water level decrease too

(continued)
O
| (continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 far, fuel damage could result. Therefore,
(continued) isolation of the primary containment, shutdown

cooling and other interfaces with the reactor
vessel occurs to begin isolating the potential
sources of a break.

Reactor vessel water level signa?s are initiated
e from level transmitters. The transmitters are

M arranged on four sets of separated taps. Four
gf F channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low,

gM Level 3 function are available and are required
4 _tylbeOPERABLEtoensurethatnosinglefailure

g w can precTude the isolation function. The Reactorn
49 6 Vessel; Water Level--Low, Level 3 ALLOWABLE VALUE

isispecifiEto be the same as the RPS level 3
.cscranHALLOWABLE VALUE.v gp

2.b. DrvwelliPressure--Hioh
T;' <GPHigh Drywelliptfi;s$ure signals are initiated ' rom

pressure' transmitters that sense the pressure at
four differentEldcationi;1n the Drywell. The

shs located"outside the Drywell.
transmittersg%6f Drywell Pressure--High functionFour channels
are available toiprovide;inp'6ts'to the two trip
systems' logic and are ' required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single failure canEpreclude thec

isolation function. AN , ' 'yM

2.c. Drvwell Radiation--Hiah %/

The.Drywell radiation signals are initiated from
radiation detectors located in the drywell. The
detectors are arranged so that, even though
physically separated, each detector detects some
radiation in a postulated accident. The signal
from each detector is input to an individual
monitor whose trip outputs are assigned to one of
the two isolation channels in the trip system.
Two channels of Drywell Radiation--High function
are available and are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single failure can preclude the
isolation function. The ALLOWABLE VALUE is high
enough above background radiation levels to

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

( ) BASES (continued)

LC0 minimize spurious trips, yet low enough to
(continued) promptly detect gross failures in the fuel

cl adding.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE was selected to be the same
as the ECCS high drywell pressure ALLOWABLE VALUE
(LC0 3.3.5.1).

n
4%2.d. Manual Initiationspy vg;7MF d The Manual Initiation push button switches

% M introduce signals into the appropriate system's

%Ay/Cautomatic instrumentation channels and provide
geolation logic that are redundant to the

%F ,

M7manuaUtisolation capability. [For this facility,
#N%thc.puih button arrangement for this isolation
V system'is as follows:]

3, 4. id ressuisiblant In.iection System Isolation
and Reactor'CordMsolation Coolina System Isolation

v ' % f3 s
TheHPCIandi:RCICisolationfunctionreceivesinput

/7 from four turbine ghs65ttdiaphram pressure and four
' ') turbine stesW preseure chhn'nels. The bistable outputsi

' from the turbine %dhhinit dibphram pressure and steamu
supply pressure" channels are connected into two two-
out-of-two trip systems. A11(ofreceiveinputfromtwochannels~w[theotherfunctionsith each channel in
one trip sy:; tem using oge%obt-of-one logic. Each of
the two trip systems inieach isolation group is
connected to one of the two valves on each associated
penetration.

HPCI and RCIC functions actuate the Group 3, 4, 8
and 9 valves. [For this facility, the constituents of
these valve groups is as follows:]

3.a, 4.a. Eteam Line Flow--Hiah

The RCIC and HPCI ' steam high-flow signals are
initiated from transmitters (two for RCIC and two
for HPCI) that are connected to the system steam
lines. The transmitters are arranged so that,

(continued)

(continued)-

(' )1
L/
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PCI Instrumentation i
8 3.3.6.1 1

BASES (continued)
!

1
LC0 even though physically separated, both will be '

(continued) able to detect the high flow. Two channels of
both HPCI and RCIC Steam Line Flow--High
functions are available and are required to be

,

OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure can 1
preclude the isolation 'anction. The ALLOWABLE :

VALUE is set high enough to prevent spurious :
gisolations during system startup transients, but 1

g31owenoughtoensurethattheisolationoccursto I

dif pre, vent fuel damage.
f M
,3.b, 44ti|7 Steam Line Pressure--Low

/N ine pressure signals are initiated
fm m1 transmitters (four for FCIC and four for

<WPClkthat(afeconnectedtoeachsystem'ssteam
.

l'ine, iJhehtransmittert, are arranged so that,
even,though physically separated, each ]tran'smitter JsfaFiepto detect low steam line
pressbr,ar6/se/Minnels of both HPCI and RCIC
Steam Line$sMe--Low functions are available
andarerequifiqWtobef0PERABLEtoensurethatno

single failu .?can piacidde(LIE is selected to be
'

the isolation
function. T 7ALL0lf48LE VA !
low enough to al,)eVsystem opdation, but high
enough to prevent"damagFto sy"tely turbines.

l
3.c, 4.c. Turbine Exhaust Diaohr

__ . sure--Hiah
'

y -

The turbine exhaust diaphfagm pressure signals
are initiated from transniitters (fo.ur for RCIC 3

and four for HPCI) that are connected tc the area
between the rupture diaphragms on each system's
turbine exhaust line. The transmitters are
arranged so that, even thoegh physically
separated, each transmitter is able to detect
high turbine exhaust line pressure. -Four
channels of both HPCI and RCIC Turbine Exhaust
Diaphragm Pressure--High functicas cre available
and are required to be OPERABLE.to ensure that no
single failure can preclude the isolation
function. The ALLOWABLE VALUE is low enough to
allow system operation, but high enough to
prevent damage to the low-pressure sections of
each system.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
5 3.3.6.1

O) . BASES (continued)V

100 3.d, 4.d. Drywell Pressure--Hioh
(continued)

High drywell pressure signals are initiated from )
pressure transinitters that sense the pressure at
four different locations in the drywe'll. The
transmitters are located outside the drywell.
Four charoels of Drywell Pressure--High funt, tion
are available to provide inputs to the two trip

A@N .
,

g systeins' icgic and are required to be OPERABLE to
g ensure that .no singir failure can preclude the
p isolal. ion funetion.

.Td,ALLOMBLE VALUE we, selected to be the same
Mb ~ ., ;Las'$he ECCS high drywell pressure ALLOWABLE VALUE

$ LCO 323.5.1 of "ECLS Instrumentation."
f' 'h N h 4'

TwM annels are available and required to be
40N RABLE f 30th HPCI and RCIC. {For this
ifaciljtg ' en is as follows:]basis for the two-channal Togic

' con ptr .'

M
3.e,3.f,Q W g'

4.e,Jigg;ture4.1,4.J.
trn,Jyd3

[ ,' Dif fereht 1 Tawvera,

Area and $ffer% ja%@t>e.
Y s%f(,

l' perature signals are

appropriately located to;y)plements that are
initiated from t eratuf

tect the room that is
being monitored. TherO s W o instruments
monitoring each area. nd the *two channels of
instruments are physi ally separated. Two
channels for each HPCI and RCIC Area
Temperature-High function are available and are
required to be OPERABLE. Each channel of the
Suppression Pool Area Differential Temperature--

* liigh function is initiated from thermocouples
that are located in the inlet and outlet of the
area cooling systems. Two channels for both HPCI
and RCIC are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure can
prevent an isolation. The ambient and
differential temperature ALLOWABLE VALUES are set
high enough to allow changes in ambient
conditions, but lou enough to detect a leak
equivalent to 25 gpm.

(continued)
__

(continued)

\J
,
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B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continato)

LCO 3. L 4.f. Sucoressior Enql_4rea Temperature--Time
.

(witined) ' Colav Relays

here are two time delay relays and the two
channels of instruments are physically separated.
Two channels for both the HPCI ar.d RCIC
Suppression Pool Area Temperaturt--Time Delay

/ Relay function are avhilable and are required to
6 tbe 0PERABLE.s

f ,4 h Emeraency Area _ Cooler Temoerature--Hiah.,

% Af"
% g A( F or .th$ t acility, the bues for the logicf

% onfignration and ALLOWABLE VALVE are as

follows:] % '

'

3.j, 4*.k. Q &$ anus?' InLtiatiotr4W

ntroduceys.Jn$fihhonpusnt,ui.tonsattches'hek 1

ig Q nto the appnopriate system's
solatioiPlogicdtNatarp,reduwaantt) Upt

-automatic instrumentatichthanr.elt anc p> ovide ,

manual isolet%i capability $_for this isolation[For this facility,
the push butto6 grangement
system is as f311oss:)dh %gv sy N

5. Esittpr Wator Cleanpt Srstem isola, i
1

The RWCU isolation function receiv|es inp' t from four
j y'

u

ruactor vessel uter leW chann6ls. The histable
outputs from the reactor vessel water level channels
are connected into two two-out-of-two trip systems.
Most of t.'io other functions receive input from two
channels, with each channel in one trip system using
one-out-of-one logic. The Area Temperature--High
funcMon receives input from six temperature monitors,
three to each trip system. The Area Ventilation

- Di Pferentia'l 'iesperr.ture--Hf gh function receives input
from 12 f.coperature monitors, 6 in each trip system.
These are conffgured so tht.t any one input high trips I
the ast.ochted trio Syst. err. Each of the two trip
systems h corme.cted tc. one of 't.he two valves on each

! RWCU penetration.

; (continued) |
|

(continued) |

e!,

>
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LCO RWCU functions actuate the Group 5 outboard isolation
(cont *nued) valve only. (for this facility, the constitients of

the valve group are found in:]

5.a. Dif ferential Flow--Hiah

The high differential flow signals are initiated
A from transmitters that are connected to the inlet

1Oih and outlet of the RWCU System. The outauts of
gd [ the transmitters are comptaed and, if tie

,% difference between the inlet and outlet flows is
<6 Af too large, an isolation signal is initiated. Two

%d'r _,,denels of RWCU System Differential flow--High
%F 3 ions are available and are required to be

4 00PE E to ensure that no single failure can
$ f %preva W an isolation. The RWCU System

0ifferentialflow--HighALLOWABLEVALUEishigh*

caeugh to peevent spurious isolations during RWCU .

' J yste # M 4ents, but low enough to ensure that
tM(Nd.
REYp{i@Mefoccursassoonasabreakinthe1has been detected.

O 5.b, 5.c. f and ntial Temocrature--Hiahh Area and d(g# q serential Temperature signals are
9 $

initiated from teinp' ratutelements that are
located in the room thattis?being monitored. Six
temperature monitors providedriput to the Area
Temperature--High function's two trip systems in
one-out-of-one logiCP but, because of the
redundancy of the ihitiating signals, only two
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single failure can prevent an isolation. [For
this facility, the isolation logic is applied as
follows:J

There are 12 temperature monitors that provide
input to the Area Ventilation Differential
Temperature--High function. The output of these
monitors is used to determine the differential
temperature. One channel consists of
thermocouples that are located in the inlet and
outlet of the area cooling system, for a total of
six available channels. Because of the
redundancy the sp tem, however, only two are-

(continued)

( (continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

,

LCO required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
(continued) failure can prevent an isolation. [For this

facility, the sensor's ohysical layout and the
bases for considering tie sensors redundant are
as follows:]

The ambient and differential temperature
j uonitoring ALLOWABLE VALUES are set high enough

p;stgallowchangesinambientconditions,butlow
f&s / engn yh to detect a leak equivalent tc 25 gpm.

k 5.d. Rifi Initiation<

E$.Y hhnelfeedsoneofthetwoSLCS
s ytitemsNend isolates on a one-out-of-one

(1egicdJhed is no ALLOW'<8LE VAL'?: associated
with thistfsnction.

5.e. Reae ess d b Level--Low low. Level 2

Low rea
ling,t$,levelindicatesthatthe

water
capability o'f fuel may be threatened.
Should react 9P3essattsratorslevel decrease too
far, fuel dahege.ceald,resbl4 Therefore,

fisolation of the 9NCll'ecqurr4m isolate the
potential source"s' of a break.%jk

p%
Reactor vessel water level sigNhh(pre initiated
from level transmitters jfhe' transmitters are

arranged on four sets oft:l Water Level--Low Low,
separated taps. Four

channels of Reactor Vesse
level 2 function are available and are required
to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure
can preclude the isolation function. The Reactor
Vessel Water Level--Low Low, level 2 ALLOWABLE
VALVE is specified to be the same as the ECCS
instrumentation Level 2 ALLOWABLE VALVE,
LCO 3.3.5.1, "ECCS Instrumentation."

5 f. RWCU Differential Prersure--Hiah
'

(For this facility, the basis for the function
logic configuration and its ALLOWABLE VALVE are
as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation i
iB 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LCO 5.g. Manual Initiation
(continued)

The manual initiation push button switches
introduce signals into the appropriate system's
isolation logic that are redundant to the
automatic instrumentation channels and provide
manual isolation capability. [For this facility,

w the push button arrangement for this isolation 4

'y system is as follows:]

S down Coolina System Isolation
. . .

|,, .
3

*g wn cooling isolation function receives input ji
actor vessel water level channels, and&

o nels for all other functions. The
'

efit ' uts from the reactor vessel water level
chan e connected into two two-out-of-two trip t

sys i The tor Vessel Pressure--High function
rec s two channels, with each channel in
one ng one-out-of-one logic. Each of
the t ems i ' connected to one of the two
valves on e ut oling penetration.

(
U Shutdown co or uate Group 11 valves.

(For this faci ti s of this group are
'

found in:]

6.a. Reactor Steam Dome Pr- ,e ich
'

V
The reactor steam pressure signals are
initiated from two ransmitters that are
connected to different taps on the reactor
vessel. The transmitters are arranged so that,
even though physically separated, both will sense
the high dome pressure. Two channels of Reactor
Steam Dome Pressure--High function are available
and are required to be OPERABLE. The ALLOWABLE
VALVE is high enough to allow the Shutdown
Cooling System to begin operation before HPCI and
RCIC are isolated, but low enough to protect the
system equipment from overpressure.

(continued)

(continued)

O
O
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)
. . . . - .

LCO 6 b. Reactor Vessel Water Leygl--Low. Level 3
(continueds

LCOs for this protection function have been
previously discussed for the primary containment
isolation function.

Certain ECCS and RCIC valves (e.g., minimu : flow) also serve
the dual function of automatic containment isolation valves.
The signals tha' isolate these valves are also associated
with the' automatic initiation of the ECCS and RCIC. The
instrumentation and ACTIONS associated with these signals
are' addressed in LC0 3.3.5.1, "ECCS Instrumentation," and
LCON3,3.5.2,1*RCICfinstrumentation," and are not included in
this'LCO M g m

i

na ;
[For thisafadlity, the following support systems are
required tb be OPERABLE to ensure PCI instrumentation
OPERABILITY:] j q

<' xxc 9
(for this facilityicthose required support systems which,
upon their failure-doenottresult in the PCI instrumentation
being declared inaperabls.Jand the.ir justification are as

h /!$ ' k;9**

(for this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
Inoperability of the PCI instrumentationtand the
justification of whether or not each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:] Af %

-,,

$
~

APPLICABILITY Each of the functions in Table 3.3.6.1-1 are required to be
OPER^BLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 consistent with the
Applicability for LCO 3.6.1.1, ' Containment" OPERABILITY,
except that:

Main Steam Line Pressure--Low is required to be+

OPERABLE in MODE 1 when the reactor pressure is high
enough that the low pressure function provides an
indication of a steam line break.

RWCV isolation on SLCS initiation is required to be.

OPERABLE in MODES I and 2 when the reactor can be
critical per LCO 3.1./; and

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

O
I BASES-. (continued)

APPLICABILITY Shutdown Cooling System isolation on Reactor.

(continued) Vessel Water Level--Low, Level 3 is required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5. (forthis
facility, the bases for the Shutdown Cooling
System applicability requirements are as
follows:]

A Note has been added to provide clarification that each
.fonction specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1 shall be treated as an

gindependententityforthisLCOwithanindependent
4|0CompletionTime.
R. }? s
%y gQ Q*

ACTIONS A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy'theLOPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criterlatare outlined for each function in the LC0
section of4the bases #The most common cause of channel
inoperability isysktHght failure or drift of the bistable
or process modedeTuffjcient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plantJspecific/setpo, int analysis. Typically the
drift is found tohbetsmallfand results in a delay of

C actuation rather.than a. tota 1Njoss of function.
\ Determination of " set asint drift (1s generally made during the

performance of a CMEft. TUNCTIONALsTEST when the process
instrument is set up*for adjtistment?to bring it to within
specification, if the trip setpoistais.less conservative
than the ALLOWABLE VALUE in Tabl( 3f3 Sf1-1, the channel
must be declared inoperable i_seediately, and the appropriate
Conditions from Table 3.3.6.1 Y must be entered immediately,

in the event a channel's trip setpoint is found non-
conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,

L or bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions-
provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition entered for the particular protection function,

f affected.
l

l' In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
as the basis for justifying Completion Times, such topical,

| reports should be supported by an NRC staff Safety
| Evaluation Report that establishes and acceptability of each

such topical report for that facility.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrc;,sntation

B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition A
(continued)

Condition A is applicable to each of the PCI instrumentation
isolation functions in Table 3.3.6.1-1. This includes all
automatic valves and valve groups designed to receive an
isolation signal assumed by the safety analyses to initiate
closure of valves to preserve the integrity of the primary
containment.and limit offsite doses. It provides Required
Actions <that ensure the integrity of the penetrationt
isol 'on c'apability and for evaluation of PCI
inst' - entatjes inoperability, including time for minor

rbp%ggd6?quenteto placing the channel in trip.
s rs subse

tCh.
If mdtwethan on,ekhangel is inoperable for any primary
containment feelatioh?. instrumentation function, either by
itself or<tegethergwitW single channel failures in other
PCI instrumentatiseJtmetions, then the PCI instrumentation
maynotbecappbWofperormingitsintendedfunction.j
A.I. A.2.1. and .2MIkewjA 3

If one or more channelhariinopp'sble for one or more
functions,operationmgMontinutprtividedeachfonctionis
still capable of isoiadfi #ssoci . d lines. Required
Action A.1 requires an ev getIdGoe e that the
isolation capability exis " for eRh fu non. Maintaining'

isolation capability refers to the abili A provide
automatic and, if requi.-ed, manual isot oh F all affected
lines, with OPERABLE and/or trippe4cll)nnels.' For a
four-channel function, one-out-of-%trlogic, this would
required only one OPERABLE channel in each function (i.e.,
only one valve per line required to isolate). (For this
facility, the basis for one-out-of-two taken twice logic,
one-out-of-one taken twice logic, and one-out-of-one logic
are as follows:]

The Completion Time of I hour is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to complete Required Action A.I.

Required Action A.2.1 is the preferred action because it
restores full functional capability to PCI instrumentation.
As an alternative to restoring a channel (s) to OPERABLE
status (A.2.1), operation is allowed to continue provided
the inoperable channel is placed in trip (A.2.2). Required
Action A.2.2 is modified by a Note that the Required Action

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS does not apply if it results in an isolation. If a channel
(continued) in one trip system becomes inoperable when one or more

channels in the opposite system are already in trip, placing
the inoperable channel in trip will cause an isolation.
Required Action A.2.2 is not intended to force.an
unnecessary isolation. In this event, Required Action A.2.1
would have to be met. If the inoperable channel (s) are not
restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the

' callowed, Condition 8 should be entered. The bases for
; IMour and 24-hour Completion Times provided to allow
sontinsed operation with inoperable channels while taking

'. i actio # to restore or trip the channels are in Reference 6.

kon $p

Condibi ibap es to each of the PCI instrumentation
functions 1,isted in Table 3.3.6.1-1.

fu

s&g4hlb.1
p*

This Requirdd'Aktio Sdirects, entry into all remaining
Conditions (exceptWorBfghenanyRequiredActionofCondition A is notfet,, ')8 tn7e associated Completion Time(m)U has expired, thc D p - Cois tion from Table 3.3.6.1-1
must be entered for ) e inoperable channel (s)
have not been placed n tri Th > licable Condition
specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1 is ft n- and
mode-dependentandmaychangeast)' ired Action of a
previous Condition.is complet j '

Condition C

Condition C is applicable to the main steam line isolation
functions except low pressure,

,

f_ 1 C.2.1. and C.2.2

If the required number of channels are not restored to
OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the allowed
Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a mode or other
specified condition in which the LCO does not apply. The
Completion Time of 6 hours to isolete all MSIVs is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to initiate
actions for a controlled reduction in power to establish

(continued)

[ (continued)

'~
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS required plant conditions ed isolate the main steam lines
(continued) (equivalent to MODE 2) in an orderly manner and without

challenging plant systems.

Twelve hours and 36 hours are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 and MODE 4, respectively, in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

Conditio$Q
&

ConditionDis?applicabletothemainsteamline
low-pressure ~1 solation function,
y a y

M'o j yy,

,

if the reqd eh humbeNof channels are not restored to
OPERABLE status or,.ple'ced in trip within the allowed
Completion Time,';the plant,must be placed in a mode or other
specified condition in.which the LCO does not apply.

s~ 3:ryge
Six hours is reas'onable, based on, operating experience, to
initiate actions for a controlled reduction in sower and to
reach MODE 2 in an orderly manner' ands ithout c1allengingw
plant systems. N/ /Js

&* V' ' 3%Condition E %.

Condition E is applicable to PCI drywel kation;HPCIand
RCIC isolation functions; RWCU isclation func~tions except
SLCS initiation and shutdown cooli6g? isolation on high
reactor vessel pressure.

f_d

if the required number of channels are not restored to
OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the allowed
Completion Time, plant operations may continue if the
affected lines are isolated. Isolating the affected lines
accomplishes the safety function of the inoperable channels.
The 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to take the appropriate action.

If, for some reason, these Required Actions cannot be
completed within the time allowed, action must be taken in

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

h BASES (continued)

ACTIONS accordance with Condition F to place the plant in a MODE or
(continued) Condition in which the inoperable functions are not

required.

Condition F

Condition F is applicable to the Required Actions of
Condition E if they are not met, PCI Level 3, drywell
peessure and each manual initiation function in

Qg$piTebl e'323. 6.1-1.
.

M U}}

&[_l.vid F . 2, k,4,w ph
WlfM required number of channels are not restored to4

OPERASL$'iondime"nthe plant mustse placed in a mode or other
hetatusior placed in tri) within the allowed

Complet
specified condition in which the LCO does not apply. Twelvo
hours andr861 hours are3 reasonable, based on operating
experiencp? to jnttistesactions for a controlled reduction
in power Anddhai!b 50DE 3 and MODE 4, respectively, in an
orderly manhef1Nedfthout phallenging plant systems.

Condition G
'

Condition G is appl le AJWCUf5LCSinitiation.v 9
G.1 and G.2 h

If the required number of chana$kVsh are not rcitored to
OPERABLE status or placed ini; trip within the allowed
Completion Time, the associathd SLCS subsystems are declared
inoperable -or the RWCU System is isolated.. Since this
function is required to ensure that the SLCS performs its
intended function, sufficient remedial measures are provided
by declaring the associated SLCS inoperable or isolating the
RWCU System. The 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient for
operations personnel to perform the corrective actions.

Condition H

Condition H is applicable to the shutdown cooling level 3
function.

(continued)

(continued)

{
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS HJ
(continued)

(For this facility, the basis for the Required Action and
the 1-hour Completion Time is as follows:)

Condition I

Conditio.n I is applicable to each one of the primary
containsepthsolation instrumentation functions presented in
Tab 1p(1.3.6'.1N.

% py
INNnd1.28F '

f,

4 47 eRequbed4Adionkt'g%yerifies that the Required Actions have.

been initiateidsfor thhe supported systems declared
inoperableibecause oEthe inoperability of the su) port
channel (s)%ithiMittempletion Time of 1 hour. T 1e
specified Completl6n Time isssufficient for plant operations
personnel to mapthg7;n Oation.

RequiredAction1*[[ T$Vthat1.hoseidentifiedRequired
Actions associated with04(up' ported @ M with each primaryinoperability of chann@(t) assiocM;ptems impacted by the
containment isolation f4strumpnt$tioh nction have been
initiated. Thiscanbeac6 pop 1136sd tering the
supported systems LCOs indhpendenW/ or group of
Required Actions that need to be initia - ry time
Condition I is entered. [For this fa e identified
supported systems Required Actions late 'with each PCI
instrumentation function are as f s:)

Required Action I.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If
verification determines loss of functional capability,

1

LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LCO takes into consideration
the loss-of-function situation then LCO 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered.

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular PCI instrumentation function are |
!

REQUIREMENTS found in the SR column of Table 3.3.6.1-1 for that function.
Most functions are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CAllBRATION.

In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
as the basis for justifying Surveillance Frequer.cies, the
t ical reports should be supnc:ted by an NRC staff Safety

ion Report that establishes the acceptability of each
eport for that facility. .

The re dified by Note 2 to indicate that a channel
n an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for

e 11ances provided at least one OPERABLE
e trip system is monitoring that

%.the
chann

U 20mpletion of the surveillance, orpar
expi ation- J e 6-hour allowance, the channel must be -l
returned fPERABLE. tus or the Required Actions taken. I

It is no sacce routinely remove channels from
service fd hours to perform required

i

surveillanc 'Such practice would be contrary to
the assumptions e re lity analysis that justified

LCO Completion Tg .

,
\

SR 3.3.6.1.1 i g'

PerformanceoftheCHANNELCHECKo$Am 6?4very 12 hours ensures
.

bqib Athat a gross failure of instrum.
' the pa'r;has not occurred.ameter indicated onCHANNEL CHECK is a compariso

one channel against the indt on of the same parameter on
other instrument cht.nels. . is based on the assumption
that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter
snould read approximately the same value. Significant
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK
will detect gross channel failure, thus it is key to
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CAllBRATION. The high
radiation instrumentation should be compared to similar
plant instruments located throughout the plant. If the
radiation monitor employs keep-alive sources or check
sources operated from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECK
should also note the detector's response to these sources.

(continued)

| (continued)
l J
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
REQUIREMENTS on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,

(continued) including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during_ times when surveillances are required, the
CHANNELCliECK will only verify that they are off scale in
thefsame direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to >be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.1 ,

x. ,. f.A

The surveillance inter' val, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure, nThus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected oyert channel failure is limited
to 12 hours. Since the' probability of two random failures
in redundant channelkhin'hnyL12-hour period is extremely
low, the CHANNEL CHECIUninimizes the chance of loss of
protective function du':to" failure'of redundant channels.e

The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequentr

checks of channel operability during' normal operational use
of the displays associated with'the channels required by the
LCO. # %g"

k
&[y/V4SR 3.3.6.1.2

*

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies [th6 function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
as practicable and verifies required trip, interlock, and
alarm function when the input is beyond the trip point.
Where the design has made provisions for including sensors
in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be
inserted at that point. "As found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recorded. Bistable setpoints
must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
LCO. The difference b3 tween the current "as found" and the
previous "as left" setpoints must be within the drift
allowance used in the setpoint anaiysis. Recalibration of
the bistable setpoint restores the OPERABILITY of an
otherwise functional component that does not meet these
criteria. However, repeated failures of the same channel

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

( BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE over a small number of test intervals should be evaluated as
REQUIREMENTS potentially indicating a deterministic failure which cannot

(continued) be corrected by recalibration. If, during a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, the associated trip setting is discovered
to be less conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE specified
in Table 3.3.6.1-1, the channel must be declared inoperable.

The 92-day Surveillance Frequency is based on the
M11 ability analysis described in Reference 6. A Note

f eedifies this SR, which permits radiation detectors to be
A niexempt/from the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST requirements. (For
5, this,fecility, the basis for excluding radiation detectors

g isyasyfol]p ,owsOmg p
SR 3 1 6H.3 " 3

: gj '
The 'eslibration*of bistable trip units consists of a test tr
determinecthe actual, trip setpoints, and recalibration of
the setpoint is.necessary to ensure that it remains more
conservativerthin'theDsetp'oint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE
specified inlTeble 3;3.6.1-L The channel must be declared
inoperable if the(setting As' discovered to be lessp conservative than'the ALLGMBLE VALUE. If the trip setting

~ 3

Q is discovered to'be less conserv'tive than accounted for ina
the appropriate setpsini, methodolog but is not beyond the
ALLOWABLE VALUE, the% hanne1#1s st<11 considered OPERABLE.
Under these conditions, the setpointrinust be readjusted to

~

be more conservative than that accednted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodologyF

'

y
The Surveillance Frequency is~ based on the assumption of a
92-day calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in'the setpoint analysis of
Reference 3.

SR 3.3.6.I.4

CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel. responds to the measured parameter with the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive tests, to ensure that the instrument channel
remains operational with the setpoint within the assumptions
of. the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE "as found" and "as left" values are recorded and used to
REQUIREMENTS verify drift assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL

(continued) CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable
setpoints errors are within the assumptions of the plant-
specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error
determination and readjustment must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
analysis,6

/hs
RecalMition;restoresOPERABILITYofanotherwise
funttional camponent found to have errort larger than
as$tmied by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures 10bthe jams, channel over a relatively small number
of testtintervMs'imest be considered as potentially
indicating gdetermiMstic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibratid6 fiMd transmitters may be calibrated in
place,removedandfcMibratedinalaboratory,orreplaced
with an equivalehti laboratory-calibrated, unit.

*y AyMMP
The Surveillanc6Jregencytis based the assumption of a
92-day calibratio r tntervelfin tho determination of the
magnitude of equipment'dhft in tk4setpoint analysis

jf
Ap%gA

(Ref. 6).
vp ,1; g

47 ;%vSR 3.3.6.1.5 Agv
The basis for performance of a CHANNEL CAlltRATION was
previously discussed in SR 3.3.6.1.4. p / $
Field transmitters may be calibrat $ place,removedand
calibrated in a laboratory, or rep 1' aced with an equivalent,
laboratory-calibrated, unit. Resistance temperature
detector (RTD) or thermocouple (T/C) channels may be
calibrated in place using cross-calibration techaiques, or
in a test bath after removal from piping. For cross-
calibration, at least one RTD or T/r Aould be replaced with
a newly calibrated sensor during er

.'ueling cycle toensure accurate sensor cross-calibt This replacement
sensor must be the same model as thi. anaining RTOs or T/Cs.
Using a newly calibrated sensor as a reference ensures that
signal drift continues to remain random rather than
systematic, and is within the limits specified in the plant
setpoint analysis. The replacement interval may be extended
to alternate refueling if it is demonstrated that over the
extended interval the sensor drift is random rather than

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE systematic, and is bounded by the plant-specific setpoint
REQUIREMENTS analysis assumptions. This determination may use results of

(continued) statistical analyses of operating data and calibration data
from similar plants using the same model of RTD or T/C in
the same environmental conditions.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
an,lS-month calibration interval in the determination of the

1 e of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis
*

,.

SR *t .llt

LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the 0, LI f the required actuation logic for a
spe%gic / The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests
all ents (i.e., all relays and contacts, trip
units, s state c elements, etc.) of a logic circuit,
from senser u uated device. [For this facility,
the systeriy sting performed on isolation valves
overlaps th provi complete testing of the safety
function as foll T eillance Frequency is based

(' on experience th t i, that these surveillances be
( performed only d n

~

it e. This is due to the;' plant conditions ne i btf .
he survcillance and the

potential for system solat Wn dur the LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TESTS. Operating exp has shown these
components usually pass the sur when performed at|

the 18-month frequency. f; F
'

SR 3.3.6.1.Z

| SR 3.3.6.1.7 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in the
| PCI manual isolation functions. This test verifies each
! initiation switch isolates the associated groups of valves

as designed.

The 18-month surveillance interval is based upon experience
i that it is prudent that these surveillances only be
| performed during a plant outage. This is due to the plant
' conditions needed to perform the surveillance and the
| potential for system isolation if the surveillance is
'

performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience
has shown these components usually pass the surveillance
when performed on the 18-month Frequency.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 1 3.6.1.8
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The basis for performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST was
previously discussed in SR 3.3.6.1.2.

[For this facility, the basis for the 184-day Surveillance
Frequency is as follows:]

SR 3.3.6.1.9

ThisfS[ ensures that the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES for
each channel are less than or equal to the maximum values
assumed inEthe accident analysis. Individual component
response! times'are not modeled in the analyses.

The analyses ~ 'model the|overall, or total elapsed time from
.the point at which?the' parameter exceeds the analytical
limit at the sensor to the, point of system isolation. (For
of the relevan(t' trip: channel.s are as follows:this facility, the basisifor the acceptable response timesThe response
times include contributions from the following equipment:)
This test may be perfonned in one' measurement or in
overlapping segments, with verification that all components
are tested. 9 if W

cy Q %
A Note to the surveillance' indicate's thatiradiation
detectors may be excluded from ISOLATION $YSTEM RESPONSE
TIME testing. This note is necessary becausQf the
difficulty of generating an appropr, tate detector input

~

signal. (For this facility, the bast's for excluding the
detectors is acceptable as follows:]

Response time tests are conducted on an 18-month STAGGERED
TEST BASIS. This results in the interval between successive
tests of a given channel of n x 18 months, where n is the
number of channels per trip system in the function. Testing
of the final actuation devices, which make up the bulk of
the response time, is included in the testing of each
channel. Therefore, staggered testing results in response
time verification of these devices every 18 months. The
18-month test Frequency is based upon plant operating
experience which sb vs that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent

(continued)
--

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE occurrences. Response times cannot be determined at power
REQUIREMENTS since equipment operation is required.

(continued)

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
" Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization

_.s Facilities."
. 3: . ,u

/ 12. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section (9), "[ Title)."
'' ( . W n

Ji -' .<,M
'

,,

'^3.; *[ Unit;Name] FSAR, "P1 ant-Specific Setpoint
Methodology 4"

,q' s ' :( , [p,

4. '"[ Unit;Name]FSAR,Section(7),"Instrumentationand
Control]." ym .y, a

'
_.

5. (Unit _Namij!FSkNNSection [15] " Title)."
&g

NEDC-31677-PrA/;"TechnicalSpecificationImprovement
w

6.

[] Analysis for: BWR Isolation, Actuation Instrumentation,"
Q' June 1989. Y M . Q|b,h,pf %. 'c

7. Title 10, Code'of Fedstd1 Re[Yul,ations, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for light water nuclear po,wer reactors."

fi: '
8. Title 10, Code of FederalrRegulations, Part 50.49,

" Environment Qualificatt'on of Electrical Equipment
important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."
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SCI InstrumentLtion
B 3.3.6.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6.2 Secondary Containment Isolation (SCI) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The SCI instrumentation automatically initiates closure of
appro)riate unit SCI valves and starting of the unit's
Stand)y Gas Treatment System (SGTS). This function is
pscessary to prevent or limit the release of fission '

grodu L,from the secondary containment in the event of a
p oss-o oolant accident (LOCA) or a reactor coolant

g pressug boundary (RCPB) leak.

k di ntation includes the sensors, relays, and

switches}% divers,ityisprovidedbymonitoringawiderange
$ hat' ape necessary to cause initiation of SCl. i

Functie6a
ofdependent$ndindependentparameters. The input
parametersN the isolation logics are electrical signals
thatindicate preactor vessel water level and
drywell areas r inputs into the isolation logic are
reactor )ui9di
high' radiation (.

' exhaust and refueling floor exhaust
dant 6 sor input signals are provideda

[ from each cf the in (fa arameters.

The SCI instrumenta ' htsi to include the
subsystems identifie bel owV.'' '

Field transmitters or proc s;-

Signal processing and ble modules; and-

- Trip logic, trip setpoints, and ALLOWABLE VALUES.
" Field Transmitters or Process Sensors

Field transmitters or process sensors provide a measurable
electronic output signal based on the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured.

Typically, four measurement channels with physical
separation are provided for each parameter. These are
typically organized into two trip systems which are
physically and electrically separated. Four measurement
channels are necessary to meet the redundancy and
testability criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21

(continued)

pk (continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND (Ref.1), and to implement the one-out-of-two taken twice
(continued) logic arrangement discussed below for the SCI

instrumentation.

[For this facility, a discussion of those SCI parameters
which do not have four measurement channels and their
conformance to redundancy and testability requirements of
GDC 21 in.10 CFR 50, Appendix A, is as follows:]

for as icipated occupational occurrences (A00s) and
DesigW Basis! Accidents (DBAs), a wide range of dependent and
ibdependentfparamptersaremonitored.
e, w f ? .

SianairProcessinoMS Bistdle Modules

Each proces, & aseparameter/ measurement channel includes%

electronic <equipmenOthat provides signal conditioning,
comparable outputlignals for main control board

setpoints establish 4NiW|djesasured input signals with
instruments, comparison

sLafdty analyses, and output to the
trip logic channels."4;This?cutput to the trip logic channels
is taken from a bistable /deviceMich can be meenanical
switches that are part the<girocess sensors or electronicu
comparators that recelh in t from the. process transmitters
or sensors, in either casi i'thMistable output contacts
are considered to be part'o the teip logic, channei.

/ A
Trio loaic. Trip _.Setooints. and ALLOWABiF VAlbES

Trip setpoints are those predetermj'p fped values of output
voltage or current against which th'e output voltage or
current related to the present value of the process
parameter is compared. if the present measured output value
of the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the
associated bistable changes state. The trip setpoints are
the nominal values at which the bistables are set. They are
derived from the limiting values of the process parameters
obtained from the accident analyses (analytical limits)
through a process of correction for uncertainties and errors
set forth in the plant-specific setpoint methodology
(Ref. 3). The analytical limits, corrected for analytical
and process uncertainties, become the ALLOWABLE VALUES,
which when further corrected by the methodology of
Reference 3 become the calculated trip setpoint values.

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI instrumentation l

B 3.3.6.2 )

( BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate
(continued) protection because sensor and processing time delays are

accounted for as well as calibrktion tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors for channels that must function in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 7). The
actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistabic is
usually still more conservative than that calculated by the
plant-specific setpoint methodology. If the setpoint

f awasured for the bistable by the surveillance test does not
"kexceedithedocumentedsurveillancetestace'eptancecriteria,

thebestablgisconsideredOPERABLE.xmen2 gym
The 00tpdis hftthe logic channels in a trip system are4

combj d d Ap a logic so that both channels are required
to tH p~ thetas iated trip system.
one-out-ofdwo@40r each trip system. The logic is'

Typically,

automatica119 isolated >lationvalues,sothatoperationofsecondary containment penetrations
are isolate'd b

J'ist%atesthepenetration.oe

either trip 4 ^ A
The trip setpointj,[are thekinal values at which thef

W

bistahles are set / 'Any4 M et h k is considered to be,

\
- 3roperly adjusted honi$hea"as9tft" value is within the

aand for channel caHtrattp~ acchitcy i.e. rack
calibration and compsrator 9ettinglacc,ur(acy),,

aq
Thetripsetpointsusedinthebh6Y10arebasedonthe
analytical limits stated in Rohrence 3. The selection of
providedwhenallsensorand(thatadequateprotectionis
these trip setpoints is such

processing time delays are
taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors for those SCI channels that must function

! in harsh environments, as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 7),
ALLOWABLE VALUES, specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1, are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. - A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in the plant-specific setpoint
methodology. The actual nominal trip setpoint entered into
the bistable is normally more conservative than that
required by the plant-specific setpoint calculations. If

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND the measured setpoint does not exceed tiie documented
(continued) surveillance test acceptance criteria, the bistable is

considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints set in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will
ensure th4t the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable,
providing the plant is being o)erated within the LCOs at the
onset of the A00 or DBA, and tie equipment functions as
design 4ellowing for a single random active component
fai]g Q
EIyh channe1%c:f the process control equipment can be tested
wy

on line tolperiffthat the signal and setpoint accuracy is
Vwithln:.the se,tfojritspecified allowance requirements of

Reference 3 4: OnceaMesignatedchannelistakenoutforthe
setpoint asMih"serviceufor testing, a simulated signal is
injected in"placMofJthe field instrument signal. The
process equipmentffor the channel in test is then tested,
verified, and talibrated'!ESRs for the channels are
specified in th'6 Sy6eill nce Requirements section.

% Nrg yr
The ALLOWABLE VALUES Ns in Tdte 3.3.6.2-1 are based
uponthemethodologydesepibed4WReference3,which
incorporates all of the'Anowrgiincerthh' ties applicable for
each channel. The magnitydet ofythese < ertainties are
factored into the determin'htion o% each setpoint. All
field sensors cnd signal processing equi ' for these
channelsareassumedtooperatewithi(tb6%howancesof
these uncertainty magnitudes. F

,r

APPLICABLE The actions of the instrumentation are implicitly assumed
SAFETY ANALYSES in the safety analyses of References 2, 4, and 5. The

isolation initiates closure of valves to ensure secondary
containment OPERABillTY and limit offsite doses.

The SCI instrumentation automatically isolates the
appropriate pipelines that penetrate the secondary
containment whenever the monitored parameters exceed
preselected setpoints. System level manual switches are
also provided in the control room to initiate isolation. A
trip of an SCI instrumentation channel is annunciated and
position indication is provided for both motor-operated and

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

(/\
(, BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE air-operated isolation valves in the control room. SCI
SAFETY ANALYSES instrumentation is interlocked to initiate the SGTS, isolate

(continued) the reactor building ventilation system, and trip the
drywell purge valves and purge fan units. The required
channels of SCI instrumentation functions provide plant
protection in the event of any of the analyzed accidents.

Schinstrumentation functions are as follows:gp
I lor Vessel Water level--Low Low. Level 2

~

regctor vessel water level indicates that the
3D % abi1%yssel water level decrease too far, fuel

y to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should
%d re

co , , result. An isolation of the secondary
dent iand actuation SGTS is initiated in order
'+to mi the potential of an offsite dose release.

The tor Ve Water Level--Low Low, Level 2
fu . ni to be OPERABLE and capable of
prov'i and actuation signals if a break
has oc Li e li s that are isolated. The
isolation ai tuat' systems on reactor vessel

Ir\ water. level , up ns to ensure that SLs ared not exceede et ssel Water Level--Low
Low, Level 2 f so d with isolation of
secondary cont ment ' imp' ly assumed in safety
analyses.

,

'
2. Drywell Pressure--Hiah "

High dr m l1 pressure c id indicate a break in the
reactor coolant pressure boundary. An isolation of
the secondary containment and actuation of an SGTS is
initiated in order to minimize the potential of an
offsite dose release. The isolation of some of the
systems on high drywell pressure supports actions to
ensure that SLs are not exceeded. The Drywell
Pressure--High function associated with isolation is

,

assumed in the analysis of the recirculation line:

| break (Ref. 5).

(continued)

(continued)

n
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 3,4. Beactor Buildina Exhaust Radiation--Hiah and
SAFETY ANALYSES Refuelina Floor Exhaust Radiation--Hiah

(continued)
The following discussion applies to both the RB
Exhaust Radiation--High and Refueling Floor Exhaust
Radiation--High functions.

High RB exhaust radiation is an indication of possible
gross failure of the fuel cladding. The release may
have originated in the fuel pool or the reactor

' vessel. . When high RB exhaust radiation is detected,-

' |' secondary containment closure is initiated to limit
* :the release- o.f", fission products,u - e,

,

5. Manual InitiatNS
e .. . . . y

The Manual Initiation push-button switches introduce
signals into|the appr_opriate system's isolation logic
that are redundant to,the automatic protective !3
instrumentation 1 channels and provide manual isolation
capability. 'TheEpush button arrangement is a
plant-unique design? but the7 Technical Specifications
werewrittenforana'rrangementfthathasonepush
button per (group'of dampe{s). ' g. , -

e t .. e
Thesecondarycontainmentishlhtion(instrumentation
satisfies Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of theLNRC Interim
Policy Statement. g V9p

,qq
y

LC0 The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing an SCI
function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders
the affected channel (s) inoperab e and reduces the
reliability of the affected func' ions.

The OPERABILITY of the SCI instrumentation is dependent on
the OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation channel

9functions. Each function must have the number of OPERABLE
channels per trip system as shown in Table 3.3.6.2-I with
their setpoints set within the specified ALLOWABLE VALUES.
Actuation setpoints are calibrated consistent with
applicable setpoint methodology assumptions. Each channel
must also respond within its assumed response time.

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

LCO. Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each function in
(continued) the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the

plant-specific setpoint calculations of Reference 3. The
nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoint
measured by the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST does not exceed the
ALLOWABLE VALUE if the bistable is performing as required.
Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the
nominal trip setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE VALUE, is
ac'ceptable provided that operation and testing is consistent

#b(With the, assumptions of the plant-specific setpointcalculations. Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more
T f conservative than the analytical limit assumed in the

%QtraoMeht,andgaccident analysis in order to account for
%strumd9docertainties appropriate to the trip function.
Thesg4 certainties are defined in the plant-specific
setpojnt ' methodology of Reference 3. Each channel must also
respond withinhits assumed response time.

AchanneN OPE M ! hen the.following conditions are

satisfied! gj{9hAyVfp A
1. All channel'cenponent.s3necessary to provide a trip

signal are {getionabandtin service;
*/ Myd % .

2. Channel measurggent uncertainties are known via test,
,

analysis, or delign inMrmati" Ato be within the
assumptions of the setpoint celations;

MiMsRequired surveillance tesHag is cu>rrent and has
.

3.

demonstrated performanc(ia; andArithin each surveillance
test's acceptance criter'

The SCI instrumentation has inputs to the trip logic from
L the functions listed below:

|- 1. - Eqactor Vessel Water level--Low Low. Level 2

Reactor vessel water level 2 signals are initiated
from level transmitters which are arranged on two sets
of separated taps with a logic that initiates on a
one-out-of-two per -trip system. Four channels of
Reactor Vessel Water -Level--Low Low, Level 2 function
are available and required to be OPERABLE to ensure
that no single failure can preclude the isolation

(continued).

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 function. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low,
(continued) Level 2 ALLOWABLE VALVE was selected to be the same as

the level at which high pressure coolant injection and
reaccor core isolation cooling functions are
initiated. HPGI and RGIC initiation could indicate
that the capability to cool the fuel is being
threatened. This could result in the need for
secondary containment to minimize the potential for
occurrence of an offsite release of radioactivity.
pg y,

%gfikThe Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 2functioatis required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and
MQLwheWconsiderable energy exists in the Reactor k,

Cochn1 Sh4e$j(RCS). In addition, the
instrundw;ttion'
ALTERAT!0ffE3nd@pust be OPERABLE during CORErations with a potential for
draining the:fonctor vessel because the capability of

provided $ potential sources of leakage must be
isolating

' ens hoverage.

Thisfuncti[k tMthe[}secondarycontainment
ghinpei:.hj 6ad starts the SGTS.

automatic isolati
Q.!y

,

# ' m %)A
2. Drywell Pressure-- abg s

High drywell pressur(e%ignaldare it$$iated from
pressure transmitters that sense t 1Mure at four

eH PTihtransmittersdifferent locations in the dryw$ our channels ofare located outside the drywell
Drywell Pressure--High functt$ with a logic which
initiate on one-out-of-two per trip system are
available and required to be OPERABLE to assure that
no single failure can preclude the isolation function.
The ALLOWABLE VALUE was selected to be the same as the
Emergency Core Cooling System instrumentation Drywell
Pressure--High function ALLOWABLE VALUE, since this
value could indicate a break in the RCPB and the
consequent need for SCI.

The Drywell Pressure--High function is required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 where considerable
energy exists in the RCS. In MODES 4 and 5,
the reactor is shut down and any LOCA would not cause
pressurization of the drywell.

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

LCO This function isolates the (Unit 2] secondary
(continued) containment automatic isolation dampers (RB ' dampers]

and starts the (Unit 2] SGTS.

3,4. Reactor Buildina Exhaust Radiation--Hioh and i
Refuelino Floor Exhaust Radiation--High

n The following discussion applies to both the RB
A: Exhaust Radiation--High and Refueling Floor Exhaust
y g Radiation--High functions.

: M-

'e The RB, exhaust radiation ignals are initiated from
jadiat$0ndetectorsthatarelocatedonthe

Ng%g M ventilation exhaust piping coming from the reactor
bl1 ding'and the. (Unit 2] refueling floor zones,

W es~pectively. The radiation detectors are arranged so
Ythat,leven'though physically separated from each

other Teach detector detects some radiation in a
postulated _ accident. The signal from each detector is s

input to|anfindiv11 dual monitor whose trip outputs arey
assignti#to' antisolation channel. Four channels uf RB
Exhaust Radiation--High(function and four channels of

C refueling floof exhaust" radiation with a logic that
!, initiates ohione-out-of-two:per trip system are

availableand. required 1tobiOPERABLEtoassurathatU

no single faildre can preclude the isolation function.
The ALLOWABLE VALUES are highteriough above background

enough to promptly detect?gro} spurious trips, yet low
radiation levels to minimize

ss failure of the fuelL

cladding. p
| .The RB Exhaust Radiation--High trip function is

required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 where'

considerable energy exists. When the potential exists
for draining the vessel or when fuel handling is
allowed, the equipment is required to be OPERABLE to "

detect radiation release from postulated fuel-
failures.

The RB Exhaust Radiation--High function is.lates the
[ Unit 2] SCI dampers (Unit 2 RB dampers] and starts
the (Unit 21 SGTS. The Refueling Floor Exhaust
Radiation--nigh function isolates the (Unit 1] SC
dampers [the Unit 1 RB and refueling floce dampers

(continued)

(continued)
~
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SCI Instrumentatlon
B 3.3.6.2 '

BASES (continued)
_

LCO and the Unit 2 refueling flow s'ampers) and starts the
(continued) building and refueling ficer daripers) and starts the

[ Unit I and Unit 2] SGTS.

5. lignual Initiation

The Manual Initiation push outton switches introduce
signals into the appropriate system's isolation logic
that'are redundant to the automatic protective
instrumentation channels and provide manual isolation
; capability. [For this facility, the push button

y arrangement is as follows:]
~

[For this facilityWthe following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure SCI instrumentation
OPERABILITY:] ' /

v

[Forthisfacilth;thoserequiredsupportsystemswhich,
upontheirfailure,donoiresulti.3theSCIinstrumentation
being declared inoperable'and their justification are as
follows:j Es s

-

; y

[For this facility, theisupported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the SCI' instrumentation and the -

justification of whether or'nct'e.4ch supported system is
deciared inoperable are as*follows ]

a
_

,

APPLICABILITY In general, the individual functions?tre required to be
| OPERABLE in the modes or other spec'ified conditions when SCI
| valves and the SGTS are required. Refer to the LC0 section
| of the Bases for the specific APPLICABILITY requirements of

each function.

| ACTIONS A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not'

satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function,
These criteria are outlined for each function in the LC0,

| section of the Bases. The most common cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure or drift of the bistable

| or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. T.vpically the

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
'

B 3.3.6.2

UASES (continued)
,

ACTIONS drift is found to be small and results in a delay of
(continued) actuation rather than a total losa # function.

Determination of setpoint drift is geurally made during the-

performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process
instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it to within

- specification. If the trip setpoint is less conservative
than the ALLOWABLE VALUE in Table 3.3.6.2-1, the channel
must,be declared inoperable immediately and the appropriate
Canditions from Table 3.3.6.2-1 must be entered immediately.

.47 %
g/94n thejevent a channel's trip setpoint is found non-

W conservativey ith respect.to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
'

Nhtranssiitterhinstrument loop, signal processing electronics, -

Takbistable'istfound inoperable, then all affected functions
provid6d by thattchannel must be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition _ entered for the particular protection function4

affe'eted. %ydk_.s

In order 5[ r a fact to take credit for topical reports
-as the ba'i'safsrijd ~ ying Completion Times, topical
reports shouid'he s. orted,by an NRC staff Safetys
Evaluation ReportO, at' establishes the acceptability of each

O
topical report f 5 hat faci 1{ s*.

ty
q4 7_y'

& % h_.Condition A
kV 'vy Q ,

Condition A applies to each of tho33Cl functions on3
Table 3.3.6.2-1. This includes all#ahtomatic valves
designed to receive an isolatid,pMignal' assumed by the [
safety analyses to initiate c)esure of valves to limit '

offsite doses. It provides Required-Actions that ensure the'

integrity of the penetration isolation capability and,.

provides for evaluation of SCI instrumentation,

inoperability, including time for repairs subsequent to '

L placing the channel in trip.

| With more than one chanael inoperable for any SCI
instrumentation function, either by itself or together with
single channel failures in other SCI instrumentation
functions,.the SCI instrumentation may net be' capable of

L performing its intended function.

A Note is added to Condition A tn indicate that the
Completion Time shall be on a Condition basis ior each
function.

D

(continued)

(continued)v
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SCI Instrumentation
ti 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Ad
(continued)

If one or more channels are inoperable for one or more
functions, operation may continue provided each function is
still capable of isolating the associated lines. Required
Action A.1 requires an evaluation to ensure the isolation
capability exists for each function. " Maintains isolation
capability"; refers to the ability to provide automatic and
manualfsolation of all affected lines, with OPERABLE and
trippe'd?chansels. For a four-channel function,
one;oitt-of-tM1ogic for each of two valves per line, this

undld requirefonly,ly
one OPERABLE channel in each function

(i .eittonlj?cno g per line required to isolate). This
Required-Actionicans met with three inoperable c:.aanels if
thainoperabini% ann hinthetripsystemcontainingonly
one inoperable knannelp'is placed in trip.

RdThe Completion,Iime)of 1 hour is sufficient time for plant
m

operations personnel jo: complete Required A(! ion A.I.

" g+ Agf8Fffg
.2.1 .,;

Mf3 6%f
Required Action A.2.1 is (the preferre.d action because it
restores full functionsl/ capability tolthe SCI
instrumentation. ogF % ]

& ;h,.ALAZ
%

As an alternative to restoring a changel(s) t'o OPERABLE
status per Requirk Action A.2.1, operation is allowed to
continue provided tN inoperable chhnnel is placed in trip
per Required Action A.2.2. Required Action A.2.2 is
modified by a Note that the Required Action does not apply
if it results in an isolation. I# a channel in one trip
system becomes inoper:ble when one or more channels in the
opposite system are already in trip, placing the inoperable
channel in trip will cause an isolation. Required Action
A.2.2 is not intended to force an unnecessary isolation. In
this event, Required Action A.2.1 would have to be met. If

the inoperable channel (s) are not restored to OPERABLE
,

status or placed in trip within the time allowed,l

Condition B should be entered. The bases for the 12-hour
and 24-hour t.ompletion Times provided to allow continued

: (continued)

(continued)

@
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

Ps
(] BASES (continued)

ACTIONS operation with inoperable channels while taking action to
(continued) restore or trip the inoperable channel (s) are in

Referense 6.

Condition B

If the Required Actions of Condition A or B are not met.
Condition B normally accor.plishes the function of the SCI
instrumentation,

f$ %g
8$0ne houfis sufficient for plant operations personnel tojF establish required plant conditions or isolate the

yEinoperable'trRdeclare the associated SGTS subsystemassocjatedizone(s) or to declare the associated SCI valve (s)
-

inoperable.without unnecessarily challenging plant systems.
##%fv

CELdition C ? d
Af' .3

Conditio4;C'is applicable to each one of the SCI
-

instrumentation; futictions presented in lable 3.3,6.2-1.
V>vt jy ,

f% ;f| j[j%C.1 and C.2 Y Y/ .

(j. Required Action O'.t1 verifies- that. the Required Actions have
been initiated for those supp'ortodgsystems declared'

inoperable because of'the (noperablyty of the support
channel (s) within a Completion Time 40f.1 hour. The.

specified Completion Time is sufficient >for plant operations
personnel to make this verifjcation.

gy
Required Action C.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
.inoperability of channel (s) associated with each SCI
instrumentation function have been initiated. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systems' LCOs.
[ Alternatively, the appropriate Required Actions for the
supported systems may be lis;ed in the Required Actions for
Condition C of this LCO.]

[For this facility, the identified supported systems
Required Actions associated with each SCI instrumentation
function are as follows:]

Required Action C.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of
(continued) I hour. The Completion Time is sufficient for plant

operations personnel to make this determination. If

verification determines loss of functional capability,
LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LC0 takes into consideration
the loss-of-function situation, then LC0 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered.

: ,.,

an-
SURVEILLANCE The'SRs for ans particular SCI instrumentation function aren

REQUIREMENTS found sin the'SR, column of Table 3.3.6.2-1 for that function.
Most' functions'areMsubject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
FUNCi10NAL, TEST,andfCHANNELCALIBRATION.

va 'v ..m

In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
as the basis for justifying-Surveillance Frequencies,
topical reportsyshoul_d bolsupported by an NRC staff Safety
Evaluation Report..thitiestablishes the acceptability of each
topical report for tha't4 facility.

. x
The SRs are modified byla>Notett6 # indicate that a channel
may be placed in an inopt>rable|statusTfor up to 6 hours for
required SRs provided once0PERABl.E channel in the same trip
system is monitoring that parameter. Upon> completion of the
Surveillance or expiration of the 6-hourfallowance, the
channel must be returned to OPERABLE stattiste the Required

"Actions taken, fJ
e3

It is not acceptable to routinely r'emove channels from
service for more than 6 hours to perform required
surveillance testing. Such a practice would be contrary to
the assumptions of the reliability analysis that justified
the LC0 Completion Times.

SR 3.3.6.2.1

SR 3.3.6.2.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK.
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once overy 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A '

CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is
based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI-Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

Q BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
REQUIREMENTS -could be an indication-of excessive instrument drift in

-(continued) one of the channels or something even more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying that the-instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high
radiation instrumentation should be compared to similar
plant instruments located throughout the plant. If the
radiation monitor employs keep-alive sources or check

g/s'ourcestoperable from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECKPshouldjalsonotethedetector'sresponsetothesesources,
p 8) w

MAgreementocriteria are determined by the plant staff based
#6cn"a"coptiination of the channel instrument uncertainties,

includi$ isolation, indication,andreadability. If a
channel"issoutside the match criteria, it may be an
indidation)that*the transmitter or the signal processing
equipmentches drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within/the raatch'egiteria, it is an indication that the
channels 'Arer0PEMBLE6 If the channels are normally off 4

scale during9 times
will only verify %th'when SRs are required, the CHANNEL CHECKat they(are off scale in the same

[ direction. Off-scale lowJeurrent-loop channels are verified

to be reading at"the,f %%;ofethe range and not failed
bottom(

%gdownscale. g
Nv

The Surveillance Frequency, about.gonce every shift, is baseds
on operating experience that demonst''ates the rarity ofr
channel failure. Thus, perfonnance of'the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that--undetected outright channel failure is
limited to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random
failures in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is low,
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective

.

function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of .
channel 0PERABILITY.during normal operational use of the
displays associated with required channels by the LCO.

SR 3.3.6.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies 'the function of the trip,-
interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
as practicable' and verifies required trip, interlocks, and
alarms function when the input is beyond the trip point.

(continued)
'

(continued)%J
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CCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Where the design has made provisions for including sensors
REQUIREMENTS in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be

(continued) inserted at that point. "As found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recorded. Bistable setpoints
must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
LCO. The difference between the current "as found" and the
previous "as left" setpoints must be within the drift
allowance used in the setpoint analysis. Recalibration of
the bistabla setpoint restores the OPERABILITY of an

~ s
otherwise' ftmetional component that does not meet these
critaria. H(never, repeated failures of the same channelg

med a smallin6mber of test intervals should be evaluated as
)ofentiallbindicatingadeterministicfailurethatcannot
se corrected bprecalfbration. If during a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTAthe" associated trip setting is discovered to
be less conervative<ttian the ALLOWABLE VALUE specified in
Table 3.3.5.1-1,)theWhannel must be declared inoperable.

e, ,

ANoteexcludesMdiation"AetectorsfromthisSR. [Forthis
facility, the blsistfordeluding radiation detectors is as
follows:] P 9 &g s%,..
TheSurveillanceFrequenciof9'2NUsisbasedontheg s
reliability analysis of,Referertce 6 %

@* %%V WSR 3.3.6.2.3
$%The calibration of bistable trip units (consis'ts of a test to

determine the actual trip setpointsgand recalibration of
the setpoint is necessary to ensureythat it remains more
conservative than the setpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE
specified in Table 3.3.6.2-1. The channel must be declared
inoperable if the setting is discovered to be less
conservative than the ALLOWABLE V dE. If the trip setting

is discovered to be less conserve .we than accounted for in
the appropriate setpoint methodology but is not beyond the
ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel is still considered OPERABLE.
Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to
be more conservative than accounted for in the appropriate
setpoint methodology.

The Surveillance Frequency is based on the assumption of a
92-day calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of trip unit drift in the setpoint analysis
(Ref. 3).

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
' B 3.3.6.2

O
U BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.2.4
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to the measured parameter with the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive tests, to ensure that the instrument channel
rWitti% . operational with the setpoint within the assumptions
Wth) et-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as
found" .d "is left" values are recorded and used to verify

' dri f t, um lons. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
I all find that measurement errors and bistable

bWarewithintheassumptionsofthe
pl ant 1,fich btpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint
error t114psiy tton and readjustment must be performed
cons 1 tent)ptWthe assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint lysis.

Recalibrati, foperability of an otherwise
functional ound t . have errors larger than

y assumed by the s nt a is. However, repeated
i failurer of the c a relatively small number
\ of test interval u n ed as potentially

indicating a determ i il hat cannot be corrected
* ' *by recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calib lace, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, o ace with an equivalent,
laboratory calibrated, unit.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.6.2.5

Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a
specific channel. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests

J all logic components (i.e., all relays and contacts, trip
9 units, solid-state logic elements) of a logic circuit, from

sensor up to the a.tuated device. [For this facility, the
system functional testing performed on isolation valves

(continued)

(continued)
"

1
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE overlaps this test to provide complete testing of the
REQUIREMENTS assumed safety function as follows:]

(continued)
The 18-month Surveillance Frequency is based on experience
t: tat it is prudent that these SRs be performed only during a
plant outage. This is due to the plant conditions needed to
perform the Surveillance and the potential for system
isolationLif the surveillance is performed with the reactor
at poker.n 0perating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed on
the7181mord h| Frequency.
o m-
"*SR 313.6;23' '

n[:s-
SR 3.3.6.2.6Jisfa CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST performed on the
secondaryqcontainment; isolation manual initiation function.
This test verifies that each initiation switch isolates the
associated group of values,as designed. The 18-month
Surveillance Frequency,was developed considering it is
prudent that theserSRsMperformed only during a plant
outage. This is due~'to thefplant conditions needed to
perform the Surveillance? arid the(potential for unplanned
plant transients if thetSurvei11snceMs performed with the
reactor at power. Operating? experience.has shown that these
components usually pass the; Surveillance' when performed on

* G TIhthe 18-month Frequency.
fcg

SR 3.3.6.2.7 N '%*jf
This SR ensures that the ISOLATIONsSYSTEM RESPONSE TIME for
each channel is less than or equal 'to the maximum value
assumed in the accident analysis. Individual component
response times are not modeled in the analyses. The
analyses model the overall, or total elapsed time from the
point at which the parameter exceeds the analytical limit at
the scnsor to the point of system isolation. The acceptable
response times of the relevant trip channels are given
below. [The response times include contributions from the
following equipment:] This test may be performed in one
measurement or in overlapping segments, with verification
that all components are tested.

A Note to the Surveillance indicates that radiation
detectors may be excluded from ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE
TIME testing. This Note is necessary because of the

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued) r

SURVEILLANCE difficulty of generating an appropriate detector input
REQUIREMENTS signal . [At this facility, the basis for allowing exclusion

(continued) of radiation detectors from response time testing is as
follows:]

Response time tests are conducted on an 18-month STAGGERED
TEST BASIS. This results in the interval between successive
tests of a given channel of n x 18 months, where n is the
number of channels per trip system in the function. Testing

w of'they final actuation devices, which make up the bulk of
' sthe response time, is included in the testing of each

k channelf Therefore, staggered testing results in response
,

~@timeeve' if.tcation of these devices every 18 months. The -' r
V18-mor,th' Frequency is based on plant operating experience,

whictpshows. thatarandom failures of instrumentation
components causing serious response time degradation, but
not channelsfailure, are infrequent occurrences. Response
times cannot"be determined at power since equipment
operation (1:,requiredgs
[SR 3.3,6.2.8);* N

'i&

O
s ,

A CHANNEL CAllBRATION isfrequired to be performed on a
92-day Frequency??Theibasis forSa CHANNEL CALIBRATION was
previously discussed in'SR 3.3.6!2;4. [For this facility,
the basis for the 92-dayFrequendyjisasfollows:)

#,&
A +

4 9
. |- fu

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of FederaFRegulations, Part 50,
" Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization
Facilities."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title)."

3. [ Unit Name] "[ Plant Specific Setpoint Methodology].'

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [7], "[ Instrumentation and
Control]."

5. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15], "[ Title]."

(continued)

(continued)

O
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 6. NEDC-31677-P-A, " Technical Specification Improvement
(continued) Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,"

June 1989.

7. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.49,
" Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment
Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

OQ BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS does not apply if it results in an isolation. If a channel
(continued) in one trip system becomes inoperable when one or more

channels in the opposite system are already in trip, placing
the inoperable channel in trip will cause an isolation.
Required Action A.2.2 is not intended to force an
unnecessary isolation. In this event, Required Action A.2.1
would have to be met. If the inoperable channel (s) are not
restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the
tieniallowed, Condition B should be entered. The bases for

44.he 12-hour and 24-hour Completion Times provided to allow
/ ~'j&continied operation with inoperable channels while taking

M actionijto restore or trip the channels are in Reference 6.
ind h
# %Condd+io$phnXBypplies to each of the PCI instrumentation

functions 1,isted'in Table 3.3.6.1-1.
$$I 4k
g fbffU W g

This RequiridS$(toiYirects entry into all remaining

Conditions (excepyAfor B1 f'thassociated Completion TimeWhen any Required Action of
[s\ Condition A is no p et,

V hasexpired,theYp e CoM tion from Table 3.3.6.1-1
tits s)must be entered fore

n tri)(. Thi _e inoperable channel (s)have not been place
-

licable condition
specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1 is f n- and
mode-dependent and may change a.sf ' Required Action of a
previous Condition is complet F' *

Condition C

Condition C is applicable to the main steam line isolation
functions except low pressure.

C.l. C.2.1. and C.2.2

If the required number of channels are not restored to
OPERABLE status or placed in trip _within the allowed
Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a mode or other
specified condition in which the LC0 does not apply. The
Completion Time of 6 hours to isolate all MSIVs is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to initiate
actions for a controlled reduction in power to-establish

(continued)

(continued)
t(
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS required plant conditions and isolate the main steam lines
(continued) (equivalent to MODE 2) in an orderly manner and without

challenging plant systems.

Twelve hours and 3r hours are reasonable, based on operating
experience, te reach MODE 3 and MODE 4, respectively, in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

,:%

Condition'Oy?3A%i
ConditionDis]applicabletothemainsteamline
low-pressurailsolation function.

% ,.g. ^ V ,$Q
g '(Jys, ' 9'6

_A q \n
If the requ1FedYumbekof channels are not restored to
OPERABLE st' tus or;placed in trip within the alloweda

Completion Time 6'the plant awst be placed in a mode or other
specified condition in-whichithe LC0 does not apply.

' .mQfF i
Sixhoursisreasonsb1hjidddon,operatingexperience,to
initiate actions for a' controlled: reduction in power and to
reach MODE 2 in an ordofly manner #and3without challenging

4 fh %* gtplant systems.

C*hr % e

V dhCondition E
fb

Condition E is applicable to PCI drywell!ra$jation; HPCI and
RCIC isolation functions; RWCU isolation func'tions except
SLCS initiation and shutdown cooling 6 isolation on high
reactor vessel pressure. ~

L1
If the required number of channels are not restored to
OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the allowed
Completion Time, plant operations may continue if the
affected lines are isolated. Isolating the affected lines
accomplishes the safety function of the inoperable channels.
The 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to take the appropriate action.

If, for some reason, these Required Actions cannot he
completed within the time allowed, action must be taken in

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1.

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS accordance with Condition F to place the plant in a MODE or
(continued) Condition in which the inoperable functions are not

required.

Condition F

Condition F is applicable to the Required Actions of
Condition E if they are not met, PCI level 3, drywell
press _ure and each manual initiation function in

4Tabl e''3 k3. 6.1-1.

$g'pm.1 aM,Q .2 .
#W

F

gfhtm
9fith'e regefredsnumber of channels are not restored to
OPERAMLE?$tatu'sior placed in trip within the allowed
Comp %tioh31manthe plant must be placed in a mode or other
specified dondition in which the LC0 does not apply. Twelve
hours andr36f hours Aresreasonable, based on operating
experience?toja$jate)actionsforacontrolledreduction
in power andets reachhMODE 3 and MODE 4, respectively, in an
orderly manner"and,(thout ballenging plant systems.

Nygy A

g4 n o %u44 "WCondition G
)

Condition G is app 116,able'to@WCESLCS initiation.
N y g

G.1 and G.2 g! d

If the required number of channels $ y> t restored to
j

are no
OPERABLE status or placed initHp within the allowed
Completion Time, the associat"ed SLCS subsystems are declared
inoperable or the RWCU System is isolated. Since this
function is required to ensure that the SLCS performs its
intended function, sufficient remedial measures are provided
by declaring the associated SLCS inoperable or isolating the
RWCU System. The 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient for
operations personnel to perform the corrective actions.

Condition H

Condition H is applicable to the shutdown cooling level 3
function.

(continued)

(continued)

(
s
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS lLl
(continued)

(For this facility, the basis for the Required Action and
the 1-hour Completion Time is as follows:]

Condition I

Conditionol is applicable to each one of the primary
containment? isolation instrumentation functions presented in
Tablpf3.3.6'.1N.

ITNiid 1.2n[p
ny

A W dhh> d! Action,il?l Werifies that the Required Actions haveReq e
been initiated]for those supported systems declared

channel (s)4becatneon.theinoperabilityofthe. support
inoperablet

s

1thiidaf templetion Time of I hour. The
specified Completion Time istsufficient for plant operations

defpersonnel to mikF thi
% g gt W )jfication.||

Required Action I W resythat those identified Required
Actionsassociatedwit4Wported@fstemsimpactedbythe

-containment isolation fas(d) ass'ocTa
& with each primaryinoperability of channel

trumentatioyfunctionhavebeen
initiated. This can be acsep$liebed bh%ntering the
supported systems LCOs indhpendenth or $a group of
Required Actions that need to be initiate.d; ery time
Condition I is entered. [For this fa ty e identifiedsupportedsystemsRequiredActionsass@pciatewith each PCI
instrumentationfunctionareasfol)6s:]
Required Action I.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If
verification determines loss of functional capability,
LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LC0 takes into consideration
the loss-of-function situation then LC0 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered.

(continued)

O
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular PCI instrumentation function are
REQUIREMENTS found in the SR column of Table 3.3.6.1-1 for that function.

Most functions are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
as the basis for justifying Surveillance Frequencies, the
to>ical reports should be supported by an NRC staff Safety

ion Report that establishes the acceptability of each
~i c eport for that facility.

,

s The re odified by Note 2 to indicate that a channel
' in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for

e 111ances provided at least one OPERABLE
chann Lth6thme trip system is monitoring that
par i positompletion of the surveillance, or
expiVation .4h6 6-hour allowance, the channel must be
returned, JPERABLE atus or the Required Actions taken.
It is no accep M "proutinely remove channels from
service f6rg presth ' hours to perform required
surveillance'tetti Such practice would be contrary to
the assumptions ' ; _ e re. Jityanalysisthatjustified

; LC0 Completion T .

\ f $ h
SR 3.3.6.1.1

PerformanceoftheCHANNELCHECKod;every12hoursensures
that a gross failure of instrumentet'ibn has not occurred. A
CHANNELCHECKisacompariso.6fithepi)rameterindicatedon
one channel against the indi tion of the same parameter on
other instrument channels. t is based on the assumption
that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter
should read approximnely the same value. Significant
deviations betweer, the two instrument channels could be an

indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK
will detect gross channel failure, thus it is key to
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high
radiation instrumentation should be compared to similar
plant instruments located throughout the plant. If the
radiation monitor employs keep-alive sources or check
sources operated from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECK
should also note the detector's response to these sources.

(continued)

(continued)
Ib'
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PCI instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1 |

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
REQUIREMENTS on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,

,

(continued) including isolStion, indication, and readability. If a l

channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
,

indication that the transmitter or the signal processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale duringstimes when surveillances are required, the
CHANNELiCHECK;will only verify that they are off scale in
thefsame direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be" reading at the bottom of the range and nota
failededownscalen 3,ap <ap
Thesurveillancelinibrval,aboutonceeveryshift,isbased
on operati.nglexper,ience that demonstrates the rarity of'
channel failure. OThus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that: undetected overt channel failure is limited
to 12 hours. Since the prsbability of two random failures
in redundant channels in'anys12-hour period is extremely
low, the CHANNEL CHECKr inimizes the chance of loss ofm
protective function du'eit~o#failuWof redundant channels.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplacients Aess'fdrmal, but more frequent
checks of channel operability /durin@ normal operational use
of the displays associated?With'the channels required by the
LCO. " # %

AD
fj|FhSR 3.3.6.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST- verifiesi;MPthe function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
as practicable and verifies required trip, interlock, and
alarm function when the input is beyond the trip point.
Where the design has made provisions for including secsors
in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be
inserted at that point. "As found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recorded. Bistable setpoints
must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
LC0. The difference between the current "as found" and the
previous "as left" setpoints must be within the drift
allowance used in the setpoint analysis. Recalibration of
the bistable setpoint _ restores the OPERABILITY of an
otherwise functional component that does not meet these
criteria. However, repeated failures of the same channel

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

:r]-Q BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE over a small number of test intervals should be evaluated as
kQUIREMENTS potentially indicating a deterministic failure which cannot

(continued) be corrected by recalibration. If, during a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, the assochted trip setting is discovered
to be less conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE specified
in Table 3.3.6.1-1, the channel must be declared inoperable.

The<92-day Surveillance Frequency is based on the
reliability analysis described in Reference 6. A Note

imodifies, this SR, which permits radiation detectors to be
f@ exempt >fromtheCHANNEl.FUNCTIONALTESTrequirements. [For
V .this, facility, the basic for excluding radiation detectors

sigiis 4asafollows t]
WOF gpg
SR 3.3I6:1.3 %

p4 eu.s&M
The balibratiosof bistable trip units consists of a test to
determinesthe actual, trip setpoints, and recalibration of
the setpoint is necessary to ensure that it remains more
conservativeythan7theLsetpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE
specified iniTable.3!3.6.1-1. The channel must be declared
inoperable if thefs'etting ts' discovered to be less

O conservative thanEthe ALLOWABLEsVALUE. If the trip setting
( is discovered to'be less3conserv'ative than accounted for in

the appropriate setpoint' methodology but is not beyond the
ALLOWABLE VALUE, the% hanne1 H s still considered OPERABLE.
Under-these conditions, the setpointinust be readjusted to
be more conservative than that accou'nted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodolody/ "

The Surveillance Frequency is'fbased on the assumption of a%
92-day calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of- equipment drift-in the setpoint-analysis of
Reference 3.

SR 3.3.6.1.4

CHANNEL-CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to the measured-parameter with the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive tests, to ensure that the instrument channel
remains operational with the setpoint within the assumptions
of the1 plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter

(continued)
O
3 (continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE "as found" and "as left" values are recorded and used to
REQUIREMENTS verify drift assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL

(continued) CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable
setpoints errors are within the assumptions of the plant-
specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error
determination and readjustment must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
analysis.4

d$h
RecaMirationj;gestoresOPERABILITYofanotherwise
fudti6nal c%onent found to have errors larger than

as(luresgef;jthe galdmed by,the^setpoint analysis.However, repeated
fai
of te'stMatervGs%pa, channel over a relatively small numberst be considered as potentially
indicating ,a W ermihiktic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalib'stiohhfield transmitters may be calibrated inr

place, remhed aidic'librated in a laboratory, or replaceda
with an equivalent! laborat.ory-calibrated, unit.

92-daycalibratio'nMnter,v[4Winthe% 7
j

21$ based the assumption of aThe Surveillancd.Frequem$Niy'

magnitude of equipment'Wift ingt% determination of thesetpoint analysis
'

Q )4SR 3.3.6.1.5 y
y g

ThebasisforperformanceofaCHANNELCAd!BRATIONwas
pre, Jsly discussed in SR 3.3.6.1.4. / F $"4
Field transmitters may be calibrat @ lf

A
in place, removed and

calibrated in a laboratory, or repl' aced with an equivalent,
laboratory-calibrated, unit. Resistance temperature
detector (RTD) or thermocouple (T/C) channels may be
calibrated in place using cross-calibration techniques, or 1

in a test bath after removal from piping. For cross-
calibration, at least one RTD or T/C should be replaced with
a newly calibrated sensor during each refueling cycle to
ensure' accurate sensor cross-calibration. This replacement-
sensor must be the same model as the remaining RTDs or T/Cs.
Using a newly calibrated sensor as a reference ensures that
signal drift continues to remain random rather than
systematic, and is within the limits specified in the plant
setpoint analysis. The replacement interval may be extended |
to alternate refueling if it is demonstrated that over the
extended interval the sensor drift is random rather than

(continued) {

(continued)

l
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

f3
) BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE systematic, and is bounded by the plant-specific setpoint
REQUIREMENTS analysis assumptions. This determination may use results of

(continued) statistical analyscs of operating' data and calibration data
from similar plants using the same model of RTD or T/C in
the same environmental conditions.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
an -month calibration interval in the determination of the

i de of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis
.

T SR 't '6.12
jy
rm LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates

the 0 LI f the required actuation logic for a
sped f the ? The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST testsall 1 gic nts (i.e., all relays and contacts, trip
units, s state 1 Ac elements, etc.) of a logic circuit,
from sen u uated device. [For this facility,
the syste f esting performed on isolation valves
overlaps th' rovi complete testittg of the safety
function as foll Th eillance Frequency is based/O on experience th - ti that these surveillances be() performed only d ngr$ t' e. This is due to the
plant conditions neeRed pf . he surveillance and the
potential for system'Isolat n-dup sthe LOGIC SYSTEM

i FUNCTIONAL TESTS. Operating expe, ' .has shown these
|: components usually pass the sur twhen performed at

h.) [ ,
i the 18-month Frequency.

'

.

|
| SR 3.3.6.1.7
L
1 SR 3.3.6.1.7 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in the

PCI manual isolation functions. This test verifies each
initiation switch isolates the associated groups of valves
as designed.

The 18-month surveillance interval is based upon experience
that it is prudent that these surveillances only be
performed during a plant outage. This is due to the plant,

conditions needed'to perform the surveillance and the
potential for system isolation if the surveillance is
performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience
has shown these components usually pass the surveillance
when performed on the 18-month Frequency.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASE 3 (continued)

SURVEILLANCE B 3.3.6.1.8
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The basis for performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST was
previously discussed in SR 3.3.6.1.2.

[For this facility, the basis for the 184-day Surveillance
frequency is as follows:)

SR 3.3;6i1;9
ey w

This5SR-ensures that the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES for
eachfchannelEare less than or equal to the maximum values
assssedJn8the accident analysis. Individual component
responseltfmesfare'not modeled in the analyses,

vy g,
The analyses E.iddel ..thO,overall, or total elapsed time from
the point at which|the' parameter exceeds the analytical
limit at the sensor to the., point of system isolation. [For
this facility,tthe basisfforathe acceptable response times
of the relevant" trip |chann'eV are as follows: The response
times include contributions? from the following equipment:)
This test may be performednin one naasurement or in
overlapping segments, with verifichtion that all components
are tested. T 5A Qv % A
ANotetothesurveillanc@e"Indicatesthat$ radiation
detectors may be excluded from ISOLATION::5YSTEM RESPONSE
TIME testing. This note is necessary becaus Wof the
difficulty of generating an appropriate"detedtor input
signal. [For this facility, the basis for excluding the
detectorsisacceptableasfollows:]

Response time tests are conducted on an 18-month STAGGERED
TEST BASIS. This results in the interval between successive
tests of a given channel of n x 18 months, where n is the
number of channels per trip system in the function. Testing
of the final actuation devices, which make up the bulk of
the response time, is included in the testing of each
channel. Therefore, staggered testing results in response
time verification of these devices every 18 months. The
18-month test Frequency is based upon plant operating
experience which shows that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

i

A
G BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE occurrences. Response times cannot be determined at power
REQUIREMENTS- since equipment operation is required.

(continued) )

I

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
o " Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization ;

jg!)[)MFacilities.".

& %g i

(g@2. .[ho;itName]FSAR,Section[9],"(Title]."

hi. 1N FSAR, " Plant-Specific Setpoint
.Msthodolo ;"

$ W M b f'] FSAR, Section (7), " Instrumentation and4[UnitTlhee -4.
Contro}]."

.*
<

(Unit,Nasi]s#@
GW

|F$AR5.
v gh &j/ Section (15] " Title]."

,,

6. NE00-31677-P-A/" Technical Specification Improvement
/ Analysis fop ^DIR Isolat~ ion,, Actuation Instrumentation,"
\v June 1989. Y p; dg).

"

7. ' Title 10, Code of Fedsr'al Re ions, Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Eme Core Cooling 1

Systems for' light water nqc) power reactors."
diff i

8. Title 10, Code of Feder&FRegulations, Part 50.49,
" Environment Qualificatibn of Electrical Equipment
Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."

,

n

i

i

i

.

i
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

,6

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6.2 Secondary Containment Isolation (SCI) Instrumentation

BASEE

BACKGROUND The SCI instrumentation automatically initiates closure of
appropriate unit SCI valves and starting of the unit's
Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS . This function is
necessary to prevent or limit the r)elease of fission

< ' ducts,from the secondary containment in tne event of a

%y s-ofspoolant accident (LOCA) or a reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) leak.

% %.gg f 4 %'rumentation includes the sensors, relays, and2The tSCI dest
switches)that a h necessary to cause initiation of SCI.
Functi6rialfd ye'sity is- provided by monitoring a wide ranger
of dependerit. ind independent parameters. The input
parameters %t the isolation logics are electrical signals

drywell pfessuir,e#{0that indicate 1imit E preactor vessel water level andr inputs into the isolation logic are
reactorbuildingj Texhaust and refueling floor exhaust
high radiation, dantisensor input signals are providedf-.s

i from each of the I inittatione arameters.'

Q ;| p;'. p
The SCI instrumentati si ,; to include the
subsystems identifie'd'below 9' g '

- Field transmitters or proc ors;,

Signal processing and b le modules; and-

Trip logic, trip setpoints, and ALLOWABLE VALUES.-

Field Transmitters or Process Sensors

Field transmitters or process sensors provide a measurable
electronic output signal based on the physical
characteristics of the parameter being measured.

Typically, four measurement channels with physical
separation are provided for each parameter. These are

(; typically organized into two trip systems which are
physically and electrically separated. Four measurement
channels are necessary to meet the redundancy and
testability criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21

(continued)
(~~N

(v) (continued)
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SCI instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND (Ref. 1), and to implement the one-out-of-two taken twice
(continued) logic arrangement discussed below for the SCI

instrumentation.

[For this facility, a discussion of those SCI parameters
which do not have four measurement channels and their
conformance to redundancy and testability requirements of
GDC21ig10CFR50,AppendixA,isasfollows:]

fuA
For a6a Van'tibipated occupational occurrences (A00s) and
DesigW BasisjAccidents (DBAs), a wide range of dependent and
ihdependentepu ameters are monitored.

Sia s1I 4 Bistable Modules
Ah VhEach procqsstpahamptarsmeasurement channel includes

electronic *bquipment2that provides signal conditioning,
comparable outputssignals for, main control board
instruments, capriarison
setpoints established |by:6ffsetsured input signals with"infety analyses, and output to the
trip logic channelsfNThis inutputato the trip logic channels
is taken from a bistabMddviceMitch can be mechanical
switches that are partAFthe
comparators that receive *irlp%jreceshsensors or electronicfrom'theprocesstransmitters
or sensors. In either cage #th64)istah ' output contacts
are considered to be part 'of the tElp 1 channel.

Trio loaic. Trip Setooints. and All0WAN ES

Tripsetpointsarethosepredeterm{ghVpsd values of output
'

voltage or current against which the output voltage or
current related to the present value of the process
parameter is compared. If the present measured output value
of the process parameter exceeds the.setpoint, the
associated bistable changes state. The trip setpoints are
the nominal values at which the bistables are set. They are
derived from the limiting values of the process parameters
obtained from the accident analyses (analytical limits)
through a process of correction for uncertainties and errors
set forth in the plant-specific setpoint methodology
(Ref. 3). The analytical limits, corrected for analytical
and process uncertainties, become the ALLOWABLE VALVES,
which when further corrected by the methodology of
Reference 3 become the calculated trip setpoint values.

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

p

() BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate
(continued) protection because sensor and processing time delays are

accounted for as well as calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors for channels that must function in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 7). The
actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable is
usually still more conservative than that calculated by the
planthspecificsetpointmethodology. If the setpoint

Ameasured, for the bistable by the surveillance test does not
th Jsxceed{the documented surveillance test acceptance criteria,

M the bist'ab1p,is considered OPERABLE.

\%*The"outptits'offithe logic channels in a trip system are,4jy ,g g

combinedlipalogicsothatbothchannelsarerequired'

to trip'theiassociated trip system. The logic is
one-Wut-ofitwoWor each trip system. Typically,
automatically isola 3are isolate'd byetw6,ted secondary containment penetrationsMaolation values, so that operation of
either trip,sfstem14bfates the penetration.

Y%$$ g
The trip setpointslare thefneminal values at which them

( ) bistables are se.tOf An Mt'able is considered to be
V' - properly adjusted $he _t%s"as9 eft" value is within theband for channel cay ratl ,acchracy, i.e.

calibration and comphrator 'sEttincRsccur(acy), rack
.

ARThe trip setpoints used in the bistiblev are based on the
analytical limits stated in Reference 3. The selection of
provided when all sensor and(that adequate protection is
these trip setpoints is such

processing time delays are
taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors for those SCI channels that must function
in harsh enviror.aents, as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 7),
ALLOWABL'. VALUES, specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1, are
conserv.tively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in the plant-specific setpoint
methodology. The actual nominal trip setpoint entered into
the bistable is normally more conservative than that
required by the plant-specific setpoint calculations. If

'

(continued)

(continued)m

N
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND the measured setpoint does not exceed the documented
(continued) surveillance test acceptance criteria, the bistable is

considered OPERABLE. I

Setpoints set in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALVE will
ensure that the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable,

,

providing the plant is being operated within the LCOs at the |
onset ofsthe A00 or DBA, and the equipment functions as |

Idesignadhallowing for a single random active component
failuhtF MkpW h%
EIdichanne$oftheprocesscontrolequipmentcanbetested
on 1$ns4withTh9the('yerif Jihat the signal and setpoint accuracy is ,

s e. ntEspecified allowance requirements of "

Reference 34"servic'eMor testing, a simulated signal is
ce aidesignated channel is taken cut for the

setpointaisf6
injected iY placMWthe field instrument signal. The
process equipment $for the ciwinnel in test is then tested,
verified, and tallbratad$$R) for the channels are
specified in th4 Su6ei:11a ~'' Requirements section.

sYPu e

TheALLOWABLEVALUESit inIdle3.3.6.2-1arebased
upon the methodology desafibedO(Muiference 3, which

factored into the determin'ation (of?eacPincorporates all of thlh;knod|qncertit$'4 ertainties are
ties applicable for

each channel. The magnitefif of these
setpoint. All

field sensors and signal processing a for these
channels are assumed to operate withi owances of
these uncertainty magnitudes.

~ # *
-

APPLICABLE The actions of the instrumentation are implicitly assumed
SAFETY ANALYSES in the safety analyses of References 2, 4, and 5. The

isolation initiates closure of valves to ensure secondary
containment OPERABILITY and limit offsite doses.

The SCI instrument.ition automatically isolates the
appropriate pipelines that penetrate the secondary
containment whenever the monitored parameters exceed
preselected setpoints. System level manual switches are
also provided in the control room to initiate isolation. A-
trip of an SCI instrumentation channel is annunciated and
position indication is provided for both motor-operated and

(continued)

(continued)
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MCREC Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

O
o BASES (continued)
>

LCO The ALLOWABLF VAi.UE is set to be the same as the Main
(continued) Steam Line F'o"--high function in LC0 3.3.6.1, "PCI

Instrumentation."

D a Main Steam Line Flcw--High function is required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure control
room personnel are protected during a main steam line

A break (MSLB) LOCA. In MODES 4 and 5, the reactor is
gj(depressurized;thus,MSLBLOCAprotectionisnot

,8 p ired.
4. ueling Floor Area Radiation--Hiah

585$ 'l fation in the refueling floor area could be

<f{$f"gasepus@/sctivity from the suppression pool due to
the'pesult f a fuel handling accident or the release

mixinsipf:the pool water with reactor coolant. A
refpel'ing floc gh radiation signal will
autessatic ate the MCREC.

The re el(hg or area radiation equipment consists

loorfeW[iters and channels located in
of two inde nt mos

[-} $$ystem% dither channel williithe refueli
% the pressurization mode.V initiate th .

Two channels o Rfuellqg PWar Area Radiation--High
function are a liableNanda$requiredtobeOPERABLE

and ensure that a single fail @#a)$ tty, the logic
will not prevent the

protective action. [Forthd
configuration and the basWfor tfie logic
configuration is as fo)$,ets:] The ALLOWABLE VALUE is
set just high enough to prevent spurious trips.

The Refueling Floor Area Radiation--High function is
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, and when
handling irradiated fuel assemblies or loads over
irradiated fuel in the [ primary or secondary)
containment and during CORE ALTERATIONS or OPDRV to
ensure control room personnel are protected.

5. Control Room Air Inlet Radiation--Hiah

The control room air inlet radiation monitors measure
radiation levels exterior to the inlet ducting of the

(continued)
_.

(continued)
A
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MCREC Instrumentation
8 3.3.7.1 I

BASES (continued)

LCO MCR. A high radiation level may pose a threat to
(continued) MCR personnel, thus automatically initiat5ng the MCREC

System.

Control Room Air Inlet Radiation--High is assumed to
be OPERABLE and capable of automatically initiating
the MCREC. The monitors are implicitly assumed to
function in the FSAR accident analyses, i

A v.
The' control room air inlet radiation equipment

d(consistitof two independent monit0.s and channels.
T Either/cliannel will initiate the MCREC System in the

3 pressurizationanode. Two channels of Ccntrol Room Air
' Inlet'Radfatf 6shHigh are available and are required
to be 0PERABLE tolensure that a sin 9 e failure w(111

not pieven+/.lthelprotective action. [For this
facility, the$%rjic configuration and the bt. sis for
the trip Jodt configuration is as follows:] The
ALLOWABLEAVALUE js;justshigh enough to prevent
spurious attuati6rir ffthe MCREC System.o

99% pg
The Control Room AiWinlet,Rhiation--Hig. function is
requiredtobeOPFF$BLEi(MODES 1,2,and3,dering
COREALTERATIONSorOPDRMand'ddhjnghandlingof

fuel in the primary of]4es or loadsMver irradiatedsecon'da'ry c60tginment to ensure
irradiated fuel assemb i

g

protection of control room personnelQh
[For this facility, the following su.d F k bi
requiredtobeOPERABLEtoensuref$portsys'temsaretEC instrumentation
OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required-support systems which,
upon their failure, do not result in the !!CREC
instrumentation being declared inoperable and their
justification are as follows:]

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the MCREC instrumentation and the
justification of whether or not each supported system is
declared inoperable are as follows:]

|

(continued)

9
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# MCREC Instrumentation- ,

B 3.3.7.1

~

' BASES (continued) ,

APPLICABILITY Refer to Table 3.3.7.1-1 for the specific Applicability
requirements of each function. The bases for Applicability
requirements are discussed on a function-by-function basis
in the LC0 section.

,

A Note is added to provide clarification that for this LCO,
each function specified in Table 3.3.7.1-1 shall be treated.

as an independent entity with an independent Completionc

Jimehy
dff D

fo^ACTIONS'

Wfs#the}gik6 facility to uke cred'.; for topical reports
Inso

for justifying temp 1c' ,on Times, topical
renorts' M ouldtbe supported by an NRC staff Safety
EvaluatidnMepM
of e'irth topjcalaiep(SER) that establishes the acceptabilityort for that facility.

A8.Aprotechenfupctie&ntchannel is inoperable when it does

not satisf[yat %ycrik ria arp,\ Th
0PERASILITY criteria for the channel's

function. hei,e outlined for each function in
the. LC0 section ofJthe bases. e most common cause of--

! O- channel inoperabjffty isfodtright failure or drift of
tolerance allowed bsth; module * sufficient to cxceed thee plant-hpeqific setpoint analysis,.V the bistable or ptocess ,

VTypically, the drift is fouM to behmall and results in ai

. delay of -actuation rather than a' totakloss of function.
| Determination of setpoint driftaisisenally made during the
'

performance of a CHANNEL FUNCJ10NAL TEST when the process
instrument is' set up for ad Mstmef.tEtv bring it within
pecification, if the trip 3btpoint is less conservative

than the ALLOWABLE VALUE in Tsble 3.3.7.1-1, the channel
must be declared inoperable immediately, and the appropriate
Conditions.from Table 3.3.7.1-1 must be entered immediately.

In the event a channel's- trip setpoint is found
nonconservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,

| or bistable is found' inoperable, then all affected functions
provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the'

LCO Condition entered for th'e particular protection function -

affected.

L (continued)
!

! (continued)

LO
~

L
'
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MCREC Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (;ontinued) |

ACTIONS Condition A
(continued) i

Condition A is applicable to each of the functions noted in ,

Table 3.3.7.1-1. With a channel of the instrumentation
inoperable in a trip system, the trip system is still I
capable of performing its $ntended function, provided the
other channel of the same function is OPERABLE. [ Note,this
assumes atone-out-of-two actuatlon logic for each train.]
The 1-how; Completion Time is sufficient for the operatnr to
ver jfunctional trip capability for each trip system.

R 1 red Ac bA,2directsentrytoallotherConditions
re ,.ncedV'Tb%3.3.7.1-1. The applicable Condition i

speciBied>fn 1 > tame is function dependent. Each time an
inoperable c elfCdiscovered,ConditionAisenteredand '

theRequipPAd|$og#fdthe appropriate subsequent Conditionis taken. a

h g$Condition B

Condition B appl @kthd(tailurg of a single channel of
the ECCS common reactosliWssel wittr level 1 function. '

Required Action B.1 is tion because it
restores full functional d e function.
RequiredActionB.2 allows *pabO(tyothe irisperab"$shannel(s) to be

,

placed in trip. This Required Action iy!W fied by a Note

that the Required Action does not applyhif %ystem becomesresults in
MCREC actuation. If a channel in odxtrip s
inoperable when one or more channa) Pin the opposite system
are already in trip, placing the inoperable channel in trip
will.cause an actuation. Required Action B.2 is not
intended to force an unnecessary actuation. In this event,
Required Action B.1 would have to be met. If the inoperable
channel (s) are not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in
trip within the time allowed, Condition E should be entered.
For this facility, an allowed outage time of 24 hours is
acceptable, according to the justification provided in
Reference 2.

Condition [

Condition C applies to the failure of a single channel of
the RPS common drywell high pressure function.

(continued)

(continued)
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MCREC Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

G BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action C.) is the preferred Action because it
(rontinued) restores full functional capability of the function.

A1.ernately, Required Action C.2 allows the inoperable
channel (s) to be placed in trip. A Nute indicates that this
Required Action is only applicable if placing inoperable
channel (s) in trip would not result in initiation. Required
Action C.2 is not intended to force an unnecessary
actuation, in this event, Required Action C.1 would have to
be met.or Required Action E would have to be entered. For

fthis facility, the 12-hour Completion Time is acceptabic,
ibased on:the justification provided in Reference 2.

.

% Condition D)n+si; ,w j. ..

ConditioriiD ahplies to the failure of radiation
instrumentation functions. For this facility, the 6-hour
CompletioniTime"is based on the consideration that radiation
monitor OPERABilllY is the primary success path in Design

-

Basis Accident (DBA):or; transient enalyses. Required
Action D.l .,is:the prefe'rred Action becsse it restores full
functional capability!of the function. /O t ernately,
Required Action D,2 allowrthe inoperable channel (s) to bep) placed in trip. A Note indicates that this Required Action

U is only applicable'ifcplacing inoperable channel (s) 'n trip
would not result in an MCREC initiation. Required Action
0.2 is not intended to force?an unnecessary actuat'v In

3

this event, Required Action 0.1 would have to be t~'. Jr

Required Action E would have to,be entered,
f

.onditionlC ,

,

The associated MCREC subsystem must be declared inoperable
if Required Actions of Condition A, B, C, or D are not met
and associated Completion Times are not met within I hour.
This is necessary to ensure that control ronm personnel will
be protected in the event of an accident or if the
associated subsystem (s) are declared inoperable. The
Completion Time of immediately racognizes the f act that
Condition E, in the limit, addresses complete failure of the
MCREC function.

Condition F

Condition F is applicable to each of the MCREC
instrumentation functions in Table 3.3.7.1-1.

(continued)

p) -

(continued)(
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MCRt.C Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Raquire'! $ction F.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
(continued) b vn initiated for those supported systems du.lared

inoperable because of the inopecability of the support
channels (s) or within a Completion Time of I hour. The
specified Completion Time is sufficient for pl Ant operations
personnel to make this determination.

Required _ Action F.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inopepabilitygof channel (s) associated with each MCREC
instrumentation function have been initiated. This can be
a!complished ty entering the supported systems' LCOs
independently or as a group of Required Actions that need to
bi initiated every time Condition F is entered. [Forthis
f acility, thel identified supported systems' Required Actions
associated with eac MCREC instrumentation function are as
follows:]'

Required Action'|F.'2 verifies!that all required support or
supported featurescassociated with the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Time is! sufficient for plant
operations personnel tofmake this' determination. If

-

verification determines <lossfo'f ? functional capability,
LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered.YHowever, if the
support or supported feature LC0 take into. consideration the
los:; of function situation, then LC0 3.0;;3,may not need to
be entered. ' g,

.-. ~.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any MCREC instrumentation function are found
REQUIREMENTS in the SR column of Table 3.3.7.1-1 for that function. All

functions are subjected to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.

In order for facilities to take credit for topical reports
for the basis for justifying Surveillance Frequencies,
topical reports should be supported by an NRC SER that
establishes the acceptability of each topical report for
that facility.

(continued)

(continued)
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MCREC Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

.

BASES (continued)
:

SURVEILLANCE SR_3 4 7.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred.
A CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated
on one channel to a similar )arameter on other channels. It
is based on the assumption 11at inf rument channels
monitoring the same parameter should ad approximately the
sameWalue. Significant deviations u. ween the two

%j@4instrumentchannelscouldbeanindicationofexcessivefnstrument drift in one of the channels or even something
more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel

% failsre, thus it is key to verifying the instrumentationn
k ontinuseto operate aroperly between each CHANNEL
CALIBRATION, The hig1 radiation instrumentation should be
compared 'totsjmjlar plant instruments located throughout the
plant. Ifithe radiation monitor employs keep-alive sources
or check soWces OPERABLE from the control room, the CHANNEL
CHECK should alsonn6teithe detector's response to these

'gGg?gsources.
mu .

Agreement criteria t e determined by the plant staff, based
'

O on a combinationzof theecherihel, instrument uncertainties,
including isolation , indication" land readabii t ty. If a !channel is outside tWmatchscrlieria,itmaybe'an'

indication that the 't'ransmitter or%the. signal processing
-equipment has drifted outside its , limit. If the channels
arewithinthematchcriterin,,itsisaniindicationthatthe
channels are OPERABl.E. If thschhnnels"are normally off-
scale during times when Surveillances are required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off-scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

'the Surveillance interval, about once every shift, is based -
on operating experience that demonstrates-the rarity of
channel faiiure. Since the prcbability of two random -
failures in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is low,
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes 'the chance of loss of protective
function due to failure of redundant channels. Thus,
performance of the CHANNEL CHECK paarantees that undetected
overt channel failure is limited to 12 hours. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent checks of

(continued)

(continued)
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MCREC Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
REQUIREMENTS displays associated with the LCO required channels.

(continued)
SR 3.3.7.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the trip, interlock, and
alarm functions of the channel. The test inserts a
simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor as E
practicable and verifies required trip, interlocks, and
alarmC function when the input is beyond the trip point.
Wteresthe design has made provisions for including sensorsl
ih the CHANNEk FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be
inserted..atfthat_ point. "As found" and "as left" values for,

bistiblestripcsetpoints are recorded. Bistable setpoints
must be found withis the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
LCO. The< difference:between the current "as found" and the
previous "as left"|-setpoints must De within the drift
allowance used in:the setpoint analysis. Recalii*ation of
the bistable setp'oint restores the OPERABillTY of an

e

otherwise functional?cemp6nent that does not meet these
criteria. Howevert rek ated failures of the same channel
over a small number of' test intervals should be evaluated as
potentially indicatingt dat eterministic failure that cannot
be corrected by recalibration o %g - g_ vp
If, during the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL; TEST, the. associated trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than the

ALLOWABLE VALUE specified in Table 3.3t7,1-1}9}ty, the baststhe channel
must be declared inoperable. [For thi ffaci
for the Surveillance Frequency, once'every 31 days, is as
follows:).

A Note in the SR clarifies that this Surveillance does not
requires the radiation detectors to be included in the
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST because of the difficulty of
injecting the radiation signal at the detectors.
OPERABILITY of radiation detectors is demonstrated by the
CHANNEL CALIBRATION and monitored by the CHANNEL CHECK.

SR 3.3.7.1.3

The basis for a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST was previously
discussed in SR 3.3.7.1.2.

(continued)

(continued)
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MCREC Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

|

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE If, during the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the associated trip
REQUIREMENTS setting is discovered to be less conservative than the

(continued) ALLOWABLE VALUE specified in Table 3.3.7.1-1, the channel
must be declared inoperable. The basis for the Surveillance
Frequency, once every 92 days, is the reliability analysis
of Reference 3.

[SR 3.3.7.1.4)

fThe calibration of bistable trip units consists of a test to
determine the actual trip setpoints, and recalibration of-

' |" the setpoint is necessary to ensure that it remains core
conservative than the setpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE

"specified' in\ Table 3.3.7.1-1. The channel must be declared
inopernble if'the setting is discovered to be less
conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE. If the trip setting
is discovered;to be less conservative than accounted for in

the appropriate setpoint methodology but is not beyond the
ALLOWABLE VALUE, thejchannel is still considered OPERABLE.
Under these:conditionsi the setpoint must be readjusted to
be more conservative 1,than accounted for in the appropriate
setpoint methodology: Tho' Surveillance Frequency is based

[m on assumption of.a 92-day calibration interval in the
's determination of'the magnitude of, equipment drift in the

setpoint analysis, n g t
v

SR 3.3.7.1.5

CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete' check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies that the
channel responds to the measured parameter with the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive tests, to ensure that the instrument channel
remains operational with the setpoint within the assumptions
of the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as
f ound" and "as lef t" values are recorded and used to verify
drift assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
;ALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable
setpoints errors are within the assumptions of the plant-
,pecific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error
Ottermination and readjustment must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
t.n aly s i s .

(continued)
. . . . .

O (continued)
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MCREC Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Recalibration resto,es OPERABILITY of an otherwise
REQUIREMENTS functional component found to have errors larger than

(continued) assumed by the setpoint analysis. Howe"er, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent
laboratory calibrated unit.

The' Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of-

an 18-month calibration interval, in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.7I1'.6 ,4

1

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every
18 months. Performance of WLOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic
for a specific channel.tTh'e LOGICiSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
tests all logic components (e g.',' all relays and contracts,
all trip units, solid-state logic elements) of a logic
circuit, from sensors up tocthe' actuated-device. (For this
facility, the system functional testing' performed in
LC0 3.7.5 overlaps this test to provide complete testing of
the assumed safety function). (For this facility, the
Surveillance Frequency of 18 months is' based 'on the
following:]

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title]."

2. NEDC-30936-A, "BWR Owners' Group's Technical
Specification Improvement Analyses for ECCS
Actuation Instrumentation, Part 2," December
1988.

3. [ Unit Name] "(Plant-Specific Setpoint
Methodology)."

O
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LOP Instruaientation
3

.: ' . 3. 8.1s

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.8.1' Loss of Power (LOP) Instrumentation

BASES
. . - . - - . _ - - _ - - - . - . - - - -

BACKGROUND Successful operation of the required safety functions of
the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) is dependent on
the availability of adequate power sources for energizing
thef;various components such as pump motors, motor-operated

evalvesD and the associated control components. The LOP

'bg@: instrumentation monitors the 4.16 kV emergency buses.OffsitOpower is the preferred source of power for the
\4,14Wemergencybuses, if the monitors determine that

dnsufficient* power is available, the buses are disconnected
from.theJeffsite<powersourcesandconnectedtotheonsite
emegncysdiese generator (EDG) power sources.
Each 4.lk.kVe emergency bus has its own independent LOPg
instrumentation The= voltage for each bus is monitored at

undervoltag,e,wMMinWe considered as two different
#

two levels.
Yfunctions: loss of voltage and degraded

voltage. Ngf jg%O 4.16 kV Emeroench Bus M: ,rvoltano (Loss of Voltaae)
m

.g v W A
Loss of. voltage on a74.16 kV,' emergency bus indicates the
inability of the power source to supply sufficient power for
proper operation of- the applicabloiequjpment. Therefore,
the power supply to the bus is; transferred from offsite
power to EDT power when the voltage on the bus drops below
the loss of ultage function" ALLOWABLE VALUES (loss of
voltage with a short time delay). This assures that
adequate power will be available to the required equipment.

4.16 kV Emeraency Bus Undervoltaae (Dearaded Voltaae)
i

A reduced voltage condition on a 4.16 kV emergency bus I

indicates that power may be insufficient for starting large
ECCS motors without risking damage to the motors that could
disable the ECCS function. Therefore, power supply to the
bus is transferred from offsite power to onsite EDG power
when the voltage on the bus drops below the degraded voltage

,

trip function ALLOWABLE VALUES (cegraded voltage _ with a time '

celay). ~This ensures that adequate power will be available
to the required equipment.

(continued)
,

G (continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.B.1

BASES (continued)
__

BACKGROUND The LOP instrumentation is composed of two trip functions,
(continued) which represent different voltage levels that cause various

bus transfers and disconnects. Each function is monitored
by two undervoltage relays whose output trip contacts are
arranged in a two-out-of-two logic configuration.

The trip setpoints used in the voltage relays are based on
the analytical limits presented in References 3. The
selection of these trip setpoints is such that adequate
protection is:provided when all sensor and processing time
delays are taken into account. To allow for calibration
talarances,M astrumentation uncertainties, and instrument
drif6ALL0tiABLE/TALUES specified in Table 3.3.8.1-1 are
conservativelyfedjustfd with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is@povided in Reference 5. The actual
nominal trip setpoint is normally still more conservative
than that required bycthe.:pitet-specific setpoint
calculations. lf.,theime6i ked setpoint does not exceed the
ALLOWABLE VALUE thewoltagefrelay is considered OPERABLE.g

to _LA
Setpoints in accordancoiWith.thetALLOWABLE VALUE will assure
that Safety Limits (Sth)"aretnot yiolated during anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s) au that4'the consequences of a

accidents will be acceatatils, pr6vfding the plant is
operated from within tte LCOs at the onset /of the A00 or
accident,andtheequipmentfunctiongs; designed.

g~--

APPLICABLE The LOP instrumentation is required for engineered safety
SAFETY ANALYSES features (ESF) to function in any accident with a loss of

offsite power. Its design basis is that of the ECCS. The
required channels of LOP instrumentation, in conjunction
with the safety systems powered from the EDGs, provide plant
protection in the event of any of the Reference 1, 2, and 3
analyzed accidents in which a loss of offsite power is
assumed.

Accident analyses credit the loading of the EDG based on the
loss of offsite power during a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). The diesel loading has been included in the delay
time associated with each safety system component requiring
EDG-supplied power following a loss of offsite power. The

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

m

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE analysis assumes a non-mechanistic EDG loading, which does
SAFETY ANALYSES not explicitly account for each individual component of the

(continued) loss of power detection and subsequent actions. The total
actuation time for the limiting systems, low pressure
coolant injection (LPCI), and high pressure coolant
injection (HPCI) is (35] seconds. This delay time includes
contributions from the EDG start, EDG loiding, and ECCS
co nent actuation. The response of the EDG to a loss of

%ust be demonstrated to fall within this response time

Melay $@1uding the contributions of all portions of the1 'n h

\'

<Thec i entation channels are required to meet the
a MndiestabilityrequirementsofGDC21in

10 CF pp x A (Ref. 4).

TheidP in tation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Pe4 y State t.

sy y
.

LCO TheLC0 req $ ires ABIL' ) f sufficient LOP

(V)
instrumentation ns V bus voltage protection..

The OPERABILITY th vic . LOP instrumentation
functions is confir h ssful completion of
required surveillan test : C EL CHECKS, CHANNEL

'

FUNCTIONAL TESTS, LOGIC SYSTEM F TESTS, and CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS. Individual meas gnnels and the
associated bistable trip uni con dered OPERABLE when
the following conditions ar isfied:

1. All channel components necessary to provide a start
signal are functional and in service;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,
analysis, or design information to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

3. Required surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

Each function must have a minimum number of OPERABLE
channels per 4.16 kV emergency bus, and each channel's
setpoints must ba within their ALLOWABLE VALUES. The actual

(continued)

I (continued)
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LOP instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

BASES (continued)

LCO set soints are calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint '

(continued) metaodology assumptions. Each channel must also respond
within its specified delay time. (for this facility, the
channels are configured in a ore-out-of-two logic for
actuation.] |

!

Violation of this LC0 could result in the delay of safety-
systems initiation when required. This could lead to the

,

violat.iekpf_theSLsduringcertainA00sortounacceptable |

conspquencesLduring accidents. During the loss of offsite |
poweytheE$powersthemotor-drivenLPCIandlowpressure |csre' spray _(wCS),, pumps. Failure of these LPCI and LPCS >

pun 9sttoatart puld leave turbine-driven reactor core
.

Isolattensoo,)teg4nd JIPCI pumps to mitigate the effects of |a LOCA under' conditions with an increased potential for loss
of decay heat ?emova)(capability.

v g gy
The ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each function in the
LCO. Nominal trip setpoihts are specified in the plant-
specific setpoiht calculatlops. The nominal setpoints arey

selected to ensura*thatt theTsetpoint measured by CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS does nottexceedsthe ALLOWABLE VALUE if the
bistableisperformingAs' required @0perationwithatrip
setpoint less conservative than7the nominal trip setpoint,
but within the ALLOWABLE VALUE,Ms,acc6ptable provided that
operation and testing is densistent wit Rthe assumptions of
the plant-specific setpoint calculationsElach ALLOWADLE
VALUE specified is more conservative then'the) analytical
limit assumed in the transient and accident inalysis in
order to account for instrument uncertainties appropriate to
the trip function. These uncertainties are defined in the
plant-specific setpoint methodology.

The undervoltage bus ALLOWABLE VALUE is low enough to
prevent inadvertent power supply transfer but high enough to
ensure sufficient power is available to the required
equipment. The time delay ALLOWABLE VALUE is long enough to
provide time for the offsite power supply to recover to
normal voltages but short enougn to ensure sufficient power
is available to the required equipment.

(for this facility, the relay configuration and trip
function meets single failure criteria for single-phasing
events for the following reasons:)

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

BASES (continued)

LCO (for this facility, the action of other relays (e.g., phase
(continued) current differential) is required to ensure trip in the

event of single phasing. The OPERABILITY of these other
relays affects OPERABILITY of this furiction for the
following reasons:]

[For this facility, the bases for ALLOWABLE VALUES is as
fo,110ws:]
:.w

9;r[For this facility, the bases for time-delay setpoints in
[wthe AL,LO6lABLE VALUES are as follows:]

,. m ,

Q' required: Tor th'is_(L:'ity, the following support systems are0PERABLE to ensure Lei instrumentation
OPERASILITY:] 3

; y , q
(for this faci;litys ., required support systems which,.

upon theirlfailure, do not result in the LOP instrumentation

being declared f y'/ff
rable and their justification are as

fol1ows:]'fyfyf
+mC

(For this facilit athe supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of LORD astrumentation and the
justification of,Whethertor not each supported system is
declated inoperable (vareas(wefollo % )g

The LOP instrumentation functiens^f%hJi
APPLICABILITY are required to be

OPERABLE when the associated,EDG is required to be OPERABLE.
.hus, two channels per division of the loss of voltage 4

function and two channels per division of the degraded
voltage function are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3, because ECCS functions are required to provide
protection in these modes. LOP instrumentation is required
to be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and 5 when the associated EDG is
required to be OPERABLE per LC0 3.8.2, so that the EDG can
)erform its~ function on a loss of power to the emergency
sus.

L

|

| ACTIONS- A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined for each function in the LC0

(continued)

(continued)
r
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS section of the Bases. The most common cause of channel
(continued) inoperability is outright failure or drift of the voltage

relay setpoint sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by
the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the drift
is found to be small and results in a delay of actuation
rather than a total loss of function. Determination of
setpoint drift is generally made during the performance of a
CHANNEL fuHCTIONAL TEST when the process instrument is set
up forgedjustment to bring it wit 1in specification. If the
triggietpoint%is less conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE
trpable 3.3js'.1-1, the channel must be declared inoperable
iAdediately/and the appropriate Conditions from
Tablej3.3.8;1-1 Mt be entered immediately.

''%# f:y q
in the event a=channelis trip setpoint is found non-
conservative (with eapect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the

C
,

channel infounddeeperable, then all affected functions
provided by thattehannel must be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition htsred f(#ths)particularprotectionfunctionaffected. " A $#qvw;

,

'

@k@ A$%|t<
M4Condition A

ConditionAappliesto%chMe%f(dLOPinstrumentation
functions in Table 3.3.8 49/ 'AJNoteM(gdded to indicate
that the Completion Time associated with @ Andition A is on a
Condition basis for each function. #

gg[h>M
A.I. A.2.1. acd A.2.2

qsf
Required Action A.1 allows for theTestoration of the
inoperable LOP instrumentation channel (s) within I hour.
If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in
compliance with Required Action A.1, then Required
Action A.2.1 requires that the channel be placed in trip. >

This places the system in a one-out-of-one logic for a
liinited amount of time. This Required Action is modified by
a Note that Required Action A.2.1 is applicable only if
placing the inoperable channel (s) in trip would not result
in an initiation. Required Action A.2.1 is not intended to
forces and unnecessary shutdown.

Required Action A.2.2 requires restoring the channel prior
to the next CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST which is performed on a

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP instrumentation l

B 3.3.8.1

F
'

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Surveillance Frequency of 31 days. The 31-day Completion
(continued) Time for Required Action A.2.2 is sufficient to perform the

Required Action, if after the required Completion Time has
been exceeded, and the Required Action A.2.1 to trip the
inoperable channel is completed, then the EDG may be
declared OPERABLE, when determined to be so, and the
remainder of Required Action A.2.2 is complied with.

NJi40ur Completion Time for Required Action A.1 and
e$pquiM AM.1 is sufficient for operations personnel to

MYtake cettective actions in an orderly manner and without

$[kchallapping glant systems.
k

. , ._

Condikk libLa es to each one of the LOP instri. mentation
functions ist le 3.3.8.1-1.

Bd -

If Conditi Act W cannot be completed within
if two required LOPthe required Com on T . '

'

O instrumentation ne perable for one or more(V functions in Tab '' 3 Required Action B.1 must,

eED u 3he affected EDGs andbe entered for each
other associated su rted 'stemNi ,e immediately declared
inoperable and the corresponding, re entered.

Prior to declaring the EDGs LE, [isnotnecessaryto
perform any Surveillance as ted with LC0 3.8.1, "AC
Sources-0perating," or LC0 8.2 "AC Sources-Shutdown,"
if the only reason for it was because of LOP instrumentation
inoperability.

Condition C

Condition C is applicable to each one of the LOP
instrumentation functions in Table 3.3.8.1-1.

| C.1 and CJ

Required Action C.1 verifies that the Required Actions have.
been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support
channel (s) within a Completion Time of I hour. The

(continued)
I f

( (continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations
(continued) personnel to make this verification.

Required Action C.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated with each LOP
instrumentation function have been initiated. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systems LCOs
independently or as a group of Required Actions that need to
be initiated.every time Condition C is entered. [For this
facility, th'e" identified supported systems Required Actions
associated With each LOP instrumentation function are as
follows;] v e

r ;x ' ,p+
Required Actioni .2 verifies that all required support orC

supported; features associated with the other redundant
channel (s)eare OPERABLE within a Completion Time of 1 hour.
The specified Qompletion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel ,to make this determination. If
verification determines lospof functional capability,
LCO 3.0.3 must be"immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LC0' takes into consideration
the loss of function sittaation then LC0 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered. Wj Q, y

.;. s nw ej.

i

SVRVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular EDC LOP instrwiiSMation function
REQUIREMENTS are found in the SR column of Table;3.318.1-l'. Most

functionsaresubjectedtoCHANNEL(CHECK,CHANNELFUNCTIONAL
TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

SR 3. 3. 8.1 d

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the indicated parameter
output of the potential transformers that feed the LOP
instrumentation relays. It is based on the assumption that
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should
read approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the two instrument channels could be an indication
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or even
something more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1.

k BASES (continued),

SURVEILLANCE channel failure, thus it is key to verifying the
REQUIREMENTS instrumentation continues to operate properly between each

(continued) CHANNEL CAllBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability, if the
channels are within the match criteria, it is an indication
that.the channels are OPERABLE.

- /, wThe surveillance interval, about once every shift, is based
,

V. on operating, experience that demonstrates the rarity of
O channel' f alldre. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK

Nguaranteesithatsundetected overt channel failure is limited
to 12-., hours. Since the probability of two random failures
in redundant._ channels in any 12-hour period is low, the
CHANNEL CHECOminimizes the chance of loss of protective
function duetto failure of redundant channels. (The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements!1ess1 formal, but more frequent checks of
channel opetrebt11tf during normal operational use of the
displays associated /with the LCO required channels.)

g &
m/IO AM'[s' SR 3.3.8.1 2
y A3 N;

ACHANNELFUNCTIONACTESTisper,formedevery31daysto
ensure that the entire channel williperform its intended

~

function when needed.
.ofp,%4pe r

The Surveillance frequency ofz31pdays fi based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift which demonstrates that' failure of more than one
channel of a given function in any 31-day inter 9a1 is a rare
event.

(For this facility, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST constitutes
the following:]

SR 3.3.8.1.3

SR 3.3.8.1.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
- every 18 months. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies the
accuracy of each component within the instrument channel.
This calibration includes calibration of the undervoltage
relays and demonstrates that the equipment falls within the
specified operating characteristics defined by the

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVFILLANCE manufacturer. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CAllBRATION
REQUIREMENTS shall find that measurement errors and setpoint errors are

(continued) within the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
analysis. Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an
otherwise functional component that does not meet these
criteria. Repeated failures of the same channel over a
relatively small number of test intervals, however, must be
considerpd as potentially indicating a deterministic failure
that canneNe corrected by recalibration. Completion of
thisf et r' " its in the channel being properly adjusted and
e d to 'ain within the "as found" tolerance assumed
b the setpe kt analysis until the next scheduled
Su votilancer its'asurement and setpoint error determination
aM reW$ustment)ms be performed consistent with the
assumptionssetthed t-speciCc setpoint analysis in
Referencaq%olta57 F@ tthat take credit for undervoltage
relay time ; racteristics, CHANNEL CAllBRATION need
only calibrate i time de at one voltage. [For thisfacility,theit
the following vb,ee de!

ABLE VALUE is specified for
l- urveillance Frequency is based

u)on the assumptfen 3 -month calibration interval in
tie determination of WgnitMcNf equipment drift in the
setpoint analysis. (f 4 W Q)

, (/pg vg'M
JR 3 . 3 . 8.L_4

Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONA demonstrates
the OPERABILITY of the required actu ic for a
specific channel. The LOGIC SYSTEF TION TEST tests
all logic components (i.e., all rd and contacts, all
trip units, solid-state logic eleme'nts, etc.) of a logic
circuit, from sensor up to the actuated device. For this
facility, the system functional testing performed in
LC0 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2 overlap this test to provide
complete testing of the assumed safety functions. [For this
facility, the Surveillance Frequency of 18 months is
justified as follows:)

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [5.2), "[ Title).''

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section [6.3), "[ Title)."

3. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [15), "[ Title)."

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

CT'j BASES (continued)(

REFERENCES 4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
(cantinued) Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power

Plants."

5. [ Unit Name), "[ Plant Protection System Selection of
Trip Setpoint Values]."

. .. ..

6$NUl>

w,h,%p,,,,8 }}
h,,f p4.3

4' }, 'A,$g,,{ .
c

kf AL, %

ff '<'

4'Aj:
4jff

1

|

!
,
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RPS-EPM
B 3.3.8.2

A

( B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.8.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS)-Electrical Power Monitorina (EPM)

BASES
_

BACKGROUND RPS-EPM will detect any abnormal high or low voltage or low
frequency condition in the outpsts of the two motor-
generator (MG) sets or the alternate power supply and will
de-energize its respective RPS bus, thereby causing all

fsafetygfunctions normally powered by this bus to de-energize
gyand, ag result, cause a half scram and half isolation.
NRPS-Ekis,hvidedtoisolatetheRPSbuspowerfromthe

#nenessentia MGtset or an alternate power source in the
eventgofasvervoltage, undervoltage, or uaderfrequency. This
system; protects (theloadsconnectedtotheRPSbusagainst
certain unacceptable voltage and frequency conditions as ,

stated insReference 1.m It forms an important part of the
primary success.. path'oftthe essential safety circuits. Some
of the essentisleequipment powered from the RPS buses
includesthetRPSklogic,scramsolenoids,andvarious
isolation valve 1 e (e.g@ residual heat removal (RHR)
shutdown cooling lv 1pic).
In the event of failure Nfian RPS-EPH assembly, the RPS
loads may experience *Unregu~ lated power supply. Depending on
the deviation from the nominal, the?overvoltage,
undervoltage, or underfrequency. condition can cause
potential damage to the scram, solenoids"and other Class lE )
devices. %M
In the event of a low-voltage condition for a long period of
time (e.g., 10 seconds], the scram solenoids can chatter and
potentially lose the pneumatic control capability, resulting
in loss of primary scram action. Under these conditions, in
the event of a fault downstream of~the circuit breakers, a
low voltage will-be present at the-RPS bus, and the RPS
assemblies EPM will open the circuit breaker and isolate the
power source.

In the event of an overvoltage condition for a long period
of time ([e.g., > 10 seconds]), the RPS logic relays and
scram solenoids as well as the main steam isolation valve
solenoids may experience a voltage higher than their design

(continued)

(continued)
\
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RPS-EPH
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND vol tage. If this situation persists for a long time period
(continued) ([e.g., > 10 seconds]) it may cause equipment degradation

and the loss of plant safety function.

The output current of each MG set is controlled by two
redundant Class IE circuit breakers connected in series
between the RPS bus and the MG set. Each of these circuit
breakers is provided with an independent set of Class IE

'Utp'h@undervoltage,andunderfrequencysensinglogic.
overy t
If tt pf the MG set exceeds predetermined limits of
oy 1 tage dervoltage, or underfrequency, a trip coil
dF Wen by lo ic circuitry opens the circuit breaker.

ilran ' e is also provided, which permits theA mar
energization|,y . .pne bus from an alternate source of
powerifsp'4

'

MG set is out of service. This
allows both RPS to remain energized even though one of
the MG sets may''ernaout of_se(vice.The prc 7ctive relaying
scheme on the' t paWre of power is identical to the
two Class IE pr . >nt Mbities on the MG sets.

RPS-EPM supports the R k; gysignAd%onform with GDC 2,
GDC 21, and GDC 23 (Re , ) andCI Rt? Standards 279 (Ref. 5)
and 379 (Ref. 6). RPS SPM proVides~ph tection to the RPS
and other systems that recWM poiser ' . the RPS buses, by
acting to disconnect the RPS fronMhe p 1-source circuits
under specified conditions that could dysagesthe RPS
equipment. M Kbfy

v

APPLICABLE The RPS-EPM is necessary to meet the assumptions of the
SAFETY ANALYSES safety analyses and provide for the mitigation and in some

cases termination of accident and transient conditions.

RPS-EPM satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

LCO The LCO requires all instrumentation performing the RPS-EPH
function to be OPERABLE. For this facility, there are [ ]
channels of RPS electric power monitors per bus. Failure of

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS-EPM
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

LCO any instrument renders the affected EPH assembly C operable
(continued) and reduces the reliability of the affected functions.

The RPS-EPH assemblies shall be OPERABLE to prevent the
effects of specific abnormal voltage or frequency conditions
on the system and components powered by the RPS power
supplies from non-Class-1E sources. The two sets of Class
IE ays and circuit breakers in series between each MG set

RPS bus, or an alternate source and its bus, provide
nt protection function against the specified

bnor voltage or frequency conditions. -Only the power
moni g stem associated with the inservice power supply

rnate power supply) must be OPERABLE,

s BLE when the following conditions are

1. All nel co ents necessary to provide a trip
si are al and in service;

2. Chann nt un rtainties are known via test,
analysis, o gn mation to be within the,

assumptions calculations; and
'

3. Required surve. st is current and has
demonstrated p orman wit i.each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria. |

(For this facility, the basisJbverMitage, undervoltage,
andunderfrequencyALLOWABLE(WAtVESareasfollows:]

ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified in the LC0 for the RPS-EPM.
For this facility, nominal trip setpoints are specified in
the plant-specific setpoint calculations provided in
Reference 4. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure
that the setooints measured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL lt:STS do

I not exceed tie ALLOWABLE VALUES. Operation.with a trip
! setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint,

but within its ALLOWABLE VALUE, is acceptable provided that
operation and testing is consistent with the assumptions of
the plant-specific setpoint calculations. Each ALLOWABLE
VALUE specified is more conservative than the analytical
limit assumed in the transient and accident analysis in

| order to account for instrument uncertainties appropriate to
the trip function.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS-EPM
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued) ,

i

LC0 for this facility, these uncertainties are defined in tne

(continued) plant-specific setpoint methodology (Ref. 4).

(for this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure RPS-EPH OPERABILITY:)

(For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon theirr failure, do not result in the RPS-EPH being
declared (inoperable and their justification are as follows:]

4W %
[forethis facility, the supported systems impacted by the
ihopsrability of the RPS-EPH and the justification of
whether or:not each, supported system is declared inoperable
areAsifollowst)r'

%'

,+ ,4

v y.; y :
The operation off he RPS-EPH assemblies is essential toAPPLICABILITY t

disconnect theiRPS-powered components from the MG set or
alternate power' source during' the specified abnormal voltage
or frequency conditionb iSince the degradation of a
non-Class-lE source supplying powersto the RPS bus can occur
as a result of any randon' single? failure, the OPERABILITY of
the RPS-EPM is required;When;the power. source is in service,
and the powered componentsLare requiredito be OPERABLE. For
this facility, this result's' in the RPS-EPM assemblies
OPERABILITY requirements of MODES 1, 2,_and;3, and MODE 4 or
5 with any control rod withdrawn from,4 core' cell containing
one or more fuel assemblies or RHR shutdown cooling
isolation valves open. 77
for this LCO, a Note is added to indicate that Conditions A
and B shall be treated as an entity with a single Completion
Time.

.

ACTIONS A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined for each function in the LC0
section of the bases. The most common cause of channel

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS-EPM
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)
|

i

ACTIONS inoperability is outright failure or drift of Jae bistable |(continued) or process module sufficient to exceed the toleance allowed
|by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the 1

drift is found to be small and results -in a delay of
actuation rather than a total loss of function. 1

Determination of setpoint drift is generally made during the ;

performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process
instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it within
s ocification. If the trip setpoint is less conservative

. g @pttan'the ALLOWABLE VALUE in SR 3.3.8.2.2, the channel mustbe declared inoperable immediately and the appropriate
% Conditions from-SR 3.3.8.2.2 must be entered immediately.-

% s!the event h channel's trip setpoint is found non-AQ
* In

conservative With respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter.,Lt.nstrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or bistablefis found inoperable, then all affected functions
provided bykthat channel must be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition entered;for the particular protection function

. a f fected.'' .4|%V M
. My

wi:rnp$fif

fM)[m
j[. Q mlition A

'

a 7

S@sV A.1 and A.2 ~ D.gy pp %
If one RPS-EPH assemb'ly fori n in' service power source (MG
set or alternate) is' inoperable, oriene RPS-EPM assembly on
each inservice-power supply is inoperable, the OPERABLE
assembly will still provide protection'to the RPS equipment
under degraded voltage or degraded. frequency conditions.
The reliability and redundancy of the RPS-EPM, however, is
reduced. In this situation,-72-hours is allowed by Required
Action A.1 to restore the inoperable assembly to OPuuBLE
status. If the inoperable assembly (s) cannot be made -
OPERABLE, the associated power supply must be taken out of
service (Required Action.A.2) within this 72-hour period.
This places the RPS bus in a safe condition. An alternate
power source with OPERABLE powering monitoring assemblies
may then_ be used to power the RPS _ bus.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note' to indicate that
'

removal-of the= power source would only be applicable if it
would not-result in a scram or an isolation. "

(continued)

(continued)
>,

1
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RPS-EPH
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The 72-hour Completion Time takes into account the remaining
(continued) OPERABLE power monitoring assembly and the low probability

of an event requiring RPS-EPH Protection occurring during
this period. It allows time for plant operations personnel
to take corrective actions or to place the plant in the
required conaition in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

A

k
#

If ing assemblies for an inservice power
sour 's nate) are inoperable or both power
monitoring li p each inservice power supply are
inoperabl protective function is lost. In thissituation,.Iho lowed by Required Action B.1 to
restore at lea e asse to OPERABLE status for each
inservice pow our Natively, if one inoperable
assembly cannot 3LE, the associated power
supplies must be ser ice within I hour per
Required Action B.2. ter wer source with
OPERABLE assemblies ma en power the one RPS
bu:. . The 1-hour Comp 1 s ,ficient for the plant
operations personnel to t o i gtions.
Required Action B.2 is modified by a N ndicate that
removal of the power source would on1 4 cable if it
would result in a scram or an isol .

g Condition C

C.1 and C.2

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of
Condition A or B are not met in MODE 1, 2, or 3, a

s controlled shutdown must be initiated. The controlled
shutdown is accomplished by placing the plant in at least
MODE 3 per Required Action C.1 within 12 hours and in MODE 4
per Required Action C.2 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODES from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)

(continued)
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!

RPS- E.'"i
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition D
(continued)

0.1 and 0.2
_

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of
Condition A or B are not met in MODE 4 or MODE 5, or with
cny control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or
more fuel assemblies or with RHR shutdown cooling valves
o)en, the operator must.take immediate corrective action.
T1e Required Actions require operating personnel.to initiate
action to fully insert all- insertable control rods in core
cells containing one or more fuel assemblies and to isolate.
the shutdown cooling line. These Required Actions result in
the least reactive-condition for the core and ensure that
the safety function of the RPS (e.g., scram or insertion of
control-rods) and RHR shutdown cooling isolation valves are
not required.'

Condition E-
t

E.1 and E.2

Condition-E -is applicable to each' of the inservice RPS,

\ electrical power monitoring assemblies.

. Required Action E.1 verifies that-the Required Actions have
-

been initiated-for those supported systems declared
-

inoperable because of -the inoperability of. the support'
,

inservice RPS electric power monitoring assemblies within.a ;

Completion Time of 1 hour. The specified Completion Time is
_ sufficient for plant operations personnel to make this--

-

veri fication. -.

Required Action E.2 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with-supported systems impacted by the

-inoperability of-the' inservice RPS electric power monitoring
assemblies associated with have been initiated. This can be-

accomplished by entering the supported systems LCOs
independently or as-a~ group of Required Actions that need_to-
be initiated every time Condition E is entered. [Forthis
facility,ithe identified supported _ systems Required Actions
associated with each inservice RPS electric power monitoring
assembly is as follows:]

| (continued)

(continued) 1

4
i
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RPS-EPM
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action E verifies that all required support or
(continued) supported features associated with the other redundant

inservice RPS-EPM monitoring assembly are OPERABLE within

OPERABLE within a Completion Tiue of 1 hour. The specified
Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations personnel
to make this determination. If verification determines loss
of functjonal capability, LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately
enteredfyeljowever, if the support or supported feature LC0
takesMnto consideration the loss of function situation,
thehfLC03.013|maynotneedtobeentered.
R # +

w.w qq
,

SURVEILLANCE The SRs forganyhartic'ular RPS EPM function are fcund in the
REQUIREMENTS SRs columnlof'T bleg3.3.8.2-1 for that function. Most

functions are subject"to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, and CHANNEL;CAllBRATION.

w" e (g
qlgj~kNdYSR 3.3.8.2m1

%M a
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESRis performed to verify that the
inservice RPS-EPM Syst9m Actuates'astrequired to protect the
RPS equipment from a degfadedfpower source. A CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST verifles theJfunction ofithe trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of"the channel. The test
inserts simulated or actual signals as closesto the sensor
as practicable and verifies required trip',' interlocks, and
alarms function when the input is beyond the trip point.
Where the design has made provisions-for including sensors
in the CFT, the test signal shall be inserted at that point.
"As found" and "as left" values for bistable trip setpoints
are recorded. Distable setpoints must be found within the
ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the LCO. The difference
between the current "as found" and the previous "as left"
setpoints must be within the drift allowance used in the
setpoint analysis. Recalibration of the bistable setpoint
restores the operability of an otherwise functional
component that does not meet these criteria. However,
repeated failures of the same channel over a small number of
test intervals should be evaluated as potentially indicating
a deterministic failure that cannot be corrected by
recalibration.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS-EPH
B 3.3.8.2

p(/
,

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The Frequency allows the test to be performed while the
REQUIREMENTS plant is in a condition where the loss of the RPS bus (the

(continued) power source must be removed from service to conduct the
test) will not jeopardize steady-state power operation. The
24-hour condition is intended to indicate an outage of
sufficient duration to allow for scheduling of the

Surveillance and proper performance of the test. A Note has
bespiadded that if the previous performance was within

/ 194 days, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is not required in '

fDMODE4?ac.1isconsideredcurrent. [For this facility, the
W basis /far the 184-day Surveillance Frequency is justified as

% followsi) $g %%%%id f

3.1IS?2.2 pSR

p %M
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed to verify the trip
setpoints for overvoltage, undervoltage, and underfrequency.
The trip (s;etpoints"are4ased on [providing a norninal
120 voltsMCnWON,7ef the RPS logic cabinets, which
assures a minfrmahfpeq'uency,of 57 Hz, and [108 to 132) VAC
atthescramsolenoidvalves)

bs') CHANNEL CALIBRATION isf.gM N bM
V axcomplete check of the instrument

channel, including $eYdetestor.''fibe test verifies that the
channel responds to measured < parameters with the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrumentJdr'th between successive
tests to ensure that the instrtmwnt cha"nnel remains
operational with the setpoint)is.tithin the assumptions of theplant-specific setpoint analys Transmitter "as found"
and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify drift
assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
shall find that measurement errors and bistable setpoints
errors are within the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error
determination and readjustment must be perfonned consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
analysis.

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise-
functional component found to have errors larger than

~assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number

(continued)

(continued)
%/
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RPS-EPH
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE of test intervals must be considered as potentially
REQUIREMENTS indicating a deterministic failure that cannot be corrected

(continued) by recalibration.

(For this facility, the basis for the Surveillance Frequency
is as follows:]
SR 3. 3. ad . 3

Per ce'i a system functional test d monstrates the
OP LITY the required actuation log,: for a specific

and _el .
te s all logic components (i.e., all relaysc

t its, solid-state logic elements, etc.)
of a' i. . rom sensor up to the actuated device.
Tne system Jona 7,.t.est of the Class lE circuit breakers

%tty fu%dM,aththis test to provide complete testing
is includ

rY. If the breakers are incapable ofof the sa
aisibciated nnel would be inoperable. (Foroperating,the,gh6bathis facility,4 g he Surveillance Frequency is

as follows:] g
.. A

t p , ' itle)."REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR,
3

Title 10, Code of Fec ral Rehati2. Part 50,
Append |x A, " General Design Criter Nuclear Power

.

Pl ant s . "
,

3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section ( Ti tl e) . "

4. (Unit Name), "[ Plant Protection Selection of Trip /

Setpoint Values]."

5. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
IEEE-279-1971, " Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

6. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
IEEE-379,"(Title)."

7. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title]."

1

>

$

l
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Acronyms )

APPENDIX A

V Acronyms

m-

The following acrons;=: are used, but not defined, in the Standard Technical
Specifications:

.

AC alternating current
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
DC a direct current

Nj' Hoal Safety Analysis Report
FSAR

Lienting Condition for OperationLCO

i[I Sueyeillance Requir6 mentSR
Genbral Design Criteria or General Design CriterionGDC %'?WF f%gQ

,a g. ,,

The following acronymr. b, th definitions, in the Standard Technical
Specifications: 4"
ACOT ANAL CHANM65PdATIONALTEST
ADS AutoniakkDupresserization System
ADV atitospherie &uervalve.,'
AFD axial flux diMreneD AFW *"

(V auxiliaryfes$) ate
AIRP air intake, 19ct n,' purification

~

ALARA as low as reasoedBly eva
ANS American Nuclear Society
ANSI American Nationni Standards e

! A00 anticipated operational ocaWPenc (
l A0T allowed outage time 457 l

| APD axial power distributio M
APLHGR AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
APRM average power range monitor
APSR axial power shaping rod
AR0 all rods out
ARC auxiliary relay cabinets

| ARS Air Return System
| ARTS Anticipatory Reactor Trip System

ASGT asymmetric steam generator transient,

| ASGTPTF asymmetric steam generator transient protective trip
function

.

ASI axial shape index
ASME American Soc.iety of Mechanical Engineers

|

| (continued)
4
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

ASTM American Society for Testing Materials !

ATWS anticipated transient without scram a
'

ATWS-RPT anticipated transient without scram recirculation pump
trip

AVV atmospt.eric vent valve
,

BAST beric acid storage tank
BAT boric acid tank
BDPS BoroasDilution Protection System
DIST boros2 injection surge tank
BIT , heron indection tank

i B0C 'pbeginning.of cycle
80P tbalancejefplant

i BPWS Thanked posit; tea. withdrawal sequence
| BWST berated wat#f starage tank

BTP Branc a sition

CAD containmentInkmospherec611ution
CAOC constant au#al offset %eirtrol
CAS Chemical AddMedtysta
CCAS containment ce6 1 uationssigni'

| CCGC containment combus , e gas ro)
| CCW component cooling er a y .

CEA control element ashmb d '

CEAC control element asse ca at
CEDM control element drive mechanism T

CFT core flood tank '

CIAS containment isolation actuation 1

COLR CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT 2
COLSS Core Operating Limits Supervisiery System
CPC core protection calculator
CPR critical power ratio
CRA control rod assembly
CR0 control rod dri > >
CRDA control rod drop accident;

; CRDM control rod drive mechanism
i CREHVAC Control Room Emergency Air Temperature Control System

CREFS Control Room Emergency Filtration System
| CREVS Control Room Emergency Ventilation System

CRFAS Control Room fresh Air System'

CS core spray
CSAS containment spray actuation signal

(continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

Q,)
CST condensate storar tank
CVCS Chemical and Volume Control System

DBA Design Basis Accident
DBE Design Basis Event
DF decontamination factor
DG diesel generator
DIV drywell isolation valve
DNB . $ departure from nucleate boiling,

DNBR ,,$?daparture from nucleate boiling ratio

gjp/ dietytl phthalateDOP gs
d ' ell purge isolation valve'DPIV

DRPI A d tats rod position indicator j

Mg7ggj 4 .;,;-

EAB on Wea bour.dary
ECCS- <Dergedgere Cooling System
ECW essenthtWhilled water
ECP estiag3Id critical. position
EDG emergrney dieseFip.nerator
EFAS Emergeng;fidedwater Actuation System
EFIC emergency fM dweRer in ation and control
EFCV excess flow valp

i EFPDs effective fu ow y
,V EFPYs effective fu rs

EFW emergency feedweef ,:

EHC slectro-hydraulis contr
"

E0C end of cycle
E0C-RPT .end of cycle recirculation.
ESF engineered safety featur
ESFAS Engineered Safety Featu ctuation System

.ESW essential service water
EVS- Emergency Ventilation System

FBACS Fusi Building Air Cleanup System
FCV flow control valve
FHAVS Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System
FSPVS Fuel Storage Pool Ventilation System
FRC- fractional relief capacity
FR Federal Register

-FTC fuel temperature coefficient
FWLB feedwater line break

(continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)
,

HCS Hydrogen Control System; Hydrazine Control System
HCU hydraulic control unit
HIS Hydrogen Ignition System
HELB high energy line break
HEPA high efficiency particulate air
HMS Hydrogen Mixing System
HPCI high pressure coolant injection
HPCS high pressure core spre
HPI hi ressure injection
HPSI hi essure safety injection
HPSP h r setpoint
HVAC

'

t zergp(entilation, and air conditioningHZP ower

V
ICS C em
IEEE Insti . El ical and Electronic Engineers
IGSCC inte ut s corrosion cracking
IRM inter diat monitor
ISLH inservice and tatic
ITC isotherma em fficient

4
K-relay control relay

.

LCS Leakage Control Syst
LEFM linear elastic fracture mech cs
LER . Licensee Event Report
LHGR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
LHR linear heat rate
LLS low-low set I
LOCA loss-of-coolant accident

3

LOCV loss of condenser vacuum i

LOMFW loss of main feedwater ;
LOP loss of power :
LOPS- loss of power start

|LOVS loss of voltage start
LPCI low pressure coolant injection
LPCS low pressure core spray
LPD local power density |

LPI low pressure injection
LPRM local power range monitor
LPSI low pressure safety injection
LPSP low power setpoint

(continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

O
LPZ low population zone
LSSS limiting safety system settings
LTA lead test assembly
LTOP low temperature overpressure protection

MAPLHGR maximum average planar linear heat generation rate
MAPFAC MAPLHGR factor
MAPFAC, . MAPLHGR factor, flow-dependent component

MAPFAC"
.;4MAPLHGR factor, power-dependent component

M".rNENIMUMCRITICALPOWERRATIO
MCPR

mate control roomMCR
MCREC v' mais control room environmental control_"

%esme>in.feedwater isolation valve
s simum flow interlockMFI

MFIV
MFLPD W'''maxiluum f>tetion of limiting power density
MFRV mata'feedwater regulation valve
MFW 9emin feedwah r
MG 'inotor-genefator

midde;ef cyc1gp(h.MOC
meinMteam19905e $6n signalMSIS

MSIV main staan.tsbla%fon valve

mainsteam'Haghreak,h.wMSLB
main steam samty vdytMSSV

moderatortpra ' toe lentMTC

thF % ,

NDT nil-ductility temperature ',
NDTT nil-ductility transition te
NI nuclear instrument -s r
NIS Nuclear Instrumentation System
HMS Neutron Monitoring Systeer'
NPSH net positive suction head
NSSS Nuclear Steam Supply System

00CM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
OPDRV operation with a potential for draining the reactor

vessel
OTSG once-through steam generator

-PAM post-accident monitoring
PCCGC primary containment combustible gas control
PCI primary containment isolation

(continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

9PCIV primary containment isolation valve
PCHRS Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System
PCP Process Control Program
PCPV primary containment purge valve
PCT peak cladding temperature
PDIL power dependent insertion limit
PDL power distribution limit
PF position factor
PIP position indication probe
PIV pressure isolation valve
PORV posse -operated relief valve
PPS . Mant Protective System
PRA g;probabiTjstic risk assessment
PREACS yh Pump Raam Exhaust Air Cleanup System; Penetration Room

* Enhaust' Air Cleanup System
PSW plent'servjce water
P/T pressure [anel temperature
PTE PHYSK57EST:uception
PTLR PRESSllRE AND;TLERATURE LIMITS REPORT

8
ps,%$;gW %f

QA quality assurance" y[
QPT quadrant 'wt* tidt gp
QPTR quadrant der i1T@ patio

'

QS quench spr gj ,. .

RACS RodActionControlSydem -

RA0C relaxed axial offset control ^

RAS recirculation actuation signal
RB reactor building .

RBM rod block monitor '

RCCA rod cluster control assembly
RCIC reactor core isolation cooling
RCIS Rod Control and Information System
RCP reactor coolant pump
RCPB reactor coolant pressure boundary
RCS Reactor Coolant System
REA rod ejection accident
RHR residual heat removal
RHRSW residual heat removal service water
RMCS Reactor Manual Control System
RPB reactor pressure boundaries
RPC rod pattern controller
RPCB reactor power cutback

(continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

9
RPIS Rod Position Information System

] RPS Reactor Protection System
RPT recirculation pump trip
RPV reactor pressure vessel
RS recirculation spray
RT reference temperature
RTm nil-ductility reference temperature
RTCB reactor trip circuit breaker
RTD resistance temperature detector
RTH : reactor trip module
RTP +,4 NATED THERMAL F0WER
RTS . };r' Reector Trip System
RWCU reactor water cleanup
RWE red withdrawal error

(Lre' withdrawal limiterdRWL
^

RWM 2 ~ rotiertth minimizer
RWP Raelation Work Permit
RWST "refueltag, water storage tank
RWT ' refueling water tank

M ggy||h
SAFDL specifiedtacceptable fuel design limits
SBCS Steam Bypass Control Sgtem
SB0 station blachtet' 4!TN
SBVS Shield Build 1 mig Ventilat1ASystem
SCAT spray chemicaR adrittilps tat
SCI secondary containment Tsolathlet

silicon controlled rectifier %g
SCR

scram discharge volume 4MSDV
SHUTDOWN MARGIN - i
Safety Evaluation ReportE!,[.. W

SDM
SER

SFRCS Steam and Feedwater Ruptsre Control System
SG steam generator
SGTR steam generator tube rupture
SGTS Standby Gas Treatment System
SI safety injection
SIAS safety injection actuation signai
SIS safety injection signal
SIT safety injection tank
SJAE steam jet air ejector
SL Safety Limit
SLB steam line break
SLC standby liquid control
SLCS Standby Liquid Control System
SPMS Suppression Pool Makeup System
SRM source range monitor

(continued)
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Acronyas

APPENDIX A (continued)

G
S/RV safety / relief valve
S/RVDL safety / relief valve discharge line
SSPS Solid State Protection System
SSW standby service water
SWS Service Water System
STE special test exception
STS Standard Technical Specifications

TADOT trip-actuating device operational test
TCV twbine. control valve
TIP ,t#ensveding incore probe
TLD g.fthermolertnescent dosimeter
TM/LP '' thermal pergin/ low pressure,

TS ~ Techajcal Specifications
TSV turbine staqryabe

W
f,'? s,,;f"0'f,,.fh

UHS Ultimate HeatfSthk
i[y$ ,,f %

VCT volume controlet Y
VFTP Ventilation FfitecgTesting P ram
VHPT variable high powed; trip ?M'

*

JI"' M0k
v/o volume percent #
VS vendor specific '

ZPMB zero power mode bypa

-

,
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